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Learning is a competence fundamental to intelligence. Intelligent agents who solve problems in a
realistic environment need to learn in order to improve their performance in terms of the quality
of the solutions they produce, the efficiency of their problem-solving process, and the class of
problems they can solve.
Failures in problem solving signify the need and the opportunity to learn. One way in which an
agent may effectively use its failed problem-solving experiences to learn, is by reflection upon its
own problem-solving process. To that end, the agent needs an explicit model of its own problem-
solving behavior. This work adopts a design stance towards reflective, failure-driven, learning.
This stance gives rise to a specific computational model which is based on three key ideas: (i)
agents can be viewed as abstract devices; (ii) their problem solving can be understood in terms
of structure-behavior-function (SBF) models; finally, (iii) failure-driven learning can be viewed as
a model-based redesign process, in which the agent uses its comprehension of its own problem
solving to repair itself. When the agent fails, it uses feedback from the world, and the trace of the
failed process, to search through this model and identify the cause(s) of its failure. Then, it proceeds
to repair its problem solving, in order not to fail again for the same reason.
This theory of reflective learning has been implemented in a fully operational system, AU-
TOGNOSTIC. AUTOGNOSTIC is like a “shell” in that it provides the SBF language for specifying
a problem solver, and the inference mechanism for monitoring this problem-solver’s reasoning,
assigning blame when it fails, and repairing it appropriately. Three different systems have been
modeled in AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language: ROUTER, a path planning system, KRITIK2, a design
system, and an autonomous, reactive agent implemented in the AuRA architecture. Extensive





“Learning denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in the sense that they
enable the system to do the same task or tasks drawn from the same population more
efficiently and more effectively next time.” Why should machines learn? H. A. Simon
Learning is a multi-faceted competence, fundamental to intelligent behavior. Intelligent agents
learn, for example, by being told (rote learning), by observing an expert performing a task (apprentice
learning), and from their own experiences in solving problems in the world (experience-based
learning). Failures constitute an especially interesting class of situations in which experience-based
learning occurs because they unmistakably signify the need and the opportunity to learn. When an
agent fails, it needs to learn to recover from the particular failure, and, it also has the opportunity
to eliminate the causes of this failure so that it does not fail for the same reason in the future.
This thesis investigates this last type of learning, namely, learning from failures in problem-solving
performance.
1.1 The Research Problem
Failure-driven learning is triggered by deficiencies in the agent’s problem-solving performance. It
has the goal of improving the agent’s performance by adapting its knowledge and/or process so
that the causes of these deficiencies are eliminated. There are several dimensions to the problem of
failure-driven learning which make it an especially hard and interesting problem. In general,
1. the complexity of the agent’s problem-solving process may vary,
2. there are several dimensions along which the problem-solving performance can be improved,
3. there are several stages in the agent’s problem solving during which a failure may be detected,
4. there are several types of feedback that can be provided to the agent,
5. there are several types of errors that can cause the agent to fail, which, in general, imply
different types of modifications, that is, there are several types of learning tasks,
6. there are several types of learning strategies that can potentially be used to mediate the
mapping from the agent’s failure to its effective and consistent adaptation, and finally
7. each adaptation of the agent’s knowledge or process may have undesired affects that can lead
to inconsistencies in its overall problem-solving behavior.
1.1.1 Complexity of Problem Solving
The complexity of the failure-driven learning processes increases as the complexity of the problem-
solving processes increases. When the agent employs only one problem-solving strategy, it is easier
to identify the causes of the problem-solving failure, and in addition, there are fewer ways in which
problem solving can be modified.
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Many learning systems assume that the problem solver has one, specific, problem-solving
strategy. Thus, they limit the learning problem they address,because they propose learning strategies
specifically tailored to modify and improve the specific problem-solving strategy. For example,
Teiresias [Davis 1977] assumes a particular kind of control strategy, namely backward chaining
of production rules, and proposes only one kind of modifications specific to this process, namely
refinement of the knowledge base with new rules. Similarly, Lex [Mitchell et al. 1981] assumes that
problem solving is accomplished through repeated operator application, and the modifications that
its learning process proposes are always refinements of the system’s operator-selection heuristics.
In general, however, an intelligent agent may employ a diverse set of reasoning strategies.
In the case of multi- strategy problem solving, the learning problem becomes more intricate. A
single type of modifications does not suffice any more. Instead, what is needed is to analyze the
different mechanisms that give rise to the different problem-solving strategies in terms of common
language, and to develop an integrated learning process able to identify deficiencies and to propose
and effectuate modifications at that level of analysis. This approach gives rise to the following three
requirements:
1. a content theory of problem solving, expressive enough to describe a range of problem-
solving strategies,
2. an analysis of the types of learning tasks, that is, the types of causes of failures that can occur
in problem solving, and
3. an analysis of the types of learning strategies, that is, methods for adapting problem solving,
that can potentially be used to eliminate these causes.
1.1.2 Dimensions of Performance Improvement
Simon [1981] characterizes learning as an adaptation mechanism with the goal of improving
the system’s efficiency and effectiveness on some class of problems. To improve the system’s
efficiency means to enable the system to solve its problems with increasingly fewer computational
resources such as processing time and memory space. To improve the system’s effectiveness means
to improve the quality of the solutions that the system produces. If, for each problem there is a
space of acceptable solutions, then improving the solution quality means narrowing the space of
solutions that the system actually produces so that they meet some set of solution- quality criteria.
In general however, there is another dimension along which the performance of a system may
improve, namely, it may incrementally extend the population of problems it can solve.
In general, there are three dimensions for improvement of an agent’s problem-
solving performance which constitute the “function” of learning in the context of
an intelligent system:
1. improvement in the efficiency of the problem-solving process,
2. improvement in the quality of the produced solutions, and
3. growth of the population of problems that the system can solve.
To date, there have been several computational theories accounting for the improvement of
the problem-solving efficiency, e.g., [Anderson, 1982, Carbonell et al. 1989, Laird et al. 1986,
Mitchell et al. 1981, Mitchell et al. 1989] and several others accounting for the increase of the set
of problems that the agent can address, e.g., [Bhatta 1995, Hammond 1989]. Relatively little
work has been done on developing theories that account for improvement of the agent’s solutions
( [Perez 1994] is one example of such work). Finally, there has been even less work that accounts
for all three types of performance improvement.
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Note that a learning strategy necessary for one type of performance improvement may not
suffice for another type. For example, in order to improve its efficiency, the system may compile
a sequence of reasoning steps into a single step. However, the ability for such compilation is not,
in general, sufficient to enable the system to produce better solutions, or to solve more problems.
For example, in order to produce better solutions, the system would potentially have to modify its
reasoning steps, so that they “search” for solutions of the desired quality. To solve more problems,
the system would potentially have to expand its domain knowledge so that it covers solutions to a
larger class of problems.
Thus, in general, the more the dimensions along which the agent’s performance
needs to be improved, the wider the range of learning tasks that it needs to address,
and the wider the range of the learning strategies it needs to use.
1.1.3 Failure Detection
In principle, there are several ways in which an agent can recognize its failure to successfully solve
a particular problem. For example, while solving the problem, the agent may reach a state from
which it cannot make any progress. Alternatively, upon producing a solution, the agent may test its
solution in the real world, or it may present it to an expert, and find that the solution does not work.
In general, failures can be detected
1. either, during problem solving by the agent itself,
2. or, after the completion of problem solving, with the help of an external
evaluator.
In the latter case the agent relies on a mechanism separate from its own problem solving to
recognize its failure. For example, it assumes the existence of a distinct execution/simulation
process [Hammond 1989], or an expert [Davis 1977] to evaluate its solutions.
In order to be able to recognize errors in its own problem solving, the agent needs to understand
how its problem- solving strategy is supposed to work. In other words, it has to know at an abstract
level, i.e., independently of any particular problem, what constitutes a correct problem-solving
process. Understanding what constitutes a correct problem-solving process, in turn, requires two
different types of knowledge:
1. a specification of the correct behavior of each reasoning step (i.e., each type of inference) in
the process, and
2. a specification of how the individual reasoning steps are combined to accomplish the overall
tasks of the agent.
These two types of knowledge would enable the agent to monitor its problem solving, to
evaluate whether or not the sequence of its reasoning steps, as a whole, makes progress towards
accomplishing its tasks, and to evaluate whether or not the intermediate results of its reasoning are
correct.
1.1.4 Types of Feedback
Even if an agent is able to detect its own failures autonomously, it cannot always determine the
causes of these failures based on the trace of its reasoning and the symptoms of its failure alone.
Thus, usually it may require some feedback from its environment that will enable it to identify the
cause of its failure, and to repair itself.
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The feedback that the environment provides can be of many types. For example, the
feedback may simply inform the agent whether the solution it produced succeeded or failed,
e.g., [Samuel 1959]. In some cases, the feedback may consist of a complete trace of
the execution of the agent’s solution, localizing the failure to some step of this trace, e.g.,
[Hammond 1989, Sussman 1975]. In others, an expert may provide another preferred solution
along with a complete trace of how this solution could be produced [Perez 1994]. Alternatively,
the feedback may only specify the alternative preferred solution, e.g., [Davis 1977].
It is important to note here that, in this last case, the feedback usually communicates to the agent a
particular criterion desired of its problem-solving behavior, as exemplified by this preferred solution.
Since, in principle, there may be several different properties desired of the agent’s problem-solving
performance, the feedback that the agent receives after the completion of its problem solving may
be of several different kinds.
The feedback, in the form of a preferred solution, could be indicative
1. of a particular kind of solution quality, or
2. of a particular kind of problem-solving process quality.
1.1.5 The Learning Tasks
In general, there are two types of errors that can cause the problem-solving process to fail:
1. the problem-solver’s domain knowledge may be incorrect, or incomplete, or inappropriately
represented or organized, or
2. the problem-solver’s functional architecture may be incorrect, so that although it may have
sufficient knowledge available to it, it does not use it appropriately. For example, the agent
may use an inappropriate strategy for solving a particular problem, in spite of having another
strategy that would have been successful. Or alternatively, it may ignore some piece of
knowledge pertinent to the problem at hand, because it does not even know that this type of
knowledge is relevant.
If the environment in which the system operates is static, then the designer of the learning
method can realistically assume that the system begins with a complete, correct, and perfectly
organized body of domain knowledge, and that errors of the first kind will never occur. A typical
example of this approach is Prodigy [Carbonell et al. 1989]. Similarly, if there is no variance in
the types of problems that the system is presented with, that is, no new constraints or requirements
are imposed on the system’s problem solving throughout its life, then the designer of the learning
method can realistically assume that the system begins with a perfect functional architecture, and
therefore errors of the second kind will never occur. A typical example of this approach is Teiresias
[Davis 1977]. A weaker version of the same assumption is that the system begins with a complete
and correct set of problem-solving elements but without perfect organization of these elements.
Then, the learning process becomes responsible for appropriately reorganizing these elements
[Carbonell et al. 1989, Mitchell et al. 1981]. Theories adopting this assumption are able to impose
some additional control among the problem-solving elements, but they cannot change the set of
these elements and they assume that the problem-solver’s domain knowledge is correct.
Neither of the above assumptions is, in general, valid in realistic task environments. More
often than not, the state of the system’s external environment may change, that is, new objects may
appear and the relations among existing objects may change. Furthermore, new constraints may be
imposed to the system’s problem solving or to the solutions it produces, and thus, the nature of the
problems it has to solve may vary. As a result, learning cannot be limited only to acquisition of
domain knowledge and refinement of the control flow between the system’s functional elements.
The learning method must also be able to modify the existing functional elements and to introduce
new ones. Such modifications can enable the system to take into account the new environmental
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constraints and to tailor its solutions to meet the new requirements imposed on its performance.
Thus, the system must be able to recognize need for, and to perform modifications that enable it “to
pay attention” to the evolving task and domain, and its opportunities and requirements.
The system has to be able to autonomously decide what it needs to learn, and set
up its own learning tasks. The learning tasks that it has to be able to accommodate
are, in principle, of the following types:
1. (a) To enable the problem solver to keep up with changes in its environment,
some learning tasks pertain to the acquisition of new domain knowledge.
(b) To enable effective access to the problem-solver’s knowledge, some
learning tasks pertain to the reorganization of its domain knowledge.
2. To enable the problem solver to address variations of the original type of
problems it was designed for, some learning tasks pertain to the
(a) modification of the original elements of the problem-solver’s functional
architecture,
(b) introduction of new elements, and
(c) reorganization of these elements.
Here, it must be noted that, the latter kind of adaptations is especially hard. The first reason is
because they imply the ability to recognize the need for a new element in the system’s functional
architecture. A second reason is because they require that a whole new set of information and
control interactions be established so that the new element actually contributes to the problem-
solving process without compromising its overall consistency. To postulate a new functional
element, the agent has to be able to specify a new class of inferences that the problem solver should
draw in the course of its reasoning, so that the overall process exhibits the behaviors desired of it.
To effectively and consistently integrate the new element in the problem-solving architecture, the
agent has to understand the information and control inter-dependencies among its current elements,
so that it can modify them without disturbing their composition.
1.1.6 Learning Strategy and Methods
In general, failure-driven learning strategies use the trace of the failed problem-solving episode to
identify the cause of the failure, i.e., to identify which problem-solving step(s) led to the failure. This
is the well-known problem of blame assignment, that is the identification of the cause of the failure.
Earlier AI research on blame assignment has used an external oracle to evaluate each individual step
of the problem-solving process until it has identified an erroneous one [Davis 1977, Davis 1980].
Alternatively, the system may exhaustively search its problem space for alternative reasoning paths,
and when it finds a successful one, then it can directly compare the failed trace with the successful
alternative [Mitchell et al. 1981]. Finally, the system may have a set of pre- compiled patterns
of erroneous interactions among its own problem-solving steps, and it can identify the cause of
each particular failure by identifying instances of these patterns in the trace [Carbonell et al. 1989,
Ram and Cox 1994, Sussman 1975].
Each one of these approaches to blame assignment has its own merits and disadvantages. The
assumption of a resident expert, evaluating the system’s performance at a very fine level of detail,
is often impossible to meet. Exhaustive exploration of alternative reasoning paths is very costly,
especially in the case of multi-strategy problem solvers. Furthermore, the assignment of blame by
comparing the incorrect problem-solving trace with a correct one is too narrow a conceptualization
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of the blame-assignment task. There may be several correct alternatives, and, in such cases not all
differences between the erroneous trace and the correct one are “errors”. Finally, the exhaustive
enumeration of all possible patterns of errors leaves open the issue of the language in which these
patterns should be expressed.
Although the trace defines the space of possible causes for the failure, it does not provide any
help in localizing the cause of the failure, or in deciding what precisely the system needs to learn.
Traces can be extremely large, especially in the case of complex problems on which the system may
spend a lot of effort. In principle, the learning method should investigate the possibility that any of
the steps mentioned in the trace could be wrong, since it does not have any basis on which to acquit
any of them. In order to avoid this potentially very expensive search, trace-based learning methods
have to assume a single type of cause of failure that co-occurs with particular patterns of symptoms
in the trace. This assumption simplifies the blame-assignment process into a search for instances
of the particular problematic patterns. However, it also limits the scope of blame assignment to
identifying a restricted set of types of causes of failure.
A learning strategy, which does not make a priori assumptions about a specific type
of cause of the system’s failure, needs
1. to enable the system to potentially recognize the need for adapting its domain
knowledge as well as its functional architecture, and
2. to enable the system to effectively address learning tasks of both the above
kinds.
To meet the first requirement, the system has to have a language for specifying a taxonomy of
learning tasks, some of which pertain to the adaptation of its domain knowledge, and some of which
pertain to adaptations of its functional architecture. To be able to actually accomplish such diverse
tasks, the system needs to be equipped with an array of learning strategies that can eliminate the
different types of errors that cause the problem solver to fail.
1.1.7 Maintaining the Consistency of Problem Solving
Another limitation of traces, as the knowledge mediating the adaptation of the problem-solving
mechanism, is that they do not contain any information regarding how this adaptation can be
performed in a consistent manner. Existing trace-based methods address learning tasks that do not
jeopardize the consistency of the overall problem-solving process, such as refining the heuristics
for selecting among the problem-solving operators. They cannot even recognize the need for more
complex learning tasks, such as revising these operators for example. But even if they were told
about such a need, they would be unable to address it based solely on the information provided by
the trace of the problem solving. This is because the trace represents only an example of how the
system’s reasoning steps, i.e., operators, can be combined, and does not give any information on
their potential interactions in general. Thus, their modification might lead to inconsistencies that
the trace would be unable to predict.
To the extent that it is possible the learning process has to ensure that any modifi-
cations performed to the system do not compromise the consistency of its problem
solving.
To be able to reason about the potential consequences of any adaptation and perform them in a
way that does not compromise the overall consistency of the problem-solving process, the system
has to understand the inter-dependencies among its functional elements.
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1.2 The Approach Adopted in this Thesis
To address the above issues in failure-driven learning, this thesis adopts a specific view of problem
solving and learning.
The Device View of Problem Solving
In analogy to the device view of physical systems, intelligent systems are viewed
as abstract devices.
Physical devices are teleological artifacts, that is, they have an intended function and an internal
mechanism that results in this function. In an analogous way, intelligent systems are teleological
in nature, since they deliver solutions to the problems with which they are presented and which
they are expected to solve. Physical devices accomplish their intended functions through their
internal causal processes. In turn, these causal processes arise from the interactions of the devices’
elementary structural components. Much like devices, intelligent systems accomplish their tasks
through their internal problem-solving processes that, in turn, arise from the interactions of the
design elements in their functional architectures.
The Design View of Failure-Driven Learning
In analogy to the design of physical devices, failure-driven learning of intelligent
systems is viewed as redesign of a malfunctioning device.
Much like devices that often fail to perform the functions intended of them, intelligent systems
often fail to accomplish their tasks. When physical devices fail to perform their intended functions,
they must be diagnosed and repaired. In an analogous way, when intelligent systems fail, they must
identify the cause of their failure and repair themselves in a way that, in the future, they do not fail
for the same reason. To take this analogy one step further, the different kinds of a device failures
may necessitate a variety of different types of repairs, including simple adjustment of the parameters
of its structural elements, reorganization of the inter-connectivity among these structural elements,
and even introduction of new functional elements in it. In an analogous way, the different kinds of
failures in a system’s performance may lead the learning process to modify the system’s knowledge,
or to reorganize the interactions among its functional elements, or to even introduce new functional
elements in its functional architecture.
The Model-Based View of Reflective Failure-Driven Learning
In analogy to the model-based redesign of physical devices, explicit models of
problem solving enable the assignment of blame and the repair of the causes of the
system’s failures.
This analogy, from physical devices and their redesign to intelligent systems and learning, gives
rise to a process model for failure-driven learning inspired by a process model for redesign of
physical devices. When designers redesign physical devices, they often use their comprehension
of the internal causal processes of the device. This comprehension enables them to identify the
potential causes of the deviation of the observable device behaviors from its intended ones, to
select a repair that can potentially eliminate these deviations, to perform the repair on the failing
device, and finally, to evaluate its effectiveness [Goel and Chandrasekaran 1989]. In an analogous
way, learning might benefit from the comprehension of “how the problem solving processes of
the intelligent system work”. Such comprehension could support the identification of the potential
causes for its failure, the selection of a repair that can eliminate it, the actual repair, and the
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subsequent verification of whether or not, the system indeed successfully completes its reasoning
on the problem that led to its failure before.
This framework gives rise to the following research hypothesis: A model that specifies the
functional and compositional semantics of how the system’s problem solving works enables it to
1. detect its own failures,
2. identify the potential causes for these failures that may they lie in its domain knowledge or in
its functional architecture,
3. autonomously set up its own learning tasks, and
4. repair itself in a way that maintains the overall consistency of its problem solving,
in the context of multi-strategy problem solving.
1.3 Reflective Failure-Driven Learning
To investigate the above hypothesis, one has to provide answers to the following two inter-related
questions:
1. What should be the language, i.e., the vocabulary and the grammar, for expressing the model
of the problem solving such that it can enable reflection and learning?
2. What should be the reflective learning process, and how can it make use of the model of the
system’s problem solving, in order to adapt it and improve its performance?
1.3.1 A Language for Modeling Problem Solving
The first issue in a reflective approach to learning is the level at which to model the problem-solving
process. Since the process of adapting the system in such an approach is mediated by the model, the
model must contain information about all the elements of problem solving that might be necessary
to become the target of this adaptation process. On the other hand, it should abstract away all these
other aspects that do not have an impact to the problem-solving competence, and thus do not need
to be modified.
This thesis adopts Chandrasekaran’s task structures as a starting point for developing a frame-
work for modeling problem solving. In this framework, a problem-solving task is specified by the
information it takes as input, the information it produces as output, and a description of the “nature”
of the transformation it performs between them. A task can be accomplished by one or more
methods, each of which decomposes it into a set of simpler subtasks. A method is specified by the
subtasks it sets up, the control it exercises over the processing of these subtasks, and the knowledge
it uses. The subtasks into which a method decomposes a task can, in turn, be accomplished by other
methods, or, if the appropriate knowledge is available, they can be solved directly.
This recursive decomposition of the overall problem-solving task into methods and subtasks
makes explicit the functional, and compositional semantics of the system’s problem-solving be-
havior. The information transformation expected of each subtask constitutes the function that this
subtask performs in the context of the overall problem-solving process. The information and control
flow among the different subtasks of the problem solver constitute the “causal” interactions among
the different functional elements of the problem solver. Finally, the decomposition of a task by
a particular method into a set of simpler subtasks provides the rules of composition of a set of
lower-level functional elements into a higher-level function.
To describe the system’s problem-solving task structure in a computational framework, the
language of structure- behavior-function (SBF) models is used. SBF models [Goel 1989] were
originally developed for modeling physical devices. The SBF language was a natural candidate for
expressing the problem-solving task structure because it was designed to capture the analogs of the
functional and compositional semantics of problem solving in the functioning of physical devices.
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Adapting this language for modeling problem solving, tasks are expressed as transitions between
information states. These transitions are annotated by a set of semantic relations that specify how the
task output relates to its input, and thus partially describe the information transformation expected
of the task (functional semantics). Each transition acts as index to the methods that can be used
to accomplish it. Methods are specified as partially ordered sequences of state transitions. These
state transitions correspond to the subtasks into which the method decomposes the task to which it
is applied. Thus, their sequence specifies in greater detail how the method accomplishes the task
for which it is applicable (compositional semantics). Tasks that are solved directly, without further
decomposition, index the procedures that accomplish them. The language used to represent task
structures is described in detail in Chapter 3.
1.3.2 A Process Model for Reflection
The comprehension of its problem solving in terms of a SBF model enables an intelligent system
to improve its performance in the following ways:
1. by specifying a “road map” for problem solving, it enables the system to monitor its progress
on a specific problem, and to recognize the lack thereof,
2. by specifying “correctness” criteria for the output of each subtask, it enables the system to
assign blame for its failure, and to thus set up its own learning tasks, and
3. by specifying how the problem-solving subtasks are composed into accomplishing the overall
system task, it guides the system to repair its own problem solving in a way that maintains
its consistency.
Monitoring
While reasoning on a specific problem, the system can use the model of its own problem-solving
process to monitor its progress. The model enables the system to record which methods were
applicable for any given task, which method was actually invoked to decompose the task at hand, in
which specific order the resulting subtasks were performed, which methods were invoked for their
respective accomplishment, and what were their corresponding results.
The SBF model of its problem solving provides the system with expectations regarding the
information states that it goes through as it solves the problem. The abstract specification of the
function expected of each subtask, in terms of semantic relations between its input and output
information, constitutes a “standard” for the actual information transformation that this subtask
should perform in the context of any problem-solving episode. Based on these standards, the
system is able to evaluate its progress, and also the lack thereof. In comparison, traditional, non-
reflective, systems are able to evaluate their lack of progress only when they reach a state that is not
a final state, and from which they cannot proceed any further. For example, while monitoring its
problem solving, the system may notice that it has reached an information state that conflicts with
the semantics of the task whose output this state is. In such a case, the system may recognize that it
is failing to make progress as expected. Alternatively, the system may complete its reasoning, and
produce a solution, and subsequently, it may be informed by its environment that another solution
would have been preferable. This type of failures constitute yet another kind of opportunity for
learning.
Blame Assignment
Once a failure has occurred, the system may use the record of its failed problem-solving episode,
and the SBF model of its problem solving to identify the potential causes of its failure and assign
blame to some element(s) of its functional architecture. The SBF model explicitly specifies what
types of information each subtask consumes, how this information is produced in the overall
context of a problem-solving episode, and what types of information each subtask contributes to the
higher-level subtask, in service of which it is performed. Essentially, the SBF model “organizes”
the interactions among the system’s elements in terms of recursively nested functional abstractions.
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This knowledge enables the system to localize the cause of the failure of the overall problem-solving
task to some specific element(s) in the task structure. Had this knowledge not been available, the
blame-assignment process would have to consider all possible interactions among all the functional
elements of the system.
Repair
The task-structure theory of problem solving gives rise to a taxonomy of learning tasks, i.e., a
taxonomy of types of causes of failure. Associated with each one of these different types of failure
causes, there is one or more “repair plans”, i.e., learning methods specific to their corresponding
learning task. Thus, having identified some potential cause for its failure, the system is able to
classify the particular cause into this taxonomy, and thus identify the learning method(s) appropriate
for remedying the problem at hand. The goal of the repair task is to invoke one of these learning
methods in the context of the failed problem-solving episode. The modifications that this learning
method may bring about may be simple, e.g., integrating a new fact in its domain knowledge, or more
complex, e.g., introducing a new task in its task structure. In any case, the SBF model of problem
solving enables the repair process to produce a valid task structure by making explicit the inter-
dependencies between the different types of information and the different subtasks. Furthermore,
the repair task revises the SBF model of the problem solver to faithfully reflect the modified problem
solver.
Verification
The modification is not guaranteed to result in an improved problem solver. However, its effec-
tiveness can be verified through subsequent problem solving. If the problem that triggered the
modification can now be solved and the appropriate solution produced, this is strong evidence that
the modification was appropriate. Alternatively, the system may try to invoke another learning
method applicable to repairing the cause of the failure, or if the blame-assignment process has sug-
gested alternative potential causes, it might try to remedy one of these alternatives. These processes
are described in detail in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
1.4 An example from AUTOGNOSTIC
AUTOGNOSTIC is a computational system that implements the reflective learning process sketched
in the section above. AUTOGNOSTIC itself does not include a particular problem-solving element.
Instead, AUTOGNOSTIC can be integrated with a problem solver. When given the SBF model of
a problem solver, it can exhibit the reflective behavior discussed above. This section discusses an
example of AUTOGNOSTIC’s behavior when integrated with a path planner. Henceforth, the term
agent (or system) will be used to refer to the integration of AUTOGNOSTIC with a problem solver (in
this particular example, the path planner). The term problem solver will be used to refer to aspects
of the problem-solving process (in this example, planning). Finally, the term AUTOGNOSTIC will
be used to refer to aspects of the reflective learning process.
1.4.1 The Problem
Consider a path planner that has a topological model of the world in which it operates. Each time
it is presented with a new problem, it searches its model in a breadth-first manner to produce a
path. Let us also suppose that this planner was designed to be used by pedestrians. Thus when
presented with a problem, the planner simply uses its knowledge regarding the inter-connectivity
among streets to connect the initial to the final location, and ignores the directionality of the streets
since it does not matter to its task. What would happen if the paths of this planner were used by a
driver?
Since its current planning process does not consider explicitly the directionality of the pathways
when it includes a new segment in its current path, this planner is bound to eventually produce
an “illegal for driving” path. Clearly, the task that the planner is required to perform in this new
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context is not fundamentally different from the task it currently performs. It is however, a “variant”
task, since there are some new constraints that apply to it, which the current path-planning process
ignores. The question then becomes,
How can the agent identify the shortcomings of its current process with respect to
the new task requirements, and redesign itself so that these new requirements are
met?
1.4.2 The Problem Solver
At a very high level of abstraction, the current process of this planner consists of the following
steps:
1. The planner initializes its path to begin at the initial problem location.
2. Then, it searches its model to find locations which are immediately reachable from its current
path through the pathways on which its current location lies.
3. Next, it generates a set of new possible paths, by expanding its current path with each one of
these reachable locations.
4. Then, it proceeds to select one of these possible paths as its current path, and repeats the
process until one of its possible paths has reached the destination.
Figure 1.1 diagrammatically depicts the SBF model of this path planner. The single-line boxes
depict tasks, the double-line boxes depict methods, and the arrows annotated with italicized labels
depict information flow. At the top of Figure 1.1 the planner’s task structure is depicted. The
overall task of this system is path-planing and it is accomplished by the path-planning
method . This method decomposes the overall task into a set of simpler subtasks. The first
subtask, current-path initialization , creates a temporary path, tmp-path , which
begins at the specified initial-location . After this subtask, as the little circle signifies, the
planner repeatedly performs a sequence of three subtasks that modify the temporary path, until
the tmp-path reaches the specified final-location . More specifically, the first subtask of
the repeated sequence, connected-points identification , identifies the set of locations
which are adjacent to the planner’s current location, namely the final point of the temporary path.
Then, the possible- paths creation subtask extends the temporary path to all these points,
and finally, the current tmp-path selection subtask selects one of the possible paths as
the current tmp-path . The final subtask path- selection simply establishes the current
temporary path as the solution path .
At the bottom of the Figure 1.1 an abstract specification of the planner’s domain knowledge is
depicted. The path planner understands its environment in terms of street intersections and a set of
connections among them. This connectivity relation is the knowledge on which the planner bases
its inference about the adjacent points of a location. This is expressed in the semantic relations
characterizing the connected-points identification subtask.
1.4.3 AUTOGNOSTIC in action
Let us illustrate AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process in the above scenario. Figure 1.2
depicts a small part of the new domain of the planner, including the legal directions of the pathways.
Monitoring The planner is presented with the problem of going from (myrtle & cherry) to (north &
mapple), and it invokes its path-planning method to solve it. As the planner reasons about
this problem, AUTOGNOSTIC monitors its progress and records its inferences. At each point in the
reasoning process, based on the SBF model of the path-planner, AUTOGNOSTIC knows what is the
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Figure 1.2: Part of the path-planner’s domain.
the overall path-planning task, and what other subtasks are still required in order for the overall
path-planning task to be accomplished.
Thus, AUTOGNOSTIC records that the current-path initialization subtask initial-
izes the tmp-path to be ((myrtle cherry)). Subsequently, the planner starts the first repetition of the
three-subtask sequence. The connected-points identification subtask produces as
adjacent-points the set \ (cherry north) (myrtle mapple) ^ . The possible-paths creation sub-
task produces as possible-paths the set \ ((myrtle cherry) (cherry north)) ((cherry myrtle) (myrtle
mapple)) ^ . The current tmp-path selection subtask renews the value of tmp-path to be
an arbitrary path from this set, ((myrtle cherry) (myrtle mapple)). At the end of the sequence the exit
condition of the c4cd control operator is evaluated, and since this condition is not true, i.e., no path
has reached the final-location yet, there is another repetition. After a second repetition of the
sequence, the value of tmp-path has become ((cherry myrtle) (myrtle mapple) (mapple north)), and the
exit condition of the c4cd is true. Thus, the planner performs its last subtask path-selection
which produces as the value of the solution, path , ((cherry myrtle) (myrtle mapple) (mapple north)).
Blame Assignment This path traverses myrtle street from West to East, which is not a legal driving
direction, as shown in Figure 1.2. Let us assume that a driver tries to use this path, and notices that
it is illegal. Let us further assume, that since it cannot execute the above path, the driver explores
the area shown in Figure 1.2 and manages to reach its destination, through the path ((cherry myrtle)
(cherry north) (north mapple)),. Then it communicates this path back to the agent. At this point,
AUTOGNOSTIC has to assign the blame for the planner’s failure to produce this successful path.
Initially, AUTOGNOSTIC uses its model of planner’s domain knowledge to parse the desired
solution in order to assimilate all the information it contains. In principle, the planner may have
failed to produce the desired solution because it does not have all the domain knowledge pertinent
to that solution. For example, the planner might not have produced the preferred path because it did
not know about the intersection between cherry and north. Therefore, the initial blame-assignment
step of feedback assimilation aims at identifying whether the desired solution conveys information
which is missing from or conflicting with the planner’s domain knowledge.
In this example, from the description of the planner’s domain concepts in its SBF model, (see
bottom of Figure 1.1), AUTOGNOSTIC knows that a path refers to a list of intersections. Thus,
given the desired path, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates whether all the intersections it contains already
belong in planner’s knowledge of intersections, in the int-table . For this example, this is
indeed true. Thus, at this point AUTOGNOSTIC establishes that all the elements of the solution are
known to the planner, and thus the cause of its failure must lie somewhere within the process that
produced the failed solution. If there were intersections or streets in the desired path which the
planner did not know, then AUTOGNOSTIC would infer that a potential cause of the planner’s failure
was its incomplete knowledge of the world, and it would have suggested the acquisition of the new
intersection in the planner’s domain knowledge.
If the assimilation step proceeds without errors, i.e., all the information conveyed by the desired
solution is already known to the planner, AUTOGNOSTIC tries to identify modifications which could
potentially enable the planner to produce the desired solution using the same sequence of reasoning
steps that led to the failed solution before. It is possible that the task structure allows the production
of several solutions to the same problem, some of which is more desirable than the others, and
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the problem solver does not know how to direct its reasoning towards the right kind of solutions.
Another possibility is that the planner may occasionally draw incorrect inferences due to errors in
its world knowledge, although its underlying problem-solving mechanism is correct. In the case
of the former type of error, an appropriate modification could be to introduce some new task in
the task structure which would be able to distinguish between the possible alternatives and would
steer the problem-solving process towards the correct solution. In the latter case, the appropriate
modification could be to modify the world knowledge so that it does not support incorrect inferences.
In this example, based on the semantic relation of the path-selection subtask, (see Figure
1.1), AUTOGNOSTIC realizes that in order for the desired path to be produced in this particu-
lar problem-solving episode, the possible-paths set should include the path ((myrtle cherry)
(cherry north) (north mapple)) . In order for this path to belong in the possible-paths set, the
tmp-path input to the possible-path creation subtask should have been ((cherry myrtle)
(myrtle mapple)). In turn, this tmp-path should have been produced by the subtask current
tmp-path selection of the previous repetition of the three-task sequence.
At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC realizes that the subtask current tmp-path selection ,
when performed for the first time, could have produced any of the two values \ ((myrtle cherry) (cherry
north)) ((cherry myrtle) (myrtle mapple)) ^ as a tmp-path , because both these values conform with
its semantics. However one of them, i.e., \ ((myrtle cherry) (cherry north)) ^ , is more preferable than
the other, because it leads to the overall desired path . At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes that
one potential reason for the planner’s failure may be that the current functionality of its current
tmp-path selection task is under-specified. That is, the mapping that this task performs from
its input, possible-paths , to its output, tmp-path , allows for wrong inferences. Therefore,
what is needed to repair the planner is to constrain the functionality of the failing task by refining
its input-output mapping.
Repair In order to refine the input-output mapping of the failing current tmp-path
selection task, AUTOGNOSTIC has to identify a means for differentiating between the type
of tmp-path that is acceptable for this task and the type that is not, as exemplified by the desired
value of the tmp-path in this example, ((myrtle cherry) (cherry north)) , and the actual value that
the planner produced while planning, ((cherry myrtle) (myrtle mapple)) . Searching in the planner’s
domain theory, AUTOGNOSTIC discovers, that the legal-direction of the last-segment
of the tmp-path could constitute such a criterion. More specifically, AUTOGNOSTIC discovers
that the current tmp-path selection should prefer to produce as tmp-path , one path
whose last-segment traverses a street along one of its legal-directions1. Therefore, AUTOGNOSTIC
suggests the failing task, current tmp-path selection , should be modified to produce
only the “right kind” of paths as tmp-path , i.e., the paths that conform with the above criterion.
Figure 1.3 depicts the SBF model of the planner after it was modified according to the suggestion
of the blame-assignment task. The functionality of the old current tmp-path selection
subtask has been refined. Its expected correct behavior is characterized by an increased, more
selective set of semantics; the output of this task now conforms with the newly found criterion, in
addition to the old task semantics. Correspondingly, the procedure that carries out this task has been
modified to return the right kind of output.
Verification After having modified the planning process, AUTOGNOSTIC presents the planner with
the same problem that the led to the failure in response to which the modification was performed.
If the problem is successfully solved, which is the case in the particular example, then the repair is
evaluated as successful. This is indeed the case with this example.
1.5 Research Goals Revisited
Let us now define more precisely the research problem addressed in this thesis along the dimensions
explored in section 1.1.
1Notice that if each time the last segment of the path is legal, the complete path will be legal
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Figure 1.3: The modified SBF model of the path planner.
} This theory of reflective failure-driven learning is intended to be applicable to systems with
multiple problem-solving strategies.} It is intended to account for improvement of the system’s performance with respect to three
criteria: the quality of the solutions it produces, the efficiency of its problem-solving process,
and the population of problems that it can solve.} The learning process can be triggered by failures that the reflective system itself is able to
recognize, based on its comprehension of the nature of the tasks it is designed to accomplish,
or by failures that the environment indicates to the system, in terms of alternative solutions
preferred to the ones the system actually produced.} The learning process admits multiple types of causes for the system’s performance failures,
and therefore, the need of the system to set up for itself a wide class of learning tasks. More
specifically,
– The learning process must be able to acquire new domain knowledge and integrate it
in the problem-solver’s knowledge base, to reorganize the domain knowledge so that
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it can be effectively accessed, and to recognize the insufficiency of the knowledge-
representation scheme to express new pieces of knowledge.
– The learning process should be capable of modifying the agent’s primitive functional
elements, and introducing new ones, when the problem solver is required to accomplish
tasks which are variants of the tasks performed by its original reasoning strategies.
} Finally, the learning process should provide learning methods appropriate for accomplishing
the above types of learning tasks, which should enable the system to repair its own problem
solving without disturbing its overall consistency.
1.6 Evaluation




} with respect to the class of intelligent systems it applies to, and} with respect to the class of learning tasks it addresses
3. Effectiveness
} with respect to the dimensions along which it improves the system’s performance, and} with respect to the range of situations in which it does so.
4. Realism
AUTOGNOSTIC is a fully operational, computational system that implements the reflective
learning process described above. This demonstrates its computational feasibility.
To evaluate the generality of the SBF language and the reflection process, AUTOG-
NOSTIC was integrated with three different problem solvers. Two of them are delibera-
tive, knowledge-based problem solvers: ROUTER [Goel et al. 1991, Goel and Callantine 1992,
Goel et al. 1993, Goel et al. 1995], a path planner, and KRITIK2 [Bhatta and Goel 1992,
Goel 1989, Stroulia et al. 1992], a designer which designs physical devices at the conceptual level
by adapting the designs of other devices it knows about. The third problem solver was a reactive
planner implemented in the context of the AuRA architecture [Arkin 1986]. All these problem
solvers were designed and developed independently of this work, and in different research para-
digms. Furthermore, the tasks they perform are quite diverse. Finally, the problem-solving theories
that they embody are fundamentally different, i.e., deliberative vs. reactive, with a lot of internal
knowledge vs. completely without internal representations. The diversity of these three problem
solvers suggests that the reflective learning process is applicable to a wide class of problem solvers
characterized by the fact that their problem-solving mechanisms consist of a set of identifiable
design elements with well-defined functionalities and well-defined interactions between them.
To evaluate the generality of the reflective learning process with respect to the class of learning
tasks it addresses, a wide range of different problem scenarios was presented to AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER and AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2. These scenarios cover different combinations of failures
and feedback, and lead to different learning tasks. Thus, they demonstrate the flexibility of the
reflection process and its ability to accomplish a range of learning tasks.
The effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning was evaluated in terms of two di-
mensions: first, with respect to three different performance-improvement criteria, i.e., quality of
produced solutions, process efficiency, and class of solvable problems, and second with respect
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to the amount of problem-solving experiences that the system had, i.e., learning based on a sin-
gle problem-solving episode, or incremental learning based on a sequence of problem- solving
experiences. Different experiments were conducted for all these six conditions, and in all of
these experiments the performance of the problem solver improved. This result demonstrates the
effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning process.
Finally, to evaluate the degree to which this reflective learning process is realistic, its knowl-
edge assumptions are analyzed from both a cognitive-science and an intelligent-system-design
perspective.
1.7 Contributions
This thesis proposes a computational theory of failure-driven learning which demonstrates how an
intelligent system can learn and improve its performance. It endows the system with the ability to
reflect on its failed problem-solving episodes, guided by a SBF model of how its problem-solving
process works. The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. A content theory of the types of learning tasks that may arise in failure-driven learning,
grounded in the task-structure view of problem solving, and a language for explicitly repre-
senting them.
2. A method for monitoring problem solving that enables the system to autonomously recognize
its own failures.
3. A method for the general blame-assignment task which
(a) admits that failures can be caused either by errors in the content, organization, or repre-
sentation of the system’s domain-knowledge, or by errors in the content and organization
of the system’s functional architecture, and
(b) enables the system to autonomously set up its own learning tasks.
4. A method for selecting a learning task among the ones potentially relevant to a problem-
solving failure, and a method among the ones potentially applicable to the chosen learning
task.
5. A array of learning methods that
(a) are able to address learning tasks of both the above types,
(b) in a manner that maintains the overall consistency of the problem-solving process.
The learning method assumes the availability of a SBF model of the problem-solving process
under reflection. However, it does not assume that this model is complete or correct, and it provides
a partial account for how this model can be incrementally improved.
It makes use of a particular kind of feedback, namely, the solution desired of the problem-solving
process for a given problem. This feedback is not necessary (the learning method can proceed even
without it), however, the range of learning tasks that it can accomplish increases with the existence
of such feedback.
This method is applicable to single- as well as multi-strategy problem solvers, as long as
the complete set of their design elements can be identified and their respective functionalities
can be described. Finally, this learning method results in performance improvement along three
dimensions: the set of problems the problem-solver can solve, the quality of solutions it can produce,
and the efficiency of its problem-solving process.
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1.8 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 describes the major issues that arise in developing a reflective, failure-driven, learning
process, the functionalities of each one of the subtasks of this process,and their respective knowledge
needs.
Chapter 3 describes in greater detail the language for modeling problem solving. It discusses
the issues involved in deciding which aspects of problem solving should be preserved in its model,
and analyzes the task-structure view of problem solving. Further, it specifies AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF
language in terms of a context-free grammar and illustrates this language with examples from the
ROUTER’s SBF model.
Chapter 4 discusses the other two problem solvers with which AUTOGNOSTIC has been integrated
KRITIK2 and REFLECS, and describes their SBF models. This chapter also describes in detail the
process by which AUTOGNOSTIC is integrated with a problem solver, using its integration with
REFLECS as an example, and discusses some implementation issues of the process.
The following three chapters describe in detail the methods developed for each of the three
subtasks of the reflective learning process. They are all organized similarly. First, the issues
regarding the development of a mechanism for each subtask are presented. Next, the mechanism
for each subtask, as developed in AUTOGNOSTIC, is described, along with the relevant algorithms.
Next, this mechanism is illustrated with a set of examples sufficient to cover all the aspects of its
possible behavior. Finally, each chapter closes with a short discussion summarizing the important
aspects of the mechanism. Chapter 5 describes the monitoring subtask. Chapter 6 describes the
subtask of blame assignment. Chapter 7 describes the repair subtask.
Chapter 8 walks through a complete problem-solving-and-learning episode with AUTOGNOSTIC
and reviews the issues that arise in each step of this process, the inferences that AUTOGNOSTIC
makes to resolve these issues and the knowledge that enables it to draw these inferences.
Chapter 9 presents an overall evaluation of the reflection process as a method for learning from
failed problem- solving episodes. The computational feasibility, the generality, the effectiveness
and the realism of the reflection process implemented in AUTOGNOSTIC are evaluated in the context
of the three problem solvers integrated with AUTOGNOSTIC.
Chapter 10 relates the approach adopted in this thesis and its results with other relevant AI
research in modeling problem solving, learning and problem solving, and reflection and also with
psychological research on reflection.




A PROCESS MODEL FOR
REFLECTIVE PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN LEARNING
The overall task of failure-driven learning takes as input a problem solver that exhibits some
deficiencies in its problem-solving behavior, and has as a goal to deliver as output the same problem
solver repaired, i.e., with the cause of its performance deficiency eliminated.
In principle, there are several strategies that could potentially be used to address this task. For
example, one such strategy would be to assume a particular state in the problem-solver’s reasoning
where failures are detected, and to use associations to directly map the specific symptoms of the
failing state to appropriate repairs. This strategy might be possible under the following conditions.
First, failures have to be detected always at the same stage of the problem-solving process. Second,
the failing problem solver must be sufficiently simple so that there are only a few possible ways in
which it can be adapted. Otherwise the set of necessary failure-to-modification associations may
become excessively complex. However, these conditions do not usually hold true. As discussed in
Chapter 1, failures may be detected during the problem-solver’s reasoning or after its seemingly
successful completion; therefore the learning strategy cannot assume a single stage where it can look
for failures. Furthermore, problem solvers can be quite complex, and may fail in several different
ways to which a variety of adaptations can potentially be performed; therefore the mapping from
failures to adaptations becomes increasingly complex.
An alternative strategy, which could address these issues, might be to actively monitor the
complete problem-solving process, and to mediate the mapping from failures to adaptations with
the identification of the possible causes of the failure. On one hand, monitoring the whole problem-
solving process enables the agent to potentially recognize failures whenever they may occur. On
the other, establishing an intermediate space between the space of failure symptoms and the space
of possible adaptations, limits the complexity of the mapping, because this intermediate space is,
in general, smaller than either of the other two. This is because a single cause may give rise to a
variety of failures, each one with potentially different symptoms, depending on the problem-solving
context. Also, for each cause there may be several potential ways to eliminate it.
Having adopted a monitoring-identification of the cause of the failure-repair failure-driven
learning strategy, a whole new set of issues arise: first, how to recognize a failure in the problem-
solver’s reasoning, second how to identify the cause of the failure, and third, how to decide
on a repair which can potentially eliminate it. One approach, adopted by several AI systems
[Carbonell et al. 1989, Davis 1977, Mitchell et al. 1981], has been to assume that there exists one
single type of error that is responsible for all the problem-solver’s failures, and correspondingly, a
single type of repair that can be employed to fix it. Under this assumption, the problem becomes
to simply to localize an instance of the error in the problem-solver’s reasoning, and to instantiate
the known repair in that specific context. This approach, however, becomes inapplicable in the
case of multi-strategy problem solvers. Multi-strategy problem solvers may suffer from an array of
possible types of errors, each of which may be particular to one of their different problem-solving
strategies, and may require a different type of repair in order to be eliminated. Therefore, to address
the problem of failure-driven learning in the context of multi-strategy problem solving, a learning
strategy must meet the following criteria. First, it must be able to identify multiple types of causes
of failures in the problem-solving process. Second, it must be able to perform several kinds of
adaptations to the failing problem solver. Finally, it must be able to decide which adaptation to
perform when.
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Finally, it is important to note that, as the adaptation competence of the learning strategy in-
creases, i.e., as the types of modifications it can perform to the failing problem solver become
increasingly diverse, the problem of maintaining the consistency of the problem-solving process
becomes increasingly hard. Even if the learning strategy has an array of repair methods corre-
sponding to the types of causes of failures it can identify, there is no guarantee that these methods
will always be successful. The application of a repair method to one particular cause of failure
may have non-local side effects to the problem-solver’s reasoning that compromise the consistency
and the integrity of the overall problem-solving process. Furthermore, even if a particular repair is
successful in eliminating the particular cause it targeted in the context of the failed problem-solving
episode, it may give rise to problems which may become evident in later problem-solving episodes.
Therefore, a learning strategy should also be able to reason about the affects of the modifications it
performs to the integrity of the overall problem-solving process, and to verify their effectiveness.






However, it does not make any commitments regarding the types of knowledge that these
subtasks require. To propose types of knowledge that can enable the accomplishment of these tasks,
let us appeal to the analogy of failure-driven learning to model-based redesign of physical devices.
Just as a model of “how a physical device is designed to function” enables the localization of the
cause of the device failure and its consistent repair when it malfunctions, a model of “how the
problem solver is designed to reason” can enable the assignment of blame for the problem-solver’s
failures and its effective and consistent repair.
The process model that arises from this model-based approach to the issues that arise in failure-
driven learning is depicted in Figure 2.1. This figure illustrates the functional architecture of a
reflective problem-solving and learning system. Such a system can be viewed as reasoning in
two distinct spaces. In the reasoning space, the system uses its domain knowledge to solve the
problems it is presented with, i.e., to produce a solution i4~RD  d * for each input problem d . In
the meta-reasoning space, the system uses a model of its own problem solving to monitor and
adapt itself towards improving its own performance, i.e., towards improving the efficiency of its
processing, or improving the quality of the solutions it produces, or increasing the set of problems
it can solve. The distinction between these two spaces does not imply a fundamental difference
between the mechanisms that give rise to the system’s reasoning in these two spaces. Instead, it
illustrates a property characteristic of a reflective system, that such a system has knowledge about
its problem-solving process above and beyond the knowledge that is necessary for this process to
occur.
The following sections of this chapter discuss in greater detail the role that each task plays in
the context of the overall failure-driven learning task, as well as the knowledge requirements that
the model must fulfill in order for each task to be accomplished.
2.1 Monitoring
The monitoring task takes as input the model of the problem solver, and its actual problem-solving
behavior on a given problem d , and has as a goal to detect potential failures of this behavior, and
also to produce as output a record of this problem-solving behavior.
The role of the monitoring process in the context of the overall failure-driven learning task is
two-fold:
1. to establish the need for learning, by detecting failures of the problem solving, and
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Figure 2.1: The Functional Architecture of a Reflective Problem Solving and Learning System.
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2. to set up the information context for learning.
To accomplish the first aspect of its function, the monitoring task needs to recognize when the
problem is actually solved, or alternatively, when no progress is being made because a failure has
occurred. More specifically, the monitoring task requires some type of knowledge that can enable
it to evaluate the success and the failure of the problem solving.
One way in which the problem-solving progress can be evaluated is with respect to its final
results. That is, the monitoring task can recognize that the problem solver has successfully solved
the problem at hand, when it has reached a state that exactly matches a desired state specified in the
problem description. Correspondingly, it can recognize that the problem solver has failed, when the
problem-solving process has halted at a “sink” state, that is, a state different from the desired one,
from which no further progress can be made. This approach, however, suffers from an important
drawback: there is no way to evaluate the progress of the problem-solving process before reaching a
desired or a sink state. As a result, often times, the problem-solver may pursue dead-end reasoning
paths for a long time before its failure becomes evident.
To be able to evaluate the progress of the problem solving, the monitoring task
requires an abstract specification of what constitutes a successful problem-solving
process, both in terms of what its final results should be, as well as, what its
intermediate steps should be.
To accomplish the second aspect of its function, the monitoring task must produce a record of
the problem-solving process that specifies all the design elements of the problem solver that were
involved in that process. In the case of failure, this record will define the space of hypotheses that
the subsequent blame-assignment task will explore to identify the cause of the failure. Essentially,
the blame-assignment task will localize the cause of the failure in the malfunction of one of the
elements involved in the failed problem-solving process.
To provide a comprehensive hypothesis space for the blame-assignment task, the
record produced by the monitoring task must be expressed in a language that can
capture all the different types of the problem-solver’s design elements that play a
role in its reasoning, and that can potentially be at fault.
To fulfill the first requirement of the monitoring task, the model of the problem-solving process
must specify the functional semantics of the overall problem solver, as well as the functional
semantics of all its design elements that give rise to its reasoning. By functional semantics of the
problem solver, we mean a specification of the nature of the problem-solving task that it is designed
to accomplish. By functional semantics of a design element of the problem solver, we mean a
specification of the role that this element plays in the accomplishment of this task. To fulfill the
second requirement, the vocabulary, i.e., the ontology on which this model is based, should cover
the range of the design elements that give rise to the problem-solver’s reasoning behavior.
2.2 Blame Assignment
The blame-assignment task takes as input a description of the symptoms of the problem-solver’s
failure, potentially some feedback from the external environment regarding the behavior desired of
it, and the trace of the failed problem-solving process. It has the goal of producing as output as set
of potential causes of this failure [Minsky 1963, Samuel 1959].
There are several aspects to the problem of blame assignment that make it especially hard:
1. the blame-assignment task has to set up the information context for the subsequent repair
task, that is, it has to postulate what needs to be learned,
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2. there are several different types of causes for a problem-solver’s failures,
3. there can be several causes for the problem-solver’s failure to solve a particular problem, and
4. the localization of the cause(s) for the failure in a particular problem-solving episode is hard,
especially for complex problem solvers.
The role of the blame-assignment task in the context of failure-driven learning goes beyond
postulating hypotheses for cause(s) that can potentially explain why the failure occurred, a role that
that the blame-assignment-as-abduction view might suggest. Upon the detection of a failure, the
blame-assignment task needs to decide what needs to be learned from the failure under investigation.
That is, it has to suggest ways in which the problem solver can potentially be modified so that
similar failures can be avoided in the future. The class of self-adaptations that the system is able
to accomplish is equivalent to the class of learning tasks for which the blame-assignment task
is able to postulate a need. Therefore, it is important to note that the taxonomy of the learning
tasks recognizable by the blame-assignment task should be complete with respect to the types of
performance improvement that the system needs to be able to accomplish.
The need of the blame-assignment task to specify what to learn gives rise to the
need for a complete taxonomy of learning tasks, specified at a level operational for
the repair task.
In complex, multi-strategy problem solvers it is unrealistic to assume that all the causes of all
the problem-solver’s failures are of the same type. Thus the blame-assignment task has to admit a
taxonomy of causes of failures. The degree to which this taxonomy is complete and the degree to
which each of the types of causes can be detected defines the effectiveness of the blame-assignment
task to discern the causes for the problem-solver’s failures. Consequently it defines what the overall
learning process will be able to learn. At a very high level of abstraction, there are two types of
causes that can potentially lead the problem-solving process to fail:
1. some part of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge may be incorrect or incomplete, or
incorrectly organized and therefore inaccessible, or,
2. the design elements that give rise to its problem solving may be incomplete, or incorrect
or inappropriately organized, and thus, although the problem solver has sufficient domain
knowledge, it cannot use it appropriately.
Not many failure-driven systems admit the possibility that either one of these types of errors may
have caused the failure of the problem solver. Traditionally, failure-driven learning methods have
assumed either that the system’s domain knowledge is perfect, and therefore the cause of the failure
lies in the problem-solving process [Carbonell et al. 1989, Hammond 1989, Laird et al. 1986,
Mitchell et al. 1981, Samuel 1959, Sussman 1975] or that the problem-solving process is perfect,
and therefore the cause of the failure must lie in its domain knowledge [Davis 1977, Doyle 1979,
Simmons 1988].
To be able to recognize errors in its domain knowledge, the blame-assignment task
needs to have an explicit understanding of the types of domain knowledge that are
generally used by the problem-solving process.
Otherwise, when the problem-solving process fails to draw an appropriate inference, the blame-
assignment process could not assign blame to errors in that piece of knowledge on which this
inference would be based.
If the problem solver has all the domain knowledge relevant to successfully solving a particular
problem and still fails, then, in principle, there are two possible reasons for that failure:
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1. either the solution is completely beyond the class of solutions the problem solver is capable
of producing, or
2. the problem solver can potentially produce multiple solutions for any given problem, and the
desired solution was overseen in favor of another undesirable one.
It is important to note here that these types of causes are especially difficult to detect; in fact,
they are impossible to detect based solely on the trace of the problem-solving episode. The trace
of the problem-solver’s reasoning on a particular problem describes simply a single instance of the
problem-solving behavior that the system is able to exhibit. It does not provide any information
regarding the overall range of this behavior. Thus, if the only information available is a failed
reasoning trace, the blame-assignment process does not have any basis for inferring whether the
problem solver could have solved the problem or not.
To be able to infer whether or not the problem-solver’s design elements could
have produced the desired solution, the blame-assignment task needs an abstract
characterization of the classes of inferences that these elements are intended to
produce.
Finally, it is important to consider the complexity of the blame-assignment task especially in
the context of sophisticated, multi-strategy problem solvers. Even though the trace of the failed
problem-solving episode bounds to some degree the space of the possible causes of the failure, in
the case of complicated problem solvers, this space is still extremely large.
In order for the blame-assignment process to be efficient, it is necessary to explicitly
specify the composition of the problem-solver’s higher-level design elements in
terms of the lower-level ones (preferably in a hierarchical manner) so that the
blame-assignment process can efficiently acquit large subsystems of the problem
solver and focus fast on the failing ones.
To fulfill the requirements of the blame-assignment task, the model of the problem solver
must specify the types of problem-solving tasks accomplished by the problem solver. That is,
it must specify the problems it can solve and the nature of the solutions it produces for these
problems. Furthermore, it must specify the types of domain knowledge that are used for each type
of inference made during problem solving, and how these inferences are composed to produce the
overall solution of the problem solving process. Finally, the vocabulary, on which the model is
based, should give rise to a taxonomy of learning tasks, “complete” with respect to the types of
performance improvement that it needs, and operational with respect to the methods used by the
subsequent repair task.
2.3 Repair
Given the set of potential causes for a given problem-solving failure, as identified by the blame-
assignment task, and the feedback regarding the behavior desired by the failing problem solver, the
repair task has as a goal to adapt the failing problem solver so that the cause(s) of its failure are
eliminated. To that end, the repair task has
1. to decide on which cause(s) to address, and
2. to modify the problem solver in a way that the cause of the failure is eliminated and the
overall consistency of the problem solving is maintained.
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The complexity of the repair task in a failure-driven learning process depends on whether this
process assumes a single cause for each problem-solving failure, and on whether it assumes a single
method for each different type of learning task it can accomplish.
If neither the single-fault nor the single-strategy-per-type-of-cause assumptions are
made, then, the repair task requires a set of criteria for selecting one among the
possible causes and a second set of criteria for selecting one among the methods
possibly applicable to it.
Once a particular learning task has been selected to be accomplished, and a particular method
has been chosen, the goal becomes to actually perform the selected modification and to propagate
its consequences so that the result is a consistent problem-solving process. The specific process of
instantiating a particular modification depends on the type of the modification. If for example, a
modification is performed to the domain knowledge of the problem solver, the constraints that relate
the modified piece of knowledge with other types of domain knowledge must be propagated so
that the overall domain knowledge is consistent. If, on the other hand one of the problem-solver’s
design elements is modified, its inter-dependencies with the other existing design elements must be
taken into account so their overall composition remains consistent.
To enable the consistent repair of the problem solver, the system needs an explicit
specification of the inter-dependencies among the different types of knowledge and
the inter-dependencies among the different design elements of the problem solver.
To meet the knowledge needs of the repair task, the model of the problem solver should give
rise to two sets of criteria. The first set should enable the learning process to select among the
learning tasks possibly appropriate in the context of a failed problem-solving episode. The second
one should enable it to select among the learning methods potentially applicable to the chosen task.
Furthermore, the model should specify how the problem-solver’s design elements interact in order to
accomplish its task, i.e., the problem-solver’s compositional semantics, and the inter-dependencies
among the different types of knowledge available to it.
2.4 Verification
Once the repair task has been completed, the goal of the learning process becomes to evaluate
whether it was successful or not. The verification task takes as input the specification of the
problem that led to failure in the most recent problem-solving episode, the modified problem solver,
and the feedback. It has as a goal to evaluate whether the repair was successful.
To that end, the verification task may evaluate the modified problem-solver’s behavior on the
same problem that led to failure before, against the behavior desired of it on that problem. If they
are the same, the repair can be considered successful. It is important to note here that a repair task
which makes informed decisions on how to consistently modify the problem solver is much more
likely (although not guaranteed) to be successful than another repair task which arbitrarily modifies
the problem solver. If the new behavior is again different from the desired one, the learning process
may try to perform an alternative modification which was suggested but not performed in the last
learning episode, or it may attempt to learn from its new failure.
2.5 Summary
The overall process of reflective learning consists of four subtasks: monitoring, blame assignment,
repair, and verification. The role of the monitoring task is to evaluate the progress of the problem-
solving process, to recognize when it fails, and to record the design elements involved in the
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process so that the subsequent blame-assignment task can evaluate their behavior. The role of the
blame-assignment task is to identify the cause of the problem-solver’s failure. The role of the
repair task is to select one of the possible causes identified by the blame- assignment task, and
appropriately modify the problem solver in order to eliminate it. The role of the verification task
is to evaluate whether the performed modification was indeed successful in eliminating the causes
of the problem-solver’s failure. To accomplish these subtasks the system needs a specification
of the expected correct behavior of the overall problem solver and of its design elements, i.e.,
their functional semantics. In addition, it needs a specification of how these elements interact to
accomplish its overall tasks, i.e., their compositional semantics. Finally it needs to organize this
knowledge in a way that enables its efficient access. The different subtasks of this reflective process,
and the methods developed to accomplish them are discussed in detail and illustrated with examples
from AUTOGNOSTIC in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER III
A CONTENT THEORY OF PROBLEM SOLVING
Two questions arise in any effort to model an artifact, the answers to which have a critical impact
to the usefulness of the model:
1. What should be the content of the model, i.e., what are the aspects of the artifact that need to
be specified in the model?
2. What should be the representation and organization of that content, so that it can be effectively
used by the process that this model is intended to support?
In general, the answer to the first question should be decided based on the task that the model
is intended to support. That is, the model should capture this knowledge about the modeled artifact
which is useful for drawing the inferences needed for the task at hand. The purpose of this work
is to develop a self-redesign process, which can identify the shortcomings of a problem solver both
in its domain knowledge and in its problem-solving process. Given the knowledge requirements of
the subtasks of this process, as analyzed in the previous chapter, the model of the problem solver
should describe its task structure, in terms of
} its tasks, i.e., the functional semantics of the design elements of which it is composed,} its methods, i.e., the compositional semantics of the interactions of these design elements,
and
} its knowledge on which the functioning of these design elements relies.
The answer to the second question is, in general, motivated by the need for the process,
accomplishing the task in question, to be efficient. An appropriate representation scheme is one
that organizes together all the related aspects of the model, so that the reasoning process has only to
consult “localities” of information at any step. The greater the extent to which reasoning becomes
local, the less search is needed, the greater the efficiency of the process. Based on the efficiency
requirements of the blame-assignment task, as analyzed in the previous chapter, the model of the
problem solver should
} organize the knowledge about the composition of the problem-solver’s design elements in a
hierarchy,} where higher-level design elements index the lower-level elements they are composed of.
The rest of this chapter discusses these two issues, outlines and compares the approaches
explored by earlier AI research, analyzes the specific answers adopted in this thesis, and illustrates
these answers with the model of one of the problem solvers AUTOGNOSTIC has been integrated
with.
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3.1 Content of the Model: Task Structures
Newell [1982] proposed the knowledge level as the appropriate level of description of intelligent
systems. At the knowledge level only the content of the system’s knowledge and the goals this
knowledge serves are specified. At this level, there is no description of the structures that hold
the system’s knowledge. Furthermore, there is no completely specified processing mechanism but
rather a general principle characteristic of a set of possible alternative processing mechanisms.
Finally, there is only a very abstract and non-deterministic description of the system’s behavior.
Marr [1982] too identified three different levels at which it is possible to formulate theories about
complex information-processing systems. At the highest level, one can simply describe its mapping
from its input to its output information. At the next level, one can describe the representation of
its input and output, and also the nature of the algorithm that carries out the transformation. At
the third and most detailed level, one can describe how the algorithm and the representation are
implemented on the medium that carries out the transformation, i.e., the computer architecture.
In a similar vein, Chandrasekaran developed task-structures as a framework
for analyzing expert problem solving [Chandrasekaran 1987, Chandrasekaran 1989,
Chandrasekaran and Johnson 1993]. The idea of task-structure analysis can be traced back to
the idea of generic tasks [Chandrasekaran 1983]. Generic tasks are types of elementary infer-
ences, instances of which were found in a wide range of complex information-processing tasks in
different domains. All instances of a generic task can be accomplished by the same method and
require similar types of knowledge. Thus, generic tasks can be viewed as “building blocks” for
intelligent problem-solving behavior. As the idea of generic tasks was applied to different tasks and
domains, the need for flexibility in task modeling became apparent. Task modeling should allow the
specification of multiple types of knowledge available in a domain, potentially supporting multiple
methods for accomplishing the same task. These needs gave rise to the task-structure analysis. In
task-structure analysis, the emphasis is not in identifying instances of a pre-defined set of primitive
blocks in the reasoning process, but rather in analyzing the elementary inferences that occur in this
process and their interactions. Some of Clancey’s [1985, 1986] , McDermott’s [1988] , Steels’
[1990] , and Wielinga and colleagues work [1992] also shares this functional perspective.
I have adopted task structures as a content theory for the model of the problem solver. This
theory specifies the tasks that the problem solver accomplishes, the methods it uses to do that, and
the knowledge that is necessary for the application of these methods. A task is specified by the
types of information it consumes as input, the types of information it produces as output, and the
nature of the transformation it performs between the two. It can be accomplished by one or more
methods, each of which may decompose it into a set of simpler subtasks. A method is characterized
by the kinds of knowledge it uses, the subtasks it sets up, and the control it exercises over the
processing of these subtasks. These subtasks can, in turn, be accomplished by other methods, or, if
the appropriate knowledge is available, they may be solved directly. The task structure of a problem
solver thus provides a recursive decomposition of its overall task in terms of methods and subtasks.
To provide a basis for comparison with the other widely used view of problem solving, i.e., problem
solving as search in a problem state space, tasks can be thought of as roughly equivalent to goals.
“Leaf” tasks in particular, that is, tasks not further decomposable by methods,) can be thought of
as elementary goals which can be immediately accomplished by operators. Methods do not really
have an equivalent in that view, but they can be thought of as general plans or strategies for how
the solutions to different subgoals combine to accomplish higher-level goals.
Notice that the description of a problem-solver’s task structure captures the types of knowledge
needed by the learning subtasks as they were analyzed in the previous chapter. For example, the
tasks, the methods and the knowledge of the problem solver are the elements that can potentially
be at fault and cause the problem solver to fail. By specifying these elements, the model captures
the complete set of elements that blame assignment might need to inspect. Further, notice that the
description of the nature of the information transformation accomplished by the overall task of the
problem solver defines the class of problems which the problem solver is able to solve. In addition,
the specification of the information transformation accomplished by each subtask of the problem
solver constitutes an abstract, problem-independent specification of correctness for all the inferences
that this task might contribute to a specific problem-solving episode. The recursive decomposition
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of the task into a task structure organizes the problem-solver’s design elements in a hierarchy, in
order to support an efficient blame-assignment process. Finally, the description of the information
and control interactions among the problem-solver’s subtasks capture the inter-dependencies among
the problem-solver’s design elements, in order to enable its consistent repair.
3.1.1 An Example: Router’s task structure
ROUTER [Goel and Callantine 1992, Goel et al. 1993, Goel et al. 1995], is a path planning system.
Its task is, given an initial and a goal location in a physical space, to find a path between them.
ROUTER has two different types of knowledge about its domain: a topographical model of its world,
and a memory of previously planned paths in this world. The model is organized hierarchically, at
several different levels of spatial abstraction. Each spatial abstraction corresponds to a neighborhood
that contains knowledge about some area in ROUTER’s world. High-level neighborhoods describe
large spaces in little detail. They get decomposed into lower-level neighborhoods, which cover
a subspace of their parent neighborhood, in greater detail. ROUTER’s memory is also organized
around the neighborhoods of its world model: each path in the memory is indexed in terms of its
initial and final locations and the neighborhoods in which these locations belong. ROUTER knows
two different methods that it uses to solve the problems it is presented with: a model-based method
and a case-based one. The former makes use of its world model, where the latter one makes use of
its path memory. Each one of these methods is associated with a sponsor. The sponsor of a method
is responsible for evaluating the applicability and the utility of the method in question, for each
particular problem presented to ROUTER.
ROUTER was designed and developed independently of this work; it does not have a model of
its own reasoning, nor does it reflect on it. For the purposes of this work, the task-structure model of
ROUTER’s reasoning was developed, a diagrammatic representation of which is presented in Figure
3.1. For a detailed description of ROUTER’s SBF model see Appendix 1. In this figure, the tasks
are shown as single-line parallelograms, where the methods are shown as double-line rectangles.
ROUTER’s overall task, route-planning , is, given an initial intersection ,
a final intersection , and the general space in which the problem should be solved,
top-neighborhood , to produce a path between the two.
The route-planning task is accomplished by the route-planning method, which
decomposes it into a sequence of four simpler subtasks, classification , path retrieval ,
search and storage . For the classification subtask, ROUTER uses its world model to
identify the neighborhoods in which the initial and final locations belong. The output of
the classification subtask consists of an initial and a final zone. The semantics of
the classification task specify the nature of the information transformation it performs, that
is, that the initial intersection must belong in the initial zone, and the destination intersection must
belong in the destination zone.
The second subtask is path retrieval . ROUTER probes its path memory with the two
problem locations and their respective neighborhoods in order to retrieve a similar, previously
solved, problem. If the case-based method is used to solve the problem, the path retrieved from
memory will be later used as a subpath of the overall desired-path , i.e., the middle-path .
Furthermore, the retrieved path sets up two intermediate intersections, int1 and int2 . If the
problem is solved by the case-based method, these two intersections will constitute the ending and
beginning points of the other two subpaths of the overall desired-path , i.e., first-subpath
and third-subpath respectively.
The next subtask is the actual search task, for which ROUTER knows two different methods:
the model-based method, and the case-based method. The sponsor of the former method
suggests that it is always applicable, where the sponsor of the latter one suggests that it is applicable
only when an appropriate path has been retrieved from memory. For the sake of simplicity, in the
context of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER, the case-based method’s sponsor was modified to require
that the two problem locations do not belong in the same neighborhood in order to propose that
method. In cases where both methods are applicable, ROUTER selects one arbitrarily. Once the
selected method has been completed and it has produced a path, ROUTER stores it in its memory






















































































Figure 3.1: ROUTER’s task structure.
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Each method decomposes the search task into a different set of subtasks. For ex-
ample, the model-based method sets up the subtasks of intrazonal-search , and
interzonal-search . The first subtask is only applicable when the two locations be-
long in the same neighborhood, where the second one is applicable when the two lo-
cations belong in different neighborhoods. The intrazonal-search subtask is ac-
complished by a breadth-first-search method which sets up two subtasks: the
search-initialization subtask, and the path-increase subtask. The former sets as
first node of the path the initial location, and the latter adds recursively nodes to this path, until the fi-
nal location is reached. The small circle before the path-increase subtask in Figure 3.1 denotes
the control operator c4cdP"  ; essentially, it specifies that this subtask is performed repeatedly until a
condition is met. Finally, Figure 3.2 depicts the task structure of the step-in-increase-path




















Figure 3.2: The task-structure decomposition of step-in-increase-path .
The interzonal-search task is
decomposed into the following subtasks: find-least-common-subzone , find-source
common-int , find-dest-common-int , middle-subpath planning, first-subpath
planning, third-subpath planning, and mbr path-synthesis . Its first subtask is
find-least-common-subzone . This task has as a goal to identify a neighborhood, usu-
ally a higher-level one than either the initial or the final one, which covers a space that includes
the spaces covered by both the neighborhoods in which the initial and final locations belong. Next
are the subtasks of finding a source-common-int and dest-common-int which produce
two intermediate locations int1 and int2 correspondingly, that are used as intermediate nodes
in the desired path. The double-pointed arrow connecting these subtasks denotes that these two
subtasks can be performed &x dhk3k'M&" , that is, in any order relative to each other. Furthermore,
both these subtasks perform essentially the same information transformation, although with differ-
ent input information, and in service of different subgoals of problem solving. They, both, produce
an intersection common to the two neighborhoods they are given as input. For that reason, these
two subtasks are recognized as instances of a common prototype task, find-common-int .
The selection of these two locations results in the decomposition of the overall problem into
three simpler subproblems: the planning of a path from the initial-location to int1 , the
planning of a path from the int1 to int2 , and, finally, the planning of a path from the int2 to the
final-location . These three subtasks are the first-subpath planning subtask, the
middle-subpath planning subtask, and the third-subpath planning subtask, and
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they can be performed in any order relative to each other. The first and third of them are instances
of the planning task, while the second one is an instance of the intrazonal-search task.
This is because, the nature of the information transformations that produce the intersections int1
and int2 ensure that these two intersections belong in the same neighborhood. The last subtask
set up by this method, mbr path-synthesis , is the synthesis of these three paths into a single
path which constitutes the solution to the overall problem.
Finally, the case-based method decomposes the planning task into yet another set of
subtasks. Its subtasks are similar to the subtasks of the model-based method when the initial and
final locations belong in different neighborhoods. This method also decomposes the overall problem
into three simpler ones, one of which is solved by the retrieval of a previously produced path from
memory. The other two subproblems are, first planning a path from the initial-location to
the first node of the middle-path , the front-path planning subtask, and from the last
node of this path to the final-location , the end-path planning subtask. Finally, as in the
previous method, the last subtask cbr path-synthesis combines the three paths into the solu-
tion of the overall problem. Both the mbr path-synthesis and the cbr path-synthesis
tasks are instances of the same task, recomposition .
3.2 A Taxonomy of Learning Tasks: Modifications to Problem Solving
The adoption of a particular view towards problem solving gives rise in a taxonomy of modifications
that the learning process may be able to perform to a problem solver. For example, if problem
solving is viewed as a search in a problem space, then, learning can potentially introduce new
operators to a problem space, or modify the existing ones, or control the selection process among
them when there are several of them applicable. Consequently, the content captured in the model
of the problem-solving process defines the types of modifications that the learning process will be
able to perform on a particular problem solver. As a result, it decides the improvements to the
problem-solving performance that learning will be able to produce.
The task-structure view of problem solving gives rise to two types of modifications to the
problem solver:
1. modifications to the content and the organization of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge,
and
2. modifications to the content and organization of the design elements in its functional archi-
tecture, i.e., its tasks and methods.
Intuitively, these modifications seem to be complete with respect to the three performance-
improvement goals that learning must fulfill. The section below discusses several scenarios of
problem solvers whose performance would benefit from each one of these types of modifications.
3.2.1 Modifying a task in the task structure
Modification of a task of the problem solver constitutes modification of one of the design elements
of its functional architecture, that is, modifications of the content of its functional architecture.
Given that a task is defined in terms of the types of information it takes as input and produces as
output, and the nature of the transformation between the two, modifying a task in the task structure
may involve the modification of any of these three elements.
1. Modifying the input of a task
For example, consider the situation where an agent knows how to plan paths from one
intersection to another. Let us also assume that this agent is asked to plan a path from a
landmark, let’s say the Tech Tower, to an intersection. Clearly, the essentials of path planning
remain the same. However in order for the agent to be able to solve this new problem, it has
to expand the class of input it accepts, from a pair of intersections to a pair of locations, where
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a location can be either an intersection or a landmark. The path-planning process itself may
also have to be modified after this extension to accommodate this extended class of input.
Or, if the current path- planning process is general enough, such a modification may not be
necessary. Given that the modified planner accepts a wider class of input locations which it
can connect, it solves an extended class of problems than the original one.
2. Modifying the output of a task
Consider for example the agent described above. Let us assume that this agent is asked to
produce, in addition to the path between the two given locations, an estimation of the time
it will take to traverse this path. This information could be useful to another agent who
might be scheduling errands. In this case, our agent needs to expand its “notion” of what
constitutes the output of its path planning, in order to include in this notion, an attribute of the
path, namely “the cost of the execution of the path”. In this case again, the modified agent
solves an extended class of problems than the original one, in the sense that for each problem
it produces the solution that the original agent would have produced, and then some more
information.
3. Modifying the transformation performed by a task
Clearly, in both the above examples, where the types of the task’s input or output change, it
may become necessary to also modify the relations that define the transformation that the task
carries out between them. However, even if the input and output remain the same, it may still
be beneficial for the agent to modify the relations that partially define this transformation.
For example, let us assume that our agent specifies as “path planning”, the production of a
path such that, its initial node will be the input source location, and its final node will be its
input destination location. Now, if our agent is interested in doing path planning for mail
delivery in a small area, then it could be beneficial to also specify that the length of the paths
it produces should be less than a maximum limit, say “4 nodes long”. This could be a valid
definition of a path, if the area in which the agent delivers mail is so connected that all pairs
of location are “closer than 4 intersections long”. Such specification would help the agent
identify whether a given problem is outside its scope of mail delivery, namely when there is
no path “smaller than 4 intersections long” then the destination is outside the agent’s scope.
3.2.2 Modifying the decomposition of a task by a method
Given that a method is defined by the set of subtasks it sets up for the task it decomposes, and the
control it imposes over these subtasks, the possible method modifications are modifications to the
set of its subtasks or to the control among them. Modification of a method of the problem solver
constitutes modification to its functional architecture. If a new task is added to (or deleted from) the
set of the problem-solver’s tasks, then the set of the problem-solver’s design elements is modified,
that is the content of its functional architecture is modified. If the control of processing among its
tasks is modified, then the functional architecture is simply reorganized.
1. Modifying the set of subtasks
(a) Adding a task in the set
Take for example the case where the agent knows how to plan paths between intersections
but does not know how to plan paths between landmarks, as described in the first
scenario. One possible way for the agent to expand its path-planning capabilities, in
order to able to handle landmarks, in addition to intersections, is to add a pre-processing
task in the set of tasks that the path-planning task gets decomposed into. This task can
take as input the input locations, and if they are landmarks it can return as output the
intersections closest to them. If they are intersections, it can return them without any
transformation. The rest of the path-planning subtasks can continue as before. This
modification assumes, of course, that the agent already knows that landmarks are objects
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located on streets, between two intersections. Thus, the agent will be able, given two
landmarks to return a path connecting the two intersections next to which they lie.
(b) Deleting a task from the set
Let us assume for example that the agent has been planning paths in a domain where
there is a very highly interconnected set of high-speed highways. As a result, the agent
has developed the “habit” of “searching for major highways to use” except for the initial
and final steps of entering and exiting a highway. The way this habit is instantiated in
this agent’s task structure, is by a task which filters out the non-highway pathways unless
when looking for entry and exit points to the highway system. Let us imagine, that this
agent moves to an environment where such a highway network is not available. In such
a case, the habit of using only highways for planning paths can be overly constraining.
As a result the agent may start failing to produce paths. Such failures should help
the agent realize that its habit to look for highways is imposing unnecessary, and even
unsatisfiable in the new environment, constraints. Consequently the agent might remove
this “filtering task” from its task-structure.
(c) Aggregating two or more subtasks from the set into one
This kind of task-structure modification is roughly equivalent to the creation of macro-
operators. Generation of macro-operators and compilation of knowledge has been
shown to be a plausible mechanism for the phenomenon of “skill acquisition”. Agents
become more proficient in their problem-solving skills by aggregating a sequence of
“individually interpreted” steps into chunks of opaque, internally non-inspectable, mech-
anisms. Having a model of what the individual steps were meant for in the beginning
and a history of how (under which assumptions) the chunks were formed, may be useful
for redesigning these chunks or for recognizing more easily when and why these chunks
should be broken into their constituent parts.
2. Modifying the control of processing among the method subtasks
The control that a method imposes over the subtasks into which it decomposes a task can
be modified by reordering these subtasks. Often, the order in which tasks are accomplished,
when it is not completed determined by their knowledge requirements, can be decided or
affected by several context requirements, such as relation between problem solving and
execution. Consider for example a path planner who first decides on a major highway to
connect the neighborhoods of its current location with its destination, and then works out the
details on how to get on and off that highway. If this planner was integrated in a car, then it
would probably be desirable to interleave its planning with its execution as soon as possible.
That is, it might prefer to avoid thinking for a long time about the highway in a static mode.
In such a case it would be better to first plan the initial segment to its nearest highway, and
then find its way through the highway system to its destination.
3.2.3 Modifying the knowledge
1. Modifying the content of the knowledge
One way to expand the class of problems that a problem solver can solve, without modifying
the tasks it knows how to accomplish, is by expanding its world knowledge. Acquisition
of new world knowledge, in general, leads to increase of the domains in which the problem
solver knows how to accomplish its tasks. For example, if the path planner increases its
model of the navigation space, i.e., if it develops a model of a larger navigation space than
what it used to, then it can plan paths for a greater number of pairs of locations. That is, it
can solve more problems than it used to.
2. Modifying the organization of the knowledge
The more knowledge intensive the problem-solving process becomes the more important the
organization of the knowledge becomes. If the problem solving is exhaustive search, then it
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will always produce a solution for any problem, if there is a solution for the problem and if the
problem solver knows all its necessary elements. However, as the space of possible problems
and possible solutions increases, exhaustive search becomes unacceptably inefficient and
introduction of an intermediate space, between the problem and the solution spaces, becomes
necessary. Consider for example the problem of simulating the behavior of a complex device.
For the description of such a device a large number of differential equations may be required.
Usually, not all of these equations are relevant at each point in the device functioning. Thus,
in order for the simulator not to have to consider all of these equations at each clock cycle,
these equations can be clustered around different stages in the device functioning where they
may be applicable.
3. Modifying the representation of the knowledge
There has been a lot of work [Amarel 1968, Simon 1972] on the affects of representation to
problem solving performance. Inappropriate representation of the problem space may lead
to inefficient problem-solving (i.e., missionary and cannibals problem). Moreover, certain
problems may become unsolvable because of inappropriate representations (i.e., the mutilated
checkerboard problem).
3.3 Organization and Representation of the Model: The SBF lan-
guage
Once the content that the modeling framework should convey has been decided, a representation and
organization scheme needs to be developed, which is expressive enough to capture the information
conveyed by the model, and which provides the organization to make this information accessible to
the tasks that need to use it.
The task-structure view of problem solving is a functional view of problem solving. Viewed as
a designed artifact, a problem solver has as a function to carry out a range of high-level information-
processing tasks. In turn, each one of these tasks is accomplished through the synthesis of simpler
functions accomplished by the elements of the problem-solver’s functional architecture. Similar
functional theories have been developed for another class of designed artifacts, namely physical
devices. Therefore, a language developed for functional modeling of physical devices would be
a natural starting point for developing a language for modeling the task structures of problem
solvers. The starting point used by this thesis was the structure-behavior-function (SBF) language
for modeling physical devices.
3.3.1 SBF Models of Physical Devices
The SBF language for modeling how physical devices work [Goel 1989] describes three aspects of
the device:} the device function,} the device structure, and
} the device internal behaviors.
The function of the device is defined as the purpose for which it was designed. A device
may exhibit several external behaviors; its function is the subset of these behaviors that were
intended by the designer. The structure of the device is defined as the set of physical elements
that comprise the device and the relations between them. The ontology, most commonly used
to describe the structure of physical devices, has been based on components and substances
[Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1985, Hayes 1979]. The internal behaviors of the device are the
causal processes that occur internally in the device while it functions. These causal processes result
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from the interactions among the structural elements of the device and, in turn, they result in the
delivery of the device function.
Several modeling frameworks for physical devices have been developed [Goel 1989,
Rasmussen 1985] in which the same three aspects of a device are specified. In the particular
language that was used as a basis for the modeling language of this thesis, the function of the
device is specified as a transition from an input behavioral state to an output behavioral state. A
behavioral state consists of a partial description of the device components and substances at some
particular point in its functioning. The internal behaviors of the device are specified as hierarchically
organized sequences of state transitions accomplished due to functions of the device components
or causal interactions between them. For each one of the device functions an internal behavior is
specified which explains how this function is accomplished through internal causal processes, and
this internal behavior is indexed by its corresponding device function. Finally, the structure of the
device is specified as a set of components, organized in a partonomic hierarchy, and related with
each other and with the device substances by relations such as connectivity and containment.
In an analogous way, in the SBF language for modeling problem solvers1, a task is specified as
a transition from an input information state to an output information state, where an information
state is a partial description of the information available to the problem solver at some particular
point in its reasoning. The task is also annotated by a set of semantic relations between its input and
output information state, a pointer to the prototypical task of which it is an instance, and pointers
to the methods than can potentially accomplish it, or alternatively, a pointer to the procedure which
accomplishes it. The semantic relations of the task constitute a partial description of the expected,
correct performance of the task. The internal behaviors of the problem solver are specified as
sequences of information transformations that accomplish the overall tasks of the problem solver.
Each sequence corresponds to a method applicable to a task, and each one of the information
transformations in the sequence corresponds to a subtask resulting from the decomposition of
that task by that method. The subtasks that are accomplished through further decomposition by
problem-solving methods act as indices to the information-transformation sequences corresponding
to these methods. The subtasks which are directly accomplished through the application of some
problem-solving procedure, i.e., the leaf subtasks, act as indices to the procedures which accomplish
them.
In an extension of the task-structure framework, the SBF model of a problem solver also includes
the description of the domain knowledge that the problem solver uses in its reasoning. The domain
knowledge is specified in terms of the types of domain concepts that the problem solver knows about
and the relations applicable to them. The types of information that the problem solver manipulates
while reasoning are instances of these types of domain concepts, and the semantic relations of its
tasks are often expressed in terms of domain relations.
The set of the procedures which accomplish the leaf subtasks of the problem-solver’s task
structure and the data structures holding the problem-solver’s domain knowledge constitute its
structural elements.
3.3.2 The Grammar of SBF language for Problem Solving
3.3.2.1 The Task




=dRmj#4cdmvDmi"p/j$mi * , where  is the input of the task, c
is its output, d is another task of which the current task is an instance, j# is a set of methods which
can be applied to accomplish the task, cd is a procedure which can be invoked to accomplish the
task (if it is a leaf task), v is a set of conditions under which the task should be performed, i$pPj is
the task at the immediately higher-level in service of which the task at hand is spawned, and i is a
set of semantic relations partially describing the role of the task in the task structure, i.e., the nature
of the transformation it performs between its input and output. and c are information states. For some specific task   , the information state     * consists
of the types of information which are necessary for the task   to be accomplished. Thus, for each
1Henceforth, I will call it simply the SBF language.
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type of information, Lf    * ,  is either required by some of the subtasks resulting from the
decomposition of   by some method r  fQj#    * , or it is an input parameter of the procedure
which implements cd    * . For the same task   , the information state c    * consists of the types of
information which are produced by the task   and which are going to be used by other subsequent
tasks.v    * and i    * are sets of relations. The relations in v    * describe the conditions under which
the task   contributes to the progress of the reasoning. They are used as a criterion to decide whether
or not to perform the task in the context of a particular problem-solving episode; thus they refer to
types of information available in     * . The relations in i    * partially describe the information
transformation that   performs in the service of the overall reasoning. Essentially, they describe
the function intended of the task in the overall context of reasoning. Thus, each relation in i    * is
either a unary relation on some type of information in c    * or it relates some type of information
in c    * with some type of information in     * .j#    * is a set of methods which are applicable to the task   . When some of these methods is
applied to   , it sets up a set of subtasks which if accomplished, the overall information transformation
intended by   will be accomplished. Hencefort, the symbol wD    mr * : rfyj#    * will be used
to denote the task structures which may possibly result from the application of r to   . The attributej# establishes a partonomic hierarchy among tasks.
Finally, d    * is another task, =    " , of which   is an instance. =    " need not be
a generic task in the sense that Chandrasekaran defined generic tasks in [Chandrasekaran 1983,
Chandrasekaran 1987]. It is simply a task which accomplishes an information transformation more
general than, or equivalent to, the transformation accomplished by   . If the task   does not have
associated with it a method or a procedure, i.e., j#    *G{F cd    *O{ , then it can be accomplished
with the methods or the procedures associated with &=    " { d    * . The attribute d establishes a
taxonomic hierarchy among tasks.
In AUTOGNOSTIC the SBF language is implemented in a schema-based framework. Figure 3.3
depicts the schema for specifying a task, and the particular schema specifying ROUTER’s overall
task, i.e., path planning .
3.3.2.2 The Method
Each method is described as a tuple  : {.  s ¡=¢ £ mvDm=w¤)$¥
mvs4 * , where  s )=¢ ¦ is the task to which
the method is applied, i.e., the task which the method is intended to accomplish, v is a set of
conditions under which the method is applicable, ¤&D¥ is the set of subtasks that the method sets up
for the  s )=¢ ¦ , and vs4 is a set of control relations over these subtasks.
For any specific method, r  , v  r  * is a set of relations describing the conditions under which
the method r  is applicable to the task  s ¡w¢ ¦ . They are used as a criterion to decide whether or
not to apply the method in question to the task; thus they refer to types of information available in
the information state    ¡ )=¢ £ * .
When a method, r  , is applied to the task  s ¡=¢ ¦  r  * it decomposes it into a set of simpler
subtasks, =¤)$¥  r  * . The order in which these subtasks must be accomplished is not completely
specified by the method. Instead, the method r  imposes only a partial ordering among them which
is specified in the vs4 element of the m-tuple. In the SBF language, there are three control operatorsi4)k' , &x dhk3k'M&" and c4cd+"  . The control that the method imposes over the subtasks it sets
up, vw  r  * , is specified as a control operator imposed over a set of subtasks in the set #¤)$¥  r  *
or other control statements. That is, vs4 : { v#cxhwcD cdGm
§ | ¨ * m§ | : {3| m§ | : { vs4 . When
two subtasks are connected by the i4)k' operator they must be performed in the order they are
mentioned. When they are connected by the &x d/k'4k'& operator they may be performed in any
ordering. Finally, when they are connected by the c4cdh"  operator then they must be performed
repeatedly until the condition annotating the c4cdh" © operator is met.
Figure 3.4 depicts the schema for specifying a method, and the particular schema specifying
ROUTER’s intrazonal-search method.
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task: the name of the task,

input: the types of information it takes as input,
$=*
output: the types of information it produces as input,
+=*
semantics: the specification of the nature of the information
transformation of the task,
!=*
methods: the set of methods possibly applicable to the task,
C=ªR=*
procedure: the procedure that directly accomplishes the task,
=%O=*
prototype: the prototype task of which the task at hand is an instance,
%O=*
conditions: the conditions under which the task is useful,
=*




input: (initial-point final-point top-neighborhood)
output: (desired-path)
semantics: ((same-point initial-node(desired-path) initial-point)
(same-point final-node(desired-path) final-point))
methods: (route-planning-method)
conditions: (not(same-point initial-point final-point))
Figure 3.3: The task schema, and the specification of the route-planning task in the SBF
language.
method: the name of the method,
>
applied to: the task to which it is applicable,
¡«s¬=­&®¡¯°±°>L*
conditions: the conditions under which the method is applicable,
'=>²*
subtasks: the set of subtasks that the method sets up for the task it accomplishes,
=³&´
µ>L*





subtasks: \ search-initialization path-increase ^
control: serial(search-initialization loop(path-increase))
Figure 3.4: The method schema, and the specification of the intrazonal-search method in
the SBF language.
3.3.2.3 The Type of Information
The input and the output of each task in the problem-solver’s task structure consists of a set of types
of information. A type of information is defined as a tuple ¶ : {· c3m=   m=    * .
For any specific type of information,    and w   are, correspondingly, the sets of tasks which
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consume and produce that type of information. That is, ¸P¡¹1fN     * mnfº  ¹ * and ¸P¹fw     * m»f¼c  ¹ * . Finally, the element · c in the i-tuple specifies the type of domain concept of
which this information type is an instance.
Figure 3.5 depicts the schema for specifying a type of information reasoned about by the
problem-solver’s task structure, and the particular schema specifying the information tmp-path
used in the step-in-increase-path task structure of ROUTER.
information: the name of the information,

type of object: the type of domain concept of which it is an instance, ½ +=*
input to: the tasks that consume it as input,
¡¾À¿G=*
produced by: the tasks that produce it as output,
 «s´#Á =*
information: tmp-path
type of object: path
input to: expand-current-path
produced by: get-current-path
Figure 3.5: The type-of-information schema, and the specification of the tmp-path in the SBF
language.
3.3.2.4 The Domain Concept
Domain concepts2 are the concepts which are relevant to reasoning in a particular domain. They
may correspond to physical entities in the real world or they may be abstract. A domain concept is
described as a tuple §Âxd+ : {. umk3¡wim¡u * where u is the domain in which this concept may take
values, k3¡wi is a set of attributes characteristic of the concept, and )u is a predicate that evaluates
the identity between two instances of that concept.
The actual knowledge of the problem solver about the domain objects of this concept type is in
the form of a set of instances that the problem solver knows about. This set of instances constitutes
the domain u of this object type.
Finally, for each attribute, k3¡w , of a concept, the SBF language specifies its xRk'ry , its s$dh ,
and a function Ã which, given a specific instance of the concept, produces the value of the attribute
for the given instance. Figure 3.6 depicts the schema for specifying a domain concept, and the
particular schema specifying ROUTER’s concept of intersection.
3.3.2.5 The Domain Relation
A domain relation is specified as a tuple Ä7Å : { =mc'm=¡#mdm©dm)xRuÆ * . The elements  and c of
the dr-tuple are the types of the arguments that the relation takes as input and produces as output
correspondingly. The elements s , d , and ©d of the dr-tuple refer to the actual knowledge of the
problem solver regarding this domain relation. This knowledge may have the form of a truth
table, s  u * , which includes all the pairs  sÇ3mcÇ * fg  u *GÈ c  u * for which the relation is true.
Alternatively, there may be a predicate, d  u * , which, when applied to any instance Ç²fÉ  u3 * ,
2The terms domain concept and domain object are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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concept: the name of the concept,

domain: the domain in which its instances take values,
9
Ë
attrs: the set of attributes applicable to this type of concept,
 "!
Ë





attrs: (name: streets, function: (lambda(x) x), type: (list-of 2 d-street))
identity test: same-point
Figure 3.6: The domain-concept schema, and the specification of the intersection concept in
the SBF language.
returns c4Ç if  )Çmc4Ç * fHu or x<& otherwise. In the latter case, the problem solver may also know
of the inverse predicate, ©d  u * which when applied to any instance c3ÇÉfÊc  u * , returns ¡Ç if )Ç3mc4Ç * fHu or x<& otherwise. The difference between these two ways of evaluating u3 is that in
the first case, the contents of u are inspectable and easily modifiable. The agent may modify u
by simply adding or deleting tuples in s  u3 * . In the latter case, since the predicates d  u3 * andd  u3 * are non-inspectable “definitions”, the agent cannot modify them.
Finally, the attribute )xRuÆ  u * characterizes the type of the domain relation. Domain relations
can be of two types: relations whose truth value depends on the state of the world, henceforth
called state-of-the-world relations, and organizational relations which are “invented” to increase the
efficiency of problem solving, henceforth called convention relations. This latter type of relations
are essentially associations between different types of knowledge, used by the problem solver at
the same point in its problem solving, which enable the efficient access of the appropriate pieces
of information. An important difference between these two kinds of relations is that the evidence
necessary for the agent to modify the organizational relations is less than the evidence necessary to
modify the relations whose truth value is derived from the sate of the world. In fact, the problem
solver may begin without any specific organization of its knowledge, that is with an undefined
domain relation, and it can induce this relation by adding entries into its table on an as-needed basis,
for example, every time it fails because of its incomplete organization.
Figure 3.7 depicts the schema for specifying a domain relation, and the particular schema
specifying the zone-intersections relation of ROUTER.
3.3.2.6 The Domain Constraint
Constraints are higher-order relations that apply to the objects of a domain. A domain constraint
is specified as a tuple §Bxi" : { ¡Ã/m==lPx.m
 · lP * where )Ã and =lPx are domain relations. If
in some particular domain, there is a constraint
 u 1 ËIÌL* u3 2 ÌAË*z* , where u 1 and u 2 are




are types of objects in that domain, then this constraint means
that, if for a particular tuple
 k'j * the relation u 1 is true, then the relation u 2 is true for  j
k * . If the
types of attributes of u 1 and u 2 are not the same, it is still possible to specify a constraint between
these two relations if there is a predicate
· l+" such that it applies to attributes of the relation u3 1
and produces the attributes of u3 2 which do not belong in the set of attributes of u3 1.
Figure 3.8 depicts the schema for specifying a domain constraint, and the particular schema
specifying a constraint between the zone-intersections and the zones-of-int relations
of ROUTER.
Figure 3.9 depicts the domain of ROUTER that was used in its integration with AUTOGNOSTIC.
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relation: the name of the relation,
9D 
input arguments: the types of concepts that it takes as input arguments,
$9$ *
output arguments: the types of concepts that it takes as output arguments,
+9D *
truth table: the table enumerating the tuples which belong in the relation,
$9$ *
predicate: the predicate evaluating whether a particular tuple belongs in the relation,
%.9D *
inverse predicate: the predicate for deriving the input arguments given the
output arguments of a tuple that belongs in the relation,
%O9D 4*









Figure 3.7: The domain-relation schema, and the specification of the zone-intersections
relation in the SBF language.
constraint: the name of the constraint,
=+!#
if: one of the relations this constraint involves,
&Î=+!#=*
then: the other relation this constraint involves,
)(3@=+!#=*





relate, ½ (3# 
0=+!#=*
constraint: cnst1
if: (zone-intersections z? int?)
then: (zones-of-int int? z?)
Figure 3.8: The domain-constraint schema,and the specification of a constraint between the relations
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Figure 3.9: ROUTER’s navigation space.
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CHAPTER IV
INTEGRATING AUTOGNOSTIC WITH A PROBLEM SOLVER
The previous chapter discussed the SBF model of ROUTER, one of the problem solvers with which
AUTOGNOSTIC has been integrated. This model was used to provide examples illustrating the use
of the SBF language. This chapter presents the SBF models of the other two problem solvers
that AUTOGNOSTIC has been integrated with, i.e., KRITIK2 and REFLECS. It also uses the task of
modeling REFLECS as an example to illustrate the process of AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with an
arbitrary problem solver.
4.1 Kritik2
KRITIK2 [Bhatta and Goel 1992], [Goel 1989], [Goel 1991a], [Goel 1991b],
[Stroulia and Goel 1992a], [Stroulia and Goel 1992b] is an autonomous design system that in-
tegrates model- and case-based reasoning in the context of adaptive, conceptual design of physical
devices.
KRITIK2 has a memory of designs of known devices. Each one of these devices is modeled in
terms of KRITIK2’s structure-behavior-function (SBF) language (the precursor of AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF language). The SBF model of a device in KRITIK2’s memory explicitly represents the functions
delivered by the device, its structure, and its internal causal behaviors, that is, the interactions among
its components which result in the accomplishment of the overall functions of the device.
Given the specification of the function desired of a new device, KRITIK2 first retrieves from its
memory a design that delivers a function similar to the desired function. KRITIK2 organizes the
devices in its memory in terms of their functions in a multi-dimensional hierarchy. This organization
enables KRITIK2 to efficiently retrieve from its memory a device sufficiently close to the desired
one, and therefore relatively easy to adapt towards delivering the new desired function. Next,
KRITIK2 determines the differences between the functions delivered by the selected design and the
new functions desired of it. It then proceeds to search the SBF model of the retrieved design in
order to identify the causes of these functional differences. Once it has identified a set of structural
elements in the known design that are potentially responsible for its failure to deliver the desired
function, KRITIK2 retrieves one or more repair plans from its repair-plan memory that can eliminate
the causes of this failure. The repair plans can be of a wide variety. Some of them, such as the
component-replacement plan for example, modify some parameters of the known design. Others,
based on case-independent models of generic teleological mechanisms (GTMs) such as cascading
and feedback, give rise to more complex, non-local, modifications. Each repair plan is indexed first,
by the types of functional differences it can eliminate, and second, by the knowledge conditions
under which it is applicable. For any particular problem, several plans may be potentially applicable.
The application of a repair plan to the old design results in a candidate design and a revised SBF
model for it. KRITIK2 verifies the modifications by qualitatively simulating the new SBF model.
If the evaluation fails, KRITIK2 redesigns the candidate design. Otherwise, it proceeds to store
the new design and the corresponding SBF model in its memory for further reuse in the future.
To identify the appropriate indices under which to store the new design, KRITIK2 uses the SBF
model of the new design as a causal explanation of how its structure accomplishes its function. This
explanation then identifies the features of the design which are important for its functioning, and
these features are used as indices in addition to the design function.
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Figure 4.1 diagrammatically depicts the task structure of KRITIK2’s reasoning1. For a detailed
description of AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of KRITIK2’s design process see Appendix 2. KRITIK2’s
adaptive method for design decomposes the overall task into two subtasks: retrieval of an
existing design, and adaptation of this design to meet the new requirements.
Given a design problem, KRITIK2 probes its memory with the specification of the functions
desired of the new device and selects a set of past cases that can be used as the basis for designing
the new device. KRITIK2’s design memory is hierarchically organized around the different properties
of the substances that it knows about, and the ranges of the values that these properties have in
each particular device. Thus, to retrieve the set of cases relevant to its current problem, KRITIK2
first identifies the properties mentioned in the new functional specification, new-function’s
properties identification , and the properties that are used as dimensions in the design-
memory hierarchy, known-properties identification . If the intersection of these two
sets is empty, i.e., if the properties mentioned in the new functional specification are not used as
indexing properties in the memory hierarchy, then KRITIK2 proceeds to elaborate the problem.
In the elaboration phase, KRITIK2 attempts to infer other properties that may be relevant to the
substances mentioned in the new function, although they are not explicitly mentioned in it. To
do that, it uses its conceptual memory of substances. Based on the properties relevant to the new
function and the properties used as indices in its memory, KRITIK2 localizes its search for an
appropriate past design case to a set of few memory nodes at the second level (i.e., the property
level) of the memory hierarchy. This is the refinement along properties task. At this
point, based on the values of the properties in the desired function, it further refines its search to a set
of nodes at the third level (i.e., the value level) of the memory hierarchy, refinement along
values . Finally, KRITIK2 collects the design cases associated with this restricted set of memory
nodes, get-cases-of-node , and returns them as the set of cases that can be potentially used
to solve the problem at hand. Next, it orders these selected cases in terms of their relative
“ease-of-adaptation” and proceeds to adapt the one which is evaluated as the easiest to adapt.
KRITIK2’s model-based adaptation method decomposes the adaptation task
into four different subtasks: identification of functional differences ,
blame-assignment , repair , and model assembly . The goal of the first subtask is to
compile a list with the differences between the output behaviors of the existing design and the
output behaviors desired of the new design. Next, based on the SBF model of the retrieved design,
the blame-assignment subtask identifies a list of structural elements of the old design which
are responsible for the “failure” of this old design to accomplish the new desired function. The
goal of the repair subtask is, given the old design, the desired function, and the set of pos-
sible faults, to actually modify the structure of the old design so that it can deliver the required
function. KRITIK2 knows several repair plans which it can potentially use to accomplish the
repair subtask. The applicability of these plans depends on the type of the difference between
the function of the old design and the new desired one. The component-replacement and
the structure-replication plans are both applicable when the difference between the two
functions lies in the value of some substance property.
The component-replacement plan decomposes the repair task into the following sub-
tasks. First, KRITIK2 identifies one component in the old design which belongs in the list of
possible-faults and for which there exists a similar component in KRITIK2’s memory with
a different parameter appropriate for the new design. The fact that this component (henceforth, the
faulty component) belongs in the set of possible faults means that the value of a substance property
which differs in the two functions depends (i.e., is either directly or inversely proportional) on this
component’s parameter. If the parameter of the faulty component affects the value of the property
to be modified in a directly proportional manner, and the value of this property in the desired
function is greater than its value in the function delivered by the retrieved design (or, if the faulty
component affects the value of that property in a inversely proportional manner, and the value of
this property in the desired function is less than its desired value) then KRITIK2 probes its compo-
nent memory for a component similar to the faulty one, but with a higher parameter, component
of higher-param retrieval . Otherwise, it searches its component memory for a similar










































































































Figure 4.1: KRITIK2’s task structure.
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component but with a lower parameter, component of lower-param retrieval . Notice
that these two tasks are simply two different functional abstractions of the same structural element.
That is, there is a single procedure that carries out both of these tasks. If there exists a component
with an appropriate parameter then KRITIK2 can replace the component in the old design with the
new-component and the resulting device should accomplish the desired function. It is important
to notice here that KRITIK2 does conceptual design where the values of the design parameters
are only qualitative; therefore, a modification of the “problematic parameter values” in the right
direction is evaluated to meet the requirements.
The structure-replication plan sets up two subtasks for the repair task: the
identification-of-a-component-to-re plic ate and the actual replication of
this component. The first subtask identifies one component in the old design that belongs in the list
of possible faults. If the value of the problem property is directly proportional to this component’s
parameter and its value in the desired function is higher than its value in the old design (or, alterna-
tively, if the value of the problem property is inversely proportional to this component’s parameter
and its value in the desired function is lower than its value in the old design) then KRITIK2 can
replicate this component to achieve the desired modification.
4.2 Reflecs
The third problem solver with which AUTOGNOSTIC was integrated was a reactive planner. This
reactive planner was implemented in the AuRA architecture for robot planning [Arkin 1986]. The
result of this integration is a system called REFLECS. The rationale behind the integration of
AUTOGNOSTIC with a reactive planner was twofold:
} The reactive planner is a problem solver of a kind very different from both ROUTER and
KRITIK2. Where these two problem solvers are deliberative and have a lot of knowledge
about their respective domains, the reactive planner is designed in a completely different
research paradigm. It does not have any model of its domain. Instead, its planning behavior
emerges from the synthesis of a set of primitive reactive behaviors.} In addition, the redesign problem with which REFLECS was tested was a real problem that
actually occurred in the context of the AAAI-93 robotic competition.
The AuRA architecture proposes three levels of planning behavior: mission, navigation and
pilot. The mission planner takes as input the robot’s mission, that is a set of goals such as copy
the paper and collect mail for example. It has the goal of producing as output a plan for achieving
these goals, such as go to the copier room, make a copy, go to the mail room, collect the mail, and
return to office. The navigation planner is responsible for producing a route for each one of the
steps in the mission plan. For example, in order to accomplish the step go to the copier room of the
above plan, the navigation planner might propose that the robot has to get out to the corridor, turn
right, traverse the corridor, turn left at the end into a second corridor, and get into the first door on
the right side. Finally, the pilot planner is responsible for producing a sequence of motor actions
that can accomplish the routes produced by the navigation planner. At the pilot level, the robot’s
planning behavior is accomplished reactively. At each point in time, a set of perceptual and a set of
motor schemas are active. The perceptual schemas are linked to the robot sensors and thus perceive
some aspect of the state of the environment at each point in time. Each motor schema is linked to
one or more of these perceptual schemas. Depending on the sensory information these perceptual
schemas provide, and on the gain of the motor schema, (i.e., the level of the schema activation),
each motor schema produces a vector. The actual motion of the robot at each time depends on the
synthesis of all the vectors produced by all the active motor schemas. Figure 4.2 diagrammatically
depicts the perception-motion cycle at the reactive level of the AuRA architecture.
It is important to note here that, each time the reactive planner has to perform a new task, a
novel configuration of perceptual and motor schemas, which will be sufficient for this new task,
may have to be designed. Consider for example the task of “rearranging an office”. For this task,
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Figure 4.2: The perception-motion cycle at the reactive level of the AuRA architecture.
designated area of the office. To accomplish this task, the planner uses the following process. For
each box it has to bring to the designated area, the robot goes to the designated location, then plans
its path towards the target box, grabs the box, and brings it back to the designated location.
While the robot is planning its path towards the box, it uses the readings from two differ-
ent types of sensors, lasers and shaft encoders, which are linked to the read-lasers and
read-shaft-encoders perceptual schemas correspondingly. The readings from the shaft en-
coders indicate the robot’s position at each point in time. The lasers’ readings indicate the position of
the static objects in the immediate environment of the robot. The target box is also included among
these static objects, and its position is updated each time a new reading of the lasers is available.
There are three motor schemas that are active, i.e., move-to-goal , avoid-obstacle , and
synthesize-vectors . The first one uses the readings from the shaft encoders, i.e., the robot’s
current position, and the position of the target box to produce a vector pushing the robot towards the
box. The second one uses the lasers’ readings and the robot’s current position to produce a vector
repulsing the robot from the obstacles around it. The actual movement of the robot is then decided
by the synthesis of these two vectors, by the third motor schema, synthesize-vectors . The
synthesis is accomplished through vector addition with normalization of the final vector magnitude.
The overall task of getting from the designated location to the box is accomplished through a repe-
tition of this perception and motion cycle. The cycle stops when the reading of the shaft encoders
shows that the robot has reached its goal, that is, when the robot is within a small radius from the
target box.
4.3 Integrating AUTOGNOSTIC with a Problem Solver: The Method
By this point, it should be evident that AUTOGNOSTIC is a shell, rather than a system by itself.
In principle, it can be integrated with any problem solver that satisfies some specific requirements
(described in section 9.2). When integrated with a particular problem solver, AUTOGNOSTIC can
reflect on its problem-solving process in order to adapt it and improve it. In order to integrate
AUTOGNOSTIC with some problem solver, AUTOGNOSTIC’s user should
1. identify the problem-solver’s design elements, and specify their functionality in AUTOGNOS-
TIC’s SBF language,
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2. establish the control flow among the primitive design elements, and
3. establish the communication between AUTOGNOSTIC and the problem solver.
Let us now use REFLECS as an example to illustrate the process by which AUTOGNOSTIC is
integrated with a particular problem solver.
Identify the problem-solver’s design elements and specify their functionality in AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF language
The first step of this process is to identify the design elements comprising the problem solver. In
the case of the two deliberative problem solvers, ROUTER and KRITIK2, these design elements are
the tasks of the problem solver. In the reactive planning paradigm, the design elements that give
rise to behavior are the perceptual and motor schemas of which they consist. Having identified the
set of the different design elements, their functionality needs to be specified in terms of their inputs,
outputs, and the specification of the transformation they perform between the two. Essentially,
for each one of the design elements a task schema, as shown on the top of Figure 3.3, should be
instantiated.
The design elements of REFLECS are the perceptual schemas read lasers and read
shaft-encoders , and the motor schemas move-to-goal , avoid-obstacle , and
synthesize-vectors . Notice that the AuRA architecture makes a specific commitment on the
“granularity” of the elementary design elements, i.e., the primitive design elements are the schemas.
Thus, the process of identifying these elements in a particular system in the AuRA architecture is
easier than in the case of an arbitrary system which may have been developed from scratch, and
may or may not follow any architectural commitments. In the case of systems such as ROUTER and
KRITIK2 the identification of the primitive design elements depends on how the system developer
conceptualizes the system. AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory at this stage does not provide any guidance
on how to go about identifying the right-size design elements of a system. In any case, having
identified these primitive elements, their functionality is described in terms of task schemas. In the
case of REFLECS the specifications of these schemas in AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language are shown




























Figure 4.3: The leaf tasks of the reactive-planner’s task structure along with their inputs and outputs.
These leaf tasks specify the functionality of the primitive design elements of the reactive planner,
its perceptual and motor schemas.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of the problem solver captures the functional and compositional
semantics of the problem-solver’s task structure. In the case of REFLECS, note that AUTOGNOSTIC’s
representations of the reactive planner (Figures 4.3, and 4.4) do not completely specify the
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task: read-lasers task: read- shaft-encoders
output: (lasers goal-location) output: (actual- location)
procedure: read-lasers-schema procedure: read-shaft- encoders-schema
task: move-to-goal task: avoid-obstacle
input: (actual-location goal-location) input: (actual-location lasers)
output: (mtg-vector) output: (aso-vector)






under condition: (not (diametrically-opposed mtg-vector aso-vector))
Figure 4.4: The specification of the leaf tasks of REFLECS, in AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language.
semantics of the perceptual schemas or the semantics of the first two motor schemas. In the case
of perceptual schemas, this is because their output depends on the state of the environment alone.
Thus there is no input information to which their output can be directly related. In the case of
the two motor schemas, this is because their functions are complex mathematical computations.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s representation of the motor schemas specifies qualitative abstractions of these
mathematical computations. For example, for the synthesize-vectors schema a condition
under which this schema returns a “meaningful” vector is described, and this condition partially
captures the functionality of this schema. This condition specifies that this schema produces an
output vector only when its input vectors, mtg-v and aso-v , are not diametrically opposed to
each other. The predicate diametrically-opposed used to define this condition stands for
a mathematical function that computes whether or not the two vectors are diametrically opposed
to each other. When AUTOGNOSTIC needs to evaluate the condition, it can apply this predicate to
the particular values of the vectors mtg-v and aso-v . In principle, such a condition could also
refer to a domain relation described exhaustively in a truth table. In that case its evaluation would
be done through a search in this truth table. This case does not occur in REFLECS because it is a
reactive system, and as such it does not have internal knowledge structures. However, it occurs
in the integrations of AUTOGNOSTIC with both ROUTER and KRITIK2 and it gives rise to some
implementation issues discussed in the next section.
Notice also the slot prototype of the avoid-obstacle schema: this is a pointer to a
family of similar motor schemas, where the functionality of all schemas in this family is to avoid
obstacles. Each motor schema in this family is implemented in a different manner, and exhibits a
particular variation of the avoid obstacle behavior.
At this stage the information flow among these leaf tasks of the reactive-planner’s task structure
has also been established through the types of information they consume as input and produce as
output. For each type of information mentioned in the Figure 4.4 a corresponding information-type
schema has to also be specified, and for each different type of domain object of which each type
of information is an instance a corresponding domain-concept schema has to be specified. These
specifications are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Establish the control flow among the primitive design elements
Having specified the primitive design elements of the problem solver, i.e., the leaf tasks of its task




type of object: d-location
produced by: (read-shaft-encoders get-status step-in-get-to-box)
input to: (move-to-goal avoid-obstacle)
name: goal-location
type of object: d-location
produced by: (read-lasers get-status)
input to: (move-to-goal)
name: lasers
type of object: d-lasers
produced by: (read-lasers get-status)
input to: (avoid-obstacle)
name: mtg-vector








type of object: d-vector
produced by: (synthesize move)
Figure 4.5: The specification of the types of information in the task structure of REFLECS, specified
in AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language.
specifying the methods that organize these leaf tasks into recursively higher-level tasks, and finally
into the overall task of the system. In principle, there are several ways in which these internal
problem-solving methods and intermediate subtasks can be conceptualized, and AUTOGNOSTIC at
this stage does not provide any guidance on how to explore the alternatives and which among them
to select. What is important, however, is that whenever there is a particular ordering among some
tasks, this should be specified in the control specification of the method organizing these tasks.
For example, in REFLECS all perceptual schemas have to be invoked before any of the motor
schemas that use the sensory input they perceive, and the synthesize schema should be invoked
after the move-to-goal and avoid-obstacle schemas have been invoked. The former
constraint is captured in the specification of the method perception-motion method , which
specifies that the perceive task should be accomplished before the move task. The latter
constraint is captured in the method motor schemas . The specifications of both these methods
in SBF language are shown in the Figure 4.7, and diagrammatically in Figure 4.8. The schemas for
the intermediate-level subtasks of REFLECS, perceive and move , are not shown here. But it is
sufficient to mention that their specification includes the methods by which they are accomplished,
the input information required by all the subtasks below them, and the output information produced
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Types of domain concepts:
name: d-location
id test: spatially-close
attribute: ((x-coordinate d-number (lambda(x)(first x)))
(y-coordinate d-number (lambda(x)(second x)))
name: d-vector
id test: (lambda(v1 v2) (and (same-direction (direction v1)(direction v2))
(spatially-close (size v1)(size v2))))
attribute: ((direction d-number (lambda(x)(first x)))
(size d-number (lambda(x)(second x)))
name: d-lasers
id test: equalp
Figure 4.6: The specification of the domain concepts of REFLECS, specified in AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF language.
by their subordinate subtasks. The combination of the perceive and move tasks constitute one








control: (“parallel-op” read-lasers read-shaft-encoders)
name: motor-schemas
applied to: move
subtasks: (move-to-goal avoid-obstacle synthesize)
control: (“serial-op” (“parallel-op” move-to-goal avoid-obstacle) synthesize-vectors)
Figure 4.7: The specification of the methods of REFLECS.
Establish the communication between AUTOGNOSTIC and the problem solver























































Figure 4.8: The task-structure decomposition of the step-in-get-to-box task.
is complete. The last remaining step is to establish a two-way communication between the problem
solver and AUTOGNOSTIC. The communication from the problem solver to AUTOGNOSTIC is
required in order to enable AUTOGNOSTIC to access and evaluate the actual behavior of the problem
solver as it addresses a particular problem. The communication from AUTOGNOSTIC to the problem
solver is required in order to enable AUTOGNOSTIC to modify the design elements of the problem
solver.
This communication is implemented in two different ways. In the case of AUTOGNOSTIC’s
integration with the two deliberative problem solvers, ROUTER and KRITIK2, there was a single
source of control for the reflective system as a whole, i.e., both the problem solver and AUTOG-
NOSTIC. In these integrations, the integrated reflective system exhibits problem-solving behavior
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by instantiating the task structure on any given problem. This single source of control invokes
the procedures implementing the leaf tasks, receives their data and interprets them according to
the semantics of the task structure. This type of communication makes the modification of the
problem-solving behavior also straight-forward. Modifications to the model of the task structure
directly result in adaptations of the actual problem solving behavior, since this behavior is generated
by instantiation of the task structure.
However, this type of communication was not possible in the case of AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration
with the reactive planner, because it would be completely incongruent with the basic premise of the
AuRA architecture. This basic premise is that the actual behavior is not deliberative but emerges
from the interaction of a set of active perceptual and motor schemas. Thus, the communication
between the two agents, AUTOGNOSTIC and the reactive AuRA planner, was established through
an intermediate buffer, implemented as two files. In the first file, the planner wrote the inputs and
outputs of each individual active schema for each cycle. This was to establish the communication
from the planner to AUTOGNOSTIC. In the second file, AUTOGNOSTIC wrote commands to switch
schemas on or off. This was to establish the communications from AUTOGNOSTIC to the planner.
4.4 Some Implementation Issues
The SBF model of a problem solver captures its reasoning process at the knowledge level; it
expresses the functional semantics of its tasks, the information and control interactions between
them, and their composition into the problem-solver’s overall task. That is, the SBF model
explicitly represents the functional elements of the problem-solver’s design and not how these
elements are implemented in the problem solver as a software system. This is because the reflective
learning process developed in this thesis, and implemented in AUTOGNOSTIC, is based only on
a functional and compositional analysis of the problem-solver’s reasoning. However, to be able
to effectuate the modifications that it identifies as necessary for the improvement of the problem-
solver’s performance, AUTOGNOSTIC makes certain assumptions about the actual implementation
of the problem solver as a system. These assumptions might necessitate certain modifications to the
actual implementation of the problem solver. In particular, two such modifications were necessary,
for AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with ROUTER and KRITIK2.
} The elements of ROUTER and KRITIK2 that were responsible for the flow of control among
their primitive subtasks were removed.
When a deliberative problem solver is integrated with AUTOGNOSTIC the two constitute one
reflective agent with a virtual problem-solving architecture explicitly represented in the SBF
model of its reasoning. For each problem it is presented with, this reflective agent flexibly
instantiates the parts of its functional architecture that are pertinent to the problem at hand.
The flow of control in this reflective reasoning process is mediated through the SBF model.
Thus, there is no need for “hardwiring” a control mechanism in the implementation of the
reflective agent.} Some of the actual data structures in which ROUTER’s and KRITIK2’s knowledge was
represented were modified.
To be able to modify the problem-solver’s actual knowledge (data) when performing domain-
knowledge modifications, AUTOGNOSTIC’s current implementation makes certain assump-
tions regarding their implementation in terms of data structures. Thus, a problem-solver’s
knowledge is represented in two kinds of data structures: lists and associations. For each
elementary domain object that the problem knows about, there is a list containing all the
instances known to the problem solver; this list is pointed to by the domain slot of this
object’s description in the SBF model. For each domain relation whose truth value depends
on the state of the world there is an association table enumerating the tuples of domain objects
for which the relation is true: this table is pointed to by the truth-table slot of this
relation’s description in the SBF model.
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The original ROUTER system implemented all the different types of knowl-
edge captured by its world model in a single, deeply, nested data structure,
and it implemented its path memory as a hash table. In AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER the different types of knowledge captured in the original ROUTER’s
world model are described in terms of the domain lists intersection-domain ,
zone-domain , direction-domain , and street-domain , and the rela-
tion association tables, zone-intersections-table , zones-of-int-table ,
street-direction-table , children-zones-table . Its path memory, on the
other hand, is represented in the paths-of-area association table. Correspondingly, the
primitive subtasks that made use of the earlier, more complex data structures were modified
to access the ones that replaced them.
Similarly, the data structure for KRITIK2’s component and design memory were re-
implemented as lists. Furthermore, the hierarchical organization of the memory was
explicitly implemented in the following relations: as a relation mapping the memory
root to a set of memory nodes, each one associated with a different substance property,
root-specialization , as a relation mapping a property memory node to a set of value
memory nodes, each one associated with a different value range for the property of its parent
node, property-specialization , as a relation mapping a value memory node to a set
of value memory nodes, each one associated with a value range subsumed by the value range
of its parent node, root-specialization , and as a relation mapping memory-nodes to




An important issue that intelligent systems face while reasoning about a particular problem is the
evaluation of the progress of their reasoning. Intelligent systems have to monitor their reasoning in
order to recognize when they have reached their goal, or whether they have failed. The latter role
of the monitoring task is especially important since it triggers and sets up the information context
for the subsequent learning process.
Most failure-driven learning methods keep a trace of the problem-solver’s reasoning
[Carbonell et al. 1989, Mitchell et al. 1981]. This trace alone does not provide information suffi-
cient for the accomplishment of the monitoring task. The trace simply reflects the reasoning steps
that the problem solver actually takes, but does not provide any information on the basis of which
to evaluate whether these steps are or not appropriate with respect to the problem it is attempting to
solve.
To be able to evaluate its own reasoning, the system needs to have knowledge
above and beyond the trace of its actual reasoning.
To recognize the successful completion of its problem-solving process, a system needs a specifi-
cation of what constitutes a valid, satisfying solution to a given problem. In the problem-solving-as-
search view [Carbonell et al. 1989, Laird et al. 1986, Laird et al. 1987], for example, the problem
specification consists of an initial state and a set of desired final states. The goal of the problem
solver, then, is to reach one of the desired final states, beginning from the initial one. Thus, the prob-
lem solver is able to recognize whether it has accomplished its goal or not, by comparing its current
state with the desired ones. Alternatively, in the problem-solving-as-recognition-and-adaptation
view, [Hammond 1989, Hinrichs 1989, Kolodner 1993], the problem solver has in its memory a
set of previously solved problems and their corresponding solutions. Given a new problem, the
problem-solver’s goal becomes to recognize which of the previous problems is closest to the current
one and to adapt its solution to meet the new problem specification. Since the original solutions
in the problem-solver’s memory are assumed to be correct1, and since its adaptation strategies are
assumed to preserve their internal coherence and correctness2, the problem solver assumes that it
has accomplished its goal when it has completed the adaptation of the retrieved solution. This
thesis investigates yet a third approach: The functional semantics of the problem-solver’s tasks, as
captured in the SBF model of its reasoning, constitute an abstract, problem-independent description
of the expected correct behavior of the problem solver. Thus the system can evaluate the success of
its reasoning on each particular problem based on whether it conforms with the behavior expected
of it.
Failure recognition, however, is a more complicated issue. In the problem-solving-as-search
view, the problem solver recognizes that it has failed to accomplish its goal when it reaches an
impasse, i.e., a state which does not belong in the set of the final states, from which it cannot
proceed any further. Alternatively, in the problem-solving-as-recognition-and-adaptation view, the
system may recognize that it has failed if it has never solved a similar problem before, i.e., it does
1There may be unsuccessful cases in the problem-solver’s memory but they are annotated as such, and they are not
used as the basis on which to propose a new solution.
2Adaptation in traditional case-based systems is assumed to be local.
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not have in its memory a solution that it can reuse, or if it has solved a similar problem previously,
but it does not know how to adapt the previous solution to the current situation.
Both these views of problem solving suffer from an important disadvantage: as long as the
problem solver has not exhausted the reasoning steps available to it, it is not able to evaluate
whether or not it is progressing towards the production of a solution, unless it either reaches the
solution or it fails. Sometimes, however, the problem-solving process may flounder and not make
any progress towards the solution, or it may seem that it is progressing, although the system has
already committed an error which will unavoidably lead to failure. For example, the system may
be searching in areas of the problem space far from the locality of the solution, and it may, in fact,
be increasing its distance from the desired state. Thus, although it has not reached an impasse, it
is not really making progress towards the solution. Alternatively, the system may perform several
different adaptations to the solution it retrieved from its memory, but after each adaptation, the
retrieved solution may not be any closer to the desired one than before.
To date, there have been several approaches aimed to address these problems. One approach,
within the problem-solving-as-search view, adopted by Abstrips [Sacerdoti 1974], is to endow the
system with a ranking of the “criticality” of its operators. In this approach, the problem solver can
recognize that it is progressing towards the solution, when the operators applicable in its current
state are less critical than the operators applicable in the previous one. Another approach, within
the problem-solving-as-recognition-and-adaptation view, adopted by Casey [Koton 1988] and by
Kritik [Goel 1989], is to endow the system with a model of the domain in which it solves problems.
The problem solver can use the model as the basis for evaluating the differences between the current
problem and the previously solved one that it is using as the ball-park solution. Thus, the problem
solver knows whether it is making progress towards the solution by evaluating the difference before
and after each adaptation step. These approaches are domain specific, and although they enable the
problem solver to evaluate whether its reasoning process is progressing towards the solution, or is
moving far from it, they do not help it to recognize reasoning errors before actually reaching a failed
state. The system’s comprehension of its own problem solving in terms of the SBF model gives
rise to an alternative, domain-independent approach to evaluating its progress and recognizing its
errors.
There are four types of knowledge captured in the SBF model that support the monitoring
process in a reflective system:
1. For each high-level task that the problem solver can accomplish, the SBF model specifies
all the alternative methods that it can use, and for each one of these methods it specifies the
subtasks it sets up. Thus, the SBF model outlines all the possible reasoning paths that the
problem solver can take to produce a solution for any given problem which is an instance of
this task.
2. Given a particular method that the problem solver has selected for a given problem, it knows
which tasks are involved in the execution of this method, and to some extent, in what order.
Thus, at any point of its reasoning, the problem solver knows what subtasks it has already
completed and which ones lie still ahead.
3. For each task that the problem solver can accomplish, the SBF model partially specifies its
semantics, i.e., what constitutes a “correct” information transformation for this particular
task. Thus, it can evaluate the intermediate solutions it produces for its subproblems against
the specifications of the subtasks of which these subproblems are instances. The capability of
evaluating intermediate results enables the system to notice errors before its problem-solving
process has actually reached a failed state. If it does not have such “standards” for itself, as
is the case with non-reflective systems, then it can only assume that its intermediate solutions
are correct, until it reaches an overt failure state.
4. Finally, the SBF model specifies the information and control interactions among the subtasks
of a method, and the role that each subtask plays (i.e., the information it contributes) in
the accomplishment of the overall task. Thus, the system can notice potential discrepancies
between the information that a subtask actually produces and the information a later subtask
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needs from it, or the information that the subtask in question was expected to contribute to its
super-ordinate task, in the service of which it was invoked.
These attributes allow the SBF model to play three roles in monitoring:
1. the functional semantics of the tasks provide a basis for evaluating the correctness of the
overall problem-solving process, as well as that of the intermediate results;
2. the rules of task composition into higher-level tasks by methods enable the system to estimate
how much of its reasoning lies ahead of it, at any time during problem solving;
3. the expected causal interactions of information passing and control flow among tasks enable
the system to recognize instances of pathological task interactions which arise in the context
of particular problem-solving episodes.
5.1 The Monitoring Process
The monitoring subtask of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process takes as input the task that the
problem solver integrated with AUTOGNOSTICis asked to accomplish, and the information context
in which this task is to be accomplished. The information context of the problem task is essentially
the initial information presented to the problem solver, i.e., the input information of the problem at
hand.
When a new problem (i.e., task + information context) is presented to AUTOGNOSTIC’s problem
solver, AUTOGNOSTIC first assimilates3 the given information. The goal of the assimilation process
is to evaluate whether the problem input refers to domain objects that AUTOGNOSTIC’s problem
solver already knows about. If the problem specification is not “understandable”, i.e., if there is
a reference to some unknown domain object AUTOGNOSTIC halts its reasoning and proceeds to
integrate the new information in its domain knowledge before actually proceeding to solve the
problem.
The algorithm for monitoring is shown in Figure 5.1. In order to accomplish a given task,   ,
AUTOGNOSTIC first evaluates whether the types of information which this task consumes as input,    * , are available in the current information context (line 4). If all the necessary input information
is available, then this task can indeed be accomplished.
However, before actually starting to reason about the task at hand, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates
whether invoking the task at hand will really contribute to the progress of its reasoning (line 5).
Quite often the nature of the task structure is recursive, that is, instances of the overall task arise also
as its subtasks. Other times, the task structure may be repetitive, that is, a task may be accomplished
by the repetition of the same sequence of subtasks. The SBF model of the problem solver makes
explicit both these types of control interactions among tasks. Both these types of task structures
may give rise to pathological interactions in the context of particular problems. For example, in
the former kind of task structures, a particular problem may be invoked in service of itself. In the
latter kind, the exact same problem may arise twice in the same repetition sequence. Both these
symptoms are indicative of an infinite loop in the process and in such cases AUTOGNOSTIC halts its
reasoning.
At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC has established that the input of the task is available and that it
is not a pathological repetition of an already accomplished task. Next, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds
to evaluate the conditions of the task, if there are any, and to investigate whether all the types
of information that the task will produce as output, c    * , are already available in the current
information context, and their specific values already meet the qualifications imposed by semantics
of the task i    * (line 6). If a task condition is not met or if the expected output is already available
in the current information context, then AUTOGNOSTIC determines that it does not need to perform
this task. This task is redundant in the current information context, since whatever information this
task was meant to contribute to the process of accomplishing the overall problem task, is already
known.
3The assimilation process is described in detail in Chapter 6
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Figure 5.1: The algorithm for Monitoring the problem-solving process.
If the task at hand should indeed be accomplished, i.e., its input is available and its conditions are
met, and if it is meaningful to be accomplished, i.e., its output information is not already available,
then AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to perform it. The algorithm for performing a task is shown in Figure
5.2. While performing a task, there are three possible ways in which AUTOGNOSTIC can proceed:
} If the task has associated with it a procedure, cd    * , AUTOGNOSTIC can invoke the procedure
(program code) that accomplishes it (line 1).
A procedure is a non-inspectable mental action. It returns a set of data which is interpreted
as the output information of the task at hand (line 1b) and which is added to the current
information context (line 2b).} If the task at hand is an instance of another known task, AUTOGNOSTIC sets up as its subgoal
to accomplish the prototype of the task at hand (line 2).
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To accomplish a prototype task, AUTOGNOSTIC sets up a new information context which
includes the input information of the prototype task which corresponds one to one with the
input of the task at hand. AUTOGNOSTIC, at this point, makes the assumption that a prototype
task and its instances have corresponding sets of input and output types of information (same
number and basically same types). Thus it transfers the values of the input of the instance
task as input of its prototype in the new information context. This assumption also enables
AUTOGNOSTIC to interpret the output of the prototype task, when it is accomplished, as the
output of the task at hand (line 2a), and to extend the information context of the problem-
solving process to include this newly produced information (line 2b).
Notice that the information produced in the process of accomplishing the prototype task is
not part of the information context of the original problem-solving process. However, in the
record produced by AUTOGNOSTIC’s monitoring task there is a pointer relating the context of
the original process with the context of the process of accomplishing the prototype task (line
2c). The separation of these two records has two advantages. First, it limits the information
immediately associated with the record of each problem-solving episode, and consequently
it limits the complexity of the blame-assignment task in the case of failure. Second, since the
internals of the process accomplishing the prototype task are dissociated from the context in
which this task was invoked, then everything that AUTOGNOSTIC may learn to improve this
process can be transferred across the several potential uses of the prototype task.
} Finally, if the task has associated with it a set of methods (line 3), j#    * , which can be applied
to it, AUTOGNOSTIC selects one of them, and sets up as its subgoals the accomplishment of
the subtasks of the selected method.
In order to select a method to apply to the task at hand, AUTOGNOSTIC first evaluates their
applicability criteria (line 3a) and records which ones of them are applicable in the current
context (line 3b). If there are more than one methods whose criteria are met, AUTOGNOSTIC
selects one among them arbitrarily (line 3c) and records its choice (line 3d).
Once a method has been selected, AUTOGNOSTIC refines its current goal, which at this point
is to accomplish the task at hand, to be the accomplishment of the selected-method’s subtasks.
The ordering of the new goals of AUTOGNOSTIC is determined by the control that the method
sets up for its subtasks (line 3e). The output information produced by these subtasks further
extends the information context of the problem-solving process.
As AUTOGNOSTIC accomplishes a task, in addition to informing the information context of its
problem solving, it also records how it accomplishes this task, i.e., by applying a procedure, or
by invoking a method to it, or by accomplishing its prototype. From this discussion, it becomes
evident that there are two types of failures that AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize by itself while
monitoring its problem-solving process:
1. AUTOGNOSTIC may find itself unable to complete its problem solving because some of its
subtasks requires some type of information that is not available in its current information
context.
2. Once, a task is accomplished, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates whether the specific information it
produced as output meets the semantic relations characterizing the information transformation
expected by this task. Thus, AUTOGNOSTIC may find that some information does not conform
with the semantics of its producing task.
5.2 Examples
This section illustrates the monitoring process of AUTOGNOSTIC with several examples from its
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Figure 5.2: The algorithm for Performing a task.
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5.2.1 Successfully Completed Problem Solving
Example Problem 1: AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of
route-planning in the following information context:  (initial-point (10th & center))
(final-point (ferst-1 & dalney))  . For this problem, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER successfully
completes its reasoning, and produces the path ((center 10th) (10th atlantic) (atlantic ferst-1) (ferst-1
dalney)).
As shown in Figure 3.1, at the first level of decomposition of the route-planning
task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has only one method, route-planning-method . This
method sets up four subtasks, classification , retrieval , search and storage . The
classification subtask produces z1 as both initial-zone and final-zone . The
retrieval subtask does not return any previously produced path as similar to the current prob-
lem. Thus, when AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER gets to the sea rch task,and evaluates the applicability
conditions of the case-based and model-based methods only the second one is applicable.4
Because both intersections belong in the same neighborhood, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER in-
vokes the intrazonal-search method next and its subtask search-initialization
sets up as its current-path the path ((10th center)). The next subtask is a repetition of the
path-increase subtask until there is a value for the information desired-path . The
path-increase subtask is an instance of the task step-in-increase-path task, the task
structure of which is depicted in Figure 3.2.
In this particular problem-solving episode, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER repeats the
path-increase subtask six times before actually producing a desired-path . Each time
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER sets up a new information context which is separate from the main in-
formation context of the overall route-planning task. For each one of the six repetitions
of the step-in-increase-path task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER initializes the information
context to contain the information possible-paths , final-point and initial-zone
which correspond to the input information of step-in-increase-path , current-paths ,
goal-point and a-zone . When this task is completed, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER copies the
values of the output new-current-paths and the-path back to the main information con-
text as the values of the corresponding information of possible-paths and desired-path .
The intermediate information produced while accomplishing the step-in-increase-path
task (i.e., current-path and expanded-paths ) does not have any equivalent in the main
information context. However, it remains available to AUTOGNOSTIC since the main information
context, includes pointers to each one of these separate contexts.
5.2.2 Violation of Task Semantics
Example Problem 2: In this scenario, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with a prob-
lem which reveals a misconception of AUTOGNOSTIC’s regarding the functional semantics of the
path retrieval task. AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of going
from (ferst-1 & hemphill) to (home-park & atlantic). AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER accomplishes
the classification subtask and proceeds to the retrieval subtask, which returns as
retrieved-path from its memory ((10th center) (10th atlantic) (home-park atlantic)). This value
for the information retrieved-path does not conform with the semantics of the retrieval
subtask.
At this point, it is important to discuss in some detail the functioning of the procedure
retrieve-case which implements the retrieval task, and the functional semantics of
this task. This procedure searches in ROUTER’s memory for a path exactly matching the current
problem specification, or if such a path is not available, it searches for a path that begins at the
current initial-point , or ends at the current final-point , or begins and ends in the current
initial-zone and final-zone respectively. Thus, the it can possibly return a path whose
initial-node and final-node belong in the current initial-zone and final-zone
4Appendix 1 depicts the complete SBF model of ROUTER, as presented to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER. The reader
may refer to it for more details on the description of ROUTER’s tasks, methods, and knowledge.
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respectively. The procedure that implements this operator is shown in Figure 5.3. However, the
semantics of the retrieval task specify that the initial-node and the final-node of the
retrieved-path produced by retrieval should match the initial-intersection
and the final-intersection in the current information context. This is a situation where the
implementation of the procedure does not meet its “design specifications”, i.e., the actual behavior
of the problem solver does not meet the behavior AUTOGNOSTIC expects from it based on its SBF
model. In such situations, AUTOGNOSTIC halts its reasoning and proceeds to assign blame for the
failure. The process for this type of failures is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.3: The procedure retrieve-case that carries out the retrieval task.
5.2.3 Missing Information
Example Problem 3: In this scenario, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is presented with a problem
that reveals a pathological interaction among the subtasks of a particular method with respect to the
information flow among these subtasks. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is presented with the problem
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AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 retrieves from its design memory a nitric acid cooler which performs





2  £ú where | 2  ¦ú ùÂù | 1 but | 2  ¦úüû | 2. Thus, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2
proceeds to adapt the old device to accomplish the new function.
As shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.1 (and in complete detail in Appendix 2), AUTOG-
NOSTICONKRITIK2 has only one method available to it for accomplishing the adaptation task,
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i.e., the model-based adaptation method. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 first accomplishes
the first two subtasks of this method, i.e., functional-differences-identifica tion
and blame-assignment . The latter produces as potential-faults for the failure of the
current device to deliver cooler nitric acid as desired, the insufficient capacity of the water pump of
the device, i.e., (water pump capacity C).
At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 sets up as its goal to accomplish the repair sub-
task. As shown in Appendix 2, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 knows two different methods which
can potentially accomplish the repair task, the structure-replication method, and the
component-replacement method. Both methods are applicable in the current situation, since
their condition, i.e., that func-diffs is a substance-range-difference , is met. In such
cases, where more than one method are applicable to the task at hand, AUTOGNOSTIC selects one
method arbitrarily, which in the particular episode is the component-replacement method.
The first subtask of this method, i.e., component-retrieval , searches in KRITIK2’s mem-
ory of elementary components to find a component of the same type as the component included in
the potential-faults but with a different parameter. At the time when this problem is pre-
sented to AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 its knowledge about the domain does not include a water pump
of capacity higher than the one used in the old design. Thus AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is unable to
produce a component suitable to replace the one in the old device. The replace-component
task, however, requires as part of its input the replacement component. Thus, at this point AU-
TOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 fails to continue with the replace-component subtask and therefore to
complete its problem solving.
5.3 Summary
AUTOGNOSTIC’s monitoring of the problem-solving process goes beyond simply keeping a trace
of this process [Carbonell et al. 1989, Mitchell et al. 1981]. Its comprehension of the purpose of
each elementary subtask in the context of higher-level tasks in terms of their functional semantics,
and of the information and control interactions among subtasks, enables it to evaluate its progress
towards the successful completion of each particular problem-solving episode, and to recognize
errors in its reasoning before it has reached a failed state.
Traditionally, AI systems evaluate their progress in solving a particular problem only by recog-
nizing their inability to successfully complete their problem solving. For example, a planner
searching in a problem space for a desired state cannot, in general, evaluate whether it is getting
closer to the desired state and cannot predict what other states it has to reach before reaching the
desired state. It can recognize, however, its lack of progress if it reaches a dead-end state, i.e., a
state, which is not the desired one, and from where it cannot proceed anymore because it does not
know any operators applicable to it.
Comprehension of the problem-solving process in terms of a SBF model, however, provides
AUTOGNOSTIC with a specification of its intended behavior, against which it can evaluate its progress
on each problem-solving episode. First, each method indexes all the subtasks which are sufficient
to accomplish the overall task; thus, at any point, AUTOGNOSTIC knows what other subtasks are
involved in accomplishing its higher-level task. Also, because of its understanding of the role of
each subtask in servicing higher-level tasks, AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize when a task is
redundant; for example, it recognizes that a task is not necessary when the information it produces
is already available, or when it is invoked twice in a c4cd , or when it is invoked in service of itself
(i.e., infinite recursion). Second, each task sets up expectations regarding the information that it
produces; thus for each type of information produced while reasoning about a specific problem,
AUTOGNOSTIC has a set of standards (each of the subtasks that produce this information sets up
different standards) according to which it can evaluate its progress. For example, AUTOGNOSTIC
recognizes problems with its progress when its expectations regarding intermediate information




Blame assignment is a classical problem in artificial intelligence [Minsky 1963, Samuel 1959].
Given a failing problem solver, the goal of the blame-assignment task is to identify the individual
decisions that led to the problem-solver’s failure to accomplish its task [AI Hhanbook(III)]. Once
the causes of the failure have been identified, the learning process can proceed to repair them. Thus,
blame assignment is a critical subtask of failure-driven learning.
In general, there are two types of errors in the problem-solver’s reasoning which may lead to
failures. First, the problem-solver’s knowledge about the domain may be incorrect or incomplete,
or inappropriately organized and therefore unaccessible, and thus the problem solver may be unable
to accomplish its task. Alternatively, the problem-solving process may be incomplete or incorrect:
i.e., the problem solver may know all the information relevant to solving the problem at hand, but
it may not know how to use it effectively, and thus it may fail to accomplish its task.
6.1 Using a Trace of the Problem Solving to Assign Blame
Earlier work on blame assignment has dealt, to some extent, with both these kinds of causes of
failures. Teiresias [Davis 1977] for example, is a system, which guides a domain expert to identify
incorrect or missing rules from the knowledge base of Mycin, a diagnostic expert system. Cream
[Weintraub 1991] is an autonomous system which identifies incorrect or potentially missing rules in
the Qwads expert system (Qwads also performs diagnosis) guided by its understanding of the tasks
that Qwads performs. These systems assume that the problem-solving process (i.e., the process of
Mycin and Qwads respectively) is correct and the only possible source of error can be the problem-
solver’s domain knowledge. Thus, the goal of the blame-assignment process, in both these systems,
becomes to identify erroneous or missing rules in the problem-solver’s knowledge. Respectively,
the goal of the learning process becomes to update the problem-solver’s knowledge with the correct
rules. In both systems the learning process is left to the domain expert.
Alternatively, systems such as Lex [Mitchell et al. 1981] and Prodigy [Carbonell et al. 1989]
assume that the problem-solver’s domain knowledge is complete and correct, and also that the
problem solver knows all the “primitive” reasoning steps that it can take in that domain (i.e.,
inferences that it can draw)1 and therefore, the only possible source of error is the inability of the
problem solver to take the right reasoning step at the right time. Thus in both these systems, the
goal of the blame-assignment task becomes to identify where in its reasoning process, the problem
solver made a wrong selection among its possible reasoning steps, and consequently the goal of the
learning task becomes to learn selection heuristics. To explain their failure, and localize the blame
for it at some particular point of their reasoning, these systems use a typology of causes of failures
described as “pathological patterns” in the problem-solver’s trace. As the problem solver reasons
about the problem at hand, it keeps a record of the operators it applies. Once the problem-solving
process is complete, the trace is a “tree” whose branches are sequences of operators, one of which
is successful. At this point, the learner inspects the trace, recognizes in it instances of one or more
cause-of-failure patterns, and suggests as a learning task the introduction of selection criteria which
will guide the problem solver towards the successful reasoning branch.
1The terms “primitive reasoning step”, and “primitive inference” are used interchangeably.
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In is very important to notice here that the assumption that the problem-solver’s set of elementary
reasoning steps (operators in the cases of the above systems) is complete and correct, is critical
in these trace-based systems. Because of this assumption, they do not have to evaluate, and in
fact they do not have any basis for evaluating, whether each individual reasoning step in the trace
is correct, that is, whether the results of a particular operator are correct, or whether a new kind
of operator is needed. This assumption sufficiently limits the problem of blame assignment, and
makes trace-based methods possible. In the domain of Lex, i.e., symbolic integration, and in the
domain of Prodigy, i.e., machine-shop scheduling, this may be a realistic assumption. The set
of symbolic-integration operators is small, and their use is mathematically established. Similarly,
in a closed machine shop, the use of the given set of machines is well established since they are
technological artifacts with well known behaviors. This assumption, however, becomes unrealistic
when the problem solver moves in more complex domains and starts to perform less well structured
tasks. Consider for example, the example of the pedestrian path planner in Chapter 1.2 This
problem solver, having learned to plan paths as a non-driver, formulated the elementary inference
move-to-next-possible-location as follows: this inference takes as input the current location of the
planner and returns as output all the locations that lie on the same streets as the current location,
and are adjacent to it. Although this may have been a correct and useful inference for as long as the
planner was used by pedestrians, it becomes obsolete and even wrong as soon as the planner is used
by drivers. In this new variant of path planning, i.e., planning a path suitable for driving, the system
must be able to recognize that its current way of moving-to-next-possible-location is wrong, and
furthermore, it must be able to fix it. Thus, it has to abandon the assumption that its set of primitive
inferences, is complete and correct, and thus trace-based learning methods become insufficient.
6.2 Using a Model of the Problem Solving to Assign Blame
The problem of recognizing that some kind of inferences is incorrectly formulated, or that there is a
need for a new kind of inferences, is a very hard and important one, and has counterparts both in AI
as a cognitive science and in AI as a design science. From a cognitive-science perspective, humans,
very often, engage in new tasks. Children, who just start to solve problems, but also, novice adults,
who venture in new problem-solving areas, may often formulate incorrect reasoning strategies. As
they solve more problems and gain more experience both of success and of failure, they “debug”
and improve these originally imperfect reasoning strategies. From an intelligent-system design
perspective, intelligent systems are often employed in environments slightly different than the ones
for which they were originally designed. Quite often, in these new environments, the requirements
on their problem-solving behavior may be slightly different. Even in the same environment for
which the system was originally designed, the requirements may change with the passage of time.
In such situations, it is desirable to enable these systems with the capability to redesign their problem
solving to meet these new requirements.
Abandoning the assumption of a complete and correct set of reasoning elements makes the
trace-based methods insufficient for this, more general, blame-assignment task. The system cannot
assume any more that its inferences are correct, simply because they were produced by its reasoning
elements. It needs another type of knowledge about its inferences, above and beyond the knowledge
necessary to draw them, in order to be able to evaluate their correctness. The question than becomes
What is the knowledge that a system needs to have, in order to be able to recognize
the potentially incorrect functioning of its reasoning elements and the need for new
ones?
The hypothesis, explored by this model-based blame-assignment method, is that
2In the discussion of the example in Chapter 1, the scenario was that the planner, which was originally intended to be
used by pedestrians, was required to produce “drivable’ paths.
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the functional semantics of the types of inferences that the problem solver is capable
of drawing, i.e., the role they play in problem solving, and the compositional
semantics of these inferences, i.e., their “rules” of composition, in the context of
its overall problem-solving task constitute sufficient knowledge for evaluating the
“correctness” of a specific inference in a particular problem-solving trace.
This hypothesis is inspired by a large body of work in model-based reasoning in the context of
diagnosis of physical devices [de Kleer and Brown 1982, Davis 1984, Forbus 1984, Kuipers 1985,
Davis and Hamscher 1988]. All of this work is based on the basic premise that “to determine
why something has stopped working, it’s useful to know how it was supposed to work in the
first place” [Davis and Hamscher 1988]. This means that it is useful to understand what are the
correct behaviors expected by the device while it functions normally. Since, the correct behaviors
expected by the device as a whole are defined by the correct behaviors of its design elements
and the interactions between them, it follows that the comprehension of the functionalities of the
design elements comprising the device and the interactions between them play a critical role in
troubleshooting it when it fails. The above hypothesis is the analog of this statement in the domain
of abstract devices, that is, problem solvers.
The inferential capabilities of an intelligent problem solver can only be evaluated in the context
of the tasks that this problem solver accomplishes. The path-planner example clearly illustrates
this point. The inferential capabilities of the planner are satisfactory as long as it is a pedestrian.
However, with respect to the new variant task that it needs to perform, they are not. Because the
planner needs to drive its paths, its primitive inference move-to-next-possible-location is no longer
correct. It is because this inference is used in service of the “drivable”-route-planning task in
this new scenario, that it is not correct any more, and that it will systematically lead to failures. In
addition to understanding the high-level tasks in service of which each particular inference is drawn,
the system must also understand the assumptions underlying each one of its inferences. Consider for
example the particular situation, where the path produced by the planner includes an “illegal” move,
from (cherry myrtle) to (myrtle mapple). If the planner does not have any knowledge about its operator,
move-to-next-possible-location, beyond how to use it, from this failure it can only recognize that
it should not use this operator under the condition  current-location =(cherry myrtle) AND
next-location =(myrtle mapple)  . If, however, the planner knows “how the operator works”,
that is, if it knows that the operator produces as next-location the locations that lie on the
same streets as the current-location which are adjacent to it, then it can recognize that, in
the current context, the operator is wrongly formulated. At this point, the system may even try
to reformulate it correctly, so that it takes into account the legal driving directions of the street on
which both the current and next locations lie. In the latter case, the system may be able to learn
a new “correct” operator, which will draw the correct inferences in the new context. This type of
learning is much more effective than the alternative of explicitly learning all the possible conditions
in which the old operator might lead to failure.
The SBF model of a problem solver captures exactly this kind of comprehension of the problem-
solver’s reasoning process. That is, it explains the overall high-level tasks that the problem solver
is able to perform, their decomposition into sets of interacting simpler subtasks by the problem-
solver’s methods, and the types of domain knowledge that the problem solver has available to
it.
6.3 AUTOGNOSTIC’s Blame Assignment
As described in Chapter 5, while monitoring, AUTOGNOSTIC can recognize two different types of
failure, that is, its inability to complete its reasoning on a particular problem because it is missing
some type of information and the production of information which violates the semantics of one
of its subtasks. In addition to these types of failures, AUTOGNOSTIC may produce a solution and
it may receive as feedback from its environment another solution, preferable to the one it actually
produced. In each of these three conditions, a particular blame-assignment method is invoked by
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Table 6.1: Blame Assignment: From Failures to Causes.
Conditions of Failure Blame-Assignment Suggestions
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AUTOGNOSTIC. Table 6.1 describes the different types of causes of failure that AUTOGNOSTIC can
potentially identify in each of these failure conditions.
6.4 Assigning Blame for Missing Information
Let us consider the situation where AUTOGNOSTIC has reached a state in its problem-solving process
from which it cannot proceed because some type of information necessary for its next subtask is
not available (i.e., its value is not specified in its current information context). Figure 6.1 shows
the algorithm for assigning blame in the case of missing information.
In such situations, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process consists of three subtasks:
1. to identify whether an elementary leaf task that would have produced the information in
question has actually been accomplished, and if not, to identify why,
2. to infer a potential value (if it is not given one from its environment) for the missing infor-
mation and to identify why this value was not produced by the responsible leaf task,
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3. finally, if AUTOGNOSTIC cannot find a potential value, it attempts to identify potential errors
in the problem-solver’s task structure organization which could be blamed for its failure.
AUTOGNOSTIC first identifies the subtask which should have produced the missing information, = ¥  ¡ý , in the current problem-solving episode. To do that, it uses its SBF model of the problem
solver which specifies for each one of the problem-solver’s types of information the tasks that
produce it, and the record of the problem solving, produced by the monitoring task, which specifies
which subtasks were actually accomplished in the current episode. Given these two knowledge
sources, AUTOGNOSTIC identifies the last task in the problem-solving episode producing the in-
formation in question. There can be several different reasons why this task did not produce the
information in question. For example, one reason might be that the method accomplishing the task
in question was not correctly carried out in the current problem-solving context, and its elementary
leaf subtask which would have produced the missing information was not accomplished. Or alter-
natively, the problem solver may lack or may be unable to access the domain knowledge that would
enable this primitive task to produce the information in question.
The first avenue that AUTOGNOSTIC pursues in its effort to identify the cause for the problem-
solver’s failure to produce the information  , is to establish whether or not the elementary task
responsible for producing the missing information was actually performed. If this task has not been
performed (AUTOGNOSTIC uses the problem-solving trace to establish whether a leaf task producing
the information in question has been performed) and this was because some of its conditions were
not met (line 2), AUTOGNOSTIC postulates that the knowledge based on which these conditions
were evaluated was wrong or incorrectly organized (line 2b) and this led to the falsification of the
conditions, and consequently to the non-accomplishment of the task. An alternative cause for the
non-performance of the task in question might also be that the condition itself is overly specific and
excludes situations in which this task should be actually accomplished (line 2c). In that case, the
desired adaptation would be to extend the functionality of the task by relaxing the conditions under
which it is considered to be useful.
Next, it attempts to infer a possible value for this information. In some cases, the external
environment may give AUTOGNOSTIC an appropriate value for the missing information; in such
cases the blame-assignment process proceeds as described in section 6.6 (line 3a). Even if however
it is not directly given such a feedback from its environment, AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of
its problem solver enables it to independently infer a potentially appropriate value (line 3b). This
capability stems from its comprehension of the the types of knowledge it has available in a particular
domain. From the specification of the type of the missing output information, AUTOGNOSTIC knows
the type of domain concepts that this type of information refers to. From the specification of this type
of domain concept, AUTOGNOSTIC can potentially infer the domain of this object instances, if the
domain is specified for that type of concept. It then can search this domain, for a particular instance
that meets the semantics of the failed task.3 If there is such a instance, þ   * , then AUTOGNOSTIC
proceeds to evaluate the appropriateness of the value it inferred by continuing its problem-solving
and monitoring process. If it is able to successfully complete its problem solving, it proceeds to
assign blame for the non-production of this desired value þ   * for the information  (line 3b1).
If the system does not have any comprehension of the types of knowledge that are available
to it in general, independent of the particular pieces of knowledge that are used during problem
solving, then it does not have any means for accessing its knowledge other than the set of reasoning
elements it is designed with. And if this set is incorrect or incomplete, then it cannot effectively
use its knowledge. If, however, the system has an abstract meta-level understanding of its domain
knowledge, such as AUTOGNOSTIC’s understanding of the domain concepts and the relations and
constraints among them, it has an alternative way to access its knowledge, and shortcut its ill-
designed reasoning elements.
If AUTOGNOSTIC cannot find an appropriate value for the missing information (line 3b2), it
attempts to reorganize its task structure, in such a way that in similar conditions in the future, the
problem solver avoids the problematic task ÿ ¢   ú . That is, it infers that the cause of its failure
might be its incomplete understanding of the applicability criteria of the lowest-level method (i.e.,
3At this point AUTOGNOSTIC actually performs an exhaustive search; in principle, however, this may be computation-
ally a very expensive process. For that reason, it would be better to develop a limited-resources search process.
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the method lowest in the task structure in whose task tree the failed task belongs) r that sets up
the failed subtask, =ÿ ¢   ú , (i.e., the subtask which could not be accomplished due to the missing
information). AUTOGNOSTIC suggests that the applicability conditions of this method should be
restricted, so that when the particular type of information is not available, the method should also be
considered inapplicable, and alternative methods should be employed. In such cases, AUTOGNOSTIC
essentially infers that it has discovered a pathological interaction of two subtasks of a method which
makes impossible the successful completion of the method r . If the task which should have
produced the missing information  = ¥  ¡ý also belongs in i$pPjw$  r m=w4kv * 4 the revision of the
method-selection criteria also implies a reorganization of the task structure so that the task  = ¥  )ý
is not part of the method tree anymore.
Example Problem 3: In this scenario, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 was presented with the problem
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trying to adapt the old cooler by substituting its water pump with another one of higher capacity,
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 noticed that there was no appropriate water pump in its component
memory and halted its reasoning.
In this situation AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 experiences a failure of the missing-information type.
More specifically, as it applies the component-replacement plan to adapting the existing nitric
acid cooler to one that will cool the acid over a greater range, it cannot find an appropriate water pump
in its component memory, and it fails to perform its component-replacement task since this
task requires an alternative component as one of its inputs.
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is not able to find in its component-memory and is not
given from its environment an appropriate component. Thus it infers that the method
component-replacement should be conditioned upon the availability of a proper compo-
nent to use as a replacement. Notice, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 suggests the modification of the
conditions of this method and not the conditions of the model-based adaptation method,
because the component-replacement is the lowest-level method that, if avoided, will make
the failed subtask unnecessary for the problem completion, since there is an alternative to that
method whose completion does not involve the subtask in question.
In order, however, for the condition not(null(replacement)) to be added to the applica-
bility criteria of the method, the value of this information should be available before the point where
the method is considered. Thus the subtask responsible for producing this type of information must
be brought outside the method. The actual modification of the task structure is discussed in detail
in Chapter 7. Another example of failure due to missing information is discussed in the context of
the REFLECS experiment in Chapter 9.
6.5 Assigning Blame for Violated Semantics
Often, in the process of reasoning about a particular problem, AUTOGNOSTIC notices that the value,þ   * ¢    ¢  , of some information,  , produced by a task, ÿ ¢   ú , violates some semantic relation
of this subtask,  . Recall that the semantic relations of a task specify the correct information
transformation that this task is meant to perform in the context of the overall task, i.e., its function
in that context. Notice that AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize these types of failures because
the SBF model explicitly specifies the intended functionality of each task of the problem solver
independently from its implementation. Therefore, it admits the possibility that the two do not
describe exactly the same information transformation.
If, in the context of a particular problem-solving episode, a semantic relation is violated, there
are two possibilities:
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Figure 6.1: The algorithm for Assigning Blame for Missing Information.
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1. either the task is correctly formulated (i.e., its semantics are correct) but its implementation
is not and therefore the particular values produced will eventually lead to failure, or
2. its semantics are wrong but its implementation is correct, and therefore the particular values
produced are also correct.
In the former case, AUTOGNOSTIC attempts to identify what the correct values should have
been for the information that violates the semantics of its producing task, and to infer the potential
causes that prevented its production. In the latter case, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that its SBF model of
the problem solver may be incorrect and attempts to reformulate its conceptualization of the task
whose semantics have been violated by “legal” values. The algorithm for assigning blame for the
violation of the semantics of some subtask is shown in Figure 6.2, and is analyzed in greater detail
below.
To investigate the possibility that it does not sufficiently “understand” the role of this subtask in
the context of accomplishing the overall problem task, AUTOGNOSTIC continues its reasoning on
the particular problem (line 1). If the output information produced by the overall task is acceptable,
i.e., if the overall solution conforms with the semantic relations of the overall task, AUTOGNOSTIC
concludes that the failing semantic relation is incorrect, and this is the reason why it is in conflict
with the successful behavior of the problem solver (line 2a). In such a case, AUTOGNOSTIC suggests
as an appropriate modification the redefinition of the failed semantic relation so that the particular
values of the task input and output in this problem do not violate it. Essentially, AUTOGNOSTIC
suggests that the failed relation should be substituted by another, for which the relevant values in
the current problem-solving episode would be a positive instance.
If, on the other hand, the output information of the overall task is unacceptable, AUTOGNOS-
TIC infers that the process carrying out the failed task is indeed erroneous. If AUTOGNOSTIC’s
environment shows an alternative value for the information whose actual value in the problem-
solving episode causes the failure of the semantics, then its goal becomes to assign blame for the
non-production of this alternative value (line 2b1). Otherwise, it attempts to identify an alternative
strategy for solving the problem which would have avoided the offensive task (line2b2).
Finally, if in spite of these efforts, the blame-assignment process has not identified a single
potential cause for its failure, then AUTOGNOSTIC infers that the organization of its task structure
might be incorrect, and that the applicability conditions of the method r , in whose subtree the
offensive task belongs, should be updated to include the conformity of the value þ   * with the
semantic relation " (line 3).
Example Problem 2: In this scenario, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented with the problem
of going from (ferst-1 & hemphill) to (home-park & atlantic). When AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is
presented with this problem, its path memory contains the path ((10th center) (10th atlantic) (home-
park atlantic)) which begins from the neighborhood z1 which is the initial-zone in the current
information context. Because there is no better path available, the retrieve-case procedure
returns this path as middle-path . This path violates one of the semantics of the retrieval
subtask, which specify that the middle-path should begin at the current initial-location .
Thus, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER notices a failure of what it expects the correct behavior of the
retrieval task to be. This causes AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to interrupt its reasoning and try
to “understand” this mismatch.
While assigning blame for its failure, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER completes its reasoning and
produces as a solution the path, ((ferst-1 hemphill) (hemphill 10th) (10th center) (10th atlantic) (home-
park atlantic)) which meets the functional semantics of the overall route-planning task.
Since the solution produced to the overall task is acceptable, although some of the intermedi-
ately produced types of information was not, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that its current comprehension
of the role that the retrieval task plays in the context of the route-planning task is
not valid. To improve that comprehension, AUTOGNOSTIC suggests as an appropriate modifica-
tion, the substitution of the failed semantic relation, same-point(initial-intersection
initial-node(middle-path)) , with a new one which will unify the seemingly “erroneous”
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Figure 6.2: The algorithm for Assigning Blame for Violation of task semantics.
identifying a set new semantic relation which can cover all of them. The process of identifying an
appropriate relation, and redefining the semantics of a task is discussed in Chapter 7.
6.6 Assigning Blame for Producing an Unacceptable Solution
Even if, however, the problem-solving process has been completed and a solution to the given
problem has been produced, this solution may be incorrect or unsatisfactory. To address this
possibility, when AUTOGNOSTIC completes its problem solving, it receives feedback from its
environment regarding the solution it produced. If the solution is acceptable, AUTOGNOSTIC
proceeds to the next problem. If it is not, AUTOGNOSTIC receives as feedback the desired solution,
and proceeds to assign blame for the production of the “wrong” solution. It is important to notice
here that in such cases of failure, where the problem solving has been completed and has produced a
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solution unacceptable to its environment, AUTOGNOSTIC expects as feedback an alternative solution
that would have been acceptable. A simple “yes” or “no” feedback cannot be very helpful to
AUTOGNOSTIC, except that it can try to pursue alternative possible strategies to solve the problem.
The focus of this thesis, is to investigate how a more informative feedback, i.e., the “preferred
solution”, can help the system improve its performance.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s method for assigning blame for the production of a solution not acceptable
by its environment, consists of three major subtasks. The first subtask, assimilation of feedback
information, investigates whether the feedback solution5 was not produced because it includes
references to objects and relations in the domain that are unknown to the problem solver or are in
conflict with the problem-solver’s current domain knowledge. If this is the case, i.e., if the problem
solver ignores elements of the feedback solution, then it can not possibly produce it, unless it first
corrects its domain knowledge.
The second subtask, blame assignment within the problem-solving strategy used, investigates
whether the strategy used in the failed problem-solving episode, could have produced the feedback
under different domain-knowledge conditions, or with slight modifications to the way these subtasks
were performed. Often, even though the problem solver knows all the elements of the feedback and
the strategy it has used can potentially produce it, that is, the feedback is within the class of solutions
that the strategy is designed to produce, it may still fail. This can be because some piece of domain
knowledge on which some intermediate inference relies is incorrect or missing, or alternatively,
some of the tasks involved in the strategy are under-specified and allow several possible inferences,
some of which may lead to solutions other than the desired one.
The third subtask, exploration of alternative strategies, investigates whether an alternative
strategy should have been more appropriate for the problem at hand. Often, the second subtask
may be unable to identify an incorrect or missing piece of domain knowledge which can be blamed
for the failure, and it may conclude that the only way that the strategy used could have produced
the desired feedback would be to “redefine” the role of the tasks involved in this strategy, that is,
to extend their functionality to allow a different, wider class of mappings from their input to their
output. In these cases, the problem solver may explore the possibility that alternative reasoning
strategies may be more appropriate for solving the problem at hand. The high-level algorithm for
this blame-assignment task is shown in Figure 6.3.
6.6.1 Assimilation of Feedback Information
AUTOGNOSTIC’s feedback-assimilation process uses the model of the problem-solver’s domain
knowledge to “parse” the desired solution in order to elicit all the information it contains about
the domain. If some of this information is not part of, or is in conflict with, the problem-solver’s
knowledge, then this is evidence that the feedback does not belong in the domain of solutions that
the problem solver can produce. The goal of the assimilation process is to identify such errors in
the domain knowledge. Figure 6.4 shows in detail the assimilation process algorithm.
The SBF model (see Chapter 3) of the problem solver includes a general description of the
“ontology” of the domain of the problem solvers. For each different concept that the problem
solver knows about, the SBF model describes its attributes, the relations that are applicable to it,
a predicate for testing identity among its instances, and a pointer to the set of instances of this
object that are currently known to the problem solver, i.e., its domain. For each attribute of the
concept, the description includes a function for inferring its value from each instance, and the type
of the resulting value (line 2). The assimilation process examines whether the instance presented as
feedback to the problem solver belongs in the corresponding concept domain (line 1). If not (line
1a), it suggests the integration of new knowledge regarding this instance with its existing domain
knowledge, and infers its attributes to further examine whether their values are known and whether
they agree with their corresponding expected types.
If at any point, the assimilation process faces an inconsistency between the feedback and
its expected attributes (line 3), it considers this as evidence that a change in the representation
5The term feedback denotes the type of information for which the problem solving produced the unacceptable solution
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Figure 6.3: The algorithm for Assigning Blame for producing an unacceptable solution.
framework of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge may be necessary, in order for the new
instance to meet the ontological commitments of the system. An inconsistency between an instance
and the object’s representation may occur if the assimilation process fails to infer the value of some
attribute of the corresponding domain object in the new instance, or the incompatibility between
value of the attribute and its expected type. Note that it is because the system has an explicit
understanding of its ontological commitments that it can recognize when they fail to cover a new
instance. When the assimilation process notices the insufficiency of the representation scheme to
express a new instance of some domain object, it also suggests that modifications may be necessary
to any subtasks of the problem solver whose semantic relations refer to this attribute.
Example Problem 4: AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of going from
(8th-1 & mcmillan) to (north & cherry-3). For this problem it produces the path ((8th-1 mcmillan)
(mcmillan test-3) (test-3 hemphill) (hemphill ferst-2) (ferst-2 ferst-3) (ferst-3 cherry-3) (cherry-3 north)). At
the end of its problem solving, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with an alternative solution,
preferable to the one that it actually produced, i.e., ((8th-1 mcmillan) (mcmillan 6th-1) (6th-1 ferst-2)
(ferst-2 ferst-3) (ferst-3 cherry-3) (cherry-3 north)).
AUTOGNOSTIC’s assimilation process uses the specification of the concept path in the SBF
model of ROUTER’s path planning to “understand” the feedback. This description (see Appendix 1)
specifies that a path is a sequence of “nodes” each of which is an intersection. Thus, the assimilation
process uses its general description of intersections to assimilate the specific intersections that
constitute the feedback path. Intersections are elementary objects in ROUTER’s domain knowledge
and all the instances of intersections known to ROUTER are enumerated in the intersection-domain.
By investigating the contents of the intersection domain, the assimilation process finds that the
intersections (mcmillan 6th-1) and (6th-1 ferst-2) do not belong in it. Moreover, in its effort to
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Figure 6.4: The algorithm for Feedback Assimilation.
assimilate (mcmillan 6th-1) and (6th-1 ferst-2), the assimilation process notices that 6th-1 does not
belong in the street domain. Therefore, the assimilation process infers that the cause of the failure
is the problem-solver’s ignorance of street 6th-1 and its intersections. Therefore it suggests as
modifications that could potentially enable ROUTER to produce the desired path, the incorporation
of 6th-1 in the street domain, and the incorporation of (mcmillan 6th-1) and (6th-1 ferst-2) in the
intersection domain.
Let us now consider AUTOGNOSTIC’s feedback-assimilation process for this same problem
with a slightly different feedback from the environment, i.e., ((8th-1 mcmillan) (mcmillan 6th-1) (6th-1
ferst-2) (ferst-2 ferst-3 ponders) (ferst-3 cherry-3) (cherry-3 north)). While assimilating (ferst-2 ferst-3
ponders) as an intersection, AUTOGNOSTIC faces an inconsistency between the type of the attribute
streets of the intersection concept and its value in the specific intersection. That is, while
the streets(intX?) is a list of two elements, each of which is a street, (ferst-2 ferst-3 ponders) is
a list of three elements. At this point, the assimilation process has noticed a discrepancy between the
ontological commitments of the representation scheme and a particular new instance of a domain
object, and therefore it suggests a modification to the representation of the attribute streets of
intersections in ROUTER’s domain knowledge.
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6.6.2 Searching for Errors in the Strategy used for Problem Solving
If the assimilation process proceeds without identifying any potential causes for the failure of the
problem solver, i.e., all the information conveyed by the feedback solution is already known to the
problem solver, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process starts to investigate the strategy which
was used during problem solving, in order to identify modifications which can potentially enable
this same strategy to produce the feedback solution. Figure 6.5 shows in detail the algorithm for
blame assignment within the strategy used for problem solving.
It is possible that the desired solution is within the class of solutions that this problem-solving
strategy can produce but it was not actually produced because
1. some piece of domain knowledge is incorrect or missing;
The successful assimilation of the feedback only means that the constituent elements of the
solution are known to the problem solver. Still, there may be types of knowledge used to draw
intermediate inferences, for which the problem-solver’s domain knowledge is incomplete, or
incorrect. In such cases, the problem solver may draw an incorrect inference which may lead
to an unacceptable solution to the overall problem.
2. some piece of domain knowledge is incorrectly organized;
Problem solvers organize their knowledge so that they can access it efficiently when they need
it. This way, they avoid expensive search at the time of use. However, if the organization
is not appropriate, they may sometimes miss useful information which they have but cannot
access.
3. finally, the problem-solving strategy is under-specified and allows the production of several
solutions to the same problem, including the actual one and the feedback.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process begins at the level of the highest-level task in
the task structure whose output is the information for which the problem solver produced an
undesirable value, i.e., overall-task( w4kv ). At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates whether the
feedback solution is within the class of solutions that this task produces for the problems it is given
as input (line 1). The functional semantics of the task under inspection characterize exactly this
class of solutions, thus if the feedback verifies these relations, then AUTOGNOSTIC infers that it
could have been produced by the task in question. Therefore, the blame-assignment process infers
that the reason why this value was not actually produced must lie within the internal mechanism of
the task, that is, it must be due to some of the subtasks which were performed to accomplish the
task under inspection. From the trace of the problem solving, AUTOGNOSTIC infers which method
was actually used to solve this task in the current problem-solving episode, and, it proceeds to focus
the assignment of the blame to the subtask which produced the undesired value (line 7). If the task
under inspection is an instance of a prototype task, then the blame-assignment process moves to
assign the blame for the production of the undesired value to the performance of the prototype (line
6).
Notice that without an abstract comprehension of the nature of the information transformation
accomplished by the task at hand, the only way for the system to evaluate whether a solution is
producible by its problem-solving process is to actually try to produce it (as do Lex and Prodigy, for
example), and this can be a very expensive process. Furthermore, if the problem solving process
cannot produce the feedback, and if the domain is sufficiently complex, the effort may continue for
a very long time.
If at some point, the semantic relations of a task are not satisfied by the input of this task and
the feedback (line 2), then the blame-assignment process attempts to infer alternative input values6
which would satisfy the failing semantic relations (line 3). Essentially, if the desired output cannot
be produced by the input that the task actually received in the failed problem-solving episode,
6When the task input information is not part of the overall problem specification, that is, the types of information for
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Figure 6.5: The algorithm for Assigning Blame within the strategy used for problem solving.
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then AUTOGNOSTIC attempts to postulate some alternative potential inputs and thus trace the blame
backward to earlier tasks which should have produced it. If there is some intermediate type of
information,    , for which an alternative value, þ     * = ÿ ¡s= ú , can be inferred different from the
value actually used in the problem-solving process, þ     * ¢    ¢  , the focus of the blame-assignment
process moves to identify why þ     * ¢    ¢  and not þ     * = ÿ ¡w= ú was produced as the value for   , instead of identifying why þ   * ¢    ¢  and not þ   * = ÿ )w= ú was produced as the value of  (line
3a).
The way that the blame-assignment process infers alternative values for the input of the under-
inspection task depends on the type of the failing semantic relation. If the semantic relation violated
by the feedback is evaluated by a predicate, the inverse predicate may also be known to the problem
solver. In that case, AUTOGNOSTIC applies the inverse predicate to the desired output of the task,
i.e., the feedback, and infers the possible alternatives for its input. If the failing semantic relation
is a relation exhaustively described in an associative truth table, then the inverse mappings can be
inferred from this table. Finally, if the input information is a type of domain object the instances
of which belong in some exhaustively described domain, the blame-assignment process can search
the domain to find these values which, with the feedback, would satisfy the semantic relations of
the task at hand.
Again, it is important to notice here that it is the functional semantics of the task that enable the
process of blame-assignment to infer what should have been the “right” input in order for the desired
output to have been produced. Furthermore, the rules of composition of the problem-solver’s tasks,
as captured in the specification of its methods, enable the blame-assignment process to focus the
search for the cause of the failure from higher-level tasks to lower-level ones, and from complex
types of information (like the solution) to simpler ones on which they depend.
If AUTOGNOSTIC is not able to infer possible alternative values for the input of the task under
inspection that can satisfy its semantic relations (line 3b), then it infers that the following causes
might be responsible for the failure:
} if the failing semantic relations refer to domain relations, which are exhaustively described by
truth tables, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that the content of these relations might be incorrect, and
suggests the updating of the domain knowledge to include the mapping of the actual input of
the task to its desired output;} if the failing semantic relations refer to organizational relations, which are exhaustively
described by truth tables, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that its knowledge might be incorrectly
organized, and suggests the reorganization of the domain knowledge to include the mapping
of the actual input to its desired output;} finally, AUTOGNOSTIC postulates that the reason why the task did not produce the desired
output is because it is “incorrectly designed” and its information-transformation function is
over-constrained; therefore, it suggests the extension of the task functionality, so that it allows
the (currently “illegal”) mapping of the actual input of the task to its desired output.
A suggestion for extending a leaf task functionality recognizes essentially that the conceptual-
ization of the role of this task is wrong in the context of the overall task in which it is performed.
When the blame-assignment process suggests the extension of the functionality of a leaf task, it has
already established that the feedback is within the class of solutions of the overall task. Furthermore,
it has established a specific set of values corresponding to the desired input and the output of the task
at hand, so that the feedback can be produced, and this set is in conflict with the abstract functional
specification of the task. Thus, at this point, the blame-assignment process knows of an input-output
transformation, which is desired of the task in the context of this particular problem-solving episode,
but which was not intended of the task. Therefore, it postulates the need for re-designing the task
in question. If the system did not have the explicit comprehension of the intended irrespective of
its actual behavior, this distinction would have been impossible.
The blame-assignment process may reach a leaf task which can produce two alternative values,
both of them consistent with its semantic relations, one of which leads to the desired feedback
solution and the other to the solution actually produced, which is unacceptable. This is an indication
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that the task structure allows multiple solutions to be produced for a given problem, and therefore
it is not sufficiently constrained to producing the right kind of solutions. In this case, the following
causes for the failure are postulated (line 4):
} if there is a semantic relation of the task, which refers to a domain relation exhaustively
described by a truth table, then AUTOGNOSTIC postulates that the content of these relations
might be incorrect, and suggests the updating of the domain knowledge to exclude the mapping
of the task input to the output it actually produced;} if there is a semantic relation of the task,which refers to an organizational relation exhaustively
described by a truth table, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that its knowledge might be incorrectly
organized, and suggests the reorganization of the domain knowledge to exclude the mapping
of the task input to the output it actually produced;} finally, AUTOGNOSTIC postulates that the design of the information-transformation function
of the task is under-constrained, and suggests its refinement, in such a way that, the output it
actually produced will no longer be acceptable by the new, more constrained, “definition” of
the task.
Notice, that the reason that AUTOGNOSTIC suggests the updating (or the reorganization) of the
relations to which the task semantics refer, is that it assumes that when the functionality of some
task is described in terms of a particular relation it is because the task actually draws its inferences
based on that relation. If this assumption is not true, i.e., if a task  does not consult relation 
although its semantics refer to that relation, then modifying the contents of this relation will not
affect the actual inferences that the task will draw, and therefore will not prevent the task from
drawing the same incorrect inferences as before.
Example Problem 1: AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of planning a
route from (10th & center) to (ferst-1 & dalney), for which it produces the path ((center 10th) (10th
atlantic) (atlantic ferst-1) (ferst-1 dalney)). This path is correct, but suboptimal to the path presented
to AUTOGNOSTIC as feedback ((center 10th) (10th dalney) (dalney ferst-1)).
In ROUTER’s model of its navigation world, there are two different neighborhoods which contain
both the initial and final intersections of this problem. Having chosen arbitrarily which one among
them to search, the problem solver chose the higher-level one. Because at that high-level not much
detail regarding the navigation space is available, the problem solver produced a path which consists
of major pathways and does not make use of available shortcuts.
In this example, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process first focuses on the
route-planning task, as the highest task producing the path , and consequently
on the path-increase task, as the subtask of intrazonal-method , the method
used for route-planning when both intersections belong in the same neighbor-
hood. The semantic relation of path-increase , ForAll n in nodes(path)
zone-intersections(initial-zone n) , fails for the desired path value because the in-
tersection 10th & dalney) does not belong in the neighborhood z1, the value ROUTER has produced as
initial-zone . The relation zone-intersections is an organizational relation, and from
its truth table, the alternative initial-zone value is inferred, za. Thus, the blame-assignment
process focuses on identifying why za was not produced as the value for initial-zone . The
task producing the initial-zone is the task elaboration . Its semantic relations verify both
za and z1 as initial-zone values. Therefore the blame-assignment process suggests as possible
modifications the reorganization of the relation zone-intersections so that (z1 (10th center))f tt(zone-intersections) , or alternatively, the refinement the elaboration task infor-
mation transformation, so that the value it actually produced for the information initial-zone ,
z1, will no longer be legal.
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6.6.3 Exploring Alternative Strategies
Often, the desired solution cannot be produced by the same reasoning strategy, i.e., the same task
decomposition, that led to the failed solution. Different methods produce solutions of different
qualities, and often the desired solution exhibits qualities characteristic of a method other than
the one used for problem solving. AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process recognizes this
“incompatibility” between the desired solution and the method used for problem solving, when the
OVER-CONSTRAINED-TASK-FUNCTIONALITY (of some task in the strategy used for problem
solving) is among the possible causes for the failure. This potential cause and the modification
it implies (i.e., the redesign of a task) is evidence that the feedback is in conflict with the very
definition of some subtask involved in the task decomposition actually used for problem solving.
Before revising the very definition of this subtask (hereafter, this task will be refer to as, the problem
task,  = ¥  ¡ý ) to resolve the conflict, it is worthwhile investigating whether it is possible to pursue
another course of reasoning which will avoid this task, and will produce the feedback solution.
Figure 6.6 shows in detail the algorithm for blame assignment within strategies alternative to the
one actually used for problem solving.
AUTOGNOSTIC identifies the last task in the task structure before the problem task, for which
there exist multiple methods, and which, during problem solving, was accomplished by a method
that resulted in the problem task (hereafter, this task will be refer to as choice task,  '&     ) (line
1). If, during problem solving, at the time of method selection for the choice task, more than one
method were applicable, this is an indication that another method should have been chosen (line
3). Therefore, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to solve the choice task with each one of the methods
applicable to it and not chosen during problem solving (line 4). If one of these methods result in
the feedback solution, the blame-assignment process postulates that a possible cause for the failure
might be the ill-defined method-selection criteria which allowed the selection of an inappropriate
method when there was another one better suited for the problem at hand. This potential cause
implies as a possible modification the refinement of the method-selection criteria, so that under
similar circumstances the alternative successful method is chosen over the method actually used.
If none of the alternative methods were applicable at the time of method selection, then this is
an indication that the problem solver may need to acquire another method (line 5). It is possible,
however, that the problem-solver’s method selection criteria are wrong, and a particular alterna-
tive method could have produced the feedback solution, although during problem solving it was
evaluated as not applicable. To collect evidence for that potential, the blame-assignment process
evaluates the semantic relations of the tasks arising from the decomposition of the choice task
by each alternative method (line 6). If, there is a method, which results in tasks with semantic
relations relating the information type of the solution with types of information available at the time
of method selection, and if these relations are verified by the feedback, then this is evidence that
indeed the feedback solution fits the “quality” of the solutions that this method produces. Therefore,
although the method was not evaluated to be applicable at the time, it maybe should have been.
Therefore, the blame-assignment process may suggest that the problem solver should try to invoke
this alternative method. AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to solve the choice task with this method, and if
the feedback solution is produced, then it postulates the following potential causes for its failure:
} if the method-selection criteria refer to domain relations exhaustively described by a truth
table, AUTOGNOSTIC suggests that its domain knowledge might be incorrect and this is the
reason the criteria for selecting the rejected method were evaluated to be false; thus, updating
the domain knowledge to include the tuple for which the relation was evaluated at the time
of method selection, might solve the problem;
} if the method-selection criteria refer to organizational relations exhaustively described by a
truth table, AUTOGNOSTIC suggests that its domain knowledge might be incorrectly organized;
thus, the reorganization of the domain knowledge to include the tuple for which the relation
was evaluated at the time of method selection, might eliminate the cause of the failure;
} finally, AUTOGNOSTIC postulates that the criteria might be incorrect, and therefore, suggests
their modification in such a way that the selection criteria of the non-selected but successful
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method will be verified by the relevant values during problem solving, and therefore the
method will be applicable in similar situations in the future.
It is important to note here that AUTOGNOSTIC understands the different kinds of qualities
that different subtasks impose on the types of information they produce in terms of the functional
semantics of the tasks which characterize the information transformations they perform. It is
this knowledge that enables it, given a desired solution, to infer which reasoning strategy could
potentially produce the solution in question, even when the methods involved in that strategy are
thought to be inapplicable in the situation.
Example Problem 5: AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of going from
(fowler & 3rd) to (fowler & 4th), for which it produces the path ((fowler 3rd) (3rd techwood) (techwood
5th) (5th fowler) (fowler 4th)). Although spatially close, the initial and the destination locations in
the problem of example 5 belong in different neighborhoods, and thus AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
uses the interzonal-search method to solve the problem. The desired path presented to
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER as feedback is ((fowler 3rd) (fowler 4th)).
AUTOGNOSTIC while assigning blame for the failure within the strategy used in the
problem-solving episode identifies that the feedback path violates the semantic relation of the
mbr-path-synthesis subtask of the interzonal-search method. This subtask synthe-
sizes the overall path from smaller paths, produced as solutions to the subproblems into which the
original problem is decomposed. It takes as input three paths and concatenates them; as a result,
the length of the paths it produces is greater than six nodes, which is not true for the feedback path.
Instead of redefining the mbr-path-synthesis task, in order for the feedback path not to
conflict with its current specification (as captured by its functional semantics), AUTOGNOSTIC at-
tempts to identify the cause of the failure to the fact that it did not pursue an alternative method which
could have led to the production of the desired path. AUTOGNOSTIC exploring alternative strategies
identifies that the semantic relations of path-increase subtask of the intrazonal-search
method specify that the paths it produces are shorter than six nodes. This is an indication that
intrazonal-search could have produced the path, had it been applicable. Its applicability
condition refers to a convention domain relation, zone-intersections(initial-zone
final-point) . Therefore the blame-assignment process infers that the contents of the con-
vention relation zone-intersections might be incorrect, and thus a potentially appropriate
modification would be to include the tuple (zd (fowler 4th)) in that relation.
6.7 Summary
The goal of the blame-assignment task, in the context of failure-driven learning, is to explain the
cause of the problem-solver’s failure in terms of some “malfunction” of some of its design elements
and thus, set up the context for the repair subtask. One kind of explanation is in terms of the trace of
the problem-solver’s reasoning on a specific problem. In that view, each particular step is assumed
to be correct and only their interactions can be blamed, when they interact in known “pathological”
ways. Another kind of explanation is based on the deep comprehension of the functional semantics
of the primitive tasks of the problem solver and the rules of their composition into higher-level
tasks. Endowing the system with such a model of its own problem solving enables it
} to recognize whether or not the feedback presented to it by the environment is not within its
problem-solving competence, without exhaustive problem solving,} to infer alternatives for particular inferences, relevant to the production of the solution, which
could have led to the solution, without having a complete problem-solving trace for the
production of the feedback,
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Figure 6.6: The algorithm for Assigning Blame within alternative strategies.
} if such knowledge conditions are not possible, to postulate the need for redesigning the types




In all failure-driven learning methods, each type of cause of failure that the blame-assignment task
is able to recognize corresponds to one or more plans for addressing this particular type of cause.
Thus, after identifying the possible cause(s) of the problem-solver’s failure, the next step in the
learning process is to select one applicable repair plan.
Deciding which particular modification to perform on the failing problem solver is a very hard
problem for the following two reasons:
1. In general, if the blame-assignment process does not make the “single-fault assumption”, it
may identify several potential causes for the problem-solver’s failure.
2. Furthermore, there may be several kinds of modifications that can potentially result in the
elimination of an error of a particular type.
Thus, after the blame-assignment task has been completed, the learning process has to decide
which of the possible causes it has identified it should attempt to repair, and using which particular
adaptation.
7.1 Selecting Which Potential Cause of Failure to Address
There are several possible approaches that one can adopt to resolving the first question. For
example, the system might decide to eliminate all the possible causes that the blame-assignment
task has identified. Lex [Mitchell et al. 1981] is a system that adopts this approach. Lex is able
to recognize multiple instances of potentially erroneous, operator-selection heuristics in a single
problem-solving episode, and during learning it addresses each one of them. Lex admits only one
type of error that can possibly exist in the problem-solver’s reasoning. Since, and all the causes
identified by the blame-assignment task are of the same type, Lex does not have any basis for
selecting which causes to address after a failed problem-solving episode.
If, on the other hand, the system is able to recognize several different types of causes of failures,
then it may be able to treat the potential errors identified by the blame-assignment task differently,
depending on their respective types. AUTOGNOSTIC’s method for self-repair exemplifies the latter
approach. AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment task is able to recognize two different kinds of
potential causes of failure: domain-knowledge errors and task-structure errors. Of these types of
errors it can proceed to repair errors in the content, and the organization of the domain knowledge,
and errors of over- or under-constrained task functionalities, and errors in the organization of the
task structure. Having a taxonomy of different kinds of causes of failure, AUTOGNOSTIC is able
to differentiate among the potential causes identified by the blame-assignment task, and uses the
criteria below to select which of the alternatives to address:
} if the failure could be caused by gaps in the problem-solver’s knowledge, prefer to address
these causes first;
} if the failure could be caused by the under-constrained formulation of the functionality of
some tasks, prefer to address these causes next;
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} if the failure could be caused by incorrect organization of its domain knowledge, prefer to
address these causes next;} if the failure could be caused by over-constrained formulation of the functionality of some
tasks, prefer to address these causes next.
These heuristics do not aim to the least expensive modification but rather to the most “necessary”
modification. For instance, errors in the content of the system’s domain knowledge are more critical
than others, since as long as the problem solver does not have the knowledge relevant to producing
the desired solution to a particular problem, it will always fail, irrespective of whether or not the
rest of its knowledge is organized correctly and whether or not its task structure is correct. In the
same spirit, these heuristics prefer the more general and more expensive modification of refining the
functionality of an under-constrained task in the problem-solver’s task structure, in order to tailor
it to produce the right kind of solutions, instead of simply reorganizing the domain knowledge on
which this task depends. The underlying goal is to make the modifications as general as possible,
in order to make use of each failed episode as much as possible. Since the formulation of the
right class of inferences for a given task will affect the behavior of the problem solver in several
problems, where the reorganization of the specific piece of knowledge on which this task depends
in the context of the problem at hand will only have an affect ihe current context, AUTOGNOSTIC
prefers to attempt the former adaptation first.
7.2 Selecting Which Repair Plan to Use
Even when the system has decided on “which potential cause” of its failure to address, the issue
of “how to fix it” still remains open. This is because, in general, there may be several different
methods for repairing a given type of cause of failure. To address this issue, some systems employ a
single learning method for all the types of failure they can address. Prodigy [Carbonell et al. 1989]
is a system which employs a single method, explanation-based learning, to repair the errors of its
problem solving. This approach is possible when the learning system performs a single learning
task, which is the case in Prodigy. The blame-assignment task in Prodigy distinguishes causes of
failures in four different types. However, all of them are of the same nature, i.e., erroneous operator-
selection, although the context in which each one occurs is slightly different. Thus for all these
different types of failure, the goal of the learning task is the same, i.e., to learn operator-selection
heuristics.
If, however, the system performs several learning tasks, different in nature, then it must have
multiple learning methods to address them. Furthermore, a system may have several alternative
methods for the same learning task. AUTOGNOSTIC adopts this latter approach. For some types
of causes of failures, AUTOGNOSTIC knows multiple repair plans that it can potentially use to
eliminate them. When the blame-assignment process has identified an instance of one of these
types, if AUTOGNOSTIC decides to address it, it decides on which particular method to use, by
evaluating which is the least expensive one, under the particular knowledge conditions of the
situation. Table 7.1 illustrates AUTOGNOSTIC’s taxonomy of types of causes of failure, and the
plans which it can use to eliminate them.
For two of the types of causes of failure that AUTOGNOSTIC can address, namely the under- and
over-constrained task functionality, it has several repair plans which it can use to do so. To select
among them, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates the knowledge conditions of the situation with respect to the
knowledge requirements of each particular plan and based on the relative cost of each plan. Thus,
in both cases, the substitution of the failing task with another is the less costly repair plan, however
it assumes that there exist tasks similar (i.e., instances of the same prototype task) to the failing
one. If this is true in the particular situation, AUTOGNOSTIC prefers the task-substitution plan.
Otherwise, in the case of over-constrained task functionality, it has to modify the failing task. In
the case of under-constrained task functionality, AUTOGNOSTIC has still to decide between the task-
modification and the selection-task-introduction plans. Both these plans are of similar cost, since
they both require the discovery of a new semantic relation to constrain the functionality of the failing
task. AUTOGNOSTIC prefers the task-modification plan when the failing task produces a single type
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Table 7.1: Repair: From Causes of Failure to Repair Plans.
Causes of Failure Repair Plans
Domain Incorrect Object Representation Plan for Revising
Knowledge an Object Representation
not implemented
Modifications
Unknown Object Plan for KA of new Object
Incorrect Domain Relation Plan for Updating
an Enumerated Relation
Incorrect Knowledge Organization Plan for Updating
an Enumerated Relation
Task Incorrect TS Organization (MI) Plan for TS Reorganization
Structure
Modifications
Incorrect TS Organization (VS) Plan for TS Reorganization
Under-Constrained Task functionality Plan for Task Substitution
Plan for Selection-Task Introduction
Plan for Task Modification
Over-Constrained Task functionality Plan for Task Substitution
Plan for Task Modification
Task Semantics and Process Mismatch Plan for Task-Semantics Revision
Missing Method Plan for Method Acquisition
not implemented
Under-Constrained Plan for Method-Selection
Method-Selection Criteria Criteria Refinement
not implemented
Over-Constrained Plan for Method-Selection
Method-Selection Criteria Criteria Extension
not implemented
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of information as output, where it prefers the selection-task-introduction plan otherwise. This
heuristic aims to simplify the re-programming task of the repair. If the failing task produces several
outputs, and its functionality with respect to one of them needs to be modified, then modifying the
procedure carrying out this task might potentially disturb its functionality with respect to the rest
of its outputs. Thus, in this cases AUTOGNOSTIC prefers to simply refine the functionality of the
failing task with a new task selecting the particular output of interest, namely the output for which
the functionality of the task is under-constrained.
7.3 Maintaining the Integrity of the Problem Solver
Once the system has selected a specific plan that can eliminate the cause of its failure, then it
can proceed to apply it. When the invocation of the chosen plan involves the modification of the
problem-solving process, a new issue, critical to the overall success of the failure-driven learning
method, arises:
How can the system modify its own problem-solving process in a way that maintains
its overall consistency and integrity?
This issue does not arise when the system does not have the ability to modify its set of primitive
reasoning steps, the primitive functional elements it is designed with. In Lex or Prodigy for
example, the consistency of the problem-solving process cannot be compromised by new heuristics
for selecting among operators, because these pieces of knowledge exactly match roles which are
pre-defined by the problem-solving process. However, substituting a task with a new one, or
introducing a new task altogether, has more drastic affects to the problem-solving process. There
are no pre-defined roles for the new task, that is, its information and control interactions with the
rest of the task structure are still to be defined. In AUTOGNOSTIC, the repair plans which modify the
problem-solver’s task structure, are guided by AUTOGNOSTIC’s comprehension of the information
and control interactions of the problem-solver’s current tasks and methods, as captured in the SBF
model of the problem solver.
The SBF model of the problem solver enables AUTOGNOSTIC
} to recognize tasks whose information-transformation function could poten-
tially substitute failing tasks of the problem solver,
} to postulate new information-transformation functionalities for new tasks
which are missing from the task structure, and
} to integrate the new tasks within the control flow of the problem-solver’s
current task structure.
Once the repair task is completed, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates its success by attempting to solve the
problem that caused the failure in response to which the modification was performed. If the problem
is successfully solved, the repair is evaluated to be correct. Otherwise, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds
to apply an alternative repair plan, if multiple repairs plans are applicable to the cause of failure it
is addressing. This, for example, happens in the case of the task-modification repair plan, when
AUTOGNOSTIC has discovered multiple relations that can be used to further constrain (or expand)
the functionality of a failing task. In such situations, AUTOGNOSTIC may instantiate the task-
modification repair plan with several of these potential relations until one is found to be successful.
If there are no other repairs that it can invoke to eliminate the cause of failure it is currently
addressing, AUTOGNOSTIC attempts to eliminate other causes that the blame-assignment task has




7.4.1 Acquiring Knowledge about a New Domain Object
AUTOGNOSTIC interacts with its environment by exchanging information with it. The environment
presents AUTOGNOSTIC with problems and AUTOGNOSTIC returns to the environment the solutions it
produces. Sometimes, the environment may evaluate AUTOGNOSTIC’s solutions to be unsatisfactory,
and then it provides some feedback to AUTOGNOSTIC to inform it about a preferable solution. At
any point where the environment presents AUTOGNOSTIC with some type of information, that is, at
the time of presenting a problem along with the information context in which the problem should be
solved, and also, at the time of presenting a more satisfactory solution to a particular problem, there
is the possibility that this information contains references to objects and relations in the domain that
AUTOGNOSTIC does not know about. When AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes that it does not know about
a specific object to which the information given by the environment refers, it postulates that its
ignorance might potentially be the cause of its failure. To address this type of cause, AUTOGNOSTIC
invokes the plan for acquisition of knowledge about a new object.
The plan for knowledge-acquisition of a new object, the algorithm for which is shown in Figure
7.1, consists of two subtasks:
1. to include the new object in the problem-solver’s domain for this object type, (line 1), and
2. to update the problem-solver’s domain relations which refer to this type of object (line 2).
The first subtask is applicable when the unknown instance belongs in an enumerated type of
object. The second one is applicable when there are relations which apply to this type of object and
whose truth value is exhaustively enumerated in a truth table; these relations need to be informed
with entries relating the new instance to the other known instances. Furthermore, if there are
higher-level constraints on the updated relations, connecting them to other relations, these other
affected relations also need to be updated (line 3). To date, AUTOGNOSTIC simply asks an oracle in
order to introduce new entries associated with the new instance, in these relations, but there is no
assumption that the oracle will give AUTOGNOSTIC complete or correct information.
Example Problem 4: Let us now discuss the modifications suggested to ROUTER’s domain
knowledge in the problem of example 4. In this problem, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented
with the problem of going from (8th-1 & mcmillan) to (north & cherry-3) and produced the path
((8th-1 mcmillan) (mcmillan test-3) (test-3 hemphill) (hemphill ferst-2) (ferst-2 ferst-3) (ferst-3 cherry-3)
(cherry-3 north)). At the end of its problem solving, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented
with an alternative solution, preferable to the one that it had actually produced, i.e., ((8th-1 mcmillan)
(mcmillan 6th-1) (6th-1 ferst-2) (ferst-2 ferst-3) (ferst-3 cherry-3) (cherry-3 north)). The blame-assignment
process, in this example, had suggested that the reason why ROUTER was not able to produce the
desired path, was because it did not know about the existence of the street 6th-1, and its intersections
(mcmillan 6th-1) and (6th-1 ferst-2).
In response to that suggestion, AUTOGNOSTIC first updates the domains of street and
intersection with the new instances 6th-1, and (mcmillan 6th-1) and (6th-1 ferst-2) respectively.
Subsequently, it proceeds to update the domain relations applicable to them. The only relation in
ROUTER’s domain theory applicable to streets is the legal-direction relation which maps a
street to the legal directions of traffic on this street. In its current implementation, in order to acquire
the value legal-direction( 6th-1) AUTOGNOSTIC has to ask an oracle about it, which informs
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER that legal-direction( 6th-1) = East West.
In the case of acquiring knowledge about a new intersection, after having added the new
entry in the intersection-domain , AUTOGNOSTIC has to update the domain relation
zones-of-int with entries for the two new instances. In its current implementation, the oracle’s
answer to the zones-of-int(x?) is always the same, i.e., z1. Essentially, by default all the new
intersections that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER integrates in ROUTER’s domain knowledge are added





the type of domain object of which a new instance must be acquired,
· c , and
the new instance, þ .
Output:
the domain knowledge modified to include knowledge of the new instance.
(1) If u3cr k'&x · c *
then Add þ in u3cr k'&x · c *
(2) ¸/"Gf "k3w)cxi · c *
If s   *
then ask oracle about "  þ *
(3) propagate-the-constraints(+ rel entry(v))
Figure 7.1: Acquiring Knowledge of a new instance of a domain object.
relation, namely that for each entry
 k'j * f zones-of-int ,  j
k * f zone-intersections
relation. Thus AUTOGNOSTIC propagating the constraints of the addition of ((mcmillan 6th-1) z1) and
((6th-1 ferst-2) z1) to the zones-of-int relation, adds in the entry zone-intersections( z1)
the two new intersections.
7.4.2 Updating an Enumerated Relation
Often, in the process of assigning blame for a particular failure, AUTOGNOSTIC notices that the
problem solver did not infer a desired value for a particular type of information because its domain
knowledge contains a “fact” conflicting with the desired inference (or alternatively, a fact leading
to the inappropriate one) or because is is organized in such a way that does not allow relevant
information to be used. AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to recognize such types of potential causes of
failure relies in its meta-knowledge about the kinds of domain knowledge that the problem solver
uses for each of its tasks. AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to repair them relies on its knowledge about how
these types of knowledge are actually represented by the problem solver.
Remember, the SBF specification for domain relations (both state-of-the-world relations and
convention relations) includes a description of whether the domain relation is exhaustively enumer-
ated in a truth table, s   * , or whether it is generated by a closed-form predicate, d  " * . In the
former case, AUTOGNOSTIC can modify this domain relation by updating the contents of its truth
table. In the latter case, to modify the domain relation, AUTOGNOSTIC should have knowledge of
the semantics of the language in which the problem solver is implemented, in order to modify the
predicate generating it, and this knowledge is beyond AUTOGNOSTIC’s current status.
Whenever AUTOGNOSTIC notices a potential error in a relation which is implemented in a
truth table, it invokes the plan for updating an enumerated relation. In principle, however, the
system could differentiate between state-of-the-world and convention relations, and it could require
additional evidence in order to perform a modification to a relation that is grounded in the state of
its external environment. Furthermore, the validity of such a modification could also be evaluated
through perception, i.e., the problem solver may explore its environment in order to verify whether
its internal representation is faithful to the reality. In the case of convention relations, however, the
system may justify its modification solely on the basis of whether or not it enables it to produce
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the desired solution for the current problem, i.e., the problem that caused the failure in response to
which the modification is proposed.
AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes the need to modify the value of a domain relation for a specific set of
values when this domain relation is referred to by a semantic relation (or a condition), and there is
evidence that the feedback values are not produced by the problem-solving process, either because
the semantic relation (or condition) in question is not true for these values, or because it is true for
both the feedback values and the actual ones. In the former case, AUTOGNOSTIC suggests that the
value of the domain relation referred to by the semantic relation (or condition) should be made true
for the feedback values; that is, the entry consisting of these particular values should be added to
the truth table of the relation. In the latter case, it suggests that it should be made false for the actual
ones; that is, the entry consisting of the actual values used in problem solving should be deleted
from its truth table.
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 depict the algorithms for modifying the contents of the truth table of a
domain relation (a modification resulting in acquisition of domain knowledge or reorganization
of the domain knowledge, depending on whether the relation is a state-of-the-world relation or a
convention relation respectively). These algorithms are symmetrical, and they consist of four basic
steps:
1. AUTOGNOSTIC identifies the actual table and the actual entry or entries to be added to (deleted
from) the truth table, (line 1),
2. simplifies the expression in the function of the semantic relation (or condition), (lines 2),
3. adds (deletes) these entries to(from) the truth table, (line 3), and
4. propagates the constraints of this modification to the other domain relations which are depen-
dent upon the modified relation, (line 4).
The semantic relations (and conditions) in the SBF model of a problem solver may modify
the domain relation, they refer to, in the following ways: negation (e.g., NOT(i1 domain-relation
o1)), inversion (e.g., i1 INV(domain-relation) o1), universal quantification (e.g., FORALL i IN
i1, i domain-relation o1), and existential quantification (e.g., EXISTS i IN i1, i domain-relation
o1). Thus, when the blame-assignment process suggests that a particular entry should be added
to, or deleted from the domain relation AUTOGNOSTIC has to transform the entry according to
qualifications of the semantic relation (or condition) before actually modifying the table of the
domain relation it refers to. Next, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds with the actual modification of the truth
table and the propagation of the domain constraints which apply to the modified domain relation.
Example Problem 5: In the problem of example 5, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented
with the problem of going from (fowler & 3rd) to (fowler & 4th), for which it produced the path
((fowler 3rd) (3rd techwood) (techwood 5th) (5th fowler) (fowler 4th)). The environment presented to
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER as feedback an alternative path, ((fowler 3rd) (fowler 4th)). For this failure,
the blame-assignment process identified as a possible cause for the failure, the incorrect organization
of the zones-of-int relation.
To address this error, AUTOGNOSTIC’s repair process proposes to update the relation in question
and to make the relation zones-of-int true for the values ((fowler 4th) zd). After having added zd
to the list of zones in which the intersection (fowler 4th) belongs, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER notices
that there is a higher-level constraint among the zone-intersections and zones-of-int
relations. Namely, if there is an entry zones-of-int(int? z?) then there should also be an entry zone-
intersections(z? int?). Therefore, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER also adds the intersection (fowler 4th)
to the list of intersections that the neighborhood zd contains. After this modification, when AUTOG-
NOSTICONROUTER attempts to solve again this problem, it finds (i.e., from the classification
subtask) that the two intersections given as initial and destination location belong in the same
neighborhood (where in the previous failed episode they were not). Therefore, where it has used the
interzonal search me before, now it proceeds to solve the problem with an intrazonal search within
this common neighborhood. This time, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER returns the desired solution.
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Input:
the semantic relation which needs to be modified, " , and
the tuple ( þ   1 * mþ   2 * ) for which it must be modified.
Output:
the domain knowledge modified.
MAKE-RELATION-TRUE( "smþ (  1) mþ (  2) )
(1) =k'j#& : { s  Ãhp+xRvw)cx  " *z*
(2) If x#tFkw&þ  ÃhpPxRvs)cx   *@*
then make-relation-false( xRcD  " * þ   1 * mþ   2 * )
If &x<þ"i  Ãhp+xRvw)cx  " *z*
then make-relation-true( þFi  " * mþ   2 * mþ   1 * )
If p+x<&þFi$k'opPk'xhw)Ãh¡"u  " *
then If opPk'xhs¡Ãh¡"u'cDx<)xRÃ<c 1   *
then )   1 *G{ Ã  kss 1   * þ   1 *@*
loop þ7f*)   1 * make-relation-true(  " * mþ+mþ   2 * )
else )   2 *O{ Ã  k3¡w 2  " * þ   2 *@*
loop þ7f*)   2 * make-relation-true(  " * mþ   1 * mþ )
(3) If i$&rAdP&  Ãhp+xRvw)cx   *z*
then add
 þ   1 * mþ   2 *@* to =k'j#&
(4) propagate-the-constraints(+ function(rel)
 þ   1 * mþ   2 *@* )
Figure 7.2: Updating an Enumerated Relation: Making a relation true for a given pair of values.
In this problem, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s learning resulted in reorganization of its domain
knowledge, which, in turn, enabled ROUTER to use a method (i.e., intrazonal-search
method ) which was previously inapplicable. AUTOGNOSTIC’s capability to modify the organization
of its domain knowledge in order to enable the use of some methods vs. others has very significant
implications. Essentially, it means that a problem solver may begin with a problem-solving process
which can make use of associations between certain concept types, but without any preconceived
notions of what exactly associations it should have. The exact associations can be developed on
demand, through AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process. AUTOGNOSTIC is able to identify
when a particular association is necessary in order for the problem-solving process to produce the
kinds of solutions that are desired from the environment. Thus, instead of committing to particular
associations at the time of designing the problem solver, which may require considerable analysis,
the designer need only to identify the “nature” (i.e., which domain objects should be related) of the
associations that the problem-solving process depends upon, and to make this nature explicit in the
SBF model of the problem solver.
The reflective domain-knowledge organization is intuitively more plausible from its alternative,
also when evaluated in terms of its cognitive plausibility. The alternative approach requires the
initialization of the associations at some specific point in time, presumably before the problem
solver first starts to solve problems, and it is difficult to imagine on the what basis this initialization
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Input:
the semantic relation which needs to be modified, " , and
the tuple ( þ   1 * mþ   2 * ) for which it must be modified.
Output:
the domain knowledge modified.
MAKE-RELATION-FALSE( smþ (  1) mþ (  2) )
(1) =k'j#& : { s  Ãhp+xRvw)cx  " *z*
(2) If x#tFkw&þ  ÃhpPxRvs)cx   *@*
then make-relation-true( xRcD   * þ   1 * mþ   2 * )
If &x<þ"i  Ãhp+xRvw)cx  " *z*
then make-relation-false( "þi   * mþ   2 * mþ   1 * )
If p+x<&þFi$k'opPk'xhw)Ãh¡"u  " *
then If opPk'xhs¡Ãh¡"u'cDx<)xRÃ<c 1   *
then )   1 *G{ Ã  kss 1   * þ   1 *@*
loop þ7f*)   1 * make-relation-false(  " * mþ+mþ   2 * )
else )   2 *O{ Ã  k3¡w 2  " * þ   2 *@*
loop þ7f*)   2 * make-relation-false(  " * mþ   1 * mþ )
(3) If i$&rAdP&  Ãhp+xRvw)cx   *z*
then add
 þ   1 * mþ   2 *@* to u3cr k'&x  Ãhp+xRvs¡cDx   *z*
(4) propagate-the-constraints(- function(rel)
 þ   1 * mþ   2 *@* )
Figure 7.3: Updating an Enumerated Relation: Making a relation false for a given pair of values.
would be made. One possibility would be through interaction with other systems who have already
been solving problems in the same domain (i.e., social intelligence). That is, the novice system can
ask the experts which exactly are the particular associations it needs, and it could literally initialize
its domain-knowledge organization with these associations. Although, this is not too unrealistic,
there is ample psychological evidence that this kind of rote learning is not very effective, as opposed
to learning through personal experience.
ROUTER’s domain knowledge is organized through three different such relations:
zone-intersections , zones-of-int , and children-zones . These three relations
essentially define the hierarchy of neighborhoods in ROUTER’s world model. An extensive experi-
ment was conducted [Stroulia and Goel 1994a] to investigate AUTOGNOSTIC’s capability to induce
these relations on an initially “flat” world model. In this experiment, ROUTER was initialized with
only one neighborhood, z1, which contained all known intersections. The initial status of these
domain relations of ROUTER’s is shown in Figure 7.4.
The following example illustrates how these “empty” convention domain relations were filled
in through AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning.
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zone-intersections\ (z1 ((10th northside) (10th hemphill) ...)) ^
zones-of-int\ ((10th northside) (z1)) ((10th hemphill) (z1)) ... ^
children-zones\ (z1 (z1)) ^
Figure 7.4: The initial content of the convention domain relations, zone-intersections ,
zones-of-int , and children-zones , in ROUTER.
Example Problem 6: AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented with the problem of going from
(10th & center) to (5th & techwood), for which it produces the path ((10th center) (10th dalney) (10th
atlantic) (10th fowler) (10th techwood) (techwood 8th-3) (techwood 6th-2) (techwood 5th)).
Because at this point AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER does not have a hierarchy of neighborhoods
yet, it solves this problem through an intrazonal search, since all the intersections it knows about
belong in the same neighborhood. As it monitors its progress, it recognizes that the path it has
come up with is longer than the length allowed by the semantics of the intrazonal-search
task. The requirements, imposed by the semantics of the tasks intrazonal-search and
mbr-path-synthesis on the length of the produced path, assume the existence of the hierar-
chical organization on ROUTER’s domain knowledge. The nature of this organization is the reason
why intrazonal-search produces in general short paths, where mbr-path-synthesis
produces longer ones. In other words, it is because neighborhoods organize intersections in small
localities, that search within a neighborhood results in short paths, where the combination of paths
produced through search in several neighborhoods tend to be long. Since however, the actual
contents of these relations are not in congruence with the nature of the hierarchy (because they are
defaults) the semantics of these task fail.
In this example, the blame-assignment process suggests that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER should
make the relation zone-intersections false for the values (z1 (techwood 5th)). Having deleted
((techwood 5th) z1) from the set of intersections which belong in the neighborhood z1, AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER propagates the affects of this modifications to the relation zones-of-int and
deletes z1 from the neighborhoods that the intersection in question belongs to. AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER realizes that this intersection does not belong to any neighborhood anymore, which is not
acceptable. To remedy the situation, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER postulates the existence of another
neighborhood in which this intersection should belong from now on. Thus, it spawns a process
for acquiring a new instance of a domain concept, to introduce a new neighborhood in its domain
knowledge.
This is essentially the same process which is invoked when AUTOGNOSTIC realizes that its
external agent refers to an unknown instance of a domain concept, in its problem specification or
in its feedback information, shown in Figure 7.1. The oracle, which answers AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER’s questions regarding the domain relations applicable to neighborhoods, tells AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER that the new neighborhood should belong in children-zones of the old one,
and it should contain as its zone-intersections a tree of intersections around the one which
caused the introduction of the new neighborhood in the first place. Through propagation of these
modifications, the zones-of-int relation is also modified to reflect that the intersections in the
zone-intersections( new-zone) belong in that neighborhood.
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7.5 Task-Structure Modifications
7.5.1 Reorganizing the Task Structure
AUTOGNOSTIC reorganizes its task structure when a method, evaluated as applicable to a task in the
context of a particular problem-solving episode, fails to complete the task in question. There are
two types of failures which can prevent a method from accomplishing a task:
1. When a subtask of the method cannot be accomplished because it consumes as input some
type of information which should have been produced by an earlier subtask of the method,
but which is not available in the particular episode.
In that case, AUTOGNOSTIC removes the subtask, which should have produced but failed to
produce the information in question, from the set of the method’s subtasks. Furthermore, it
adds to the list of the method’s applicability conditions, the existence of a legal value for the
type of information in question.
2. When a subtask of the method produces for its output values that fail to meet its semantics.
In that case, AUTOGNOSTIC again removes the subtask from the set of the method’s subtasks,
and it adds to the list of the method’s applicability conditions the verification of the semantics
of this subtask by its output.
When, during a particular problem-solving episode, a method fails to accomplish the task it is
applied to, although its applicability conditions are met, AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes an opportunity
for improving its understanding of the situations in which the method in question is indeed useful.
When the cause of the failure is internal to the method, i.e., there are pathological information
and control interactions among the subtasks of the method, the following paradox may occur:
the revision of the method conditions (to include the availability of the missing information, or
the verification of the violated semantics) introduces a condition which assumes the existence
of some type of information (the information currently missing or the output information which
currently violates the semantics) which is not produced by some earlier task, and therefore is not
available at the time of the condition evaluation. This phenomenon violates the semantics of the
SBF language, and in turn gives rise to a new modification, i.e., the reorganization of the task
structure to move the production of the information in question before the evaluation of the method
conditions. Therefore, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to reorganize its task structure in order to make
these interactions explicit. Both the above modifications, i.e., the revision of the method-selection
criteria, and the reorganization of the task structure, are the two subtasks of the plan for task
reorganization. Essentially, AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes that in order to make the employment of the
problem-solver’s methods more effective, it has to make more informed decisions; and in order to
make more informed decisions, it has to have all the information pertinent to its decision available
to it at this point in its control of processing when it is actually making the decision. Thus it
recognizes an information dependency among a task (the one responsible for producing the missing
information, or the one whose semantics have failed) and a method (the one whose applicability is
conditioned upon the existence of the information or the validation of the semantics respectively)
which necessitates a modification to the control flow in the task structure; namely, it necessitates
the performance of the subtask before the method of the selection.
The algorithm for the actual task reorganization is shown in Figure 7.6. To move the task
producing the information upon which the selection of the method r is conditioned,  = ú   ¡ ,
AUTOGNOSTIC introduces a new level in its task structure. Essentially, it introduces a new task + ,
(line 2), and new method r + (line 3) between the task ÿ ¢   ú to which the method r is applicable.
In the modified task structure, the task ÿ ¢   ú is going to be accomplished by a single method r +
(line 4) which will set up two tasks:  = ú   ¡ and ,+ which will in turn be accomplished by the
methods that used to be applicable to ÿ ¢   ú , r being one among them. Figure 7.5 illustrates the
differences between the task structure before and after this modification.
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wÿ ¢   ú
Figure 7.5: Task Structure before and after reorganization.
TASK-REORGANIZATION( r m)xRÃ<c3m= = ú   ¡ )
Input:
the failed method, r
the type of information whose value is missing (or which violates the semantics), &xRÃ<c , and
the method’s subtask producing &xRÃ<c ,  = ú   )
Output:
a reorganized task structure.
(1) Let =ÿ ¢   ú be the task in service of which, method r was invoked
(2) Create a new task .+ , such that
j#   + * : { j#  wÿ ¢   ú *
  + * : {   =ÿ ¢ ©  ú *0/ $)xRÃ<c
c   + * : { c  wÿ ¢   ú *
(3) Create a new method r1+ , such that
i$pPj=ki2i  r-+ * : { " "w ú   ) m=,+î
v
cxRu&s)cxi  r + * : {
(4) j#  =ÿ ¢ ©  ú * : { $r-+2
Figure 7.6: Reorganizing the task structure to bring the performance of a task before the evaluation
of a method’s applicability.
Example Problem 3: In the problem of example 3, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 was presented







2 ùÂù | 1. It retrieved from its design memory a nitric acid cooler which
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performs a variant of the currently desired function, namely it cools nitric acid from temperature|
1 to temperature
|
2  £ú where | 2  £ú ùêù | 1 but | 2  ¦úAû | 2. While attempting to adapt the old
design by substituting its water pump with a new one, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 noticed that it did
not have an appropriate alternative water pump in its component memory, and therefore it could
not successfully complete the component replacement method. The subsequent blame-
assignment process suggested the addition of a new condition to the applicability of KRITIK2’s
component-replacement method, i.e., the availability of a replacement which it can use to
replace the problematic component in the old device (in the example water pump). This modification
is very simple; it only involves the addition of the relation not(null(replacement)) in the
under-condition slot of the frame describing this method. In order however to make the
evaluation of this new condition possible at the time of method selection, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2
has also to reorganize KRITIK2’s task structure to bring forward the subtask which is responsible
for producing the replacement . The reorganization of KRITIK2’s task structure, caused by
the example problem 3, has the affects shown in Figure 7.7. This modification makes explicit a
condition for the successful application of the component-replacement method which was
implicit in the previous one. As a result, it improves AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2’s comprehension





























Figure 7.7: The modified task structure of KRITIK2.
7.5.2 Substituting one Task with Another
When the cause of the problem-solver’s failure is the over-constrained (or under-constrained)
functionality of a particular task in its task structure, a potentially applicable repair plan is the plan
for task substitution. The goal of this repair plan is to replace the failing task with a new one which
produces the same kinds of information as output, potentially with the same types of information
as input. However, the mapping between the two should be slightly different than the mapping of
the original task, so that the replacement task exhibits the desired behavior in the context of the
problem-solving episode in which the to-be-replaced task failed.
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In order to substitute a particular task of the problem solver with another, AUTOGNOSTIC has
first to identify a potential replacement task, which delivers a variant functionality of the task to
be replaced. The SBF language, provides the system with the ability to specify the information-
transformation functionality of its tasks. In addition, through the prototype - instance relation
between tasks, it also enables the system to organize its tasks in a classification hierarchy along
their functionalities, to compare the functionalities of two different tasks, and to evaluate their
inter-changeability in the context of a particular task structure. Notice that, if the system is not able
to characterize its tasks independently from the task structure in which they are employed, then it
does not have any basis for comparing two given tasks, unless it already knows that they can play
the same role in the same task structure. Therefore, it is unable to modify its task-structure, and
consequently its problem-solving process, in any significant way.
When AUTOGNOSTIC invokes the task-substitution plan, it identifies all the different instanti-
ations of the prototype of the task to be replaced. Next, it proceeds to employ these alternative
instantiations in the context of the failed problem-solving episode. Essentially, it monitors the
behavior of the alternative instantiations, given the input of the task to be replaced in this episode.
If there is one instantiation which produces the desired output, then AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to
replace the failed task with this successful instantiation.
Example Problem 7: Let us assume a scenario where ROUTER’s procedure for the retrieval
task retrieves only paths which match the initial-point of the current problem.1 An let
us also assume that among other paths, ROUTER’s memory contains the path ((10th center) (10th
atlantic) (home-park atlantic)). In this knowledge context AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is presented
with the problem of going from (10th & curran) to (peachtree-pl & atlantic). For this problem, since
the two intersections do not belong in the same neighborhood together, and since no path is retrieved
from memory, the planning task is accomplished by the interzonal-search method. The
application of this method results in the production of the path ((10th curran) ... (hemphill ferst-1
ferst-2)... (10th atlantic) ... (peachtree-pl atlantic)).
AUTOGNOSTIC is given as feedback the path ((10th curran) (10th test-3) (10th center) (10th at-
lantic) (home-park atlantic)), and it then proceeds to assign blame for its failure to produce the
desired path. The feedback path conforms with the semantics of the route-planning and
the planning tasks. From its evaluation of the feedback path against the semantics of the
cbr-path-synthesis task, AUTOGNOSTIC infers that in order for the desired path to have
been produced, the middle-path should have been ((10th center) (10th atlantic) (home-park at-
lantic)). Thus, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to investigate why this value was not produced.
In the process of assigning blame for the non-production of the desired value for the
middle-path , AUTOGNOSTIC notices that this particular path could not have been produced
by either the middle-subproblem task or the retrieval task since it does not meet their
semantics (i.e., not all its intersections belong in the same neighborhood, and its initial node is
not the same as the initial location). Thus, is identifies as one potential cause for the failure, the
over-constrained information transformation of the retrieval task, and it proceeds to substitute
it with another one.
As shown in Appendix 1, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER knows of several instantiations of the
retrieval-prototype task, one of which, retrieval , is actually used in the current work-
ing task structure of ROUTER. AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER invokes each one of the alternatives,
one after the other, until one exhibits the desired behavior, i.e., until one produces the desired
middle-path . In this example, both alternatives would produce the desired middle-path ,
but AUTOGNOSTIC stops its search after the first successful candidate, which in this case is
retrieval-prime1 . At this point, it replaces the retrieval task with a new one, which is
an instance of the successful candidate, retrieval-prime1 . Figure 7.8 depicts the original
task structure of ROUTER (only the high-level decomposition of route-planning ) and Figure
7.9 depicts it after the substitution of the retrieval task.
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Figure 7.8: The original task structure of ROUTER.
7.5.3 Modifying a Task
When the cause of the problem-solver’s failure is the over-constrained (or under-constrained)
functionality of a particular task in its task structure, another potentially applicable repair plan is
the plan of task modification. The goal of this repair plan is to modify the task in question so that
its functionality is extended (or refined). In other words, the plan generalizes (or specializes) the
class of the values that this task produces for some of its output information, in order to include in
this extended class the value desired for this type of information (or exclude from the refined class
the value it actually produced).
In order to modify the functionality of a particular task of the problem solver, AUTOGNOSTIC has
first to identify which the desired task functionality should be. Essentially, it has to postulate a new
abstract functionality for the task to be modified. From the blame-assignment task, AUTOGNOSTIC
knows what the desired output of the task should have been in this episode, therefore it already
has a specific instantiation of the desired functionality in the context of the failed problem-solving
episode. In the case of specializing the functionality of the task, this is equivalent to identifying a
criterion which would differentiate the values in the specialized class and the values in the current
class of outputs. In the case of generalizing the functionality of the task, it is equivalent to identifying
a relation extending the current class of the output of the task to include the additional outputs which
are desired of the task.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s process for discovering a new relation with which to characterize the new
functionality of a task is based on its abstract comprehension of the types of knowledge available
to the problem solver. The SBF model of the problem solver explicitly specifies the ontology of
the problem-solver’s domain. For each type of information that its tasks consume and produce,
the SBF model specifies what type of domain concept it is. Moreover, for each type of domain
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path
Figure 7.9: ROUTER’s task structure after the retrieval task substitution.
AUTOGNOSTIC uses this knowledge, along with the specific values (actual and preferred) of the
information type for which the task functionality needs to be modified, to discover such a relation.
The process of discovering a relation to unify the current class of values produced for some type of
information with the additional values desired for this type (or to distinguish among the desirable
and the undesirable values of a type of information) is described in detail in section 7.7. However,
it is important to notice that if the system does not have any understanding about the types of
knowledge available to it, it cannot modify the information-transformation roles that its existing
tasks play.
Assuming that AUTOGNOSTIC has identified such a relation, the next step is to replace the
over-constraining task semantics with the newly found relation (or, it is an under-constrained task
to add this relation to its semantics). Finally, AUTOGNOSTIC has to modify the procedure which
carries out the task in question to comply with the new specification of the task functionality. This
last step is a “programming” step and is beyond AUTOGNOSTIC’s current capabilities. To be able to
“automatically” program an operator which can carry out the information-transformation function
desired of a task, is an open research issue in itself. Thus, to date the last step is performed at the
suggestion of AUTOGNOSTIC, by a human programmer. The algorithm for extending the semantics
of a task is shown in Figure 7.10.
Example Problem 7: Consider the problem-solving episode of example 7 where AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER substituted one instance of the retrieval-prototype with another in the
route-planning task structure, in order to extend the class of paths that ROUTER could retrieve
and reuse from its memory. If AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER were not aware of any other instanti-
ations of the retrieval-prototype , the task-substitution plan would become inapplicable.
An alternative plan applicable to this type of failure cause, is the task-modification plan, in that
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MODIFYING-A-TASK-FUNCTIONALITY( Ãhkt+m=m"      ¢   ú m=mþ ¢    ¢  mþ ¢ ± )
Input:
a flag signifying whether the modification is to extend or to refine the task functionality, Ãhkt ,
the task whose functionality is to be modified,  ,
the violated semantic relation (if the modification is an extension),       ¢   ú ,
the output of the task,  , with respect to which its functionality needs to be modified,
its actual value in the failed problem-solving episode, þ ¢    ¢  , and
its desired value þ ¢ ± .
Output:
a modified task  .
(1) If Ãhkt {54êÈ |6487 Ä
then discover relation  :   þ ¢ ¦ *:9   þ ¢    ¢  *
else discover relation  :   þ ¢ ± *   þ ¢    ¢  *
(2) If Ãhkt {54êÈ |6487 Ä
then add  in i   *
else replace       ¢   ú with  in i   *
(3) Replace procedure cd   * with procedure producing all values legal under new i   *
Figure 7.10: Modifying (Specializing/Generalizing) the functionality of a task  .
case, the extension of the retrieval semantics in order to allow the production of the desired
value for its current input. The relation that AUTOGNOSTIC discovers as a possible replacement for
the failing semantics of the retrieval subtask, is that zone-intersections(initial-zone
initial-node(middle-path)) . At this point, it proceeds to replace the current operator of
the retrieval task with one that will meet the new desired functionality.
This modification results in the extension of the class of problems that ROUTER is able to solve
using its case-based method. Notice, that this extension does not occur because of acquisition
of new domain knowledge like in the example discussed in the section 7.4.1. Rather, it occurs
because of the modification of an elementary operation of the problem solver, i.e., retrieval .
AUTOGNOSTIC has recognized the potential of this operation to perform a more general information
transformation than the one it was originally designed for, and, furthermore, it postulated what such
a more general transformation should be.
To summarize, in order to modify the retrieval task in ROUTER’s task structure, AUTOG-
NOSTIC performed the following steps:
1. discovered a relation unifying the set of values currently produced by the task for the output
middle-path with the new desired one,
2. replaced the failing semantic relation of the task with the new one which covers the desired
value for the middle-path , and
3. created a function to carry out the transformation of the new task.
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7.5.4 Introducing a Selection Task in the Task Structure
When the functionality of a task is under-constrained, i.e., when this task can produce several
values for some of its output information, some of which are not acceptable, a plan which can
potentially remedy the problem, is the plan of a selection task insertion. The motivation behind
the invocation of this plan is to “tailor” the problem-solver’s task structure towards producing a
narrower, preferred, class of values for this type of information. The blame-assignment process
suggests the refinement of a task functionality,  = ú    <; , when it notices that its semantics allow
the production of a range of values for an output information type,  , and some of the values in this
range lead to desired solutions while others lead to undesirable ones. A selection task, inserted in
the problem-solver’s task structure after  = ú    <; , has as a goal to reason about the possible values
of  in the context of a specific problem and select the most appropriate one for the given problem.
Thus, the selection-task insertion implies the discovery of a characteristic property of the desired
values of  which will distinguish them from the undesirable ones.
As shown in Figure 7.11 which describes the algorithm for inserting a selection task in the
problem-solver’s task structure, the first step (line 1) of the insertion process is to discover a
differentiating criterion between the actual value þ ¢    ¢  , and its desired one, þ ¢ ¦ , of the information
type,  . Assuming that such a relation is discovered, then AUTOGNOSTIC can use it as the semantic
relation of the new task to be inserted (line 4). Next, AUTOGNOSTIC creates a new type of
information,     ¡wý@ ú= ¢   , which will hold all the possible values allowed by the semantics of the
task which until now produced  ,  "w ú    ; (line 3). This new type of information,     ¡wý@ ú= ¢   ,
will now replace  in the output of  = ú    <; (line 7), and the procedure accomplishing the failing
task must be appropriately modified to produce all its possible values instead of only one (line 8).
At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC has a complete specification for the new task, ¤      <; . The final step
AUTOGNOSTIC has to perform is to actually integrate the ¤      ; task in the task structure. To do
that, AUTOGNOSTIC creates a new, higher-level task,  s ¡=¢ £ , in the service of which both  = ú    <;
and =¤      ; will be performed from now on (line 2). More specifically, AUTOGNOSTIC creates a
method, r s ¡=¢ £ , for  s ¡=¢ ¦ and sets up as its subtasks,  = ú    <; and =¤      <; (line 5). Finally,
the  s ¡w¢ ¦ now replaces  = ú    <; in its role in the task structure (lines 6, 9).
Example Problem 1: In example 1, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented with the problem
of planning a route from (10th & center) to (ferst-1 & dalney). For this problem, AUTOGNOSTI-
CONROUTER produced the path ((center 10th) (10th atlantic) (atlantic ferst-1) (ferst-1 dalney)) and was
presented as feedback the path ((center 10th) (10th dalney) (ferst-1 dalney)). In this scenario, the blame-
assignment process suggested as a possible cause of its failure the under-constrained functionality
of ROUTERs classification subtask.
Given the type of the cause of the failure, and the knowledge conditions at the time, (i.e., there
are no tasks that can potentially substitute the current classification task, and it produces
several types of output information), the repair subtask selects as an applicable plan the insertion
of a selection task after classification which will reason about the possible values of the
initial-zone and select the appropriate one. In the context of the current failed problem-
solving episode, the appropriate value would be za as opposed to z1 which was actually produced.
The actual and the alternative values for initial zone in this example, z1 and za, will constitute
the “pool” of possible values output by the classification task which in the new task structure
will be a new type of information, called intermediate-initial-zone . This new type will
constitute (part of) the input for the new selection-after-classification task which
from now on will produce the initial zone .
The information initial zone is an instance of the domain concept zone . AUTOGNOSTIC
knows that one domain relation applicable to this type of objects is the children-zones relation,
where children-zones(n1 n2) means that the n2 is a sub-neighborhood of n1. AUTOGNOS-
TIC discovers that ForAll n in intermediate-initial-zone children-zones(n
initial-zone) . Thus it hypothesizes that this can be used as a differentiating criterion be-
tween possible alternative values for the initial-zone . At this point AUTOGNOSTIC has
a complete specification for the new selection task selection-after-classification :
its input will be intermediate-initial-zone , its output will be initial-zone and its
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INSERT-SELECTION-TASK( =m= "w ú    ;mþ ¢    ¢  mþ ¢ ± )
Input:
the task after which the selection task will be inserted,  = ú    <; ,
the output of the task,  , which needs to be selected,
its actual value in the failed problem-solving episode, þ ¢    ¢  , and
its desired value þ ¢ ± .
Output:
a modified task structure, with a new task in it.
(1) Discover relation  :   þ ¢ ¦ * xRcD    þ ¢    ¢  *@*
(2) Create task  s ¡=¢ ¦ :    s ¡=¢ ¦ *G{    "w ú    ; *=/ $&xRÃ<c 1  " * &xRÃ<c 2   * ób $w
c   s ¡=¢ £ *G{ $w
j#   s ¡w¢ ¦ *O{ r ¡ )=¢ £
(3) Create information type     ¡sýz ú ¢   : · c      ¡wý@ ú= ¢   *G{· c   *
i$xhwkvs)vw"d<      ¡wý@ ú= ¢   *O{ r p+MsdP&
(4) Create task =¤      <; :   w¤      ; *G{ $    )wý@ ú= ¢    / $&xRÃ<c 1  " * &xRÃ<c 2  " * ób $w
c  w¤      ; *G{ $w
i  w¤      <; *G{ $¡
(5) Create method r s ¡w¢ ¦ : i"p/j=kFi<2i  r s ¡=¢ £ *G{ " "w ú    ;"=¤      <;D
v
cxhw4c  r ¡ )=¢ £ *G{ i4)k'   = ú    ;=¤      <; * 
(6) Replace  in i$pPjwkFi2i  i"p/jwkFi<2Fc4Ãhry=l+cu   *z* with  ¡ )=¢ £
(7) Replace  in c   * with     ¡sýz ú ¢  
(8) Replace procedure cd   * with a procedure producing all values legal under the semantics i   *
(9) Replace  in dPc4up/v
$u3j#   * with  s ¡w¢ ¦
Figure 7.11: Inserting a selection task to deliberately reason about the possible values of  .
semantics will be ForAll n in intermediate-initial-zone children-zones(n
initial-zone) .
AUTOGNOSTIC, at this point, creates an overall-classification task and a new method,
overall-classification-method which decomposes the above task into a pair of sequen-
tially ordered subtasks: classification and selection-after-classification .
This new task, overall-classification , now replaces the classification task in the
set of subtasks of route-planning-method .
In our example, selecting the most specific value for the initial-zone results in the selection
of a low-level neighborhood. Given that lower-level neighborhoods describe smaller spaces in more
detail, ROUTER’s search becomes very local, and the two problem locations are connected through
small pathways instead of major ones, which, in general, results in shorter paths.
To summarize, in order to introduce the new task in ROUTER’s task structure AUTOGNOSTIC
performed the following steps:
1. it introduced a new type of information intermediate-initial-zone to hold the
intermediate results of the classification task and to be the input of the new task,
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2. it created a procedure to carry out the transformation of the new task,
3. it changed (had it reprogrammed by an oracle) the procedure classification-func to
actually return appropriately a list of values instead of a single one,
4. it created a new higher-level task, overall-classification , and a new method for it,
overall-classification-method , in the service of which the classification
and the selection-after-classification task will be performed, and
5. it modified the route-planning method to include overall-classification in
the place of the classification task.



















































Figure 7.12: Inserting a selection task in ROUTER’s task structure.
7.6 Modifications to the SBF Model of the Problem Solver
AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process is based on its comprehension of the problem-solving
process as it is specified in AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of the problem solver. Learning based
on the problem-solver’s SBF model presents many advantages to reasoning based simply on the
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problem-solver’s trace. The major ones among these advantages are the system’s ability first,
to address the more general blame-assignment task which admits the possibilities that both the
domain-knowledge and the task structure might be incorrect, and second, to modify its own process
in a way that maintains its consistency and integrity. However, it comes with an additional cost:
namely the cost of maintaining the integrity of the SBF model of the problem solver with respect to
the actual problem solver itself.
To date, AUTOGNOSTIC assumes the existence of the problem-solver’s SBF model. It does
not assume however that this model is correct. AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize inconsistencies
between the SBF model and the actual behavior of the problem solver while reasoning on a particular
problem. When each subtask of the problem solver is completed, AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates whether
its actual product verifies the semantics which characterize the information transformation of the
task. If it does not, and if the overall product of the problem-solving process is acceptable,
AUTOGNOSTIC infers that the SBF model misrepresents the problem-solver’s behavior and sets up
as its goal the modification of the SBF model, so that it matches the actual process of the problem
solver. This modification is carried out by the plan for semantics revision.
Figure 7.13 depicts the algorithm for this type of modification. Notice, that it is similar to the
algorithm for modifying the functionality of an over-constrained task: they both are triggered by a
violated semantic relation, and they both aim in the substitution of this relation with another. The
difference between the two, is that in the case of the task-semantics extension, the values violating
the semantic relation are the alternative values that can potentially lead to the production of the
feedback, where in the case of the task-semantics redefinition, the values violating the semantic
relation are the values actually produced in the course of problem solving. Also, in the first case,
AUTOGNOSTIC has to modify the procedure carrying out the task under inspection so that it meets the
new semantic relation. In the second case, AUTOGNOSTIC does not need to modify the procedure
since the purpose of this modification is to capture the nature of the actual transformation. The plan
of task-semantics redefinition can be invoked with non-leaf tasks. Finally, it is important to notice
that this modification only affects the quality of AUTOGNOSTIC’s introspective integrity, that is the
quality of its SBF model with respect to the object-level problem solver. It does not have any affect
to the problem-solving mechanism itself.
REDEFINING-TASK-SEMANTICS( m      ¢   ú m=mþ ¢    ¢  )
Input:
the task whose semantics need to be modified,  ,
the violated semantic relation,       ¢   ú ,
the output of the task to which the violated semantic relation applies, 
its actual value in the failed problem-solving episode, þ ¢    ¢  , and
its desired value þ ¢ ± .
Output:
a modified task structure, with a new task in it.
(1) Discover relation  :   þ ¢ ¦ *   þ ¢    ¢  *
(2) Replace "      ¢   ú in task semantics i   * with "
Figure 7.13: Redefining the semantics of task  so that it correctly specifies the behavior of task  .
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Example Problem 2: While solving the example problem 22 of going from (ferst-1 &
hemphill) to (home-park & atlantic), AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER notices that the values produced
by its retrieval subtask for the middle-path do not conform with its semantics: the
initial-node of the retrieved path, ((10th center) (10th atlantic) (home-park atlantic)), is not
the same as the initial-point of the current problem. The blame-assignment process suggests
as a potential cause for this failure that the semantics of the retrieval subtask are wrong and are
violated by its behavior, although this behavior is actually correct. The repair process then identifies
as the appropriate adaptation the redefinition of the failing semantic relation.
While actually effectuating the suggested modification, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER discovers
that all its problem-solving episodes meet the re-
lation zone-intersections(initial-node(mi ddle- path) initial-zone) , and
therefore it infers that it can substitute the failing semantic relation, (same-point
initial-node(middle-path) initial-point) , with this one. Notice, this is exactly
the same relation it discovered in the process of effectuating the extend-task-semantics modification
in the example problem 7. However, the affects of these two modifications to the system’s behavior
are different.
7.7 Discovering New Semantic Relations
AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to modify its task structure (with the exception of the task-reorganization
modification) relies on its ability to discover new relations, which can be used either to further char-
acterize the information-transformation functions of its existing tasks, or to postulate as functions
for new tasks that should be introduced in its its task structure. For example, both the plan for
modifying an existing task and the plan for inserting a task in the task structure include a “discover
semantic a relation” step. In the former plan, the goal is to infer a relation which will characterize
the new functionality of the modified task. In the latter plan, the goal is to postulate a functionality
for a new task altogether. This ability of AUTOGNOSTIC’s is based on its comprehension of the
domain knowledge generally available to the problem solver.
The SBF modeling framework is based on an information processing ontology. In the SBF
language, tasks are inferences, i.e., information-transformation functions, and methods are rules
for composing elementary tasks into more complex ones, or equivalently, elementary inferences
into more complex ones. Finally, the knowledge provides the “medium” to which the information-
transformation functions are applied (i.e., inferences are about the different types of concepts
relevant in a domain), and also, it defines the range of inferences that are possible in a particular
domain (inferences relate instances of domain concepts, and thus the possible types of inferences
are bounded by the types of domain relations applicable in a domain). By having an explicit
understanding, on one hand, of the inferences that are potentially involved in the problem-solver’s
reasoning (the tasks in its task structure), and on the other, of the range of potential inferences that
its domain knowledge can be used for, the system is able to recognize new uses for its knowledge,
and thus to integrate new inferences in its task structure.
The process for discovering a new relation to be used either as a new semantic relation for
an existing task, or as the semantic relation of a new task, is invoked by the plans for modifying
the functionality of a task and for introducing a selection task. It is also invoked by the plan for
redefining the semantics of a task when they fail to express the problem-solver’s actual behavior in
a particular problem.
In situations where the task-modification plan is applied to refine the task functionality, or where
the insertion of a selection task plan is invoked in order to tailor some output of the task, the goal
of the relation-discovery process is to produce a relation which will differentiate the value actually
produced during problem solving for some type of information, from the value desired for this
information, i.e., the value which will enable the production of the feedback.
When the task-modification plan is applied to extend the functionality of the task, the goal of
the process is to produce a relation unifying the value desired for a type of information with the
2This discussion is based on the knowledge context of ROUTER as discussed in section 5.2.2 of chapter 5.
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value that was actually produced during problem solving for this information.
Finally, in the case of redefining the semantics of a task when they fail to describe the actual
behavior of the task in the context of a particular problem-solving episode, the goal is also to produce
relation characterizing the values that the task at hand produces for some type of information, which
does not get violated by the problem-solver’s behavior in any actual episode.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 depict the algorithms for discovering a new relation which characterizes
a set of examples, or which differentiates a set of examples from another set of examples. These
algorithms are symmetrical, and they consist of five basic steps:
1. AUTOGNOSTIC identifies the types of information, available to the problem solver, in its
immediate information context, before the accomplishment of the task at hand (line 0).
2. AUTOGNOSTIC identifies a set of domain relations that relate the type of information in
question with other available types of information (line 1).
3. It identifies a set of relations in the task structure (semantics or conditions) that are applicable to
types of information which are instances of the same type of domain object as the information
in question (line 2).
4. It instantiates both these types of relations (lines 3a-3b, 3d-3e) in the current context; that
is, it creates new semantic relations that relate the type of information in question with other
types of information available in the context where the modification was raised.
5. It evaluates (lines 3c, 3f) which of these instantiations actually play the role they are hypoth-
esized for, i.e., differentiation or unification of a set of examples.
6. Finally, if no relation has been found at that level, AUTOGNOSTIC attempts to identify relations
characteristic of the attributes of the information in question (line 4).
The first step sets up the hypothesis space in which AUTOGNOSTIC will search for the desired
relation. Essentially, it identifies the set of possible attributes in terms of which the new functional
concept can be described. Attribute or term selection is a very important problem in concept
learning, and traditionally, it has been the responsibility of the system designer to decide which
the potentially useful attributes are. AUTOGNOSTIC is able to provide an initial answer for the
specific instance of this problem it is dealing with: namely, when the problem is to learn functional
concepts, the “attributes” in terms of which the desired concept will be expressed, belong in the set
of types of information available to the problem solver at this point in its task structure where this
new functional concept will be introduced. Furthermore, because AUTOGNOSTIC can potentially
maintain a set of nested information contexts, it selects the most immediate one in order to bound
the hypothesis space around the most relevant types of information. AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to
select the attributes for each new concept lies in its comprehension of the information interactions
among the different subtasks in the problem-solving task structure, as captured in the SBF model
of the problem solver. It is important to notice that, this set of attributes is context-dependent, i.e.,
depending of where in the problem-solving process the new concept is needed a different set of
attributes are available for describing it. This sensitivity to the problem-solving context where the
new concept will be integrated bounds the dimensions of the concept space and consequently limits
the search for the right concept.
Example Problems 2 and 7: In the modifications that AUTOGNOSTIC performed in response to
the failures that occurred in the process of solving example problems 2 and 7, the same unifying
relation was discovered. Let us discuss in detail the process by which AUTOGNOSTIC concludes
that this is an appropriate relation, in both these cases.
In both cases, AUTOGNOSTIC is searching for a relation which pertains to paths, since it is trying
to produce a relation to qualify the middle-path produced by the retrieval task. Thus, it first
identifies which of the domain relations it knows about refer to paths. AUTOGNOSTIC does not find
any such relations.
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UNIFYING-RELATION-DISCOVERY( mv#kFi$im= s ¡=¢ ¦ )
Input:
the type of information which the relation must characterize,  ,
a set of examples, v#kFi$i ,
i.e., problem-solving episodes, in which the values of  are desirable, and
the overall task,  ¡ )=¢ £ ,
in the service of which, the task characterized by the discovered relation will be invoked.
Output:
a relation characterizing the values of  in all the given v#kFi$i .
(0) k'þ'k'&k'j#& &xRÃ<c : { $ : e  : @fyc   *.  is accomplished before 
(1) u'cDr k'&x &i : { k3s)cxi · c   *z*
(2) cu =i "i : { $ : ".fgi   * =k=kFi<27fgi$pPjwD   s )=¢ ¦ *> .fyv  r * r a method fni"p/jw$   s ¡=¢ ¦ * 
(3) ¸/"Gf Du'cr k3&x &i / cu i &ia)
If w"dh  " *O{ u3cr k3)x 
then
· c 2 : { &xdPp+ k'$ti   *0/ cDp+2d/p0 k3DtFi  " * b · c   *
(3b) ¸/ 2 fgv#kFi$i : · c   2 *G{· c 2,
instantiate " into ?+ : s$dh  
+ *O{ =i  with  and  2
(3c) If ¸hv?fyv
ki$i¼wph   +  þ   *  þ   2 *  *@*
then include 
+ in k"ddPcdP4)k &i
(3d) If s$dh   *O{ i 
then
· c 2 : {  · c  &xRÃ<c 1  " *@*O· c  &xRÃ<c 2  " *z* ób · c   *
(3e) ¸/ 2 fgv#kFi$i : · c   2 *G{· c 2,
instantiate " into  + : s$dh   + *O{ =i  with  and  2
(3f) If ¸hv?fyv
ki$i¼wph  
+  þ   *  þ   2 *  *@*
then include  + in k"ddPcdP4)k &i
(4) If k"ddPcdP4)k "&i {F
then ¸hk3ssAfyk3¡w   *
k"ddPcdP4)k3= &i := unifying-relation-discovery( k3¡wDmv#kFi$im= s ¡=¢ ¦ )
Figure 7.14: Discovering a unifying relation  .
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DIFFERENTIATING-RELATION-DISCOVERY ( =mv
kFiDDi" ¤ ©  mv
ki$i   ; ¢   $m= s )=¢ ¦ )
Input:
the type of information which the relation must characterize,  ,
a set of positive examples, v
kFiDDi" ¤ À   ,
i.e., problem-solving episodes, in which the values of  are desirable,
a set of negative examples, v#kFi$i   ; ¢    ,
i.e., problem-solving episodes, in which the values of  are incorrect, and
the overall task,  ¡ )=¢ £ ,
in the service of which, the task characterized by the discovered relation will be invoked.
Output:
a relation characterizing the values of  in all the given v#kFi$i .
(0) k'þ'k'&k'j#& &xRÃ<c : { $ : e  : @fyc   *.  is accomplished before 
(1) u'cDr k'&x &i : { k3s)cxi · c   *z*
(2) cu =i "i : { $ : ".fgi   * : =k=kFi<2Lfgi$pPjw$   s ¡w¢ ¦ *> .fyv  r * : r a method fni"p/jw$   s ¡=¢ £ * 
(3) ¸/"Gf Du'cr k3&x &i / cu i &i
(3a) If s$dh   *O{ u'cr k3&x "
then
· c 2 : { &xdPp+ k'$ti   *0/ cDp+2d/p0 k3DtFi  " * b · c   *
(3b) (1) ¸/ 2 fyv
kFiDDi : · c   2 *O{· c 2,
instantiate " into ?+ : s$dh  
+ *O{ =i  with  and  2
(3c) If ¸hv?fyv
ki$i" ¤ À  gwph   +  þ   *  þ   2 *  *@* ¸hv»fyv
kFiDDi   ; ¢    Ã<k3&i  
+  þ   *  þ   2 *  *z*
then include 
+ in k"ddPcdP4)k &i
(3d) If s$dh   *O{ i 
then
· c 2 {  · c  &xRÃ<c 1  " *z*O· c  )xRÃ<c 2   *z* b · c   *
(3e) ¸/ 2 fgv#kFi$i : · c   2 *G{· c 2,
instantiate " into ?+ : s$dh  
+ *O{ =i  with  and  2
(3f) If ¸hv?fyv
ki$i" ¤ À  gwph   +  þ   *  þ   2 *  *@* ¸hv»fyv
kFiDDi   ; ¢    Ã<k3&i  
+  þ   *  þ   2 *  *z*
then include 
+ in k"ddPcdP4)k &i
(4) If k"ddPcdP4)k "&i : {F
then ¸hk3ssAfyk3¡w   *
k"ddPcdP4)k3= &i := diff-relation-discovery( k3ssDmv
ki$i$ ¤ ©  $mv
kFiDDi   ; ¢   m= ¡ )=¢ £ )
Figure 7.15: Discovering a differentiating relation " .
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Next it searches for semantic relations of other tasks in its task structure, which produce as
input and/or consume as output information a kind of path. Because the semantic relations of the
problem-solver’s tasks need not refer only to domain relations, but they can also refer to more
complicated predicates, AUTOGNOSTIC collects the existing semantic relations referring to paths, in
order to investigate whether they may be used to play yet another role in the task structure, i.e., as
semantic relation of the retrieval task. In this step, AUTOGNOSTIC indeed collects four poten-
tial relations, originally annotating the path-synthesis task3: first-subpath(path?
desired-path) , second-subpath(path? desired-path) ,
third-subpath(path? desired-path) , and length(desired-path) > 6 .
Next AUTOGNOSTIC proceeds to instantiate these relations in its current context. The first three
relations cannot be instantiated in the context of the retrieval task, because they all require
another information which must be of the type path , and there is no other path already produced
at the time when the retrieval task is performed. The fourth one can be instantiated, (since it
is a unary relation), but it does not actually reflect the types of paths that retrieval produces.
That is, it is not true for the output paths of retrieval and thus it is rejected.
At this stage, AUTOGNOSTIC starts to investigate the possibility that the relation which can
appropriately characterize the paths produced by the retrieval task4 may refer to some at-
tribute of that path. Thus it starts the process of a unifying-relation discovery again for the
attributes initial-node and final-node of the retrieved path. Since these two attributes
are intersections, and there are several domain relations in ROUTER’s domain that refer to in-
tersections, AUTOGNOSTIC is able to collect at its first step a range of candidate relations,
including zone-intersections , zones-of-int , and same-point . These relations
relate intersections to zones, zones and other intersections respectively. There are two dif-
ferent types of zones, and two different types of intersections in the context of retrieval
task: initial-zone and final-zone , and initial-point and final-point respec-
tively. AUTOGNOSTIC instantiates these domain relations with the available types of information,
and after evaluating the instantiated relations, it concludes that two of them can be potentially
used: zone-intersections(initial-zone initial-node(middle-path)) , or
inverse(zones-of-int) (initial-zone initial-node(middle-path)) .5 Of
the two, AUTOGNOSTIC prefers the former, since it is simpler.
7.7.1 Discussion
AUTOGNOSTIC’s task of discovering a new relation with which to characterize the information-
transformation intended by some task is a kind of learning a concept from examples. For a
particular failed problem-solving episode, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment process, based on
the SBF model of the problem solver under consideration, identifies the inferences that this problem
solver should have made, in order to produce the desired solution. These inferences are instances
of the abstract classes of information transformations that the problem-solver’s subtasks should
be able to perform in order to produce the desired class of solutions for the its overall task.
In some cases, namely the cases where AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes as a potential cause of the
failure the under-constrained functionality of some task, these inferences are congruent with the
currently expected behaviors of the corresponding subtasks as described by the semantics of these
subtasks. In these cases, the intended behaviors of these subtasks, i.e., its semantics, need to be
more sharply characterized so that the preferred inferences are positive examples of the class of
information-transformations these tasks perform, while the actual inferences, made during the failed
3The path-synthesis task is the prototype of both mbr-path-synthesis and cbr-path-synthesis .
4Actually, in example problem 2 the goal is to identify the types of paths that retrieval is producing, where in the
context of the example problem 7, the goal is to characterize the paths that this task should be able to produce in order for the
overall problem-solving process to be able to produce the desired path presented as feedback to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER.
5The relations zone-intersections and zones-of-int are inverse of each other; the first maps an intersection
to the neighborhoods it belongs, and the second indexes of a neighborhood the intersection that belong in it. This is why
the inverse in the second case.
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problem-solving episode, are not. In these cases, the task of discovering a new semantic relation is,
in fact, equivalent to concept specialization based on one negative and one positive example.
In other cases, namely the cases where AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes as a potential cause of the
failure the over-constrained functionality of some task, the desired inferences are in conflict with
the current semantics of the subtasks that should have made them. In these cases, the intended
behaviors of these subtasks, need to be extended so that both the actual and the preferred inferences
are positive examples of the class of information-transformations these tasks perform. In these
cases, the task of discovering a new semantic relation is equivalent to concept generalization based
on two positive examples.
There are several interesting aspects to the concept learning task as it occurs in the context of
AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning:
1. the learner’s goal is to characterize a task, that is, to specify at some abstract level a class of
inferences desired of the problem solver,
2. there is no formulation of the target concept known a-priori, and
3. the language in which the examples are expressed and the language of the target concepts are
different.
AI research on concept learning [Mitchell et al. 1981, Quinlan 1986, Martin 1992], with the ex-
ception of Bacon [Langley 1980] which learns relations between numeric variables and explanation-
based methods used to learn problem-solving control heuristics [DeJong and Mooney 1986,
Mitchell et al. 1986], has focused mainly on learning concepts of objects. AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning
task has as a goal to characterize a class of inferences that are desired of a problem solver. Once this
class of desired inferences has been characterized, AUTOGNOSTIC modifies the problem-solver’s
task structure so that one of its existing subtasks (or a newly introduced subtask) can draw the
inferences of this desired class for each specific problem the problem-solver is presented with.
Another important aspect, with respect to which it is interesting to characterize learning meth-
ods, is the a-priori knowledge these methods have regarding the concepts they need to learn.
Inductive methods [Mitchell et al. 1981, Quinlan 1986] assume only a syntactic description of
the target concept. On the other hand, explanation-based methods [DeJong and Mooney 1986,
Mitchell et al. 1986] assume that a non-operational description of the target concept is already
known. AUTOGNOSTIC does not have any a-priori hypotheses regarding the concepts it might need
to learn. The space of the concepts that AUTOGNOSTIC may learn is defined syntactically, by the
expressiveness of the language in which the learner describes the semantics of its tasks. To date,
AUTOGNOSTIC uses a language which allows unary and binary relations, with unique predication,
and with unique qualification. The grammar of AUTOGNOSTIC’s language for describing semantics
is shown in Figure 7.16.
Having only a syntactic specification of the target concept, an important issue that arises is to
define the vocabulary in terms of which the target concept may be expressed. This is also known
as the problem of attribute selection. The examples based on which AUTOGNOSTIC learns its
functional concepts are examples of actual and/or desired problem-solving contexts. Each time
AUTOGNOSTIC identifies an over-(under-)constrained task in the problem-solver’s task structure, it
collects all the information available to the problem solver at this point in its reasoning process
where the failed task is performed. All these types of information may be instances of different
types of domain objects, and each one may have several different attributes. These information
types and their attributes provide the terms in which the target concept will be described. For
all these different types of information AUTOGNOSTIC knows their actual values during the failed
problem-solving episode, and for some of them it may also know their desired values, i.e., these
values that would have led to the production of the desired solution. These actual and desired values
provide the examples that the concept must cover. At that point, AUTOGNOSTIC simply generates
hypotheses and tests them against the examples, and collects all the plausible hypotheses that can
be expressed in its language of task semantics.
After having collected a set of concepts that can be used to characterize the desired information
transformation, AUTOGNOSTIC selects one of them and integrates it in the problem-solver’s task
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Relation := U-Relation @ B-Relation
U-Relation := Q-U-Relation @ S-U-Relation
Q-U-Relation:= (Q, F, attr1, info1)
S-U-Relation:= (F, attr1, info1)
B-Relation := Q-B-Relation @ S-B-Relation
Q-B-Relation:= (Q, F, attr1, info1, attr2, info2)
S-B-Relation := (F, attr1, info1, attr2, info2)
Q :=  (for-all info1), (for-all info2), (there-is info1), (there-is info2) 
Figure 7.16: The grammar of AUTOGNOSTIC’s language for task semantics.
structure. The criterion for selecting among the potentially several candidates is similar to the “sys-
tematicity principle” [Gentner 1989]. More specifically, AUTOGNOSTIC prefers these candidates
which provide the maximum number of connections among the different types of information in the
problem-solving context. Thus, it prefers binary relations over unary ones, and universally qualified
relations over unqualified ones. The chosen relation is integrated in the task structure as the semantic
relation of an existing task substituting a failed semantic relation, or as the semantic relation of a
new task. The other candidates are instantiated as its “sister” tasks, i.e., tasks instantiations of the
same prototypical task. If the chosen concept is not the correct one, AUTOGNOSTIC may substitute
it at a later time with one of the other candidates.
7.8 Summary
To summarize, AUTOGNOSTIC is able to
1. acquire new domain knowledge (by acquiring knowledge of new instances of domain objects,
and by updating the contents of its state-of-the-world domain relations),
2. reorganize its domain knowledge (by updating the contents of its convention domain rela-
tions),
3. reorganize the problem-solver’s task structure,
4. introduce new subtasks in the overall task structure of the problem-solving mechanism (by
substituting existing failing tasks with new ones, and by inserting selection tasks to tailor its
reasoning process towards the desired kinds of solutions), and
5. modify the elementary tasks of the problem-solving process (by extending or refining the
information transformation they perform).
AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process is able to improve and expand the domain knowledge
of the problem solver (i.e., modifications 1 and 2), to improve the flow of information and control in
the problem-solver’s task structure by reorganizing its subtasks and by better utilizing its methods
(i.e., modification 3), and finally, to repair the elementary functional elements of the problem-
solving process so that it addresses the desired class of problems and produces solutions of the
desired quality (i.e., modification 4 and 5).
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CHAPTER VIII
A REFLECTION EPISODE WITH AUTOGNOSTIC
Chapter 1 raised a set of issues involved in the problem of failure-driven learning. Chapter
2 discussed the major subtasks of a failure-driven learning process and analyzed the types of
knowledge they need to draw the inferences intended of them in the context of the overall process.
Chapter 3 described AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language and discussed the knowledge that the model
of a problem solver, expressed in this language, captures. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 explained the
processes by which each subtask of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective failure-driven learning process in
detail. These chapters illustrated the individual processes with excerpts from AUTOGNOSTIC’s
reflective behavior on several example problems. This chapter discusses a complete reflective
problem-solving-and-learning episode, presents a complete trace of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s
reasoning in that episode, revisits the issues that each step of the process has to address, and
discusses AUTOGNOSTIC’s answers to these issues.
This trace is from AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER as it solves example problem 3 of going from
(10th center) to (ferst-1 dalney). The discussion in this chapter makes references to the SBF model of
ROUTER, which can be found in Appendix 1. To make the example easier to follow, let us describe
the conventions used throughout the presentation of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s trace. The major
subtasks of the reflective process and their specific inputs for this episode are shown boxed at the
point in the process where this task is spawned. The outputs of these subtasks are also shown boxed
at the point in the process where the task has been accomplished. During problem solving and
monitoring, AUTOGNOSTIC’s inferences (inferences in the meta-reasoning space) are introduced by
“Autognostic”, where ROUTER’s inferences (inferences in the reasoning space) are introduced by
“Router”. The trace of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s reasoning is split in segments, each of which
is followed by a discussion on the progress of the system’s reasoning in the trace segment above it.
8.1 Monitoring
Monitoring the problem solving constitutes the first step of the reflective process. While solving
the problem AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER also monitors its progress. The role of the monitoring
process is
1. to evaluate the progress of the problem-solving process,
2. to actively look for failures in this process, and
3. to keep a record of all the problem-solver’s elements involved in the process and their
contributions, which will define the space of possible hypotheses for the cause of the failure,
in case there is one.
The input to the monitoring step, as shown in the algorithm of Figure 5.1, is the task to
be accomplished, and the information context in which it is to be accomplished. In the case of
this episode the task to be accomplished is route-planning and its information context is 
(initial-point (10th center))(final-point (ferst-1 dalney))(top-neighborhood z1)  .
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(monitor task := route-planning
information context := ( (initial-point (10th center))
(final-point (ferst-1 dalney))
(top-neighborhood z1)))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish ROUTE-PLANNING
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task ROUTE-PLANNING
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task ROUTE-PLANNING can be accomplished
by method ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(CLASSIFICATION PATH-RETRIEVAL SEARCH STORE)
Initially, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER sets route-planning as the task it needs to accom-
plish, since this is the task specified in its input problem. Next, it proceeds to evaluate whether
or not there is sufficient information in the current (which also happens to be the input) context to
accomplish this task. From the specification of this task in the SBF model of ROUTER, AUTO-
GNOSTICONROUTER knows that this task takes as input an initial and a final intersection and the
overall neighborhood in which the problem should be solved. AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER examines
the current information context, and as all these types of information are specified, it proceeds to ac-
complish the task. The SBF model specifies that there are two methods for accomplishing this task,
one of which, trivial-route-planning-method , is applicable under the condition that the
initial and final intersections are the same. Thus, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER concludes that there
is only one method potentially applicable in the current episode, route-planning-method ,
which it then proceeds to invoke. The invocation of this method results in the decomposition
of route-planning into the subtasks classification, path-retrieval, search ,
and store . The route-planning-method specifies that these subtasks should be accom-
plished in a serial order, thus, at this point the focus of the monitoring process shifts to the first of
these subtasks, classification .
Autognostic: Task to accomplish CLASSIFICATION
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task CLASSIFICATION
by invoking the procedure CLASSIFICATION-PROC
Router: classifying the intersections in the neighborhood hierarchy
Router: output (z1 z1)
Autognostic: Evaluating the behavior of CLASSIFICATION
(ZONE-INTERSECTIONS INITIAL-ZONE:=z1 INITIAL-POINT:=(10th center))
(ZONE-INTERSECTIONS FINAL-ZONE:=z1 FINAL-POINT:=(ferst-1 dalney))
Autognostic: Task CLASSIFICATION successfully completed
Classification is a leaf task in ROUTER’s task structure. This means that it is accom-
plished by a piece of code, non-inspectable by AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER, namely the procedure
classification-proc . AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER invokes this procedure which returns the
data (z1 z1). At this point AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER interprets these data as the output information
of the classification task, and proceeds to evaluate the data against the functional semantics
of this task. Indeed the data meets AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s expectations regarding the informa-
tion initial-zone and final-zone , and thus the information context is updated to include
with this new information.
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The pointer of each leaf task to the procedure that accomplishes it in the SBF model constitutes
a link between the primitive elements in the system’s structure and their functional specifications.
This link enables AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to invoke the procedure corresponding to the leaf task
at the top of its agenda, and to receive its results and interpret them as the output information
expected of the task.
In the above segment, it is evident how AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates the correctness of
the actual behavior of the problem solver in the context of a particular episode. As it accomplishes
a leaf task, it applies its functional semantics (if any) to the values this task has produced for its
output information. If the specific values satisfy these semantics, then AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
establishes that the specific inference that this task has contributed to the problem-solving process
is within the class of inferences it was designed to produce. For a more detailed discussion on the
evaluation of a specific task inference, see Section 5.1.
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task PATH-RETRIEVAL can be accomplished
by method PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(RETRIEVAL FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task RETRIEVAL
by invoking the procedure RETRIEVE-FROM-DOMAIN-BASED-ON-ZONES
Router: retrieve-path, with input, ((10th center)(ferst-1 dalney) z1 z1)
Router: output nil
Autognostic: Task to accomplish FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS
Autognostic: This task does not contribute any information in the current context
The next task in AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s
agenda, as set up by the route-planning-method , is path-retrieval . This task can
be accomplished (all the input information it requires is available) and AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
proceeds to accomplish it. In the decomposition of path-retrieval , the subtask which actually
probes ROUTER’s path memory is the retrieval task, which in this episode returns no path at
all.
Notice that, in the path-retrieval task decomposition, there is yet another task,
find-decomposition-ints . The role of this task is to set up the intersections, int1 and
int2 respectively, given a path retrieved from memory. These two intersections, may later be used
to specify the input of the subtasks of the case-based method, front-path planning and
end-path planning , in case this method is invoked. Due to the nature of this task, the SBF
model specifies that it contributes to the progress of the problem solving only under the condition
that a path has been retrieved from memory. Because this condition is not met in the current context,
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER does not even attempt to accomplish this task.
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SEARCH
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (MODEL-BASED-METHOD CASE-BASED-METHOD)
Autognostic: Applicable methods: (MODEL-BASED-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task SEARCH can be accomplished
by method MODEL-BASED-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(INTRAZONAL-SEARCH INTERZONAL-SEARCH)
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Next AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER proceeds to accomplish the search task. Because no path
was retrieved from ROUTER’s memory, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates the case-based
method to be inapplicable in the current situation. Thus, it invokes the model-based method
which introduces at the top of its agenda the intrazonal-search and interzonal-search
tasks.
Autognostic: Task to accomplish INTRAZONAL-SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (BFS-SEARCH-METHOD)
Autognostic: Applicable methods: (BFS-SEARCH-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH can be accomplished
by method BFS-SEARCH-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(INIT-SEARCH PATH-INCREASE)
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates the conditions under which the intrazonal-search
task is meaningful. In the current context the final-point also belongs in the initial-zone ,
the neighborhood in which the initial-point belongs. Thus the task at hand should indeed be
accomplished. There is only one method applicable for accomplishing the intrazonal-search
task, that is the bfs-search-method method. This method sets up as the next subtasks of AU-
TOGNOSTICONROUTER the tasks init-se arch and a repeated sequence of the path -incr ease
task, until a desired-path has been produced.
Autognostic: Task to accomplish INIT-SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task INIT-SEARCH
by invoking the procedure INITIALIZE-SEARCH
Router: initialize search, with input (10th center)
Router: output (((10th center)))
The invocation of the initialize-search procedure returns a value for the information
possible-paths . AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER introduces this value in the current information
context, and proceeds to accomplish its next subtask, path-increase .
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-INCREASE
New Information context for the instantiation of the STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASEA
(crnt-paths (((10th center)))) B
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-INCREASE-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE can be accomplished
by method PATH-INCREASE-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(GET-CRNT-PATH EXPAND-CRNT-PATH SELECT-DESIRED-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish GET-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task GET-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure GET-CRNT-PATH
Router: poping the first potential path for expansion
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Router: output ((10th center))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
by invoking the procedure PICK-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
by invoking the procedure COMBINE-PATH-LISTSCC.C.C.C.CC.CC
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-INCREASE
New Information context for the instantiation of the STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASEA
(crnt-paths ((((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1))
((10th center)(10th techwood)(techwood north))
((10th center)(10th hemphill mcmillan)(hemphill ferst-1)))) B
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-INCREASE-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE can be accomplished
by method PATH-INCREASE-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(GET-CRNT-PATH EXPAND-CRNT-PATH SELECT-DESIRED-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish GET-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task GET-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure GET-CRNT-PATH
Router: poping the first potential path for expansion
Router: output ((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
by invoking the procedure PICK-PATH




((10th center) (10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)))
FINAL-POINT:=(ferst-1 dalney))
Autognostic: Task SELECT-DESIRED-PATH successfully completed
The segment trace above illustrates the repeated execution of the path-increase task. In
fact, for reasons of compactness, it illustrates only the first and last step in this cycle. The task
path-increase does not have associated with it any methods, to decompose it in simpler
subtasks, or procedures, to directly solve it. Instead, in its specification in the SBF model it is
characterized as an instance of the step-in-path-increase task. Thus when AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER proceeds to accomplish it, it creates a new information context and proceeds to
accomplish this prototype task in this new context.
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Let us now discuss how AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER instantiates a prototype task. AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER establishes a new information context by selecting these types of information in the
current context which are relevant to the accomplishment of the prototype task. At this point in
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s reasoning, the information context contains the information  (initial-
point (10th center)) (final-point (ferst-1 dalney)) (top-neighborhood z1) (initial-zone z1) (final-zone
z1) (possible-paths (((10th center))))  , not all of which is relevant to the accomplishment of the
prototype task. The prototype task step-in-path-increase requires as input the information crnt-paths destination a-zone  which corresponds to the input of its instance path-increase , possible-paths final-point initial-zone  . Thus AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER sets up a “private”
information context for the accomplishment of the prototype which contains the information shown
in the top of the above trace segment. When the prototype task has been accomplished, AUTO-
GNOSTICONROUTER exports the information pertinent to the calling context. This information is
essentially the output desired of the path-increase task, i.e., the updated possible-paths
and the desired-path , which correspond to the output new-crnt-paths and path of its
prototype.
This encapsulation of information around the tasks to which they are relevant enables AUTOG-
NOSTICONROUTER to organize its record of the problem-solving process in a way that enables the
efficient discovery of new semantic relations, in case it later needs to perform a task-structure adap-
tation. One important issue in concept discovery is the definition of the space of hypotheses in which
the learner searches for the desired concept. This space is defined by two dimensions: first the syntax
in which the desired concept is to be described, (i.e., the expressiveness of the language for the target
hypothesis), and second the set of attributes in terms of which the concept will be defined. AUTOG-
NOSTICONROUTER’s information encapsulation mechanism provides an initial account for selecting
the set of attributes in terms of which new functional semantics can be described. For example, if
at some later point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER recognized the need for refining or extending the se-
mantics of a task in the step-in-path-increase task structure, it would consider as possible
terms only the types of information in the private information context of this task. This approach
has the additional benefit, that modifications to the step-in-path-increase task structure,
which were made as this task was employed in service of the particular route-planning task,
could, in principle, be transferable even if the step-in-path-increase task was employed
in the service of a different route-planning task. For a more extended analysis on attribute
selection, see Section 7.7.
After each repetition of the path-increase subtask, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evalu-
ates the exit condition of the cycle. As long as this condition is not met, it proceeds to spawn
another path-increase task. In each one of these cycles, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER per-
forms four tasks. First, it selects a path, crnt-path , from its pool of paths that it can
potentially expand, possible-paths (this is the get-crnt-path subtask). Next, it ex-
pands this path with all the intersections neighboring its final node, thus producing a new set of
paths called expanded-paths (this is the expand-crnt-path subtask). Then, it inspects
the set of expanded-paths in order to identify whether any of them reaches its destination,
destination (this is the select-desired-path subtask). If none of the expanded paths
is the desired one, then it proceeds to append the expanded-paths to its crnt-paths from
which it has excluded the crnt-path . This new set will constitute the input crnt-paths of
the next repetition.
At the beginning of each subsequent repetition of the path-increase task, AUTOGNOSTI-
CONROUTER also evaluates whether or not the information context in which the new repetition is
going to be performed is different than the information contexts of all the previous cycles. When
a method sets up a repetition of one of its subtasks, all the repetitions are performed in service
of the same task, i.e., the task to which the method is applied. In this example, this task is the
intrazonal-search task. If there is a repetition with the exact same information context as
an earlier one, then the exact same task is spawned twice in the service of the same super-ordinate
task; this is a definite sign of no progress, and AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER recognizes it as a failure.
A similar situation occurs when an instantiation of task is spawned in service of the same task.
Note that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s ability to recognize these kinds of failures lies in its
knowledge of the compositional semantics of the problem-solver’s task structure. The problem-
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solver’s methods, as specified in the SBF model, capture in service of which task each particular
subtask is spawned. This knowledge enables AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to recognize that a subtask
has not fulfilled its role, if a subsequent task is spawned for the exact same role.
In the second part of the above segment, the last repetition in this episode begins with the
set  (crnt-paths (((10th center) (10th atlantic) (atlantic ferst-1)) ((10th center) (10th techwood)
(techwood north)) ((10th center) (10th hemphill mcmillan) (hemphill ferst-1))))  as information
context. It selects as its crnt-path the first one, which is expanded, among other paths, to a
path that reaches the destination . Thus AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER successfully completes the
select-desired-path which results in satisfying the exit condition of the path-increase
cycle.




((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)))
(ZONE-INTERSECTION INITIAL-ZONE:=z1 n))
Autognostic: Task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH successfully completed
Autognostic> Task INTERZONAL-SEARCH
Autognostic: This task does not contribute any information in the current context
Autognostic: Task SEARCH successfully completed
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STORE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STORE
by invoking the procedure STORE-CASE









((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)))
FINAL-POINT:=(ferst-1 dalney))
Autognostic: Task ROUTE-PLANNING successfully completed
The value of the DESIRED-PATH is
((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney))
At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER recognizes that it has accomplished not only the last
cycle of the path-increase task but also its superordinate task intrazonal-search , and
the super-ordinate task of intrazonal-search as well, search (since the other subtask of
search , interzonal-search , does not contribute in the current episode). There are two
types of knowledge that enable AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to establish the successful completion of
a higher-level, non-leaf, subtask: first, the compositional semantics of this task’s decomposition by
the invoked method, and second the functional semantics of the task itself. When all the subtasks
of a higher-level task have been accomplished, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates the functional
semantics of this task. As in the case of leaf tasks, if the task semantics are satisfied by the actual
values of the information produced as output by this task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER infers this
task has been successfully completed. Notice, that establishing the success of a higher-level task
evaluates a larger segment of the problem-solver’s reasoning, as opposed to establishing the success
of a leaf task which evaluates a single inference. Thus, based on its understanding of the task-
structure decomposition, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is able to evaluate the progress of its reasoning
at several levels of granularity.
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At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER proceeds to accomplish its final subtask, store .
Finally, it reports that it has successfully completed the route-planning task assigned to it,
and the desired-path is ((10th center) (10th atlantic) (atlantic ferst-1) (ferst-1 dalney)).
Throughout its reasoning on the particular problem, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has kept a record
reflecting all the information shown in the trace above, i.e., which tasks were spawned, which of
them were accomplished, in which order, in which manner (procedure call, method invocation,
prototype instantiation), and what information they produced. All the elements involved in the
problem-solving process are mentioned in this record. This record will provide the space in which
the subsequent blame-assignment process will search for the causes of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s
failure.
8.2 Blame Assignment
After the seemingly successful completion of its problem-solving process, AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER receives feedback from its external environment which suggests that the produced
desired-path is not acceptable. Instead, another solution should have been produced, which is
also given to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER as part of the feedback.
(assign-blame-for-suboptimal-solution
type of information := desired-path
preferred solution := ((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney)))
The role of blame assignment in the context of a failure-driven learning process is to identify a
(set of) possible cause(s) for the problem-solver’s failure. In addition, the identified causes should
be expressed in a language such that, the subsequent repair task can easily operationalize them into
adaptations to the problem solver.
There are two important issues that arise in the development of a method for the general
blame-assignment task:
1. one pertains to the class of causes of failures that this method is able to identify in the problem
solver, and
2. the other pertains to its efficiency.
The taxonomy of causes of failures that the blame-assignment process can identify defines the
space of adaptations that the overall learning process can perform to the problem solver. In turn, the
range of possible adaptations correlates with the types of performance improvement that learning is
able to bring about in the problem-solver’s performance. Consequently, the repertoire of the causes
of failures that blame assignment is capable of identifying plays a critical role in the ability of the
agent to improve its own performance. An important dimension along which the types of causes
of problem-solving failures can be categorized, is whether they identify errors in the content or
the organization of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge or in the content or the organization
of its functional architecture. In principle, a method for the general blame-assignment task should
be able to address both these types, since in a realistic scenario, the state of the agent’s external
environment may change, (thus giving rise to the need for domain-knowledge adaptations), and the
types of problems the agent is called to solve may vary, (thus giving rise to the need for adaptations
to its functional architecture).
The second important issue in developing a method for blame assignment is its cost. Even
though the agent may have a record of its own problem solving, which specifies all the problem-
solver’s elements that were involved in the failed episode, in cases of complex problem solvers
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reasoning on complex problems the trace may be extremely large. As a result, if the blame-
assignment method has to inspect the whole trace its cost may increase excessively. Therefore, the
blame-assignment method should be able to acquit large segments of the trace and focus as fast as
possible to these elements of the problem solver that are responsible for its failure. Let us now see
how AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s blame-assignment method addresses these issues in our example.
Autognostic: assigning blame for the value
((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: instead of the value
((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: of information DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: at the level of task ROUTE-PLANNING









((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney)))
FINAL-POINT:=(ferst-1 dalney))
of task ROUTE-PLANNING are upheld by the desired solution
At this level of the task structure, no errors have been identified.
Thus AUTOGNOSTIC expands the scope of the investigation into finer level
analysis of the task structure by expanding the task under investigation
ROUTE-PLANNING
into its constituent subtasks, (SEARCH),
as resulting by ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD
First, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates whether the behavior desired of the problem solver
is within the capabilities of the task structure it was designed with. To do that, AUTOGNOSTI-
CONROUTER evaluates whether or not the preferred solution satisfies the functional semantics of its
overall task. In the particular example, this test amounts to evaluating whether or not the preferred
path begins at the initial-point and ends at the final-point . Because these semantics
are verified by the preferred solution, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER establishes that, in principle, its
task structure should be able to produce the preferred solution.
Notice that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s ability to decide whether or not it is at all “reasonable”
to expect the preferred solution from the problem solver, relies on its understanding of the functional
semantics of the problem-solver’s tasks. While monitoring, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates
the actual behavior against its design specifications, that is, it evaluates whether what the problem
solver does conforms with what it was designed to do. In a similar manner, during blame assignment
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates the behavior desired of it against its design specifications, that
is, it evaluates whether or not the alternative behavior desired of the problem solver is within the
capabilities it was designed with.
Given that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has established that route-planning could have
produced the preferred solution, it infers that the cause of its failure to produce it must lie within
the process that accomplishes the overall route-planning task. As a result, if focuses on
the subtask of route-planning which produces as output the information desired-path ,
search .
To localize its search, the blame-assignment method uses the trace of the problem solving to
identify which method was actually used to accomplish the task currently under investigation. Next,
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based on the SBF model of the problem solver and the trace, it identifies the last subtask of this
method which was actually accomplished during the failed problem-solving episode that produces
the feedback information. This will be the task on which the blame-assignment method will focus
next.
Autognostic: assigning blame for the value
((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: instead of the value
((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: of information DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: at the level of task SEARCH
At this level of the task structure, no errors have been identified.
Thus AUTOGNOSTIC expands the scope of the investigation into finer level
analysis of the task structure by expanding the task under investigation
SEARCH
into its constituent subtasks, (INTRAZONAL-SEARCH),
as resulting by INTRAZONAL-SEARCH-METHOD
Autognostic: assigning blame for the value
((10th center)(10th atlantic)(atlantic ferst-1)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: instead of the value
((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney)),
Autognostic: of information DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: at the level of task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH




((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney))
(INVERSE ZONE-INTERSECTIONS) n INITIAL-ZONE:=z1)
of task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH are upheld by the desired solution
Violation of task semantics by the desired solutionD Inferring alternative values for information-type INITIAL-ZONE
Alternative value of INITIAL-ZONE is za
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER keeps on refining the focus of its blame assignment as long as the
tasks it investigates could have produced the solution desired of the problem solver. Thus in this
example, it recursively refines the scope of the blame-assignment task from route-planning ,
to search and subsequently, intrazonal-search .
At the level of the intrazonal-search task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER recognizes that
the behavior desired of this task, i.e., the transformation of its input to the preferred path, does not
meet its design specifications. The preferred solution could not have been produced by this task,
given the input of the task during the failed problem-solving episode, and the nature of the transfor-
mation it performs. However, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER notices that not all the input information
consumed by the intrazonal-search task is part of the initial information context presented
to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER from its environment. In fact, this task consumes some information
which is produced by the problem solver itself, namely the neighborhood initial-zone in
which the search is performed. Under these conditions, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER infers that the
reason that intrazonal-search did not produce the preferred solution may be because its
input information was not appropriate. To postulate an alternative input which could potential allow
the production of the preferred solution, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER searches the domain of zones
in ROUTER’s knowledge, and uses the functional semantics of the task to select one value in this
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domain. In the particular example, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates whether any of ROUTER’s
neighborhoods contains all the intersections mentioned in the preferred path. Indeed there is such a
neighborhood, za. At this point, the focus of the blame-assignment process moves from identifying
why the desired output path was not produced, to why the desired initial-zone was not
produced.
In this segment of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s behavior, yet another use of AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER’s knowledge about the functional semantics of the problem-solver’s tasks becomes evident.
The task semantics constitute an abstract characterization of the nature of the relations that hold true
between the task’s input and output. As such, they can potentially enable AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
to regress the value of the output desired of a task, and to postulate the input which could lead that
task to produce this output. Thus, to some extent, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER can infer what the
desired problem-solving behavior should have been, based on the outcome of this behavior, i.e., the
preferred solution, without actually exploring its problem space. This is unlike Prodigy’s solution
which, when it fails, explores the problem space for an alternative solution, sometimes exhaustively.
For a more detailed discussion on how AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is able to infer alternative desired
values for types of information produced while problem solving, see Section 6.6.2.
The main advantage of this approach is that it is applicable even when the actual problem-solving
process is incapable of actually producing the desired behavior. Consider for example AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER’s inference regarding what the appropriate initial-zone should have been; it
does not depend on whether or not this value can actually be produced by the task responsible for
producing it, i.e., classification . It may well be that the current design and/or implemen-
tation of the classification task does not allow the production of za as initial-zone
in this problem scenario. In such case, the approach adopted in Prodigy, i.e., exhaustive problem
solving, would have failed to infer the desired initial-zone value. Such a failure would imply
the failure of the overall learning method since this learning method relies on the availability of the
trace of the production of the preferred solution. In the case of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER, irre-
spective of how classification works, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is able to infer the desired
value for the information initial-zone based on the semantics of the task that consumes it.
Furthermore, in case that this value is in conflict with the design of the classification task,
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has a basis for postulating that the role of classification in the
context of the overall route-planning process is ill-designed.
Autognostic: assigning blame for the value
z1,
Autognostic: instead of the value
za,
Autognostic: of information INITIAL-ZONE
Autognostic: at the level of task CLASSIFICATION
Autognostic: testing whether the semantic relations
(ZONE-INTERSECTIONS INITIAL-ZONE:=za INITIAL-POINT:=(10th center))
of task CLASSIFICATION are upheld by the desired solution
At this level of the task structure, no errors have been identified.
AUTOGNOSTIC cannot further refine the scope of the investigation
the task CLASSIFICATION is a leaf taskD The set of potential causes for the failure are:
Potential Cause: UNDER-CONSTRAINED-TASK-FUNCTIONALITY
of task: CLASSIFICATION
Desired Behavior in this Example: INITIAL-ZONE should be ZA instead of Z1
Potential Cause: INCORRECT-DOMAIN-RELATION-ORGANIZATIO N
Relation ZONE-INTERSECTIONS should be FALSE
for the values (INITIAL-ZONE Z1) and (INITIAL-POINT (10TH CENTER))
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Having inferred a preferred value for initial-zone AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER pro-
ceeds to assign blame for the non-production of this preferred initial-zone at the level
of the classification task, which is responsible for producing it in the task structure of
route-planning .
Notice that at this point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has acquited the internal workings of
the process that accomplishes the intrazonal-search task. Thus, it can ignore a very big
segment of the trace of problem solving. AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s ability to acquit a set of
problem-solving elements relies partly on its ability to shift the assignment of blame from one
type of information to another. As soon as AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER established that the task
intrazonal-search could produce the desired-path , if only it was given the right input
initial-zone , it has established that this task is not at fault. Therefore, neither can be the
subtasks that give rise to its accomplishment. Based on its comprehension of the compositional
semantics of the task structure, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER acquits not only int razon al-se arch
but also the complete task-structure below this task. This enables the efficient localization of the
assignment of blame.
By inspecting the functional semantics of the classification task, AUTOGNOSTICON-
ROUTER notices that the behavior desired of this task is indeed within its design specification. Since
this task is a leaf task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER cannot focus any further its investigation for the
cause of the failure. Thus it concludes with the following hypotheses regarding the potential cause
of the failure: either the functionality of the classification task is under-specified and thus
it allows the production of both desired and undesired inferences, or the domain knowledge on
which this task relies, in order to draw its inferences, is wrong and therefore sometimes it produces
undesired values for the information initial-zone .
It is interesting to notice the dual role of the task semantics at this step. First, by explicitly
specifying a concept for what the right class of inferences should be for a given task, it enables
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to recognize that the current specification of this concept includes false
positives, and therefore the concept should be refined. The ability to recognize an overly general
(or too restrictive) specification of a functional concept is equivalent to recognizing errors in the
problem-solver’s functional architecture, which is one of the two major types of causes of failures
that a blame-assignment method should be able to recognize.
On the other hand, often a functional concept may be specified in terms of the problem-solver’s
domain knowledge. In such cases, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER can postulate a link from the failure
of the problem solver to draw the desired inference, to potential incorrectness or incompleteness
of the domain knowledge that defines the concept characterizing this class of inferences. For
example, in the case of the problem-solving-and-learning scenario we are discussing, the functional
concept characterizing the class of classification inferences is defined in terms of a domain
relation, i.e., zone-intersections . This fact establishes a link between the inferences of
the classification task and the domain knowledge on which they depend. This is how
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER can postulate as a potential cause of the failure the erroneous organization
of this domain relation. And this is the second of the two major type of causes of failures that a
blame-assignment method should be able to recognize, namely domain-knowledge errors.
8.3 Repair
The role of the repair task in the context of the overall failure-driven learning process is to select
and eliminate one of the causes identified by the blame-assignment task, so that the problem solver
does not fail again for the same reason in the future.
repair potential causes := under-constrained-task-functionality(classification)
incorrect-domain-organization(zone-intersections)
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The major challenge that the agent phases in the accomplishment of this task is that it has to
modify the problem solver, while, at the same time, keeping it consistent. This is especially difficult
when the modification is a modification to the problem-solver’s functional architecture. Let us go
back to our problem scenario and discuss AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s approach to this problem.
8.3.1 Selecting Which Cause to Eliminate
Cause Selected to be addressed: UNDER-CONSTRAINED-TASK-FUNCTIONALITY
To task: CLASSIFICATION
Desired Behavior in this Example: INITIAL-ZONE should be ZA instead of Z1
Autognostic: Modifying according to that cause.
At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has identified two potential causes for its failure to
produce the desired path: one implies the revision of the functionality of a task in the problem-
solver’s functional architecture, and the other implies the reorganization of a domain relation.
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER prefers to attempt to eliminate the hardest cause first. The rationale
behind this decision is that if this is indeed causing the problem-solver’s failure, then the elimination
of any other secondary cause will not eliminate the problem. Thus, in this scenario, it decides to
attempt first to discover what the right functionality of the classification task must be.
Because, if indeed this task is ill-designed, then it will continue producing wrong inferences even
if the domain relation it is based on is locally reorganized as the competing potential modification
suggests. For a more detailed discussion on how AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER selects which among
the potential causes of its failure to address, see Section 7.1.
8.3.2 Selecting Which Repair Plan to Apply
Autognostic: First, I’ll try to identify an existing task,
with which I can substitute the failing one, and
get the following desired behavior for this example.




Autognostic: there is no task which I can use as a substitute for the failing one.
Thus, I will try to postulate the semantics
for appropriately describing the functionality of the failing task.





The next step is to select which plan to invoke in order to accomplish the chosen learning task.
As shown in Table 7.1, there are three repair plans applicable to the learning task at hand: task
substitution, task modification, and insertion of a selection task. The less costly of the three is the
first one. However, it assumes the existence of a task similar to the one whose functionality needs
to be refined. This knowledge condition is not met in the current scenario, i.e., there is no other task
known to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER accomplishing a variant of the failing classification
task. Therefore one of the other two plans has to be invoked.
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Both these other plans involve the discovery of a functional concept which will be used either
to modify the task semantics of the existing classification task (in the case of the task-
modification plan), or to specify the functionality of a selection task which will be later inserted in
the route-planning task structure (in the case of the insert-selection task plan). Thus, at this
point AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER attempts to discover such a relation.
8.3.3 Repairing the Failing Problem Solver
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s ability to postulate new functional concepts relies on its meta-level
comprehension of the problem-solver’s domain. The SBF model of the problem solver includes, in
addition to the functional semantics of its tasks and the compositional semantics of its task structure
as a whole, a specification of what types of knowledge there are in the problem-solver’s domain
(for a more detailed discussion on the contents of the SBF model of a problem solver, the reader
should refer to Chapter 3). When it needs to specify a new functional concept in order to revise the
functionality of a failing task, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER generates hypotheses, based on the types
of knowledge which are available to the problem solver, and which are relevant to the immediate
information context of the failing task. It then evaluates the hypotheses it has formulated, against
the particular inferences that this concept should produce. Had AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER not have
this abstract comprehension of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge, it would have been unable
to infer new uses for it. Non-reflective problem-solvers do not have such abstract meta-knowledge
about their own knowledge; they are able to use their knowledge through the set of inferences they
are designed to draw, but they do not have any means for discovering new uses for it. For a more
detailed discussion on discovering functional concepts, see Section 7.7.
Autognostic: there is a relation can be used to refine
the functionality of the failing task.
Autognostic: There are two repair plans applicable to causes of
the type UNDER-CONSTRAINED-TASK-FUNCTIONALITY
when a functional concept that refines the functionality
of the failing task has been discovered
(a) Task modification
(b) Insertion of a Selection Task
Autognostic: because the task produces several types of
information as output,
I will not modify the failing task, instead,
I will introduce a selection task after the failing one
with the discovered relation as semantics.
Autognostic: (i) Creating new elements to be integrated
with the existing task structure
(a) a new task which can be decomposed into
the existing task and the new selection task, G6523
(b) an intermediate type of information, INTERMEDIATE-INITIAL-ZONE,
to hold the possible values of information INITIAL-ZONE
(c) a new selection task which will deliberate upon
the different possible values
of the information INTERMEDIATE-INITIAL-ZONE, and
which will select this value which satisfies the discovered relation
(d) a method which will combine the existing CLASSIFICATION task,
with the newly introduced task, SELECTION-AFTER-CLASSIFICATION,
into the new task, G6523,
which will replace CLASSIFICATION in the ROUTE-PLANNING task structure
(e) Modifying the procedure CLASSIFICATION-PROC
to produce a sequence of possible values instead of only one
Autognostic: (ii) Maintaining the compositional constraints of the task structure
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(a) Modifying the references from the existing task structure
the CLASSIFICATION task,
to point to the new overall task G6523
(b) Modifying the output of the old task to be INTERMEDIATE-INITIAL-ZONE,
the information type holding the possible values
of information INITIAL-ZONE
(c) Modifying the attributes produced-by and input-to
of the information type INITIAL-ZONE
In this learning episode, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER discovers a relation that can be used to
characterize the desired refinement on the functionality of the classification task. Thus,
at this point the knowledge requirements of both the task-modification and the selection-task-
insertion plan are met. Therefore, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has to decide among them. When
the failing task produces more than one type of information, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER prefers
the plan of inserting a selection-task, in order to avoid disturbing the internal workings of the
procedure that carries out the failing task. This is the case for the classification task, and
thus AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER decides to select a new task after classification to refine its
functionality. For a more detailed discussion on selecting among alternative plans, see Section 7.2.
Introducing a new element in the problem-solver’s functional architecture can, in principle, give
rise to many “non-local” affects. These affects can potentially compromise the overall consistency
of the problem-solving process. Therefore the problem of maintaining the consistency of the
problem solving, while also being able to significantly adapt its functioning, is a very important
problem that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has to address.
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER uses its comprehension of the task-structure compositional semantics
to keep track of the affects of the introduction of a new task in the task structure, and to establish
the necessary information and control interactions between the new task and the rest of the task
structure. The steps involved in the introduction of a selection task in the task structure are discussed
extensively in Section 7.5.4. However, let us walk through them in this problem scenario.
The first step of the plan is to introduce the new task in the locality of the failing task in the
functional architecture. To that end, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER postulates a new superordinate
task, g6523 , to combine the functionalities of the failed task and the new selection task. This new
superordinate task is meant as a replacement of the failed task. The specific steps for that goal are
shown in the (i) section of the trace segment shown above. Having completed this first substep,
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER works on establishing the interactions between this new task and the rest
of the functional architecture. There are two types of compositional information that need to be
maintained in order to ensure consistency of the problem-solving process:
1. the control interactions among the new task and the rest of the problem-solver’s task structure
need to be established, and
2. the flow of information through the task structure needs to be modified in order to use the
information produced by the newly inserted task.
In this example, the first goal is accomplished by replacing the classification task with
task g6523 in the set of the route-planning-method ’s subtasks. The second goal is accom-
plished by modifying the task structure to reflect the fact that the classification task does
not produce any more the initial-zone , but rather an intermediate-initial-zone ,
which is then fed as input to the new selection-after-classification task which then
produces the initial-zone consumed by the rest of the task structure.
8.4 Verification
At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER has completed the modification of the failing problem
solver, and the next step is the evaluation of this modification through further problem solving. The
problem that caused the failure, which triggered the learning process, is presented once again to
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER. The trace of its reasoning is shown below.
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(monitor task := route-planning
information context := ( (initial-point (10th center))
(final-point (ferst-1 dalney))
(top-neighborhood z1)))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish ROUTE-PLANNING
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task ROUTE-PLANNING
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task ROUTE-PLANNING can be accomplished
by method ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(G6523 PATH-RETRIEVAL SEARCH STORE)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish G6523
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task G6523
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (G6523-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task G6523 can be accomplished
by method G6523-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(CLASSIFICATION SELECTION-AFTER-CLASSIFICATION)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish CLASSIFICATION
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task CLASSIFICATION
by invoking the procedure CLASSIFICATION-PROC2
Router: classifying the intersections in the neighborhood hierarchy
Router: output ((10th center)(ferst-1 dalney))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SELECTION-AFTER-CLASSIFICATION
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SELECTION-AFTER-CLASSIFICATION
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task PATH-RETRIEVAL can be accomplished
by method PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(RETRIEVAL FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish RETRIEVAL
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task RETRIEVAL
by invoking the procedure RETRIEVE-FROM-DOMAIN-BASED-ON-ZONES
Router: retrieve-path, with input,
Router: output nil
Autognostic: Task to accomplish FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS
by invoking the procedure FIND-INTS-FROM-MIDDLE-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SEARCH
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (MODEL-BASED-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task SEARCH can be accomplished
by method MODEL-BASED-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(INTRAZONAL-SEARCH INTERZONAL-SEARCH)
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Autognostic: Task to accomplish INTRAZONAL-SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (BFS-SEARCH-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task INTRAZONAL-SEARCH can be accomplished
by method BFS-SEARCH-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(INIT-SEARCH PATH-INCREASE)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish INIT-SEARCH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task INIT-SEARCH
by invoking the procedure INITIALIZE-SEARCH
Router: initialize search, with input (10th center)
Router: output (((10th center)))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-INCREASE
New Information context for the instantiation of the STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASEA
(crnt-paths (((10th center))) B
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-INCREASE-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE can be accomplished
by method PATH-INCREASE-METHOD
Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(GET-CRNT-PATH EXPAND-CRNT-PATH SELECT-DESIRED-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish GET-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task GET-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure GET-CRNT-PATH
Router: poping the first potential path for expansion
Router: ((10th center))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
by invoking the procedure PICK-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
by invoking the procedure COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
Autognostic: Task to accomplish PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task PATH-INCREASE
New Information context for the instantiation of the STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASEA
(crnt-paths (((10th center)(10th dalney))
((10th center)(10th techwood)))) B
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
Autognostic: Potentially applicable methods: (PATH-INCREASE-METHOD)
Autognostic: The task STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE can be accomplished
by method PATH-INCREASE-METHOD
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Autognostic: This method decomposes the task into the subtasks
(GET-CRNT-PATH EXPAND-CRNT-PATH SELECT-DESIRED-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
Autognostic: Task to accomplish GET-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task GET-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure GET-CRNT-PATH
Router: poping the first potential path for expansion
Router: output ((10th center)(10th dalney))
Autognostic: Task to accomplish EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
by invoking the procedure EXPAND-CRNT-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task SELECT-DESIRED-PATH
by invoking the procedure PICK-PATH
Autognostic: Task to accomplish COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
by invoking the procedure COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
Autognostic: Task to accomplish STORE
Autognostic: Accomplishing Task STORE
by invoking the procedure STORE-CASE
The value of the DESIRED-PATH is
((10th center)(10th dalney)(ferst-1 dalney))
This trace is similar to the trace segment which was discussed in Section 8.1
above, with two exceptions: first it mentions a new functional element, namely the task
selection-after-classification , and second, it results in the production of the desired
solution. Because the preferred solution is produced by the modified problem solver the second
time, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER evaluates this reflective episode is successful and proceeds to a new
problem-solving-and-learning cycle. Had not the problem solver been successful the second time
around, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER would have undone its modification and it would have resorted





The theory of reflective failure-driven learning developed in this thesis was implemented in AU-






AUTOGNOSTIC is a fully operational computational system implementing the reflective learning
method described in Chapters 2, 5, 6 and 7. AUTOGNOSTIC is a “shell”: it does not solve problems
in any specific domain by itself. Instead it provides a language in which a problem solver can be
specified, and a mechanism that can draw inferences about this problem solver. It can monitor the
problem-solving process, assign blame for its failures, and repair it appropriately. To date, three
different systems have been modeled in AUTOGNOSTIC’ SBF language and have been integrated
with AUTOGNOSTIC: ROUTER, a path planning system, (the term AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER refers
to this integration), KRITIK2, a design system (the term AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 refers to this
integration), and a autonomous, reactive agent implemented in the AuRA architecture (the terms
REFLECS and AUTOGNOSTICINAURA refer to this integration) 1.
AutognosticOnRouter
ROUTER is a sophisticated and yet simple path planner [Goel et al. 1991, Goel and Callantine 1992,
Goel et al. 1993, Goel et al. 1995]. It uses multiple reasoning strategies to accomplish its task,
and these strategies, in turn, use several types of knowledge. Its knowledge about its domain
includes a hierarchically organized model of its micro-world, and an episodic memory of previous
path-planning problems and their solutions. ROUTER operates in multiple domains, however,
for the purposes of its integration with AUTOGNOSTIC it was tested in one of these domains,
the Georgia-Tech campus. ROUTER already has some simple learning capabilities, independent
of AUTOGNOSTIC, since it extends its path memory by storing the result of each new problem-
solving episode. On the other hand, its domain is quite simple since it consists of a few types
of domain concepts and a few relations between them. This makes it possible to build a detailed
SBF model of both ROUTER’s task structure and its domain knowledge. Because of its rich and
yet not overly complicated functional architecture, ROUTER allows experimentation with several
interesting scenarios that call for different learning tasks.
1Paul Rowland and Khaled Ali are to be credited in part for the implementation of this last integration experiment.
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AutognosticOnKritik2
KRITIK2 is an adaptive design system [Bhatta and Goel 1992], [Goel 1989], [Stroulia et al. 1992].
Although it performs a task quite different from ROUTER, KRITIK2 too has multiple types of
knowledge about its domain, including an episodic memory of cases of known devices, models
which explain the functioning of these devices in terms of deep functional and causal knowledge,
and semantic knowledge of the substances and the components that are available in its technological
environment. KRITIK2 uses a model-based method for the overall adaptive-design task it performs,
however, it has several methods for modifying the known devices to accomplish new functions; thus,
KRITIK2’s task structure, too, is non-deterministic. Finally, a very interesting aspect of KRITIK2 as
an experimental test-bed for AUTOGNOSTIC is the fact that it uses SBF models for capturing how the
devices it knows about work. These SBF models are based on a different ontology (components,
substances, and structural and functional relations among them) than AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF models
(tasks, methods, and knowledge) since they describe different artifacts (physical devices instead
of problem solvers) but they share basically the same representation and organization scheme with
AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF models. So the task of integrating AUTOGNOSTIC and KRITIK2, in addition
to evaluating AUTOGNOSTIC, is an interesting experiment because it enables a comparative analysis
of the roles that SBF models can play in these two different domains of designed artifacts.
AutognosticInAuRA
For the AUTOGNOSTICINAURA experiment, AUTOGNOSTIC was integrated with the reactive planner
designed by the Georgia-Tech team, for the purposes of the AAAI-93 robotics competition. This
reactive planner was designed and developed in the context of the AuRA architecture [Arkin 1986].
The agent resulting from this integration is called REFLECS. In this architecture, the reactive
planner does not have any knowledge about its environment internally represented. Its tasks
are accomplished through the run-time synthesis of a set of primitive reactive behaviors. These
elementary reactive behaviors are the building blocks of behavior in a reactive system. Each one
of these building blocks consists of a perception schema and a motor schema: the former schema
perceives some aspect of the environment, and, based on this percept, the latter schema produces
some vector along which the robot should move. The overall movement of the robot is the result
of the synthesis of the individual vectors produced by the behaviors which happen to be active at
the time. Examples of such elementary reactive behaviors are the move-to-goal behavior and the
avoid-obstacle behavior. The move-to-goal behavior produces a vector pushing the robot towards a
specified goal. The avoid-obstacle behavior produces a vector repelling the robot from all obstacles
near it. As a reactive system, REFLECS is fundamentally different from ROUTER and KRITIK2,
both of which are knowledge-based systems. Because it is a reactive system, REFLECS can only
benefit from AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to modify the system’s task structure (knowledge content or
organization modifications are irrelevant in this context), and this allows for a more focused study
of the classes of systems and the knowledge conditions under which task-structure modifications
are useful. Finally, REFLECS was originally developed in a completely different research paradigm
than the paradigm from which ROUTER, KRITIK2, and also AUTOGNOSTIC have originated.
9.2 Generality of AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF Language and Reflective Learn-
ing Process
A critical dimension along which a learning theory needs to be evaluated is its generality, namely,
the class of intelligent systems it applies to, and the class of learning tasks it addresses. Many
learning theories apply to a specific class of systems all of which accomplish the same reasoning
task. For example, theories for learning discrimination trees are relevant to classification systems
only. Furthermore, a learning theory may cover different aspects of the function of learning in the
context of an intelligent system. For example, it may account for how learning expands the set of
problems the system can solve, or how it improves the quality of the solutions it produces, or how
it improves the efficiency of the system’s reasoning.
The fact that AUTOGNOSTIC was integrated with these three different systems provides evidence
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for the expressiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language for describing the functional architecture
of problem-solving systems, and the generality of its reflective learning process. Note, that all these
three systems were developed independently of this thesis. ROUTER and KRITIK2 were developed
in the same research paradigm, which shared the methodology of task structures as a means for
designing and analyzing intelligent systems. On the other hand, AuRA, the architecture in which
the reactive planner of REFLECS was developed, was designed and implemented in a completely
different paradigm. Furthermore, the tasks these systems perform are quite diverse. Finally, the
problem-solving theories that they embody are fundamentally different: deliberative reasoning with
a lot of internal knowledge in ROUTER and KRITIK2, vs. reactive, completely without internal
representations in REFLECS. These facts provide some evidence in support of the generality of
AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language and the reflection process which is based on it.
What do these three different systems have in common? They all consist of a set of identifiable
design elements, each of which has a well-defined functionality. The interactions among these
elements and the rules of composition for how the functionality of higher-level elements gets
composed by the interactions of lower-level elements are also well-defined.
The necessity that these conditions are met becomes evident when we consider the process of
integrating a particular problem solver with AUTOGNOSTIC. The first step in this process is to
enumerate the design elements that comprise the problem solver, and to explicitly specify their
functionality in the context of its overall behavior. Consider for example, the integration of the
reactive planner with AUTOGNOSTIC which led to REFLECS. The first task was to identify and
enumerate its design elements. In the paradigm in which the reactive planner was developed, these
design elements are its elementary behaviors, and at a lower level, the perceptual and motor schemas
of which these behaviors are combined. Having identified all the design elements involved in the
production of the problem-solver’s behavior, the next task was to specify the function of each one
of them in terms of the information they take as input, the information they produce as output and
the transformation they perform between these two. If there are design elements that have not
been identified during the first step, or whose function has not been specified during the second
step, then AUTOGNOSTIC will be unable to reason about them, and identify their functioning as the
potential cause of the overall failure of the problem solver. The third step in the integration process,
is the specification of the composition of the functions of these design elements into the overall
system’s behavior. If the overall behavior of the problem solver emerges from the interaction of its
design elements in a way that cannot be described as a well-defined composition of their respective
functions, then AUTOGNOSTIC may be able to reason about the overall function of the system and
recognize its failure but it will not be able to discriminate and localize the cause further into its
constituent design elements. For an extended description of the method for analyzing and specifying
a problem solver in terms of the SBF language, the reader should refer to Chapter 4.
The characteristics of the class of problem solvers which can be modeled in AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF language and can be integrated with AUTOGNOSTIC are summarized in the Table 9.1 below.
Going beyond the specific systems that AUTOGNOSTIC has been tested with, it is interesting
to note that, the aspects of the problem-solving process that AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF language cap-
tures have been receiving increasing attention by researchers in the fields of artificial intelligence,
cognitive science, knowledge-based systems and robotics, as the “right” aspects in terms of which
to analyze intelligent behavior. Consequently, it would seem that a theory of performance-driven
self-adaptation based on an agent’s comprehension of these aspects would apply to this class of
systems which are analyzable in these terms.
There is a large corpus of artificial intelligence and cognitive science research which indicates
that the nature of intelligent behavior is deliberative and goal driven [Newell and Simon 1963a,
Newell and Simon 1963b]. Often, intelligent agents, while reasoning about their tasks, set up in-
termediate goals for themselves so as to decompose their overall task into subtasks. Furthermore,
when they reach some kind of impasse [Laird et al. 1986, Laird et al. 1987] intelligent agents
may set up subgoals which aim to provide the right knowledge context for resolving that im-
passe. In addition, recent results in knowledge-based systems research [Marcques et. al 1992,
McDermott 1981, Steels 1990, Wielinga et al. 1992] indicate that knowledge-level analysis of the
system task, i.e., analysis, in terms of subtasks and methods and knowledge, enable the processes
of acquiring knowledge from human domain experts and designing flexible, understandable and
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Table 9.1: The class of problem solvers that can been modeled in terms of the SBF language and to
which the reflection process implemented in AUTOGNOSTIC is applicable.
Independent of problem-solving task
problem-solving domain
reactive or deliberative problem-solving behavior
Conditioned upon the complete identification of the system’s design elements
the specification of the function of each design element
the specification of the overall system function as the
composition of the functions of these design elements
reusable systems. Finally, several recent lines of research in robotics, such as the UMPRS project for
example [Lee et al. 1994], take a similar functional analysis view for the task of designing flexible
robot behaviors. All these convergent lines of research provide additional supporting evidence that
the class of systems that might benefit from AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process is, indeed,
quite large.
9.3 Effectiveness of the Reflective Learning Process
The next dimension along which AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory of reflective performance-driven learning
was evaluated was its effectiveness, that is, with respect to the extent to which learning improves
the performance of the intelligent system in service of which it occurs. As mentioned also in the
introduction, in general, there are three dimensions in terms of which the performance of a system
can be potentially improved:
1. the quality of the solutions it produces may improve,
2. the efficiency of the problem-solving process may improve, and
3. the population of problems that the system can solve may increase.
In addition, the affects of performance-driven learning to the system’s performance can be
evaluated at several different levels of experience with problem solving. For example, even if there
is relative improvement within a problem-solving-and-learning cycle, there is no not guarantee
that, in the long run, the performance of the problem solver will improve for the complete class
of problems it addresses. Thus, there is a need for a separate evaluation of the effectiveness of a
learning theory after a sequence of problem-solving-and-learning episodes.
Thus, in general, the affects of learning can be evaluated
1. after a single problem-solving-and-learning episode, or
2. after a sequence of such episodes.
These two variables, i.e., dimension of performance improvement and amount of problem-
solving experiences, define a set of six different conditions in which the effectiveness of AUTOG-
NOSTIC was evaluated. These conditions, and the systems in the context of which AUTOGNOSTIC
was evaluated, are summarized in the grid of the Table 9.2 below.
The following three sections of this chapter describe and analyze the experiments conducted
with each one of the systems integrated with AUTOGNOSTIC.
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Table 9.2: Conditions in which the effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning was evalu-
ated.
Quality of Efficiency of Population of
Solutions Problem Solving Solvable Problems
individual Router Router Kritik2
episode Kritik2 Kritik2 Reflecs
sequence Router Router Router
of episodes
9.4 Experiments with AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of ROUTER’s path planning, as used in the following experiments, is
shown in Appendix 1.
9.4.1 Learning from an Individual Problem-Solving Episode
A set of six individual problems were presented to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER, in order to evaluate
its learning behavior in a variety of problem-solving scenarios. These problems were used to
illustrate different aspects of AUTOGNOSTIC’s process throughout this thesis.
Table 9.3: Learning from individual problem-solving episodes in AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER.
Example Sections in which Performance
Problem it is discussed Improvement
1 5.2.1, 6.6.2, 7.5.4 Quality of Solution
2 5.2.2, 6.5, 7.6 –not applicable–
4 6.6.1 Quality of Solution
5 6.6.3, 7.4.2 Quality of Solution
6 7.4.2 Problem-Solving Efficiency
7 7.5.2 Problem-Solving Efficiency
The table 9.32 summarizes these examples, by pointing out for each one of these examples,
the dimension along which AUTOGNOSTIC improves ROUTER’s performance, and the sections in
which it is discussed in detail.
2In problem 2, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER simply modified the description of the semantics in the SBF model. It was
simply a “model-revision” task, with no affects to problem-solving performance. Example problem 3 was from KRITIK2.
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9.4.2 Incremental Learning from a Sequence of Problem-Solving Episodes
To evaluate the effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning process after a sequence of problem-
solving-and-learning episodes, two different sets of experiments were conducted with AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER. One was designed to investigate the long-term affects of reflection on the quality
of the problem-solver’s solutions, and the other was designed to investigate its affects on the effi-
ciency of its process. A random sequence of 150 problems in ROUTER’s domain was generated,
and ROUTER, in its original condition, was presented with each one of them. Next, three different
sequences of 40 problems, randomly selected from the original set of the 150 problems, were gen-
erated. Each of these sequences was presented to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER in the context of two
experiments. The first one evaluated the effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s reflection
process as a means of improving the quality of ROUTER’s solutions. The second evaluated the
effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s reflection as a means for improving the efficiency of
ROUTER’s reasoning. In both of these sets of experiments, the class of problems that ROUTER was
able to solve after its adaptation by AUTOGNOSTIC was increased with respect to the set of problems
it could solve before. The design and the results of these experiments are reported in the sections
9.4.2.2 and 9.4.2.3.
Finally, an important issue arises when a learning theory is evaluated in a long-time scale,
namely the issue of convergence. The convergence of AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning was studied in all
the above experiments, and the results are reported in section 9.4.2.6.
9.4.2.1 The Experimental Design
The goal of the first set of experiments was to evaluate AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to redesign ROUTER
in such a way that the quality of the paths it produces improve. The chosen criterion of path quality
was the real length of the path. Thus, for the quality-of-solution experiments, an oracle path planner
was built, which given a particular problem, produced the shortest path connecting the two problem
intersections.
As originally designed and developed, ROUTER does not have any metric information regarding
its domain: its model of the world contains qualitative information only about the pathways in the
domain and their intersections, and not about the real distances of the segments between the inter-
sections of a particular street. Thus, in its original implementation, ROUTER produces a satisfying
path between the initial and final problem locations, and there are no guarantees regarding its quality
as far as real length is concerned. In the context of this experiment, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was
endowed with knowledge about the real lengths of all the street segments in its domain knowledge.
Furthermore, a new attribute was added in the abstract description of path in AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF model of ROUTER, i.e., real-length .
The goal of the second set of experiments was to evaluate AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to redesign
ROUTER in such a way that the efficiency of its problem-solving process improved. The criterion
used for process efficiency was the total number of repetitions of the path-increase task
while searching the domain model. In ROUTER, an indirect measure of the same criterion is
the “simplicity” of the path: the simpler the path, i.e., the smallest the number of intersections
mentioned in the path, the more efficient the process. Thus, for the process-efficiency experiment,
a second oracle was built, which given a particular problem, produced the simplest connecting the
two problem intersections.
For each criterion, i.e., quality-of-solution effectiveness, and process-efficiency effectiveness,
AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented with three randomly generated sequences of 40 problems
each. After each problem for which AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER did not produce the desired path, as
defined by the oracle, AUTOGNOSTIC proceeded to reflect on the failed problem-solving episode and
modify ROUTER’s knowledge or reasoning process appropriately. Next, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
proceeded to solve the problem again. If the correct path was not produced this second time either,
AUTOGNOSTIC reflected on the failure and modified ROUTER once again. The problem-solving-
and-learning cycle was repeated as long as AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER did not produce the correct
path and AUTOGNOSTIC had a modification to suggest.
At the end of each 40-problem sequence, ROUTER was presented again with the complete
150-problem sequence, and the solutions produced by ROUTER for each path before and after
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training were compared to evaluate effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning. The first
set of experiments, on quality of solution, is discussed in section 9.4.2.2, and the second set of
experiments, on process efficiency, is discussed in section 9.4.2.3.
9.4.2.2 Redesigning for “Quality of Solutions” Improvement
Table 9.4 reports the results of the quality-of-solution experiments.
Table 9.4: Results on Quality-of-Solution performance improvement.
# sequence Number of Problems Number of Problems Sign test Paired t-test results
with Improved with Deteriorated
Path Quality Path Quality
sequence 1 55 13 1.3 10 E 7 0.0002 (t=3.88)
sequence 2 53 14 8.8 10 E 7 0.0000 (t=5.17)
sequence 3 44 30 0.06 0.14 (t=1.49)
This set of experiments demonstrates AUTOGNOSTIC’s capability to redesign a problem solver
in a way that it produces better solutions, as long as AUTOGNOSTIC is given consistent feedback
that satisfies the desired quality criterion. A non-parametric sign test revealed that the population
of problems for which the quality of paths was improved was in all experiments significant above
the .00001 point. However, it is important to note that it is not completely guaranteed that the path
improves for each and every problem instance, as shown by the paired t-test results in the table.
In some problems, the quality of the path produced for a particular problem after learning was
worse than before, because different methods were used to solve the same problem before and after
learning, or because different paths were retrieved and used by the case-based planning method.
Analysis of the “Quality-of-Solution” experiments
Let us discuss some interesting learning problems that arose in this set of experiments. First, it is
interesting to notice, that although it was not an explicit optimization criterion, the population of
problems solved by ROUTER increased after its redesign by AUTOGNOSTIC. The reason for that
improvement is that as it got feedback from the world, AUTOGNOSTIC extended ROUTER’s domain
knowledge, and therefore it could solve more problems in its domain.
The original ROUTER was designed to produce satisfying and not optimal paths. Its neigh-
borhood hierarchy was designed to organize its domain model so that ROUTER’s search is local,
and consequently efficient. This design however has a negative impact on the solution quality. In
general, limiting the search space makes the search process less exhaustive, and this, in principle,
is in conflict with the optimization of any quality criterion for the solution. In order to enable
the production of better solutions, AUTOGNOSTIC expanded ROUTER’s neighborhoods in all three
quality-of-solution experiments. By extending the neighborhoods, AUTOGNOSTIC provides more
information in each locality. This, as a result, enabled ROUTER, after its redesign by AUTOG-
NOSTIC, to solve more problems (94, 91, 78 after each of the three training 40-problem sequence
correspondingly) with intrazonal search, where in its original condition, only 46 problems were
solved by intrazonal search. This shift in the methods used to solve the problems accounts to a great
extent for the improvement in the path quality, since with no exception, for all problems which were
solved by intrazonal search after training, the paths produced after training were better (or in some
cases equal) than the paths produced before.
Another reason why ROUTER’s paths improved after its redesign by AUTOGNOSTIC is the
modification of its method for the task path-increase . In the original condition, ROUTER
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repetitively expands its current path until it reaches the final intersection. At each point in this
cycle, ROUTER maintains a pool of paths that it can possibly expand, and each time it chooses the
first in this list, which is one of the simplest paths, i.e., a path with the least number of segments.
This selection process3, i.e., selecting the first in the list of possible paths, was an implementation-
level decision and not a design one. In all three quality-of-solution experiments, AUTOGNOSTIC
modified this task in the exact same way, that is it refined its functionality to prefer the shortest of
the available paths, although in each experiment the modification was invoked in a different context.
Let us discuss here, how AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method in the context of the first experiment.
When AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented with the problem of going from (mcmillan
6th-1) to (cherry-1 ferst-0 5th), it produced the path ((mcmillan 6th-1) (10th hemphill mcmillan) (10th
techwood) (techwood 5th) (cherry-1 ferst-0 5th)). It was then given as feedback the path ((mcmillan
6th-1) (6th-1 ferst-2) (ferst-2 hemphill ferst-1) (ferst-1 dalney) (ferst-1 state) (ferst-1 atlantic) (plum ferst-1
ferst-0) (cherry-1 ferst-0 5th)). The subpath ((mcmillan 6th-1) (6th-1 ferst-2) (ferst-2 hemphill ferst-1)
(ferst-1 dalney) (ferst-1 state) (ferst-1 atlantic) (plum ferst-1 ferst-0)) was in its set of possible paths at the
time when AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER arbitrarily selected the path ((mcmillan 6th-1) (10th hemphill
mcmillan) (10th techwood) (techwood 5th)) for expansion. Thus, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER recognized
the need to refine the information-transformation function of the get-current-path task so as
to prefer paths of the kind suggested by the feedback, and it postulated that the right paths to select
for expansion were the shortest paths, since the path that it should have expanded was shorter than
the path it actually expanded. Using that selection criterion, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was able to
produce the correct path the second time it solved this problem.
The resulting “greedy” algorithm is not optimal. The greedy, shortest-path first method for the
task path-increase does not always produce the optimal path. For example, in the case where
there are two paths in the pool of paths that can be expanded, path1 := ((a b)(b c)(c d)) and path2 :=
((u v)(v w)(w x)), and length(path1) F length(path2), this method will select path1. It may be however,
that, in one more cycle this path will reach the destination and ROUTER will present the path ((a
b)(b c)(c d)(d final)) as the solution even when length(((a b)(b c)(c d)(d final))) G length(((u v)(v w)(w
x)(x y)(y z)(z final))). In all such cases however, when, this greedy method failed and AUTOGNOSTIC
attempted to redesign this method, it either did not find any alternative, or it found alternatives that
did not lead to improvement and therefore it rejected them.
This decision transformed ROUTER’s breadth-first search into a shortest-path first search, which
enabled its intrazonal, model-based, search method to produce generally improved paths. In fact,
there were several problems (8 out of 45 in the first experiment, 6 out of 38 in the second experiment,
and 8 out of 38 in the third experiment) which were solved by intrazonal search in both conditions,
for which ROUTER after its redesign produced better paths than ROUTER in the original condition,
although both systems had all the information pertinent to the better path in the neighborhood they
performed the search. There were few exceptions to that rule (0 out of 45 in the first experiment,
2 out of 38 in the second experiment, and 1 out of 38 in the third experiment) due to the reason
discussed above. For these problems, the improvement is due only to the redesign of the method
for the task path-increase .
A decision that has a major impact in the quality of the produced path, when the problem is not
solved by intrazonal search, is the decomposition of the problem into subproblems. In the case-based
method, the task responsible for this decision is the path-retrieval task, where in the inter-
zonal, model-based method, the tasks which play that role are the find-source-common-int
and find-dest-common-int tasks. In all these experiments, AUTOGNOSTIC redesigned
ROUTER to prefer as intermediate intersections, int1 and int2 , those intersections which lie on
the same street with the initial and final problem locations correspondingly. This heuristic, although
not always correct, ensures to some extent that the chosen intermediate locations, being relatively
close to the problem locations, will not lead the search far away from the optimal path. Thus for
several (14 out of 21 in the first experiment (1 exception), 10 out of 21 in the second experiment
(7 exceptions), and 10 out of 21 in the third experiment (11 exceptions)) problems solved by inter-
zonal, model-based search in both conditions, ROUTER, after its redesign, produced a better path
3The reason for that, is that ROUTER extends its poll of paths by appending new possible paths at the end of the list,
ans as newer paths are produced by expansion of older ones, they tend to be more complicated than the older paths
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than the original ROUTER. The “correctness” of this heuristic depends greatly on the knowledge
organization. When neighborhoods overlap over a large space, they may share long segments
of streets and thus, two intersections on the same street may be far way, therefore rendering the
heuristic ineffective. This dependency led to the high number of exceptions in the second and third
experiments.
In trying to redesign ROUTER’s method for path-retrieval in a similar manner, AUTO-
GNOSTIC postulated a series of heuristics for preferring specific paths from memory. The original
ROUTER selects paths that begin in the current-problem’s initial zone and end in the current-problem’s
final zone. In the first experiment, AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method to select paths with a small
number of segments. In the second one, it modified it to select the shortest paths that connect the
two intersections. In the third experiment, AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method to select the shortest
path that begins on the same street as the initial problem location.
In all three experiments AUTOGNOSTIC postulated first that the right path to retrieve was the
shortest path between the two neighborhoods. However in the first and second experiment it
modified this heuristic in two different ways. The fact that the retrieval method was modified in
different ways in the three experiments, and even multiple times in some of them, leads us to a not
too-surprising hypothesis: that memory processes might be inherently more difficult to “optimize”
than deliberative processes such as planning. This is because they are more flexible and as the
memory contents change, the appropriate case-selection criteria may need to change.
The learning tasks that arose in the context of the three quality-of-solution experiments (and the
corresponding modifications performed to ROUTER) are summarized in the list below:
1. Knowledge Acquisition: Knowledge about new streets and new intersections was integrated
in ROUTER’s domain knowledge.
2. Knowledge Reorganization: AUTOGNOSTIC expanded ROUTER’s neighborhoods.
3. Task-Functionality Refinement:
(a) AUTOGNOSTIC redesigned the method for accomplishing ROUTER’s path-increase
task into a greedy, shortest-path first search, by modifying the functionality of the
get-current-path subtask.
(b) AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method interzonal-decompose-method used in
the accomplishment of ROUTER’s interzonal-search task, by modifying the
functionality of the int-selection task to prefer as common-int an intersection
which lies on the same street with the anchor-int .
(c) AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method for ROUTER’s path-retrieval by modifying
the retrieval subtask.
9.4.2.3 Redesigning for “Problem-Solving Efficiency” Improvement
The second set of experiments conducted with AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was designed to evaluate
AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability to redesign ROUTER so that its process becomes more efficient.
An important issue that arose in that experiment was designing the feedback for AUTOGNOS-
TICONROUTER’s training. What is the kind of feedback that might lead AUTOGNOSTIC to redesign
ROUTER so that it becomes more efficient? The question of feedback was much simpler in the
first experiment, since, when a particular kind of solution is desired of the problem solver, then the
right feedback for each problem-solving episode is a solution to the particular problem that exhibits
exactly the desired properties. The problem that arose in this experiment was to identify properties
of the solutions indicative of inefficient problem solving. The task that contributes the most to
the overall cost of ROUTER’s problem-solving process, both in terms of time complexity and in
terms of space complexity, is the path-increase task. This is because this task is repetitively
executed, and the number of repetitions is exponential to the number of intersections contained in
the path, where all other tasks in the task structure are performed only once. Furthermore, this task
is repetitively executed and each time the output information it produces, i.e., the set of paths that
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can be expanded, is added to its previous output. Thus, while all other tasks require a fixed amount
of memory space for their output, the memory requirements of this task are proportional to the
length of the path, and consequently this task is also the decisive space-complexity factor. Thus,
for both time and space complexity, simple paths are indicative of efficient processing, and this was
the feedback given to AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER during its training in this experiment.
Table 9.5 depicts the improvement of ROUTER’s process efficiency before and after its redesign
by AUTOGNOSTIC in each one of the three experiments. Again, the non-parametric sign test was
significant for all experiments above the .00001 point.
Table 9.5: Results on Process-Efficiency performance improvement.
# sequence Number of Problems Number of Problems Sign test Paired t-test results
with Fewer Cycles with More Cycles
sequence 1 60 10 4 10 E 10 0.0000 (t=5.92)
sequence 2 50 22 6.4 10 E 4 0.25 (t=1.15
sequence 3 56 15 5.2 10 E 7 0.0000 (t=4.82)
Analysis of the “Problem-Solving-Efficiency” experiments
In these experiments too, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER integrates new facts into ROUTER’s domain
knowledge. Irrespective of the particular quality of the paths that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER receives
as feedback, as long as they refer to elements in the domain that ROUTER does not already know
about, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER is able to improve ROUTER’s domain knowledge. However, there
was an interesting difference between the knowledge that AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER acquired in the
two experiments. Although AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was presented with the same sequences of
problems, because the feedback it was given was different, the progress of its knowledge acquisition
was different. In fact, because the paths given as feedback in this experiment were more abstract,
they did not include as many references to domain elements as the paths given as feedback in
the previous experiment. This can be seen in Figure 9.4 which depicts the distribution of the
knowledge-acquisition modifications in this experiment. In this figure, the upward slope is slower
than in the corresponding Figure 9.3 for the previous experiments.
In these experiments, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER reorganized ROUTER’s domain knowledge
to a lesser degree than in the previous sequence of experiments. This can also be seen in Figure
9.6 which depicts the distribution of the knowledge-reorganization modifications in this set of
experiments, as compared with Figure 9.5 which depicts the same distribution in the previous
set. This comes as no surprise, since the hierarchical domain-model organization and the problem
decomposition it supports contributes to increased efficiency, and therefore AUTOGNOSTIC did not
disturb it but only slightly.
In all three process-efficiency experiments, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER modified the method for
carrying out the path-increase task. For all these experiments, AUTOGNOSTIC first tailored
the process of selecting a path to expand by selecting the shortest path. This was because, in several
cases (especially true when the distance between the two locations is small), short path coincides
with simple path. However later problems caused AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to redefine its selection
criterion into selecting that path which lies on the same street with the final intersection. Remember
in the first experiment too, there had been problems that caused AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER to “doubt”
its original selection criterion. However, each time it tried to redefine it in the first experiment, either
there was no concept that could be used to do that, or there were tentative alternative concepts would
lead to deterioration of the path quality. Thus, the original criterion remained stable throughout the
training session in the first set of experiments. In this set of experiments, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER
was able at a later time to modify its criterion and substitute it with a new one, more effective in
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maximizing the current optimization criterion. In order however, to recognize the ineffectiveness
of its original modification towards reducing efficiency, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER was given some
more local feedbacks than the overall desired path. Instead of the path desired as a solution to the
given problem, which was also the path actually produced by the problem solver, it was given as
feedback the information that this path could have been produced earlier. This was necessary because
inefficiencies in processing do not always manifest themselves in undesirable solution qualities, that
is, correct paths can be produced inefficiently. In such cases, more localized feedback, in terms of
intermediate types of information is necessary.
Again in this set of experiments, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER redesigned its int-selection
task in a manner similar to the previous ones, only in these experiments there was no context where
this heuristic failed.
It also redesigned the method for accomplishing path-retrieval . In the first and third
experiments, it learned to prefer the shortest paths in terms of real length. In the second one, it
learned to prefer paths that begin from the initial problem location.
In the first experiment of this set, AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER performed yet another task modifi-
cation: namely, it redesigned its classification task to select the lowest neighborhood in the
hierarchy, when a problem location belongs in more than one neighborhoods at the same time. This
improves the process efficiency because search in a lower neighborhood implies search in a smaller
neighborhood (remember, lower-level neighborhoods cover smaller spaces in greater detail) and
thus, in general, fewer points visited during search.
The list below summarizes the learning tasks that arose in the process-efficiency experiments
and the corresponding modifications performed to ROUTER:
1. Knowledge Acquisition: Knowledge about new streets and new intersections was integrated
in ROUTER’s domain knowledge.
2. Knowledge Reorganization: AUTOGNOSTIC modified the contents of ROUTER’s neighbor-
hoods to “smooth” artificially sharp boundaries between them.
3. Task-Functionality Refinement:
(a) AUTOGNOSTIC redesigned the method accomplishing ROUTER’s path-increase
task into a greedy method, by modifying the functionality of its get-current-path
subtask to select first the most promising path, i.e., one that lies on a common street
with the destination.
(b) AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method interzonal-decompose-method used in
the accomplishment of ROUTER’s interzonal-search task, by modifying the
functionality of the int-selection task to prefer as common-int an intersection
which lies on the same street with the anchor-int .
(c) AUTOGNOSTIC modified the method for ROUTER’s path-retrieval , by modifying
its retrieval subtask to prefer paths with a small number of intersections.
(d) AUTOGNOSTIC modified the functionality of ROUTER’s classification so that it
prefers the smaller, most specific neighborhoods, when an intersection belongs in more
than one intersections at the same time.
9.4.2.4 A Commentary on the two Sets of Experiments
It is interesting to note that in all these experiments the same three tasks, path-increase ,
int-selection and path-retrieval , were subjected to modifications. Why? Is it an
artifact of the problem list used to “train” AUTOGNOSTIC, or is there some aspect of ROUTER’s
original design that makes three tasks candidates for AUTOGNOSTIC’s modifications? The modifi-
cations arose in different problems in the experiments, although the same problem lists were in both
experiments, and their relative stability during AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER’s training was different
in the two experiments. These two facts support the latter hypothesis. In fact, these three tasks are
the three basic elements of ROUTER’s reasoning. When the two problem locations belong in the
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same neighborhood, the path that ROUTER produces depends solely on its local search method, i.e.,
the method for path-increase . When the two problem locations belong in different neighbor-
hoods, and the problem is solved by model-based interzonal-search , the path depends on
the problem decomposition by the int-selection task and again on the local search method
for solving the particular subproblems. Finally, when the case-based method is used to solve
the problem, the path depends on the path retrieved from memory, and again on the local search
method for adapting it.
9.4.2.5 “Population of Solvable Problems” Improvement
In all the above experiments, during training, as AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER “conversed” with its
environment, it received new knowledge about its world. The different feedback paths contained
references to new objects in the world, and AUTOGNOSTICONROUTER integrated these new ref-
erences in ROUTER’s world model. Due to this knowledge acquisition, in all these experiments
the class of problems that ROUTER was able to solve after learning was a superset of the class of
problems it was able to solve before. Table 9.6 summarizes the results on the growth-of-solvable-
problems-population dimension of these experiments. It is interesting to note that the class of
solvable problems increased to a greater extent in the experiments of the quality-of-solutions set
because the feedback in these experiments included more detailed descriptions of the desired path
which, in general, communicated more information to AUTOGNOSTIC than the simple path given as
feedback in the efficiency experiments.





QoS, experiment 1 7
QoS, experiment 2 8
QoS, experiment 3 9
Efficiency, experiment 1 17
Efficiency, experiment 2 24
Efficiency, experiment 3 10
9.4.2.6 Convergence
An interesting question that arises when a theory of adaptation towards performance-improvement
is evaluated in a long-term window, is whether this adaptation process converges. That is, will the
design of the problem solver stabilize to a “better” design, in the long run? Or, will it continually
be modified every time a new problem is presented? Figures 9.1, 9.3, and 9.5 depict the
distribution of the modifications that AUTOGNOSTIC performed on ROUTER during the training
sessions in the quality-of-solution experiments. Figures 9.2, 9.4, and 9.6 depict the distribution
of the modifications that AUTOGNOSTIC performed on ROUTER during the training sessions in the
process-efficiency experiments.
Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show that modifications of the functional architecture of the problem solver
are essentially rare events, where modifications of its domain knowledge are far more often. The
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Figure 9.1: Distribution of Task-Structure Modifications in the “Quality of Solutions” experiment.
the path-increase , int-selection and path-retrieval task, where several possible
alternatives may have been postulated. The short steps correspond to problems that caused the
subsequent redesign of the methods by selecting one of these other already existing alternatives to
substitute the originally chosen modification. The fact that in all six experiments AUTOGNOSTIC
modified the same elements of ROUTER’s functional architecture, and in consistent ways, indicates
that given a particular design of a problem solver there are some elements that are more flexible
than others, and these are the elements that are bound to get modified when new requirements are
imposed on the problem-solver’s performance. Thus AUTOGNOSTIC does not keep on modifying the
problem-solver’s task structure indefinitely. In fact, it stops modifying it when it has found (possibly
after some exploration and redesign) a good design solution for modifying these flexible design
elements. However, because the “right” knowledge context needs to exist in order for AUTOGNOSTIC
to discover the appropriate redesigns, convergence may occur sooner or later depending on the
problem-solving episodes that AUTOGNOSTIC reflects upon. Thus in the second quality-of-solution
experiment, stability is reached at the 17th problem, where in the first and third quality-of-solution
experiments it occurs much later. It is also interesting to note here that convergence occurs faster
in the process-efficiency experiments than their quality-of-solution counterparts, although they face
the same problem sequences. An explanation for that phenomenon is that different “optimization”
criteria are more or less “natural” to the current problem-solver’s design, and thus the redesign
process towards “optimizing” them converges faster or slower correspondingly. This is true for
these experiments with ROUTER since at no point during the design of ROUTER was optimality of
paths (in any dimension) considered.
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show that, as the problem solver solves more problems and gets more
feedback on its performance, acquisition of new knowledge slows down, since the problem solver
incrementally fills in its knowledge gaps.
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Figure 9.2: Distribution of Task-Structure Modifications in the “Process Efficiency” experiment.
9.5 and 9.6, representing the distribution of such modifications while training. One explanation of
this non-convergence phenomenon is that, because the problem decomposition as performed by the
int-selection task is commonly unsuccessful, AUTOGNOSTIC tries to expand the ROUTER’s
neighborhoods so much that all problems can be solved by intrazonal-search which is
much more often successful in producing the desired path. This explanation suggests that the
non-convergence of the knowledge-reorganization modifications is the result of an inherent conflict
between the optimization criterion (which can be accomplished in “rich” knowledge context) and
the problem decomposition (which imposes “artificial” knowledge localities).
9.5 Experience with AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2
The effectiveness of AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning in the context of its integration with KRITIK2 was
evaluated only with single problem-solving-and-learning episodes. KRITIK2’s domain is much more
complex than ROUTER’s, and as a result, experimentation with long sequences of problems would
require massive infusion of knowledge to KRITIK2, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Table
9.7 summarizes these episodes and the performance improvement they result in. AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF model of KRITIK2’s design, as used in the following examples, is shown in Appendix 2.
Example 8: Reorganization of the Task Structure: 4
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is presented with the problem of designing a sulfuric-acid cooler that
will cool acid from temperature  1 to temperature  2, where  2 ù1 1. It retrieves from its memory
the design of an existing sulfuric-acid cooler which cools acid from temperature  1 to  2   ¤s¤ where
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Figure 9.3: Distribution of Knowledge-Acquisition Modifications in the “Quality of Solutions”
experiment.
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 2   ¤s¤ù  2. After diagnosing the existing design, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 decides that a potential
cause for its failure to cool the acid to the desired temperature  2 is the capacity of pump which
pumps the acid into the heat-exchange chamber. At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 knows
two repair plans which it can use to redesign the existing design so that it delivers the new function:
it can either replace the failing component with a new one of higher capacity, which will pump the
acid inside the chamber at a higher rate, or it can replicate the existing pump with the same affect to
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Figure 9.4: Distribution of Knowledge-Acquisition Modifications in the “Process Efficiency” ex-
periment.
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 chooses the former one at random. In trying to apply the former plan,
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 realizes that it does not have an appropriate component in its component
memory which can be used as a replacement for the failing one, and fails to successfully repair the
existing design.
At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 recognizes that its understanding of the inter-
dependencies among its tasks is not perfect. More specifically, it recognizes that the suc-
cess of the component-replacement plan depends on the availability of an appropriate
replacement component in its memory. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 makes that condition ex-
plicit in its task structure, and in order to do that it also reorganizes it, to bring the subtask
t-get-component-fault-to-replace outside the plan.
When AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 repeats its problem-solving for the same problem, it evaluates
only the structure-replication plan as applicable to the redesign problem at hand, and
proceeds to apply it successfully.
Example 9: Knowledge Acquisition: At the end of this second problem-solving process, AU-
TOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is given as feedback the information that there exists a component which
could have been used as replacement , i.e., the big-acid-pump. As it assimilates the feed-
back information, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 recognizes that the pump presented to it as feed-
back does not belong in its component-memory and thus it proceeds to update its domain
knowledge by acquiring knowledge regarding the feedback pump. After, having integrated in its
component-memory the new pump, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 repeats its problem solving and
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Figure 9.5: Distribution of Knowledge-Reorganization Modifications in the “Quality of Solutions”
experiment.
Example 10: Selecting the “Right” Replacement: After having successfully completed the
repair of the existing design with the replacement of its pump, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 receives
as feedback that it should have used as a replacement yet another component, i.e., the big-sac-
pump. This new component is similar to the component that AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 actually
used as replacement, in that they both have greater capacity than the pump in the existing design,
and therefore they both can be used as replacements . However, the new pump is specifically
built to be used for pumping sulfuric acid, where the big-acid-pump is a generic pump which can be
used with all kinds of acids.
The original implementation of KRITIK2’s component-replacement plan does not take
into account the types of substances that a particular component allows through it, when it decides
which component to use as a replacement of a failing component in a design. Often however, the
correct functioning of the device depends on the choice of an appropriate component given the prop-
erties of the substances that this component is expected to allow through it. Such dependencies are
often made explicit in the SBF model and are revealed during the subsequent stages of the revision of
the model. This example makes explicit this omission in KRITIK2’s design. AUTOGNOSTICONKRI-
TIK2’s reflection on its problem solving results in the recognition that, according to the semantics
of the get-component-fault-to-replace-hi gher -para m there exist two components
that can be used as a replacement of the failing pump in the existing design; however, one of
these two components is preferable to the others, and therefore AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2’s goal
becomes to refine the functionality of this task, in order to produce the components of the preferred
kind. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 recognizes that the difference between the two components in the
current episode is that the preferred one is built “specifically” for the substance that flows in the
design under repair, where the other one is generic. Therefore it decides to introduce a selection
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Figure 9.6: Distribution of Knowledge-Reorganization Modifications in the “Process Efficiency”
experiment.
possible ones, i.e., the one which is built specifically to allow the flow of the substance which in
fact will be flowing through it in the repaired device.
Example 11: Reorganizing the Design Memory: The designs in KRITIK2’s memory are hierar-
chically organized along the types of substances that each particular design transforms through its
functioning. Often, the functioning of a particular design involves the transformation of more than
one substances. In such cases this design should be indexed under the memory nodes corresponding
to all of the relevant substances, so that it can be retrieved when a problem about any of these
substances is presented to KRITIK2. This however is not always the case. When KRITIK2 creates a
new design and stores it in its memory, it indexes it only under the memory nodes that correspond to
substances mentioned in its functional specification. Thus, sometimes a design may not be retrieved
even though when it is relevant to a given problem, because its similarity with the problem at hand
lies in a substance not mentioned in its functional specification.
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 faces this problem of incomplete memory organization when pre-
sented with problem of designing a water heater that will heat water from temperature  3 to
temperature  4 where  4 û  3. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 cannot solve this problem because it
does not have any devices in its design memory indexed by the memory node corresponding to
designs that involve water. However, it does have in its memory a nitric acid cooler which heats
water from temperature  3 to temperature  4   ¤s¤ where  4 û  4   ¤s¤ û  3. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2
could redesign this nitric acid cooler to heat water up to temperature  4 if it could retrieve it, but
because of its design-memory organization it is not able to recognize the similarity of the nitric-acid
cooler with the current problem. AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 is given as feedback the information
that a design that could be used as the basis for solving the problem at hand, old-case , could be
the nitric-acid cooler. At this point, AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 notices that it already knows about
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this device, and the reason it did not retrieve it is because it does not meet the semantic relations of
the get-cases-of-node task, which retrieves the cases associated with these memory nodes
that have been found to be relevant to the problem at hand. Thus it suggests as a modification that
would address the failure the reorganization of its design memory so that the cooler is indexed by
the “water devices” memory node also. Indeed, the second time it attempts to solve the problem,
AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 successfully retrieves and redesign the nitric acid cooler.
Comments on the AUTOGNOSTICONKRITIK2 Experience
Examples 8, 9 and 10 seen together make explicit some of the interactions between the symptoms
of the failure, the state of the problem solver, the feedback from the external environment, and
the modification that AUTOGNOSTIC suggests to the failing problem solver. In all three examples,
the problem is that KRITIK2 fails to use “the right” component as a replacement for the failing
one in the existing device. Because, however, the state of KRITIK2’s domain knowledge and the
quality of the feedback that the external environment provides to AUTOGNOSTIC is different, the
modifications performed to KRITIK2 are also quite different. In example 8, AUTOGNOSTIC is
not given any feedback, and thus the only modification it can suggest is to reorganize KRITIK2’s
task structure, so that the inter-dependencies between the get-component-to-replace and
the replace-component tasks are explicit. In example 9, the knowledge state of the problem
solver is the same as in the first one, however, this time KRITIK2 is not mistaken and recognizes
that the component-replacement plan is not applicable. In this example, the feedback from
the external environment is more informative, i.e., it points to the actual component that could have
been used as a replacement. Thus AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize the incompleteness of its
domain knowledge, and can proceed to update it. With the updated domain knowledge, KRITIK2
has the option to use the component-replacement plan. Finally, in example 10, KRITIK2 also
has the option of using that plan, although it can instantiate it in two different ways. Because its task
structure does not include a task which explicitly reasons about the options and makes the choice
between the possible instantiations, KRITIK2 selects the first possible choice. Given feedback
from the environment which suggests that another possible choice should have been preferred,
AUTOGNOSTIC guesses a criterion that differentiates between the possible choices and introduces a
task which, based on this criterion, will explicitly decide on the “best” way to instantiate the plan.
Although, these four examples cannot be used as the basis for obtaining statistical results on the
improvement of KRITIK2’s performance due to its redesign by AUTOGNOSTIC, they, nonetheless,
provide some evidence for the effectiveness and the generality of AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection.
First, the modifications performed by AUTOGNOSTIC to KRITIK2 cover the range of modifications
that AUTOGNOSTIC is able to perform. Thus, these examples provide evidence to the fact that
AUTOGNOSTIC’s modifications are not tailored to any particular task, domain, or problem solver.
Furthermore, since each modification improved KRITIK2 to some extent (i.e., example 1 improved
its efficiency, examples 2 3 and 4 the class of problems it can solve, and example 3 the quality of
the solutions it can produce), these examples provide evidence for the generality of scenarios where
AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning tasks are useful.
9.6 Experience with AUTOGNOSTICINAURA
The third problem solver integrated with AUTOGNOSTIC is REFLECS. The
rearrange-the-office task discussed in section 4.2 was one of the tasks in the AAAI-
93 robotic competition. This task gave rise to an interesting requirement on the robot’s behavior,
that is, for some part of its behavior it had to not avoid a particular obstacle, i.e., the box that it
had to move. For almost all other tasks that the robot ever performed, the avoid-obstacle
behavior was always active, making sure that the robot did not bump into any solid objects in its
environment. In this case, however, it was part of the task specification that the robot had to bump
into a particular solid object. Thus, this task of the AAAI-93 competition naturally gave rise to a
problem where the current configuration of the robot behaviors needed to be redesigned in a novel
way to meet its requirements.
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Two different design options were considered by the Georgia Tech robotics team for the AAAI-
93 competition: first, to re-implement the avoid-obstacle behavior so as to make it sensitive to
those objects in the robot’s environment which were explicitly labeled as obstacles, and not to all of
them; second, to completely switch off this behavior for as long as the robot had to hold the box. The
second option was chosen for the competition and the overall rearrange-the-office task
was accomplished by the process described in section 4.2. Later, the selective avoid-obstacle
schema was also implemented, so it was available for the REFLECS experiment.
For this experiment, we presented5 REFLECS, the integration of AUTOGNOSTIC with the reactive
planner described in Chapter 4.2, with the task of getting to a particular box. REFLECS was able to
get close to the box and then it started oscillating in small steps around it. This was due to its active
avoid-obstacle behavior which repulsed it from the target. At this point, AUTOGNOSTIC
recognized that no progress was being made in the execution of the task, since the motion of vector
synthesized by the move-to-goal and the avoid-obstacle vectors was insignificant, and
proceeded to interrupt the planner’s behavior and assign blame for this failure.
AUTOGNOSTIC noticed that the reason no significant vector was produced was because the task
responsible for producing it, synthesize vectors , does not get accomplished when the vec-
tors it takes as input are of opposite direction and same length. Thus, it inferred as a potential cause
for the failure the over-constrained functionality of the synthesis task and suggested as a possible
modification its replacement with another synthesis task which would produce a vector even when
its inputs are same-length, opposite vectors. This modification was not possible because there is
no other instantiation of the synthesis task available at the reactive level. It is interesting to
note, however, that this suggestion could be implemented as a new synthesis task which under
these conditions would produce a “noise” vector. This solution would address the problem of
non-progress, but it would not fix it in the long run. As an alternative, AUTOGNOSTIC proposed
the falsification of the condition which causes the synthesize vectors task not to occur.
One way the condition can be falsified is if the information on which the which applies, i.e., the
move-to-goal-vector and the avoid-obstacle-vector , has different values. This, in
turn, could be accomplished, if the tasks that produced these types of information were different.
Thus, AUTOGNOSTIC proposed the instantiation of alternatives for the move-to-goal and the
avoid-obstacle schemas. This modification was possible since there is an alternative instanti-
ation of the avoid-obstacle schema which is more selective and does not produce a repulsive
vector for the goal object. Indeed, AUTOGNOSTIC suggested the replacement of the currently active
avoid-obstacle with this more selective one, avoid-obstacle-selective , and subse-
quently allowed the planner to proceed with its task. Indeed, after this replacement, the planner
reached the box.
Comments on the AUTOGNOSTICINAURA Experience
This example evaluates AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process with yet another agent, quite different
from the class of problem solvers which were originally thought to benefit from it. Furthermore,
it gives some insights to some issues in the periphery of this thesis, but not directly addressed by
it. For example, what is the interaction between the reflection process and the process responsible
for the reasoning behavior of the agent? In AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with ROUTER and
KRITIK2 the reflective monitoring process and the reasoning process were completely integrated.
In AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with the AuRA reactive planner, the planning behavior occurs
independently from the reflective monitoring, although the two are synchronized, and only when
there is a problem the reflection process interrupts the planning process and takes over. Another issue
partially dealt with in this example was the question of whether the task-structure modifications are
permanent or not. In AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with ROUTER and KRITIK2 these modifications
were permanent. In AUTOGNOSTIC’s integration with the AuRA reactive planner, both the original
and the modified task structures are retained, the latter one annotated by the symptoms of the failure
and the modification that produced it. The original task structure becomes the default option when
the agent is asked to accomplish a specific instance of the task at hand. If however there is a failure,
similar to the one addressed previously, the agent may automatically switch to the modified task
5This experiment was conducted with a simulator of the robot.
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structure without going through the blame-assignment and repair processes.
9.7 Realism
Different theories of learning propose different types of knowledge as necessary for the learning
behavior to occur. For example, rules, cases and models are just few examples of the different
types of knowledge that have been suggested as necessary for learning. In addition, these theories
assume the availability of these types of knowledge to a varying degree. Many theories assume the
existence of the necessary knowledge at “boot-strapping” time, while others include mechanisms for
incrementally acquiring some of the knowledge they need. Finally, if for some reason the particular
knowledge they require becomes unavailable, different theories degrade in different dimensions.
Thus, a very important dimension, in which it is interesting to analyze a learning theory, is in terms
of how realistic its knowledge assumptions are. More specifically this issue of realism has three
aspects:
1. How plausible it is that the knowledge the learning process requires is indeed available?
2. How realistic is the type of feedback it assumes?
3. To what degree can the theory explain the acquisition of the knowledge it requires?
4. In what aspects does the theory degrade when this knowledge is missing?
AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective learning process assumes the existence of the SBF model of the
problem solver that is being reflected upon.
The first issue then becomes, the plausibility of AUTOGNOSTIC’s assumption regarding the
availability of SBF models of problem solving. From a cognitive-science point of view, there seems
to be much evidence for meta-cognitive knowledge, reflection, and its beneficial affects to learning.
The psychological research on reflection is discussed in greater length in chapter 10. From an
artificial-intelligence point of view, recently, a series of tools have been developed that support
the development and implementation (but not the redesign) of intelligent systems through analysis
similar in nature to task-structure analysis. Such tools include KREST [Steels 1990, Tadjer 1993,
van Nijnatten 1993] and Spark-Burn-Fire-fighter [Marcques et. al 1992]. The use of such tools to
build AI systems implies the existence of SBF-like models for the resulting systems.
Regarding the realism of the type of feedback required by AUTOGNOSTIC, the preferred solution
to a given problem may be costly to produce than a simple success or failure type of feedback, but
it is also more informative. On the other hand, it is less costly than the complete trace of executing
the actual solution or the complete trace of producing the preferred one. Furthermore, it enables
the reflective system to benefit from feedback originating from experts which do not use the same
reasoning strategies with the system, which is impossible in the case of feedback which includes a
complete trace.
Regarding the issue of acquisition of these SBF models of problem solving, AUTOGNOSTIC
provides an initial account of how these models can be incrementally learned from existing incorrect
SBF models. If the SBF model is incorrect, i.e., the expected behavior of a task is incorrect,
AUTOGNOSTIC can recognize the inconsistencies between the actual successful behavior and its
description and it can postulate new descriptions. AUTOGNOSTIC does not have an account of how
it can acquire such models for existing imprecise ones, or from scratch.
Finally, the third question, with respect to the knowledge assumptions of AUTOGNOSTIC’s
reflection, that must be addressed is how the quality of the SBF model of the problem solver affects
the effectiveness of the reflection process, and more specifically how poor quality SBF models
cause degradation of its effectiveness.
There are three important aspects to the quality of a SBF model:
1. the quality of the task-structure analysis of the problem-solving process, i.e., the level of
detail and the level of precision in which the problem-solver’s reasoning process is described,
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2. the quality of the meta-model of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge, i.e., the level of
detail in which the domain knowledge that the problem solver has available to it is described,
and
3. the degree to which the level of these descriptions match, i.e., the degree to what the semantic
relations of the problem-solver’s subtasks can be expressed in terms of domain relations it
knows about.
If the SBF model is not precise, i.e., if the expected correct behavior of the problem-solver’s
tasks is poorly described, (i.e., sparse functional semantics or not at all), then the blame-assignment
method has no basis of evaluating whether or not the feedback solution is within the class of
solutions the task structure is able to produce. Thus, it does not have any basis for suggesting
modifications to the task structure. Furthermore, it does not have evidence to suggest changes to
the domain knowledge either, since changes to some part of the domain knowledge are suggested
after there is evidence for the failure of some task that uses this domain knowledge.
If the SBF model does not explain in enough detail the problem-solver’s subtasks, i.e., if it only
analyses its process in terms of big, complex subtasks, then the blame-assignment method may not
able to localize enough the potential cause of the failure. If the grain size of the described tasks is too
big, then they are bound to be complex and thus they are bound to play multiple roles in the context
of the overall problem-solving task. Thus, even if the fault is localized within such a big complex
subtask, the blame-assignment method may not be able to suggest operational modifications. Even
if it does suggest modifications they are bound to have undetectable consequences and thus lead to
inconsistent problem-solving task structure.
If the meta-model of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge is described in little detail, then
the blame-assignment method may not be able to trace failures of subtasks to errors in the domain
knowledge. This is because the delegation of the responsibility for a failure, from a task to some
part of the domain knowledge, relies upon the description of the task semantics in terms of specific
domain relations. The fewer relations the SBF model describes, the fewer inter-dependencies it
will be able to express between the task structure and the domain knowledge. Consequently, the
reflective system may not be able to improve its domain knowledge. Also if the meta-model of the
problem-solver’s domain knowledge is poor, then the reflective system may not be able to recognize
new uses for this domain knowledge and consequently it may not be able to introduce new tasks in
the task structure or modify the semantics of the existing tasks. Finally, if the domain meta-model
does not make explicit constraints among types of domain knowledge, then some modifications to
the domain knowledge are bound to lead to inconsistencies with other existing pieces of knowledge.
Finally, the detail with which the meta-model of the problem solver is described decides the space
of possible functional concepts that AUTOGNOSTIC can postulate while modifying the problem-
solver’s task structure. Thus, a poor meta model may also limit the range AUTOGNOSTIC’s ability
to infer new tasks to integrate in the problem-solver’s task structure.
From this discussion it must also be evident how important a good match between the task
structure and the domain meta-model is critical to the effectiveness of the reflection process. If
the meta-model of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge is described in terms different than the
semantics its tasks, then the blame-assignment method may not be able to trace failures of subtasks
to errors in the domain knowledge or to integrate new uses of its existing domain knowledge in the
task structure.
9.8 Limitations
The extensive experimentation with AUTOGNOSTIC also revealed some limitations.
9.8.1 Limitations of the System
Expressiveness of Task Semantics: To date AUTOGNOSTIC’s language for describing task se-
mantics (shown in Figure 7.16) can express only unary and binary relations between two different
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types of information. This was an implementation decision made while describing ROUTER’s SBF
model, because at the time it seemed sufficient, at least for ROUTER. This decision limits the class
of inferences that can be described in the SBF modeling framework and consequently the class of
problem solvers that can be modeled.
In fact, after careful examination of the reasoning behavior of the original ROUTER and AUTO-
GNOSTICONROUTER, it turned out that this decision limits even the faithful description of ROUTER.
Let us see how. In the original implementation of ROUTER, all the knowledge captured about its
world model was implemented in a single data structure and several aspects of this knowledge were
implicit in the implementation of this data structure. In ROUTER a street can be mentioned in several
different neighborhoods, and its description in each one of these neighborhoods is different because
each neighborhood covers a different space at different levels of abstraction. The information
about which intersection of a certain street is next to which other intersections in some particular
neighborhood is captured implicitly in the ordering of the intersections in the description of a street
in some particular neighborhood. Notice, that this relation is ternary: it maps each intersection
mentioned in some neighborhood to the intersections next to it in that neighborhood. Notice also that
when ROUTER expands its current path (in each cycle of the increase path task) it generates
new possible paths paths which relate to its current path with the following relation: ForAll np f
new-possible-paths: final-node(np) f next(final-node(cp), z) where z is the neighborhood in which
the search is performed. The current grammar for task semantics does not allow this expression.
If the SBF language were extended to allow the specification of higher-order domain relations,
two modifications would be necessary to extend AUTOGNOSTIC’s language for task semantics:
1. extension of the process of inferring alternative task inputs when its actual inputs and desired
output do no meet its semantics, and
2. extension of the relation-discovery process to postulate higher order relations among the types
of information available in the problem-solving context.
The second modification is straightforward. AUTOGNOSTIC generates possible relations by
filling in the templates of the semantic relations it can express with information available in its
problem-solving context. Therefore, if its language included additional templates for higher-order
relations, it would simply have to identify higher-order combinations of information types that could
be used to fill them in.
The first modification is slightly more interesting. AUTOGNOSTIC currently infers alternatives
for its inputs by looking at the truth table of the domain relation to which the semantic relation refers,
or, if the relation is evaluated by a predicate, by applying the inverse predicate of this relation, or
by searching the domain of the input for a value that would verify the failing semantic relation. If a
failing semantic relation related some particular output to several inputs, and this relation referred
to a domain relation with a truth table, then AUTOGNOSTIC would have to search this table for these
tuples which included the desired output. For example, let us assume the semantic relation o f f(i j)
and a particular failed problem-solving episode, where the desired output o2 and the actual inputs
i1 and j1 conflict with this relation. If the relation f is evaluated by a truth table, then AUTOGNOSTIC
would have to identify the entries of the form ?i ?j o2 in the table. The search might be guided by
the actual values for the input, for example, AUTOGNOSTIC might search first for the tuples ?i j1
o2, then for the tuples i1 ?j o2, and finally for the tuples ?i ?j o2. If the relation is evaluated by a
predicate, if there is and inverse predicate, the process would be exactly the same as it is now. If
not, there might be predicates for inferring the value of one input given the output and the rest of
the inputs which AUTOGNOSTIC might use. For example, if relation f was evaluated by a predicate,
and there existed predicates g: j f g(i o) and h: i f h(j o), then AUTOGNOSTIC could use these
predicates to infer alternatives for the values of i and j. Finally, if none of these cases are applicable,
the search in the domain of the inputs would still be an option, only the search would have to be
conducted in the Cartesian product of the input domains. Therefore, extending AUTOGNOSTIC’s
language for expressing task semantics is possible although at the cost of additional complexity.
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9.8.2 Limitations of the Theory
Redesign of the problem-solver’s high-level tasks: AUTOGNOSTIC modifies the internals of the
problem-solver’s task structure, but not the overall task of the problem solver. Changing the input
of the overall task is within AUTOGNOSTIC’s capabilities. Let us assume that more information is
given to the system as part of its problem specification than what the task requires as input. Let
us also assume that this information is “interpretable” given the current domain ontology of the
system. To the extent this information is useful in adapting the system’s performance, Autognostic
is able to “discover” its appropriate uses and integrate it in the task structure.
Changing the overall-task output is more complicated. In general, to produce completely
different outputs than what it is designed for, the system will need to develop different internal
processing mechanisms. Autognostic is able to deal with incremental modifications to the system’s
existing mechanism, and not with building processing mechanisms from scratch. One possible
approach to that problem, could be by analogy to other “similar” processing mechanisms. Such
an approach would be mediated by the concept of “prototype tasks” that already exists in the SBF
modeling framework. More specifically, if AUTOGNOSTIC knows about tasks that are instances of
the same prototype but have different number of inputs and outputs, when new outputs are required
of one of these instances it could attempt to transfer by analogy mechanisms from other instances
that produce similar outputs.
Redesign of ontology: To date, AUTOGNOSTIC has only the ability to recognize the potential
failure of its domain ontology to express all the instances of objects that actually exist in its domain,
but it cannot redesign its ontology. The reason is that AUTOGNOSTIC does not currently have a theory
of how primitive concepts may be composed into more complex ones. Because it has a language
(quite limited in the current implementation) for expressing the current ontological commitments
it is able to recognize their failure. However, in order to postulate modifications when they fail,
and to effectively redesign them, it would have to have a compositional theory. This problem of
re-representation of domain knowledge is a very difficult open research issue in itself.
9.9 Summary
The table of Figure 9.8 summarizes the evaluation of AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory of reflective learning.
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Table 9.8: Summary of AUTOGNOSTIC’s Evaluation.
Issue Experiment Comments
Is it general? 3 different systems, i.e., Identifiable design elements
2 deliberative (Router, and Kritik2) Specifiable Functions
1 reactive (Reflecs) Specifiable Composition
Is it effective?H Set of Solvable Problems ROUTER KA enables
QoS experiments PS in a larger domain
Efficiency experiments
KRITIK2
Examples 9, 11 Also, KR improves
REFLECS experiment knowledge access
H Quality of Solutions ROUTER Quality criterion
QoS experiments expressible in terms of
Examples 1, 4, 5 the agent’s knowledge
KRITIK2
Example 10
H Problem-Solving Efficiency ROUTER May require




Does it converge? ROUTER Consistent feedback
QoS experiments
Efficiency experiments
RealismH Incorrect SBF model? It can recognize the error ROUTER example 2




The work of this thesis is related to several lines of research in machine learning, artificial in-
telligence, and cognitive science. This chapter delineates its relations to earlier AI research on
modeling problem solving, learning from problem-solving experiences, reflection and learning, and
psychological research on reflection. In addition, because some of the ideas that gave rise to the
original research hypotheses have been conceived in the context of design of physical devices, some
analogies are drawn between this work and design and modeling of physical devices.
10.1 Modeling Problem Solvers
The need for several levels of description of the knowledge contained and used in intelligent
systems was identified quite early. Newell [Newell 1982] suggested that information processing
should be characterized at the knowledge level; at that level, knowledge is described functionally,
in terms of what it does, and not structurally, in terms of the particular objects it refers to and their
relations. Marr [Marr 1982] too described four levels of analysis of intelligent systems, in order
to separate implementation decisions from the computational theory that these systems embody.
He emphasized the need for analysis of expertise in terms of the tasks accomplished, how they are
organized, and what is the knowledge required by each task.
10.1.1 Generic Tasks
AI research in knowledge systems, in particular, has led to several theories that emphasize the
concept of “task” in analyzing problem solving. For example, Chandrasekaran [1983] suggested
that tasks fall into major classes, called generic tasks. In specific fields of expertise, tasks are
instances of these generic tasks. All the tasks that fall under the same generic task share the same
decomposition into simpler subtasks, that is, they are accomplished by the same basic reasoning
steps, and require similar types of domain knowledge.
In a similar vein, Clancey [1985] analyzed the inference structure underlying a series of expert
systems, showing how the heuristic classification framework applied to each one of them. He also
showed [Clancey 1986] that making the underlying inference structure explicit in terms of tasks
and meta-rules, in a way similar to generic tasks, enables transfer across domains and simplifies the
knowledge-acquisition process.
McDermott [1988] started developing a series of knowledge-acquisition tools, with emphasis
on the problem-solving method. He proposed that a role-limiting method can be used to perform
families of tasks by abstracting the control knowledge from their peculiarities. Such a method
defines highly regular roles for the knowledge necessary to perform a particular task, and thus
provides strong guidance as to what knowledge is required and how it should be encoded. Finally,
McDermott pointed out that the clarity of the knowledge roles, and thus the strength of the method’s
guidance, diminishes with the increasing diversity of the information required to identify candidate
actions and choose among them. Role-limiting methods are similar to generic tasks, in that they
both postulate generic classes of reasoning tasks, and to support this hypothesis, they both point to
patterns of regularity in the reasoning of experts from different domains on different tasks, and to
common types of knowledge that these experts use while performing their tasks.
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Finally, Wielinga and his colleagues [Wielinga and Breuker 1986, Wielinga et al. 1992] de-
scribe a four-layer model of expertise, KADS. In KADS there are different generic types of knowl-
edge that play different roles in the reasoning process and they can be organized into several layers
with limited interaction between them. The types of knowledge they describe are domain knowl-
edge, and control knowledge of three types: knowledge of different types of inferences that can be
made in the domain, elementary tasks and strategic knowledge. Several different tasks have been
modeled in terms of the KADS framework and these models have been compiled in a book, which
has been used by system developers as a guidance in the design of new systems.
All these approaches were developed in an effort to support transfer of the same basic pattern
of inferences across different domains of problem-solving behavior. Thus, they emphasize mainly
the uniformity across reasoning tasks, and they generally ignore the possibility that there can be
multiple types of reasoning strategies which an expert can employ in the service of a single class of
problems.
10.1.2 Task Structures
To enable the modeling of more flexible reasoning processes, the nuances of which cannot be part
of a “generic task” model, Chandrasekaran [1989] described task structures as a way of building
intelligent systems and modeling cognition. The structure of a task is a recursive decomposition
in terms of the methods applicable to it, the subtasks they set up, the methods applicable to the
subtasks, and so on. A task is specified by the information it takes as input and the information it
gives as output. A method is specified by the type of knowledge it uses, the subtasks it sets up,
and the control it exercises over the processing of these subtasks. The idea of task structures was
a natural development of the generic-tasks idea, where generic tasks would constitute the building
blocks of task structures. The analysis of a reasoning process in terms of its task structure makes
explicit
1. the general methods that can be employed in accomplishing the overall goal of this process,
2. the types of domain knowledge that each step uses,
3. the role that each step of process plays in the context of accomplishing the overall goal, and
4. how this step depends on other steps of the process.
AUTOGNOSTIC uses the explicit representation of the task-structure of the reasoning process as
a model of the actual reasoning process which explains the behavior of the problem solver while
reasoning on each particular problem.
Steels [1990] proposed the componential framework for task analysis. This framework also
proposes a detailed task analysis, in a vein more similar to task structures than generic tasks or
role-limiting methods. Each task is analyzed from a conceptual perspective and a pragmatic one.
From the conceptual perspective a task is described in terms of its input, its output and the nature
of the operation it accomplishes, which corresponds roughly to a generic task. AUTOGNOSTIC also
describes these three aspects of each task, with the difference that it admits the possibility that the
nature of the operation of a task may not be possible to describe in terms of generic tasks, but may
be described in terms of semantic relations, sometimes domain dependent. From the pragmatic
viewpoint, the constraints imposed on the accomplishment of the task are described, such as time and
space resources, quality of their domain knowledge etc. In this framework, tasks are accomplished
by methods which employ two types of knowledge: case models, i.e., knowledge related to particular
problem-solving situations, or more general domain models, i.e., domain knowledge independent
of any particular situation. KREST [van Nijnatten 1993, Tadjer 1993] is a tool for modeling and
developing systems, that integrates the componential-framework ideas and the KADS framework.
In a similar evolutionary trend, McDermott and his colleagues developed Spark-Burn-Fire-fighter
[Marcques et. al 1992], another tool for modeling the activity in a workplace, and developing
systems to support it.
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All of the above models of problem solving attempt to describe expert performance in domain-
independent terms that make the control of processing more transparent. Such descriptions are very
useful because they
1. facilitate transfer of inference mechanisms across domains,
2. make explicit the assumptions hidden in the implementation of systems that exhibit expert
performance, and thus give more insight in their design and facilitate their maintenance, and
3. abstract away the domain-dependent details of the knowledge and identify the different roles
that the knowledge plays in the performance of the task.
10.1.3 Using Task Models of Problem Solving
In addition to giving rise to tools for developing systems, these ideas for modeling problem solving
have also been used to support other tasks, such as guide knowledge acquisition, enable explana-
tions of expert-system performance [Chandrasekaran et al. 1989], assign blame for the failure of
knowledge-based systems [Weintraub 1991], and modeling human expertise and monitoring the
problem-solving behavior of students.
A very important precondition for extracting knowledge from human experts and using it in
artificially intelligent systems is to have a vocabulary for expressing expertise which consists of
terms that the experts can recognize and use, and which is precise enough that can be formal-
ized computationally. Task-structure models specify expertise in terms of the methods that can
be used to accomplish a task, the types of inferences that these methods require, and the types
of domain knowledge on which these inferences rely. This vocabulary has been quite useful
for humans to express the control and domain knowledge needed for accomplishing their tasks
[Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1987, Chandrasekaran 1989].
A very important problem in building integrated systems where humans and machines cooperate
to address a complex task is that, often, humans do not comprehend the systems’ reasoning. As a
result, they are often unable to interact effectively with them or to “trust” their performance. Spec-
ifying the systems’ reasoning in terms of task models provides a description of their performance
which is far more explanatory than a simple trace, and thus can better support this interaction.
solver for [1991] of
devices, Functional also very similar same agnostic of the software system.
Task models have also been shown quite effective in enabling the assignment of blame for failures
in the reasoning of intelligent systems. Weintraub [1991] had used such models successfully to
localize the causes of failure in an expert diagnostic system. This work is discussed in further detail
later.
RedCoach [Johnson 1993] uses a task-structure model of a student’s behavior to monitor its
performance. The goal of RedCoach is to interpret the actions of the student in terms of a task
structure, and thus recognize potential errors in its domain knowledge or in its strategic knowledge,
and consequently suggest corrective courses of action. To date, RedCoach is able to recognize
deviations of the student’s problem solving from the “ideal” problem solving as described by its
model. RedCoach can pursue multiple possible correct courses of action which can lead to the
solution. Thus, it allows the student explore without stopping him/her prematurely, without wrong
interventions or false alarms.
10.2 Learning and Problem Solving
AI research has investigated learning in two different contexts: as an autonomous process
largely independent from any other activity of the agent [Martin 1992, Quinlan 1986],
as well as in the context of an integrated system capable of problem solving and
learning [Bhatta 1995, Carbonell 1986, Carbonell et al. 1989, Goel 1991b, Kolodner 1987,
Laird et al. 1986, Mitchell et al. 1981, Mitchell et al. 1989, Redmond 1992, Samuel 1959]. In the
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latter body of research, problem-solving needs define what is to be learned, and the learning process
produces knowledge that can be used by the problem-solving process. Subsequent problem solving
evaluates the quality and usefulness of the product of learning.
In general, systems with integrated problem-solving and learning capabilities can be compared
along the following dimensions:
1. conditions under which learning occurs,
2. learning tasks, i.e., adaptations that learning induces on problem solving,
3. learning methods and types of knowledge that the learning mechanism uses, and
4. dimensions in which learning can improve the problem- solving performance.
Different AI systems have investigated different types of situations as conditions triggering
learning, such as after a problem-solving episode, or after a single problem-solving step, or after
a failure. Much work in AI has focused on failure-driven learning, not because learning does
not happen in other situations, but because failure signifies a definite need for learning. A major
step in the process of failure-driven learning is the assignment of credit (or blame) [Minsky 1963,
Samuel 1959].
Learning mechanisms can be broadly distinguished in two categories, in terms of the modi-
fications they perform to the problem-solving mechanism: they can introduce new knowledge in
the system (knowledge-level learning) or they can transform knowledge from one form to another
(symbol-level learning) [Dietterich 1986]. Learning at the knowledge-level can be, again, of two
types: learning of domain knowledge, that is learning facts about entities that exist in the domain and
their properties, or learning of strategic knowledge, that is new operators for action in the domain
or new types of inferences for reasoning about it. A system may also be able to learn episodic
knowledge in the process of problem solving: that is it can acquire knowledge about which objects,
which inferences, and which actions were involved in a single reasoning episode.
Several different types of knowledge have been proposed as useful for supporting learning,
and several different learning methods have been developed based on these types of knowledge.
Such types of knowledge include problem-solving traces [Carbonell 1986, Mitchell et al. 1981],
cases of particular problems solved by the system along with the their solutions and their
outcomes when they were used afterwards [Hammond 1989, Kolodner 1993, Redmond 1992],
causal knowledge of the domain of problem solving [Bhatta 1995, DeJong and Mooney 1986,
Goel 1989, Mitchell et al. 1986], and different types of models of the problem-solving process
itself [Davis 1977, Sussman 1975].
Most AI systems have focused on improving the efficiency of the problem-solving process, with
a few of them also addressing the issue of solution quality. The issue of extending the class of
problems a system can solve has been largely un-investigated.
To briefly summarize the position of this research in this four-dimensional space, the reflective
learning process developed in this thesis constitutes a mechanism which improves the problem-
solver’s performance in terms of efficiency, quality of solutions, and population of solvable prob-
lems. This process is able to learn at the knowledge level. In addition, it is able to learn domain and
strategic knowledge. Through the information it is given by an oracle, both in the form of problems
and in the form of desired solutions, it recognizes the incompleteness/incorrectness of its domain
knowledge and by assimilating this information it acquires domain knowledge. In its effort to
explain why its problem-solving mechanism did not produce the desired information, it recognizes
the incompleteness/incorrectness of its functional elements, and through its redesign process ac-
quires new functional knowledge. This process relies on the comprehension of the problem-solving
mechanism in terms of SBF model, and can utilize feedback from its environment in the form of
the “correct” solution. Finally, this process is triggered by failure.
In this section, a set of problem-solving-and-learning systems are analyzed and their learning
process is compared with AUTOGNOSTIC’s in terms of the above-mentioned dimensions.
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Lex The functional architecture of Lex [Mitchell et al. 1981] consists of four major elements:
the problem solver, the critic, the generalizer, and the problem generator. The problem solver of
Lex begins with a complete set of primitive design elements, i.e., operators, for solving symbolic-
integration problems. However, the applicability conditions of these operators are not completely
defined. Thus, in the beginning Lex performs symbolic integration through a blind forward search
in this set of operators. Because this search is unguided, the problem solver of Lex pursues all
possible operator application at each step in its reasoning. Thus, at the end of a problem-solving
episode it has pursued a set of reasoning paths, some of them successful, some of them not. At this
point, the problem solver passes the trace of its problem solving to the critic.
The critic identifies the best reasoning path of the paths pursued, and proceeds to identify and
eliminate the causes for the inefficiencies of the other paths. The critic compares each one of the
unsuccessful and suboptimal reasoning paths with the optimal path. Through direct comparison
of these two traces, it identifies instances of positive and negative examples of correct operator
applications. The successful trace provides the standard against which the unsuccessful ones are
evaluated. All the operator applications leading in the optimal path are considered examples
of correct operator selection, where all the ones leading out of this path and into dead-ends or
suboptimal paths are considered to be examples of wrong operator selection.
The critic then passes these instances to the generalizer, which uses them as training examples on
the basis of which it generates hypotheses for more informed operator-applicability heuristics. The
learning method, i.e., candidate elimination, used by the generalizer to generate concepts defining
the applicability conditions of a given operator allows the learned concepts to be more or less
specific. When the applicability conditions of an operator are ill-defined, Lex’s problem generator
generates problems in order to refine the currently under-specified heuristics. To be able to design
such pedagogical experiments, the problem generator has to inspect the current state of the problem
solver, and to also take into account the internal workings of both the critic and the generalizer.
There are several interesting differences between Lex’s and AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning processes.
The critic in Lex performs a kind of blame assignment on each unsuccessful reasoning path, based
on the shortest successful path. For this task, the critic inspects each step of the failed trace
and compares it with the corresponding step in the successful one. As Lex does not have an
understanding of the role that each operator application is meant to play in the context of solving
the overall problem, it can only evaluate its success or failure based on whether or not the same
operator has been used at the same step in the successful trace. This blame-assignment method is
fundamentally different from AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame assignment. AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model of
the problem-solving process constitutes an abstract, characterization of a “correct” problem-solving
process, independent of any particular problem. Thus, AUTOGNOSTIC does not require a complete
successful reasoning trace in order to assign blame for the problem-solver’s failure. Furthermore,
since the SBF model is hierarchically organized, AUTOGNOSTIC is able to inspect the problem-
solver’s behavior at several levels of abstraction and detail, and it can acquit large segments of the
problem-solving process without evaluating each individual step involved in these segments.
Another difference between these two theories is that, when Lex’s generalizer hypothesizes new
operator-selection heuristics it does not commit early to a single concept, but it rather keeps a space
of possible concepts and refines it as needed. On the other hand, AUTOGNOSTIC commits early to
one of the possible functional concepts it discovers and integrates it in the problem-solver’s task
structure, although it keeps its alternatives in case the chosen concept proves to be inappropriate.
Where Lex incrementally refines the space of the candidate concepts, AUTOGNOSTIC selects which
it may have to revise later.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Lex and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. With respect to the kind of feedback that the two theories require, Lex requires the trace of
the production of the preferred solution, where AUTOGNOSTIC requires the preferred solution
itself. Lex is able to produce its own feedback by exhaustively exploring its problem space,
where AUTOGNOSTIC is able to do so only sometimes. Lex’s ability to produce all the
knowledge it needs for learning stems from its assumption that the desired behavior is already
within its competence.
2. The blame-assignment task in Lex cannot identify incorrectly specified operators, it can only
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identify whether these operators were applied in the right situation or not. Therefore, Lex,
unlike AUTOGNOSTIC, is unable to adapt the original set of operators (design elements) with
which it is endowed.
3. With respect to the knowledge they require for the blame-assignment task, AUTOGNOSTIC
requires, in addition to the trace of the failed problem-solving episode, the SBF model of
the problem-solving process. Lex relies on the trace only. As a result its blame-assignment
process is quite exhaustive, since it does not have any knowledge on the basis of which to
localize its search.
4. As a result of its limited adaptation competence, Lex is able of improving its problem-solving
efficiency only.
semantics
A very interesting feature of Lex, which AUTOGNOSTIC lacks, is its ability to generate training
problems for itself. Lex’s problem generator has several strategies that it can use to generate such
pedagogical experiments. For example, it selects an operator with unrefined selection heuristics, and
generates an integral that matches only some of the patterns in the operator condition. If the problem
solver solves this problem, then the generalizer will be able to refine the operator’s applicability
conditions. Alternatively, the problem generator may take a problem already solved by Lex and
tweak it slightly, in order to investigate whether the applicability conditions of the operators involved
in its solution can be generalized. In general, these strategies rely on a hierarchical organization
of the domain terms that are used in defining the selection heuristics. AUTOGNOSTIC does not
require such an organization of the domain of its problem solvers, but its learning process would
benefit if it could use such an organization in domains where it naturally exists. If AUTOGNOSTIC
were extended with a problem-generating ability, it could potentially invoke this ability to gather
evidence on which among the alternative concepts it has discovered should be integrated in the task
structure.
Soar Soar [Laird et al. 1986, Laird et al. 1987, Rosenbloom et al. 1989] proposes the applica-
tion of production rules as a universal problem-solving mechanism and chunking as a universal
learning mechanism. Soar solves problems by search through problem spaces. A problem space has
associated with it a set of states and a set of operators for moving through them. All the knowledge
in Soar is encoded as productions. Given an initial state, all the relevant productions fire and when
this activity stops, the production with the highest activation is applied. At this point, Soar may
face the following kinds of impasses: no production can be chosen, two productions have exactly
the same activation, and two productions have higher activation than each other. Associated with
these impasses, Soar has subgoals that invoke search in corresponding problem spaces. When
a subgoal generated by an impasse is accomplished its result is chunked into a new production
rule indexed by the context in which the impasse occurred. Depending on the actual content of
the production rules in a problem space Soar may exhibit an array of different problem-solving
strategies. However, all these strategies arise from the same basic mechanism which does not make
any commitments regarding the content of the production rules that should be included in a problem
space. The chunking mechanism in Soar transforms productions that can be retrieved through a
search in a separate problem space, called ps-retrievable productions, to productions that can be
retrieved directly in a single activation cycle, called to k*-retrievable productions. Chunking is
essentially a knowledge-compilation mechanism that increases the system’s efficiency.
Chunking alone does not introduce new knowledge to the system. The way Soar can acquire
new domain knowledge and new operators is by providing specifically tailored mechanisms for
human users to declaratively specify new problem spaces. As a new problem space is developed,
the chunking mechanism can be used to operationalize the rules of this space into immediately
accessible productions. This method is similar to rote learning, where an external expert presents
the knowledge to the system. Another way in which Soar can acquire new knowledge is through
experimentation. For example, Soar may be told that the operators, i.e., their pre- and post-
conditions, of a particular problem space are not completely defined, and can be switched in
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experimentation mode. In that mode, Soar “tries” out the ill-defined operators, notices their results
in its environment and from these results learns their pre- and post-conditions. This experimentation
mechanism is a learning separate from chunking.
The first important difference between Soar and AUTOGNOSTIC is the level at which they analyze
problem solving: Soar makes architectural commitments regarding the problem-solving process at
a “syntactic” level of production rules, conditions of the rules activation of rules, and memory
capacity. AUTOGNOSTIC analyzes problem solving at a “content” level in terms of tasks, methods
and knowledge. Since the commitments of the two theories are at different levels of analysis, in
principle, AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflective problem-solving-and-learning process could be implemented
in Soar. However, Soar would not give any guidance as to how to do that; AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory
of how to analyze and model problem solving would still be useful in such an endeavor.
Furthermore, Soar’s impasses and AUTOGNOSTIC’s failures are also quite different. Impasses
are overt failures, i.e., the system reaches a state from which it does not know how to proceed. Soar
does not require any feedback at all to recover from its impasses. It assumes that the knowledge
necessary to address the impasse is available to the system, although in another problem space,
and thus, it is not immediately accessible. If this assumption were violated, then Soar might
reach an impasse from which it wouldn’t be able to recover, or might run indefinitely searching
for this non-available knowledge. On the other hand, AUTOGNOSTIC can use feedback from its
environment, in the form of the desired solution. The feedback solution may or may not be already
within the system’s problem-solving competence and AUTOGNOSTIC is able to recognize whether
the domain knowledge conveyed by the feedback is already available to it and whether its design
elements are appropriately designed to produce it. If not, it can postulate what would be the
necessary pieces of domain and/or functional knowledge that would lead to the production of the
feedback. Thus, in AUTOGNOSTIC the acquisition of new knowledge is an integrated part of the
problem-solving-and-learning cycle, since the system is able to recognize when such acquisition is
needed.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Soar and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. Soar has two separate learning mechanisms: chunking and experimentation. For the former
it does not require feedback and for the latter the feedback it requires is the results of the
application of each one of its operators. Soar does not recognize the need to modify its
operators through problem solving; rather, it is told that its operators are not well-defined and
then it proceeds to experiment with them in order to better define them. AUTOGNOSTIC on
the other hand, independently recognizes the need to extend its domain knowledge and/or its
task knowledge from the feedback it receives on its problem-solving behavior.
2. The learning tasks that Soar addresses are knowledge compilation, and functional knowl-
edge acquisition. AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory does not account for knowledge compilation, but
it accounts for acquisition of both domain and functional knowledge in a single learning
mechanism closely integrated with problem solving.
3. Soar’s learning methods, i.e., chunking and experimentation, are quite both different from
AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame-assignment-and-repair learning method. Neither chunking nor exper-
imentation involve blame assignment. In chunking the cause of the failure is always the fact
that a rule is missing, and this rule is always discovered through search in another problem
space. In experimentation, the error is in the operator with which Soar experiments, and the
missing information can be found in the affects of this operator in the environment.
4. Chunking increases the problem-solving efficiency and experimentation may result in ex-
tended class of solvable problems, improved solution quality, and potentially improved effi-
ciency also.
Soar’s capability for experimentation could be a very useful extension in AUTOGNOSTIC’s
reasoning. In particular, in the cases where AUTOGNOSTIC notices that its comprehension of
a task does not match with the actual behavior of the problem solver, if AUTOGNOSTIC had
an experimentation mechanism, it could try out this task in several different contexts and learn
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its actual information transformation from the produced solutions. Essentially, AUTOGNOSTIC
in experimentation mode could repeatedly perform the ill-specified task until it has a consistent
description of it.
Prodigy Prodigy
[Carbonell 1986, Carbonell et al. 1989, Minton 1990, Perez 1994, Veloso 1992] is a general ar-
chitecture, consisting of a means-ends analysis non-linear, problem solver, an explanation-based
learning element, a separate learning element for building abstraction hierarchies of operators, and
an experimentation element for refining the pre- and post-conditions of its operators.
The explanation-based learning in Prodigy is used to learn control heuristics to select among the
problem-solver’s operators. It takes as input the trace of a problem-solving episode and produces as
output control heuristics that the problem solver can use to better select among its operators. This is
a task similar to Lex’s learning task. Like in Lex, the trace of the problem-solving episode consists
of a set of unsuccessful paths and a successful one. Unlike Lex however, where all operators in
the unsuccessful path which do not belong in the successful one are incorrectly used, the blame
assignment in Prodigy identifies a more restricted set of “interesting” choices to be credited with
the success of the problem solver or to be blamed for the dead-end paths it pursued before: sole-
alternative choices lead to selection heuristics, success choices lead to preference heuristics, failure
choices lead to rejection heuristics, and choices that lead to paths with goal-interferences lead to
preference heuristics.
Prodigy can acquire new knowledge, through its experimentation process. Like Soar, in exper-
imentation mode, Prodigy performs actions that are not completely specified (i.e., operators with
no well-defined postconditions) and from the results of these actions it learns their post-conditions.
Thus, it improves its functional knowledge, by incrementally learning new operators. This is a
separate process that does not interact with the normal problem-solving-and-learning cycle but is
explicitly invoked by the human user of Prodigy.
Finally, Prodigy has yet another learning method, that is, the abstraction-hierarchy learning
mechanism. This is an one-shot learning process which organizes the problem-solver’s operator
set in a hierarchy depending on the kinds of domain objects each operator applies to. Having a
hierarchy of its operators, the problem solver prefers to apply the higher-level operators before the
lower-level ones.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Prodigy and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. The failure-driven learning method in Prodigy requires as feedback the preferred solution
and the trace of its production. The trace can be input by an oracle, or Prodigy can produce
it by exhaustively pursuing all the alternative paths until it reaches the preferred solution.
In any case, it is assumed that the preferred solution is already within the competence of
the problem solver. AUTOGNOSTIC’s failure-driven learning requires the preferred solution
only. AUTOGNOSTIC does not make the above assumption, and it admits that the parsing of
the preferred solution may reveal gaps in its domain knowledge. In addition, because the
problem solver in AUTOGNOSTIC may be hierarchical and therefore it is bot possible to infer
the desired trace from the solution only, AUTOGNOSTIC needs the SBF model of the problem
solver to infer (partially) this desired trace.
2. Prodigy proposes two separate methods for reorganizing the problem-solver’s functional
architecture (learning control heuristics, and abstraction hierarchy), and another one for
acquiring new functional knowledge (experimentation). From these methods only one is
invoked by the system itself upon the problem-solver’s failure, the other two are invoked by
an external agent. Thus, to a great extent, Prodigy does not decide by itself what it needs to
learn. AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, integrates these learning tasks in a single failure-
driven learning process. This process independently decides which task should be invoked
to address the failure.
3. Prodigy is equipped with three different learning mechanisms, only one of which is failure-
driven. In that mechanism the blame-assignment task is accomplished through direct com-
parison of a failed and a successful reasoning path, like in Lex. Prodigy focuses the set of
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elements on which it assigns the blame for its failure using a set of four predefined patterns of
erroneous operator selection. These four patterns essentially define different types of cause
of failure. This taxonomy is quite limited with respect to the types of causes that AUTOG-
NOSTIC’s blame assignment can recognize, which range from domain-knowledge errors, to
task-structure organization errors to task functionality errors. Furthermore, AUTOGNOSTIC’s
learning strategy relies on its SBF model of the problem-solving process rather than on the
correct reasoning trace.
4. Each of the different learning processes in Prodigy may result in different types of performance
improvement. Learning control heuristics, for example, may lead to improved efficiency and
also to improved solution quality. Learning an abstraction hierarchy of the problem-solving
operators also results in improved efficiency. Finally, experimentation may result in extended
class of solvable problems.
Currently, AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning theory assumes the existence of a task model of the
problem-solver’s reasoning. This task model is hierarchically organized and at the lowest level of
the organization there are the elementary tasks of the problem solver which can be accomplished
by its operators. AUTOGNOSTIC could use a method similar to Prodigy’s method for hierarchically
organizing the problem-solver’s operators to build its task model given only the elementary tasks
that the problem solver can perform. Although Prodigy’s method would be useful in creating the
task hierarchy, but it would not suffice. This is because AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF model requires the
specification of the functional semantics of the tasks at all levels, and Prodigy completely lacks
such knowledge.
Hacker and Chef Hacker [Sussman 1975] was a precursor of case-based reasoning. It has a
memory of abstract plans, which it instantiates to solve the problems it is presented with. Each plan
specifies a set of subgoals that are necessary to be accomplished for the problem at hand to be solved,
and a sequence of steps for solving the problem. In addition, it explains how each step relates to the
accomplishment of one of the plan’s subgoals. In this limited sense, Hacker has knowledge about
the functional and compositional semantics of the elements of its abstract plans. The specification
of each problem presented to Hacker consists of a set of goals that need to be achieved. Hacker
instantiates a (set of) abstract plans to cover the complete set of the goals in the problem at hand.
Hacker’s planner makes the linearity assumption, that is, it plans for each problem goal separately
and it assumes that the resulting plans can be concatenated to each other and that they will not
interfere with each other. During planning, in addition to keeping a trace of its problem solving, it
also keeps a record of the goal decomposition which results in this trace.
When Hacker has produced a plan for a given problem, it proceeds to simulate its execution.
If the plan execution fails, then it proceeds to identify the cause of the failure. Hacker addresses
a relatively narrow class of errors, namely the violation of its linearity assumption. Hacker is
equipped with a set of patterns of pathological goal interactions, which may lead to such violations.
Given a failed plan, Hacker matches its failure patterns to the goal-structure and trace of the failed
plan. Having identified which of these patterns applies to its current failure, it subsequently modifies
the failed plan according to the fixes associated with this pattern.
After successfully modifying the failed plan, Hacker generalizes it and stores it in its memory
of abstract plans for future reuse. It also generates a critic, a specialization of the pathological goal
interaction in the current context so that its planner can use it to anticipate similar potential errors.
Chef [Hammond 1987, Hammond 1989] uses the same planning process as Hacker, only instead
of using abstract plans which can be instantiated in different situations, it uses cases, i.e., specific
plans, which it adapts to new problem situations. The learning element in Chef takes as input the
trace of the plan’s simulation, i.e., the affects of each individual plan step to the state of the world,
as inferred by the simulator. It evaluates the difference between the expected state of the world
and the actual state after the simulated execution of the plan, and it identifies the plan step(s) that
are responsible for the failure. Then, it modifies the failed plan according to a set of repair plans
available to it.
Chef and AUTOGNOSTIC address a slightly different learning task. Chef identifies what in the
planning process caused an undesired aspect in the state of the world after the execution of the plan.
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AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, identifies what in the problem-solving process could be changed
in order to achieve a desired state that was not achieved by the execution of the solution. Chef
uses the simulation trace to identify where in the plan execution the undesired affects first appear.
AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, uses its SBF model of the problem solver to construct a possible
alternative trace which could lead to the desired-but-unaccomplished solution.
The list below summarizes the comparison between the Hacker and Chef on one hand and
AUTOGNOSTIC on the other.
1. The conditions that signify failure to Hacker and Chef are different from AUTOGNOSTIC’s
failure conditions. Hacker and Chef recognize that the planner has failed when the produced
plan cannot be successfully simulated in the world. AUTOGNOSTIC recognizes that the
problem solver has failed when the environment presents with an alternative solution that
would have been preferable to the one that the problem solver actually produced.
2. The theories of Chef and AUTOGNOSTIC admit the need for a wider range of learning tasks
than Hacker’s learning theory. Hacker addresses errors caused by the linearity assumption
and essentially, it only reorganizes the goal structure of the failed plan. Chef on the other
hand, in addition to reordering steps in a plan, it can also suggest the substitution of a step
with another. However, Chef can only use the steps it already knows about and, unlike
AUTOGNOSTIC, it cannot recognize the need for new steps or postulate such new steps.
3. Due to the difference in the overall learning problem they address, the blame-assignment
processes of these three theories are also quite different. The trace of the plan simulation
enables Hacker and Chef to localize the fault to this part of the plan which occurred before
the failure. AUTOGNOSTIC uses the SBF model of the problem solver to localize the error in
that element whose information transformation incompatible with the desired solution. All
three systems index repair strategies from the types of failure causes that they can identify.
4. Both Hacker and Chef perform some kind of knowledge compilation, that is they both transfer
knowledge that they have in their “learning” modules, i.e., the modules responsible for blame
assignment and repair, to their planning modules. Thus they improve their efficiency but do
not change the quality of their solutions or the set of problems they can address.
Celia Celia [Redmond 1992] is a apprentice system that learns by watching an expert performing
a task, such as troubleshooting a car. Celia does not only watch the expert, it also tries to predict the
expert’s actions and solve the problem at hand itself. Celia begins with an incomplete and possibly
buggy set of diagnostic actions it can perform. Furthermore it does not know all the possible
ways in which to combine these actions. Thus its expectations may fail in several different ways.
For example, the expert may perform an action unknown to Celia, or he/she may combine known
actions in a novel manner. When its expectations regarding the next action of the expert fail, Celia
recognizes an opportunity to learn. Celia compares the action it expected with the actual action
of the expert and uses the difference between the two as an index into a complete model of its car
domain. This fault model is annotated with diagnostic actions relevant to each part of the car, and
these annotations enable Celia to infer the expert’s goals and thus integrate the expert’s action into
its own diagnostic process. Celia learns new actions, and new diagnostic procedures, parts of which
are annotated with subgoals of the overall diagnostic task.
To summarize the comparison between Celia and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. Celia learns in an apprentice mode, by attempting to solve a problem and at the same time
looking at the actions of an expert. In that mode, Celia has step-by-step feedback on its
actions. AUTOGNOSTIC learns by reflecting on its a complete problem-solving episode
having as feedback only the desired solution to the overall problem. The detection of failure
in Celia is possible through direct comparison of the system’s and the expert’s actions, and
when such a failure is detected, Celia has available to it the trace of its own failed behavior
and the trace of the expert’s reasoning.
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2. Celia’s apprenticeship enables to extend its diagnostic goal structure. Essentially it learns
which particular diagnostic actions are useful under which conditions. This task is, to some
extend, similar to AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning of new tasks only Celia does not learn new tasks,
i.e., how to accomplish novel information transformations, but rather specific diagnostic
actions.
3. Celia receives a step-by-step feedback on the quality of its predictions, which eliminates the
problem of the localization of the failure. On the other hand, AUTOGNOSTIC receives feedback
only at the end of its problem solving, and at that point it spawns a blame- assignment task to
address the problem of localization. For the subsequent repair, Celia assumes a fault domain
model which always explains the expert’s actions and enables it to integrate them in its own
diagnostic goal structure. On the other hand, AUTOGNOSTIC has several different repair plans
each one appropriate for different types of learning tasks.
4. Celia extends the population of problems it can solve and the quality of the solutions it
produces.
The learning theories of Celia and AUTOGNOSTIC are at different stages of the development of
an intelligent problem solver and learner. Celia works at the novice level, where the agent does not
have a “theory about how it should solve problems”. AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, assumes
that the agent has already formulated an abstract theory of its own problem solving. Thus in general,
the conditions of their applicability do not overlap. However, it is interesting to note that Celia is
performing a learning task which could potentially provide AUTOGNOSTIC with enough information
to generate the SBF model of its problem solving. To date, AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory does not provide
an account of how this theory of problem solving might be developed. One way that AUTOGNOSTIC
might be able to learn the SBF model, would be by induction of Celia’s plans. For example, it
could potentially induce semantic relations over a sequence of similar diagnostic steps in plans with
similar goal-subgoal structures. It could also induce method-selection conditions over a sequence
of plans which accomplish similar goals although through different action sequences.
IDeAL IDeAL [Bhatta 1995] is a design and learning system. It performs analogical conceptual
design. IDeAL builds on the Kritik system. It is equipped with a memory of physical designs along
with their SBF models, indexed by their functional specifications. Given the functional specification
of a new desired design, it retrieves from its memory of past designs one that delivers a function
similar to the desired one. IDeAL is able to perform both intra- and cross-domain analogies, that
is, it can reuse past designs to design new ones not only in the same domain as the old design but
also in other domains. Its cross-domain analogical process is mediated by abstractions of general
principles and engineering mechanisms, which IDeAL learns from its own design problem-solving
experiences.
The process by which IDeAL learns its abstractions is failure-driven. When IDeAL is presented
with a design problem which it cannot solve with its current knowledge, it receives as feedback
from the world the desired design. Then it compares the desired design to the past design which
it tried to adapt, and identifies the parts of their internal causal behaviors which are common
across the two. At this point, it infers that the commonalities across their delivered functions result
through the commonalities in their internal behaviors, and stores in its memory the abstract function-
behavior package. In the future, where similar functionalities are desired and the specific designs in
IDeAL’s memory are not useful, IDeAL can retrieve and instantiate this abstract function-behavior
mechanism.
There are several interesting themes that run common in AUTOGNOSTIC and IDeAL: Both
systems perform design: AUTOGNOSTIC of abstract devices, IDeAL of physical ones. Both have
deep functional and causal knowledge of the artifacts they design, which is expressed in the SBF
modeling framework. IDeAL’s process for learning engineering mechanisms is based on this
deep knowledge, much like AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning process is. In fact, IDeAL’s engineering
mechanisms enable it to solve new classes of design-adaptation problems, just like AUTOGNOSTIC’s
new tasks enable the problem-solver to draw new classes of inferences. IDeAL’s learning process
however is tailored for design problem solving, that is, it only learns new mechanisms that its
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designer can use, where AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning is not particular to a problem-solving task. For
that reason, IDeAL does not have, and it does not need, explicit meta-level descriptions of either
the problem-solver’s domain theory or task structure, since, the problem solver and the learner in
IDeAL reason about the same domain using the same knowledge.
To summarize the comparison between IDeAL and AUTOGNOSTIC, let us draw the following
list:
1. Both systems embody theories of model- based adaptation of teleological artifacts, physical
in the case of IDeAL, abstract in the case of AUTOGNOSTIC. Both theories assume models
that capture the functional semantics of the design elements of which the teleological artifact
consists, and the compositional semantics of the interactions of these elements. Finally,
both theories require external feedback, although IDeAL can use a wider range of types of
feedback than AUTOGNOSTIC.
2. IDeAL’s learning of abstract engineering mechanisms is similar to AUTOGNOSTIC’s learning
of new tasks in order to introduce new classes of information-transformations in a failing task
structure. IDeAL uses an abstract engineering mechanism as a mechanism for adapting old
designs. In that sense, a new engineering mechanism is a new class of adaptation inferences.
Essentially, IDeAL learns different instances of the adaptation task.
3. AUTOGNOSTIC’s process for discovering new design elements that could enable the failing
artifact to deliver the desired behavior, is domain and task independent and is mediated by its
explicit meta-level understanding of the domain of the artifact. The corresponding process in
IDeAL is specifically tailored for the domain of physical devices.
4. IDeAL’s learning of engineering mechanisms enable it to extend the class of design problems
it can solve, and also to potentially improve the quality of the solutions it produces.
10.3 AI Reflective Systems
AI research on meta-reasoning can be broadly categorized in two classes: this research that
focuses on the affects of meta-reasoning to deliberative and thus flexible intelligent problem-
solving activity [Goel et al. 1995, Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth 1978, Kuokka 1990, Stefik 1981,
Turner 1989, Wilensky 1984] and the work that focuses on the affects of reflection on recov-
ery from failure and learning. Because AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory investigates mostly the affects
of reflection on learning, this section focuses on the latter body of research. In this con-
text, there are again interactive reflective systems [Davis 1977, Weintraub 1991], that focus on
the tasks of supporting the knowledge acquisition process, and reflective autonomous systems
[Mitchell et al. 1989, Freed et al. 1992, Ram and Cox 1994].
All reflective intelligent systems share a common characteristic, i.e., the fact that they all have a
model of their problem solving. Thus, the two dimensions along which it is interesting to compare
different reflective systems are first, the aspects of the problem solving that their model captures,
and second, how this model is used in learning.
Teiresias Teiresias [Davis 1977] is an interactive tool aimed to support the knowledge-acquisition
process for Mycin. Mycin is an expert system that diagnoses infectious bacterial diseases, using
backward chaining of production rules [Shortliffe 1976]. Teiresias, has a model of the knowledge
that Mycin uses for its reasoning, in terms of meta-rules. Teiresias’ meta-rules organize the rules
of Mycin as positive and negative evidence for a hierarchy of possible diseases. All the knowledge
in Mycin, i.e., domain knowledge regarding the diseases that Mycin diagnoses, and functional
knowledge regarding how to carry out the diagnostic process, is represented as rules, and Mycin’s
processing is a repetitive sequence of asserting or negating propositions based on the rules that fire
at each step. Thus, Teiresias meta-rule model captures, to some extent, the interactions between the
problem-solver’s design elements. Furthermore, in some sense, it also captures the compositional
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semantics of Mycin’s design elements, because the backward chaining process implies that each
new rule modifies the set of currently held propositions by negating (deleting) a proposition in the
set, or affirming (adding) a new one. Note, that the propositions asserted or negated may refer to
diseases or to the diagnostic process itself, i.e., there is no difference between rules that refer to the
domain of diseases and rules that refer to strategic diagnostic knowledge. Thus, it cannot capture
any functional semantics of the kinds of inferences that each element draws, and the role it plays in
the diagnostic process.
When Mycin produces an erroneous answer, Teiresias presents the trace of its reasoning to a
domain expert, beginning from the most recent rule that was used. As it presents the rule upon
which Mycin’s inferencing was based, Teiresias asks the expert to evaluate (a) whether the rule is
correct, (b) whether the situation on which the rule applied is correct, or (c) whether there is another
rule that could have rejected the erroneous conclusion. If the rule is incorrect, Teiresias prompts
the expert to modify it. If the situation in which it was applied is incorrect, Teiresias prompts the
expert to specify what the situation, i.e., the set of propositions held by Mycin, should have been
before the rule firing. Finally, if there is a rule that could have negated the erroneous conclusion,
Teiresias asks the expert to specify it.
Teiresias itself does not learn. It simply guides the refinement of Mycin’s knowledge base by
the expert. It presents the expert with “rule templates” which the expert fills and thus introduces
new knowledge in the system.
Teiresias model of Mycin’s reasoning does not differentiate between domain and functional
knowledge. Thus rules regarding symptoms of diseases, for example, and rules regarding steps of
the diagnostic process are treated the same. Thus the introduction of a new rule may imply the
introduction of any of the above kinds of knowledge. On the other hand, AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF
model of the problem solver distinguishes its design elements with respect to their content. That
is, it distinguishes its functional elements, tasks, from the rules of their composition, methods, and
from its domain knowledge, and it uses a different set of terms to specify each one of them.
Irrespective of their different models of the problem-solver, the blame-assignment processes of
Teiresias and AUTOGNOSTIC share many commonalities. They both investigate similar possible
causes of error, “ask similar questions”, in the problem-solver’s reasoning. AUTOGNOSTIC evaluates
whether each step matches the semantics of the task that produced it (similar to Teiresias’ question
a), or whether some part of the input should have been different (similar to Teiresias’ question b),
or otherwise it suggests as a possible modification the falsification of the domain knowledge that
make the problem-solver’s inference possible (similar to Teiresias’ question c). However, instead
of having a resident expert evaluating the system’s inferences like Teiresias, AUTOGNOSTIC uses
the task semantics that capture the desired behavior expected of each task, to evaluate whether the
actual behavior meets these expectations. It is the same knowledge that enables AUTOGNOSTIC to
infer correct alternatives to the actual failed inferences of the problem solver, instead of Teiresias
relying on the expert to provide the correct rules.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Teiresias and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. Both systems have a model of the problem-solving process, only they analyze problem
solving at two very different levels: Teiresias at the level of rule-based problem solving, in
terms of rules asserting or negating facts, and AUTOGNOSTIC at the level of tasks recursively
decomposed by methods into elementary tasks which draw inferences based on domain
knowledge.
2. (a) Teiresias does not have any specification of what the problem-solving elements are
meant to do. Thus it depends on an external agent to evaluate the correctness of
its inferences. AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, assigns the blame for its failure
autonomously. It explicitly represents the task semantics, and thus, it is able to evaluate
particular inferences with respect to whether or not they meet the semantics of the tasks
in service of which they were drawn.
(b) Because of the same reason, Teiresias is also unable to specify what to learn, but only
at the very “syntactic” level of “a rule asserting that ...”. AUTOGNOSTIC on the other
hand, is able to specify the class of inferences desired of the problem solver.
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Cream Cream [Weintraub 1991] models knowledge-based expert systems in terms of the generic
tasks they accomplish. Cream was tested with a diagnostic expert system, Qwads, which performs
gait analysis as an instance of the hypothesis-assembly generic task. Cream has a task-structure
model of the Qwads diagnostic task. For each task, the model specifies the method used to
accomplish it and the subtasks this method sets up. In addition, for each task, Cream’s model
specifies the potential errors that can occur while it is accomplished which can lead to the failure of
the overall diagnosis.
When Qwads fails, i.e., when its answer differs from the answer of the domain expert, Cream
proceeds to identify a set of tasks which could be at fault. The basic idea in Cream’s blame
assignment is that, somewhere in its reasoning, Qwads preferred its own erroneous answer instead
of the expert’s. Cream’s goal is to identify where. Cream inspects each task and evaluates whether
any of the candidate errors with which it is annotated can account for this task’s failure to lead to
the desired answer. At the end, Cream proposes a set of tasks along with candidate errors for each
one of them that can potentially explain why Qwads failed to produce the desired answer.
Cream addresses only the blame-assignment subtask of the overall failure-driven learning prob-
lem. As such, Cream’s task is very similar to Teiresias task, but where Teiresias relies on the expert
to identify errors and/or gaps in the knowledge base, Cream does so in an autonomous manner,
based on the comprehension of the function of the knowledge-base design elements as captured in
their description by generic tasks.
Cream’s blame-assignment process requires a “fault model” of the reasoning of the knowledge-
based system, i.e., an analysis of the problems that can potentially occur with each task (similar to
side effects of device components). If this model, is incomplete or incorrect, Cream cannot correct
it, in fact, Cream cannot even recognize the inadequacy of its model. In comparison, AUTOGNOSTIC
requires only a model of the system’s correct behavior, and it is able to incrementally improve and
correct any such model it is provided with. Furthermore, Cream does not autonomously modify the
knowledge-based system, but depends on a domain expert to do so.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Cream and AUTOGNOSTIC.
1. Both theories assume a task-structure model of the problem solver which they reflect upon.
Cream’s models differ from AUTOGNOSTIC’s in two important respects however:
(a) Cream’s model is annotated with the “typical faults” in the subtasks that the system’s
accomplishes. It is essentially a fault model of the problem solver. AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF model, on the other hand, specifies the functional semantics, i.e., the expected
correct behavior of each one of the system’s subtasks.
(b) Furthermore, Cream’s model assumes a single-strategy problem solver where AUTOG-
NOSTIC’s SBF model allows for multi-strategy problem solving.
2. Cream uses its model for the diagnosis of the failing problem solver, it does not actually
modify the failing system. AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, in addition to identifying the
potential causes for the problem-solver’s failure, selects which among them to address and
actually repairs it.
Theo Theo [Mitchell et al. 1989] is a frame-based problem-solving and learning architecture.
In Theo, knowledge is represented in frames. In Theo, problems are also entities represented as
frames organized in is-a hierarchies, just like knowledge. Theo is a reflective architecture, in that,
it can have beliefs about its knowledge and about the problems it solves and the methods it has to
address them. That is, Theo does not provide a content theory about the types of functional elements
that give rise to problem-solving behavior, but rather, it implements reflection through a uniform
representation scheme.
Problem solving in Theo is equivalent to inferring slot values. A problem is specified as anù entity û ù slot û pair and Theo’s goal is to produce a ù value û as an answer. When it produces an
answer, it updates the frame of the ù entity û with it. This is one type of learning that Theo is able to
accomplish, i.e., caching. In addition, it stores the sequence of all the frame slots it had to access in
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order to produce the solution, as a method for this type of problem at the most general frame where
it is applicable. This is another type of learning in Theo which results in macro-operators. This
sequence is essentially an explanation of how the solution was produced. This explanation also
enables a kind of truth maintenance in Theo’s knowledge, since it enables it to “erase” the values
it has produced when some of the slots on which their production depends is modified. Finally,
Theo keeps statistics on the success and failures of the different methods it may have for solving
some type of problem (i.e., producing the value of a slot) and uses induction to order these methods,
and learn preference heuristics among them. None of these three learning methods is driven from
failure. They all are based on Theo’s successful problem solving. Furthermore, Theo, does not get
any feedback on its problem solving. Thus, the learning problem it addresses is very different from
the one addressed by AUTOGNOSTIC.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Theo and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. Theo and AUTOGNOSTIC adopt a very different view towards reflection. In Theo reflection
is viewed as the ability of an agent to hold beliefs about its own knowledge and reasoning,
and is implemented through a uniform representation of knowledge, problems and beliefs.
This is a different approach to AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process which commits to a content
theory of problem solving, rather to a representation scheme. In AUTOGNOSTIC reflection is
investigated in the specific context of failure-driven learning, and this is why it focuses on
a specific kind of “beliefs” i.e., the agent’s beliefs regarding the functions of its own design
elements, and their composition into its overall behavior.
2. Theo’s learning process is not failure- but rather success-driven. The learning tasks that
they accomplish are different: solution cashing, operator composition, and method-selection
criteria in the case of Theo, domain-knowledge acquisition and reorganization, and task-
structure modifications in the case of AUTOGNOSTIC.
Meta-Aqua and Meta-TS Meta-Aqua [Ram and Cox 1994] and Meta-TS [Ram et al. 1993]
are two different failure-driven learning systems which investigate the same theory of reflective
learning in the domains of story understanding and troubleshooting respectively.
Meta-Aqua operates in the story-understanding domain. The story understander in Meta-Aqua
uses cases of stories it has seen in the past and explanation patterns (XPs) to interpret the stories
it reads and draw inferences from them. While reading a particular story, it records its reasoning
in terms of four basic types of inferences, called Trace Meta-XPs (trace meta-level explanation
patterns). It recognizes failures when the input from the story is in direct conflict with some of the
understander’s expectations, as they were set up by its cases and explanations. To assign blame
for these failures Meta-Aqua uses Introspective Meta-XPs (introspective meta-level explanation
patterns). Just as explanation patterns are causal patterns explaining the interactions among a set
of domain concepts, meta-level explanation patterns are causal patterns explaining the interactions
among the different steps of the story-understander’s reasoning. These patterns can be thought of as
fault models, i.e., prototypical patterns of erroneous interactions among reasoning steps as opposed
to AUTOGNOSTIC’s model of the “correct” reasoning process.
In Meta-Aqua the problem solver has beliefs and goals. Goals drive much of the understanding
process, but also the learning process in Meta-Aqua. When one of its expectations has failed,
Meta-Aqua attempts to match its meta-xps with the trace of the failed reasoning episode. When a
meta-xp has been identified in the failed trace, it posts a knowledge goal [Ram and Hunter 1992].
A knowledge goal consists of a specification of the knowledge adaptation (acquisition, revision,
and reorganization) that needs to occur, and a specification of why it is needed. Given a set of
knowledge goals, and a set of learning strategies which can potentially be applied to eliminate them
(each Meta-XP indexes an array of strategies that can be potentially applicable to it), Meta-Aqua
employs a NONLIN-like planner to decide how its knowledge goals can be better met.
The blame-assignment method of Meta-Aqua is fundamentally different from that of AUTOG-
NOSTIC. To a great extent, this difference arises from the kinds of tasks these theories deal with.
Meta-Aqua’s task is essentially abductive, driven mainly by the input data, without a well defined
task structure. On the other hand, the tasks of the problem solvers that AUTOGNOSTIC has been
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integrated with, i.e., planning and design, have a stronger internal task structure. Comprehension
tasks are usually thought of as search in a hypothesis space. Even though the understander may
have goals that guide this search, this guidance is usually less strong than the processes of tasks
such as planning and design. Thus, in the former kind of tasks the assumption of “typical faults” is
more plausible than the assumption of “understanding how the task is meant to be accomplished”.
It is interesting to note here that Cream [Weintraub 1991] also uses a fault model for assigning
blame for the failures of a similar task, i.e., diagnosis. On the other hand, in the case of tasks
such as planning and design, the problem solver usually has very complex internal processes that
employ multiple strategies which interact in various although usually well-formulated ways, which,
are synthesized from well-formulated elementary tasks. Thus, although because of the complexity
of the interactions the exhaustive pre-compilation of all the types of errors that can occur is too
difficult, the specification of how the process is designed to work in the first place is easier. Further-
more, because the description of the typical errors is in terms of the current problem-solver’s tasks,
a blame-assignment process that relies on them cannot identify errors in the formulation of these
tasks or postulate the need for new ones. Thus, Meta-Aqua cannot modify its own task structure.
However, because AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory relies on an abstract comprehension of the design of the
problem solver, AUTOGNOSTIC can find and fix errors in the problem-solver’s task structures.
With respect to the types of performance improvement that Meta-Aqua is able to accomplish,
as it acquires more knowledge and as it reorganizes its knowledge better, it extends the population
of stories it can understand. Due to the nature of its task, there are no well- defined metrics for
efficiency of the story understanding process or quality of its output.
The following list summarizes the comparison between Meta-Aqua and Meta-TS on one hand,
and AUTOGNOSTIC on the other:
1. Reflection in Meta-Aqua and Meta-TS is based on a set of Meta-XPs. Trace Meta-XPs
are used to record each problem solving episode in terms of a repeated cycle of four basic
steps. Introspective Meta-XPs, which are also expressed in the same terms, explain a-priori
known faulty interactions among these basic tasks, and they are essentially pre-compiled
models explaining typical problem-solving failures. AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, uses
its abstract comprehension of the problem solver in terms of its SBF model to interpret its
reasoning steps, and identify their problematic interactions in case of failure.
2. The blame-assignment process is based on the matching of the Introspective Meta-XPs
against the record of the story- understanding (troubleshooting in the case of Meta-TS)
episode which is expressed in terms of Trace Meta-XPs. Unlike generic tasks however, trace
Meta-XPs do not capture any knowledge regarding the functional semantics of these steps.
In AUTOGNOSTIC, on the other hand, the erroneous interactions among the reasoning steps
are not known a-priori. Instead, they are inferred in the context of each particular episode,
based on a comparison between what the functional role of these steps should be, as captured
in the SBF model of the problem solver, and what their actual behavior was.
An interesting aspect of Meta-Aqua is its ability to post several knowledge goals, in response
to each failure, and explicitly plan on how to achieve them. AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory admits the
possibility that many learning tasks can be potentially relevant to eliminating the cause of a particular
failure, and it uses a set of heuristics to decide which one among them to accomplish. The need for
a more sophisticated planning process in dealing with multiple possible learning tasks did not arise
in the evaluation of AUTOGNOSTIC up to date. However, it could be the case that with less-detailed
SBF models for its problem solvers, many more potentially useful learning tasks would be identified,
and AUTOGNOSTIC’s heuristics could be proven insufficient. Such cases might give rise to the need
for a more complex planning process.
Castle Castle [Freed et al. 1992] is a reflective learning system implemented in the domain of
chess playing. Castle reflects on its failures, i.e., its unsuccessful moves, in order to learn how to
better anticipate the consequences of its actions. Castle has a model of its game-playing process in
terms of the basic reasoning steps it takes to decide its next move, such as threat detection, potential
move generation, and move selection.
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Castle views problem solving as a behavior arising from the interactions of the problem-solver’s
components. For each one of these components Castle has a description of its correct performance,
and the assumptions that underlie its correct performance and its effectiveness in the overall problem
solving.
Both of these annotations together capture the functional semantics of the components, in a
way similar to the way AUTOGNOSTIC captures the functional semantics of the problem-solver’s
tasks. However, there are some important differences between Castle’s modeling of problem
solving and AUTOGNOSTIC’s. For example, in Castle the problem solver is assumed to be non-
hierarchical (the problem solver consists of a sequence of components), it uses a single strategy (the
problem solver is a single sequence of components), and it is non-recursive (it lacks the concept
of prototypical tasks which can be performed in service of different subgoals in the task structure).
These assumptions limit the range of problem-solving processes that Castle can describe and reflect
on, and have some important implications to Castle’s reflection process. The lack of an organization
among the problem-solver’s components (more sophisticated than simple sequencing) would, in
general, increase the complexity of the blame-assignment process if the number of components for
a particular problem solver were large. In the case of a complex problem-solver the sequence of
its components would be rather long. The blame- assignment process would potentially evaluate
each one of these components to localize the cause of the failure and that would be computationally
expensive. In contrast, AUTOGNOSTIC has a hierarchical description of the problem solver, and it
reasons only about a little number of tasks at each level. Furthermore, the lack of any compositional
semantics precludes Castle from reasoning explicitly about the consequences of the modifications
it proposes to the problem solver. As a result it cannot explicitly reason about how to maintain the
consistency of the problem-solving process after each modification. In contrast, AUTOGNOSTIC
uses its knowledge regarding the composition of the problems-solver’s design elements, as captured
in the specification of methods in the SBF model, to reason about the affects of each adaptation it
performs and thus maintain the consistency of the problem solving.
Castle’s learning results in improvement of the quality of its moves. The notions of process
efficiency and population of problems are not possible to define in Castle’s domain.
The list below summarizes the comparison between Castle and AUTOGNOSTIC:
1. Both Castle’s and AUTOGNOSTIC’s models of the problem solver capture its functional and
the compositional semantics. However, due to its very limited range of composition rules,
Castle models and reasons about single-strategy, non-hierarchical problem solvers, where
AUTOGNOSTIC can deal also with multi-strategy, hierarchical problem solving.
2. Both theories use their models of the problem solving in similar ways. They both evaluate the
actual behavior of the problem- solver’s reasoning steps against their functional specification.
Next, they use their knowledge about the composition of these steps to trace the cause of the
failure backward, towards steps as early in the process as possible. However, in addition to the
functional semantics, AUTOGNOSTIC also models the semantics of the recursive composition
of these basic design elements into higher-level tasks and finally into the overall task of the
problem solver. This knowledge enables AUTOGNOSTIC to reason about how to maintain the
consistency of the problem solver while modifying it. Castle’s compositional semantics are
very limited.
10.4 Psychological Research on Reflection
Research in psychology [Chi 1987, Weinart 1987] also has been investigating the issue of meta-
cognition and its affects on performance. The term meta-cognition refers to the deep understanding
of knowledge which can be manifested either as effective use of that knowledge, or as overt
description of the knowledge in question. Meta-cognitive behavior is difficult to discern in human
activities, for two reasons [Brown 1987]:
1. because a particular action can be either in support of either a cognitive or a meta-cognitive
function; for example, asking questions on a particular piece of text can be an action resulting
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from an effort to improving the understanding of the reader, or alternatively, from his/her
effort to monitor its understanding progress, and
2. because the same term has been used to refer both to knowledge about cognition and also to
regulation of cognition, supported by such meta-knowledge.
In general, however, planning activities, monitoring activities, and the evaluation of activity
outcomes are considered as meta-cognitive activities.
Early work on meta-cognition aimed to investigate why children do not use spontaneously
effective strategies in memorizing, although they are able to use them when prompted by adults.
Flavell [Flavell 1971] suggested that children are not aware that they need to use particular strategies
in particular situations. Along similar lines, Baker and Brown [Baker and Brown 1981] said that
“if the child is not aware of his own limitations as a learner or the complexity of the task at hand,
then he can hardly be expected to take preventive actions, in order to maximize performance”.
Early on, children’s development during middle childhood was interpreted as the formation of
self-regulatory skills. According to Piaget [1971] “knowledge organizes and regulates information
by means of auto-control systems directed toward adaptation, in other words, toward the solving of its
problems”. Piaget [1976] distinguished self-regulatory activities in terms of the degree to which they
are consciously accessible to the agent. He proposed three levels of self-regulation: autonomous,
which involves unconscious adjustments regulating, fine-tuning, and modulating behavior, active,
which involves constructing and testing mental theories of action in parallel with action, and
conscious, which involves the mental construction, simulation, and testing of competence theories.
Mature agents exhibit the third kind of reflection, i.e., conscious. AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process
is consistent with the properties of self-regulation at the conscious level, with the exception that it
does require some kind of trigger which can usually be provided through action. The SBF model
of problem solving is supports mental simulation, and enables the agent to build new competence
theories by consistently modifying its current one.
Mischel [1981] views children as sophisticated psychologists who develop and use psycholog-
ical principles to understand social behavior, their own conduct and to achieve increasing control
over their environments.
Kluwe [1982] defines as meta-cognitive activities, activities where the agent has knowledge
about his own thinking and that of other agents and also monitors and regulates the course of its
own thinking. According to Kluwe, the usefulness of such a self-regulatory mechanism lies in
several reasons. First, the agent has to meet varying cognitive demands and thus its own thinking
has to be regulated accordingly. Second, reasoning about a problem is non- deterministic, since in
general, there are several different ways to solve it. Thus the agent has to be able to make executive
decisions as to which course of reasoning to follow. Finally, human information processing can
always be improved, and this requires monitoring and careful evaluation of one’s own thinking.
Karmiloff-Smith [1979] attributed to meta-cognition the U-shaped curve of young children
performance. She proposed that early on, success is the result of “exhaustive knowledge” of
competent performance; essentially, in the beginning, children attempt each task as a unique
individual problem, and their problem-solving knowledge is associated with specific problems.
Soon enough however, they notice regularities among problems and the ways in which they can
be solved, and the most dominant regularity becomes their current “competence theory”. This
“competence theory” formulation has as a result the deterioration of their performance since the most
dominant regularity does not cover all problem instances, and thus failures arise as exceptions/errors
which are ignored in the beginning. As the population of exceptions increases, the most dominant
regularity in the exception population becomes a competence theory for solving the class of problems
that is identified with the exceptions. Finally, the two competence theories are identified into one,
which involves the generation of a global rule for “why things work” covering both theories.
AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process shares this goal of unifying the exceptions (the failures) with the
current competence theory (the task structure) however, it takes a more greedy approach to this end:
namely, it tries to modify its task structure with each failure in order to unify this problem with the
class of problems that this task structure can correctly solve.
Catrambone [1993a,1993b] investigated whether or not explicit “labeling” of the reasoning
steps in the examples presented to students would help. He found that providing extra labels
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for the intermediate steps enabled students to associate subgoals with these labels, and in some
sense resulted in the development of a goal structure. In turn, this goal structure enabled them to
solve novel problems which involved the same basic subgoals but for which the particular method
(formula) they were taught in the examples would not be applicable. This notion of labels been
associated with subgoals closely matches the knowledge SBF models capture about problem-solving
subtasks: each subtask in the SBF model of a problem-solver’s reasoning specifies a subgoal in
the course of the overall problem solving, and it is associated with the types of information that it
produces for output. These output information types seem equivalent to the labels provided in this
experiment.
Finally, Pirolli and Recker [1992] investigated the affects of reflection to transfer in the context
of learning how to program recursive functions in lisp. They gave their subjects a set of number-
recursion problems (i.e., factorial) and list-recursion problems (i.e., list intersection). They reported
that their subjects formulated abstractions over several problem instances. Further, they modified
their own abstractions by unifying and discriminating them based on similarities or differences over
problem instances. In the examples we discussed in this paper, instances of both these types of
abstractions can be found in AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection process. The process of modifying the task
structure of the instance task is a discriminating abstraction: it distinguishes the instance from the
previously unifying abstraction of the prototypical task, based on the requirements of a particular
problem. The process of abstracting the modified task structure again at the level of the prototypical
task, once all instances have been modified in a similar manner, is a unification abstraction.
10.5 Design and Device Modeling
This thesis views reflective, failure-driven learning as redesign of an imperfect problem-solving
task structure. Thus it builds on a line of earlier work on design, and more specifically on adaptive
design [Barletta and Mark 1988, Hinrichs 1989, Mostow 1990, Sycara and Navinchandra 1989].
The process of design adaptation in AUTOGNOSTIC is supported by the model of the device
under inspection. Thus, it shares a lot of common aspects with model- based reasoning systems
[Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1985], [Davis 1984], [de Kleer and Brown 1984], [Forbus 1984],
[Goel 1989], [Kuipers 1986], [Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran 1986].
More specifically, AUTOGNOSTIC is inspired to a large extent by the model-based process of Kri-
tik and Kritik2 for design adaptation [Bhatta and Goel 1994, Goel 1989, Goel 1991a, Goel 1991b,
Stroulia and Goel 1992a, Stroulia and Goel 1992b]. Kritik, Kritik2 and AUTOGNOSTIC adapt de-
vices, physical in the cases of Kritik and Kritik2 and abstract in the case of AUTOGNOSTIC, the
functioning of which they “understand” in terms of qualitative SBF models.
The SBF models of Kritik and Kritik2 are based on an ontology of components, substances
ontology and describe the internal causal processes of the device which result in the accomplishment
of its external behaviors. These internal causal processes, in turn, arise from the transformation of
the device substances by the device components. The SBF language of AUTOGNOSTIC is based
on an ontology of tasks, methods and knowledge and describes the internal reasoning processes
of the device which result in the accomplishment of its external behaviors. In problem solvers,
the internal reasoning behaviors arise from the transformation of information by the problem-
solver’s tasks as it flows through the task structure. The causal behaviors of physical devices
are, in general, deterministic, where in multi-strategy problem solvers the reasoning behaviors are
non-deterministic.
The blame-assignment process in AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection is similar to the blame-assignment
process of Kritik2, in that they both rely on the feedback, that is the output behavior desired by the
artifact which is being redesigned, and the model of this artifact to identify the elements that are
potentially at fault. However, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame- assignment process admits the possibility
that the feedback may necessitate the acquisition of new domain knowledge where Kritik2 assumes
that all the elements in the desired function are known. Furthermore, AUTOGNOSTIC’s blame
assignment considers as a potential cause of the failure the erroneous selection among the methods
available for the failed task, where Kritik2 does not since there is a single behavior responsible for
a given function.
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Finally, the redesign process in AUTOGNOSTIC’s reflection is quite different from the repair
process in Kritik or Kritik2. The repair process in Kritik and Kritik2 uses a set of plans which
can substitute a component or a substance in the failing device with another one, or introduce a
sequence of similar components in order to extend the range of the device functioning. These plans
however, do not modify the nature of the components’ operation and do not modify the number and
type of substances that flow through them. IDeAL [Bhatta 1995] builds on Kritik and Kritik2 and
is able of such more drastic modifications to the device functioning (for a more extensive discussion
on IDeAL see related paragraph in section 10.2). AUTOGNOSTIC’s redesign process can introduce
new subtasks in the problem-solver’s task structure or introduce new inputs to existing subtasks, or
modify the very information-transformation that existing subtasks perform in the overall context of
the problem-solver’s reasoning.
It is interesting to note that Kritik’s, and as a sequence AUTOGNOSTIC’s, SBF models are descen-
dants of the Functional Representation scheme developed by Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran
[Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran 1986] which they integrate with the ontology developed in
the context of the Consolidation Theory [Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1985]. Functional Repre-
sentation provided the main organizational primitives for organizing the designer’s comprehension
of a device functioning. Namely, the behavior of the device is a causal sequence of states which
explain how the structure of the device achieves the function of the device. Each transition can be
accomplished by a function of a sub-device, or by a more detailed behavior. The function is the
intended purpose of the device, and provides an encapsulation mechanism for these behaviors. The
structure is the set of its components and their connectivity. In the functional representation scheme,
the functions act as indices for the behaviors that produce them. On the other hand, the consolidation
theory [Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1985] described of a set of conceptual primitives which can
be used to describe behavior, and a set of causal patterns which can be used to compose them.
Another descendant of the Functional Representation scheme can be found in the work of
Allemang [1990] . In a spirit similar to AUTOGNOSTIC’s theory, he has viewed computer programs
as devices, and, has modeled such programs in terms of Chandrasekaran’s Functional Representation
scheme. The overall task of Dudu (Allemang’s system) is very similar to AUTOGNOSTIC’s. They
both model computer programs, although very different aspects of them. Dudu’s models specify
the functional and compositional semantics of the programs at the level of programming-languages
constructs, where AUTOGNOSTIC specifies the same semantics at the level of information processing




The capability of learning is a prerequisite for autonomy. Rarely do autonomous intelligent agents,
natural or artificial, who live and solve problems in realistic environments have perfect knowledge
(i.e., complete, correct, and appropriately represented and organized knowledge) of their world, and
perfect problem-solving architectures (i.e., complete, correct, and appropriately organized set of
functional elements) for using this knowledge. The deficiencies in domain knowledge and problem-
solving architecture often lead to performance failures, which constitute opportunities for learning.
Upon failure, an intelligent agent needs to recover from the failure, and has the opportunity to learn
and improve its knowledge and problem solving, so that it does not fail under similar conditions in
the future.
This thesis demonstrates that reflection plays a key role in failure-driven learning. More
specifically, it shows that, if an agent has a model that captures the functional and compositional
semantics of its problem solving, then, when it fails, it can appropriately redesign itself and thus
improve its performance.
11.1 Results
In Chapter 1 we had analyzed the problem of failure-driven learning in terms of the following
dimensions:
problem-solving solving during to the agent to modifications, failure to have overall
1. the complexity of the problem solvers to which the learning process is applicable,
2. the dimensions along which the problem-solving performance can be improved,
3. the stages of the problem solving during which failure can be detected,
4. the types of feedback that the learning process may require,
5. the learning tasks the learning process is able to address,
6. the different types of adaptation strategies that the learner may employ in accomplishing its
tasks, and
7. the extent to which the learning process prevents any undesired side affects of the adaptation
strategies from occurring.
Let us now revisit these issues and discuss the answers that this thesis provides to them.
11.1.1 Complexity of Problem Solving
In general, the complexity of failure-driven learning increases as the complexity of the problem-
solving process, whose performance it aims to improve, increases. Different problem-solving
strategies suffer from different types of errors and necessitate different types of adaptations to the
problem solver. In order to be able to effectively adapt a failing problem solver, a learning strategy
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must be in some way aware of this problem-solver’s reasoning strategy. One way, that a learning
strategy can be made aware of the problem-solving strategy it is expected to adapt, is implicitly,
by making assumptions regarding the particular steps of this problem-solving process and the
types of errors that can possibly occur in it. But any learning strategy that relies on such implicit
knowledge about problem solving is limited to the particular problem-solving strategy that meets
the assumptions made. Thus, it becomes insufficient in the case of multi-strategy problem solving
where a variety of problem-solving strategies may be used, that may not necessarily conform with
the assumptions implicitly embedded in the learning strategy.
An alternative to making implicit assumptions about the problem-solving process is to analyze
that process and explicitly represent explicitly all the knowledge relevant to it so that the learning
process may use it. The latter alternative has the major advantage that the learning strategy is able
to adapt a well-defined class of problem-solving strategies, namely the ones explicitly represented.
In comparison, learning strategies of the former type are particular to a specific problem-solving
strategy and fail unpredictably when the problem solver employs a strategy that does not meet their
assumptions. The generality of the class of problem-solving strategies that can benefit from such
a learning strategy, and consequently the generality of the learning strategy itself, depends on the
expressiveness of the theory used to analyze problem solving.
The reflective learning process developed in this thesis exemplifies this later approach. It does not
make any assumptions regarding the strategies that the problem solver may employ, or their number,
or the tasks the problem solver may accomplish, or the domain in which it may live. It requires,
however, that the problem-solving process should be analyzed in terms of the task-structure theory
of problem solving, and should be modeled in its SBF language. Thus, the expressiveness of the
SBF language defines the class of problem solvers that can benefit from this learning process. This
thesis demonstrates that the SBF language is expressive enough to describe a wide class of problem
solvers, across the spectrum from deliberative to reactive problem solving. The SBF language
enables the specification of any problem solver, as long as, all the design elements of its functional
architecture can be identified, and their individual functionalities and their overall composition can
be specified. A very important aspect of the reflective learning process of this thesis is the way
it treats the deliberative-reactive distinction. Traditionally, deliberative problem-solving behaviors
have been seen as fundamentally different from reactive behaviors. Consequently, the learning
methods developed for these two classes of problem solving have been completely different. The
device stance to problem solving provides a unified view to both types of problem-solving behavior,
and the design stance to learning gives rise to a learning method that can benefit both of them.
For an extended discussion on the example problem solvers that were analyzed in terms of the
SBF language and used as testbeds for evaluating AUTOGNOSTIC, the system reifying the reflective
learning process of this thesis, and the process of modeling a problem solver in that language, the
reader can see Chapter 4.
11.1.2 Dimensions of Performance Improvement
In principle, there are three dimensions along which the performance of a problem solver may need
to be improved: efficiency of its problem-solving process, quality of the solutions it produces, and
size of the population of problems it can solve. Consider for example, the problem of inefficiencies in
the problem-solving process. Quite often the reason for such inefficiencies is that the different steps
of the process are not correctly organized and the information produced by one step is not effectively
communicated to the other. In such cases, the process steps usually have to be reorganized. On
the other hand, when the problem solver does not produce the right kind of solutions, or when it
does not solve some of the problems it is presented with, then the very functionalities of some of
its process steps may have to be modified. In the case of solution quality improvement, this is
because to produce better solutions, some of the process steps may have to specifically search for
the desired kind of solutions. In the case of extension of the class of solvable problems, some of
the process steps may need to produce additional information necessary for solving the extended
class of problems. Thus, in general, different dimensions of performance improvement necessitate
the accomplishment of different types of learning tasks. In turn, these tasks give rise to different
knowledge needs.
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The ability to appropriately reorganize the problem-solving steps requires that the agent knows
how these steps are organized in the first place. Even more importantly, it necessitates that the agent
should know what the possible meaningful organizations are, and how they affect the problem-
solving process. Thus, when these steps are reorganized, the modified organization is “legal”
and an improvement over the former one. The agent’s ability to modify the functionality of its
own problem-solving steps, so that they produce “better” or more information, requires knowledge
regarding the current functionality of these steps and the way in which they are combined to produce
the overall.
The SBF language developed in this thesis is an example of a language designed to capture the
above types of knowledge. The functionality of the problem-solving steps is captured in terms of the
input and output information of a task and the functional semantics of the transformation between
the two. Their current organization is captured in terms of the methods used to decompose these
tasks. Their possible acceptable organizations are captured in terms of alternative methods with
valid information and control interactions among their subtasks. The reflective learning process of
this thesis relies on the functional and compositional semantics of the problem solver to adapt the
problem solver and improve its performance along all three dimensions.
In the case of inefficient problem solving, the knowledge of the problem-solver’s functional
semantics enables the learning process to recognize when a particular step does not deliver the
information expected of it. Furthermore, the knowledge of the problem-solver’s compositional
semantics enables it to relocate the failing step in such a point in the overall problem-solving
process that it is invoked only in situations where it can actually deliver its expected functionality.
In the case of unsatisfactory solution quality, the knowledge of the problem-solver’s functional
semantics enables the learning process to recognize when a particular step does not produce the
types of information that would enable the overall problem-solving process to produce the desired
solution, although it delivers the functionality intended of it. This recognition, in turn, enables it
to postulate a new functionality for the failing step. The problem-solver’s compositional semantics
enable it to effectively integrate the desired new functionality in the current process. With its
functionalities enhanced, the problem solver is tuned to producing the kind of solutions desired of
it and meet goals it was not explicitly designed for.
For an example of how this knowledge is used to improve the problem-solver’s efficiency, the
reader may go back to example problem 3, discussed in detail in sections 5.2.3, 6.4, and 7.5.1, and
also revisited in 9.5. For an example of how is is used to improve the quality of the problem-solver’s
solutions, the reader may go back to example problem 1, discussed in detail in sections 5.2.1, 6.6.2,
and 7.5.4. For a detailed discussion on the experiments conducted with AUTOGNOSTIC and the
improvements that AUTOGNOSTIC brought about the problem solvers it was integrated with, the
reader may see Chapter 9.
Finally, it is important to note that the effectiveness of the reflective learning process with
respect to these three types of performance improvement (see section 9.3) relies on the fact that it
admits the possibility that the behavior desired of the failing problem solver is not already within
its competence. In comparison, most trace-based methods assume that the problem solver is able
to exhibit the desired behavior, and thus preclude the agent from extending the class of problems it
can solve.
11.1.3 Failure Detection
The failures that can trigger learning are of two kinds: failures that the agent itself is able to
recognize during its problem solving, and failures that are brought to the agent’s attention by its
external environment at the end of its problem solving. An agent’s ability to recognize at least
some of its failures independently, i.e., without external probing, increases the agent’s autonomy.
Furthermore, it also extends the situations in which the agent can learn, since the agent does not
need a “supervisor” to notice its failures. To be able to independently recognize its own failures, an
agent must have some knowledge to distinguish between a successful and a failed problem-solving
episode. One way to do that, is by having some a-priori knowledge regarding the acceptable final
states that the agent may reach for each problem that it solves. This knowledge however can only be
used at the end of the problem solving, and the agent may flounder for a long time before reaching
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the point where it can use it.
Alternatively, the agent may have an abstract specification of what constitutes a correct problem-
solving process, or more specifically, what constitutes a correct problem-solving step. Such knowl-
edge would enable the agent to compare and evaluate the actual outcomes of each step in the context
of a particular problem-solving episode against its specification. Thus, in addition to recognizing
errors in its problem solving, the agent would also be able to evaluate its progress while reasoning.
The functional semantics of the problem-solver’s tasks, as specified in the SBF language,
constitute exactly that type of knowledge. That is, they specify at an abstract, problem-independent
level, what constitutes a correct problem-solving process. The reflective learning theory of this
thesis demonstrates how this specification can be used to monitor and evaluate the problem-solving
progress. The functional semantics of the problem-solver’s subtasks enable the evaluation of the
intermediate results of its problem-solving process, i.e., the intermediate types of information. In
addition, because the SBF language enables the specification of the problem-solving process at
several different levels of abstraction, the learning process can evaluate each piece of produced
information against the functional semantics of a set of recursively nested tasks to which this
information is relevant. Thus, the reflective learning process can identify failures at different levels
of the problem-solving task hierarchy.
For an extended discussion on the monitoring process and the use of functional and compositional
semantics in evaluating the progress of problem solving, the reader may refer to Chapter 5 and
section 8.1.
solving and
11.1.4 Types of Feedback
In general, an agent may require several different types of feedback in order to learn from its
failures. Different types of feedback differ with each other with respect to their information content.
The least descriptive type of feedback is a simple success/failure message. In increasing order of
information content, the feedback can include the preferred solution, or the preferred solution and a
pointer to where in the problem-solving process the error might have occurred, or finally, a complete
trace of the problem-solving process as it should have been correct. The higher the information
content of the feedback a learning process requires, the narrower the knowledge conditions it is
applicable.
The reflective learning process of this thesis does not make any assumptions beyond the preferred
solution. In fact, it provides a partial account on how an agent might identify errors in its own
process and repair itself without any external feedback. This learning theory can address failures
with or without feedback from the external environment, although to a different degree. When
it does receive feedback from the environment, it requires it in the form of the solution desired
of the problem solver for the particular problem. The learning process does not assume that the
desired solution is of any particular quality. In fact, it can receive feedback indicative either of
a quality-of-solution criterion, or of a process-efficiency criterion. Finally, it is important to note
that, in some cases this reflective learning process is able to produce its own feedback. This ability,
relies on its knowledge of the domain in which the desired solution belongs, as specified in the
SBF model of the problem solver. The SBF model specifies the domain of values that the different
types of information produced during problem solving may take. Based on this knowledge and the
characteristics of the solution, as specified by the functional semantics of its producing tasks, the
learning process is sometimes able to postulate potentially desired solutions instead of the failed
one.
For an analysis of the capabilities of the learning process with and without feedback, the reader
may refer to Chapter 6. For the types of criteria that the feedback solution may indicate, the reader
should see section 9.4.2. For a discussion on how the reflective learning process may produce its
own feedback, the reader may look in section 6.4.
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11.1.5 The Learning Tasks
An issue of critical importance to the effectiveness of the learning process is the degree to which this
process can effectively identify the errors that cause the problem-solver’s failures, and autonomously
spawn learning tasks appropriate for eliminating them. Note that, such errors may lie anywhere in
the agent’s domain knowledge or even in its functional architecture. Thus, an effective learning
process should be able to perform learning tasks that can address instances of both types of errors.
Often, learning theories make assumptions regarding the types of the problem-solver’s domain
knowledge that may be faulty and focus their attention in repairing these types of knowledge only.
With respect to errors in the problem- solver’s functional architecture, most learning theories assume
that the problem solver has a complete set of functional elements, although they may admit the need
for their reorganization.
The ability to recognize errors in all the types of the problem-solver’s domain knowledge
requires that the agent knows about the different types of knowledge used in problem solving.
In addition, it requires knowledge regarding the roles that each type plays in problem solving so
that different failures may potentially be traced back to errors in different types of knowledge.
The ability to reason about and modify the functionalities of the elements of its own functional
architecture requires that the agent should know about the functionalities that these elements were
originally designed with. In addition, the agent should also comprehend the way in which these
elements are composed to deliver the output desired of the whole problem-solving process, so that
it can assign blame for the deficiencies of the overall process to deficiencies of its elements.
The reflective learning theory of this is able to accomplish a taxonomy of learning tasks that
cover indeed both these types of adaptations. It includes learning tasks that modify and improve
the content and the organization of the problem- solver’s domain knowledge, as well as the content
and the organization of its functional architecture. This taxonomy is grounded on the SBF language
for analyzing and specifying problem solving, in two ways. First, the language used to explicitly
represent the learning tasks, potentially relevant to a failing problem solver, arises from the SBF
language. Second, the knowledge necessary for localizing the potential cause of the failure and
postulating the need for a specific learning task is captured in the SBF model of the problem solver.
The blame-assignment method of the reflective learning process relies on the SBF model of
the problem solver. When the problem solver fails to produce the solution desired of it and is
given as feedback the preferred solution, the functional semantics of the overall task enable the
blame-assignment method to evaluate whether or not the desired solution is within the class of
solutions the problem solver is designed to produce. Based on the compositional semantics of
the problem-solver’s task structure, the blame-assignment method is able to incrementally focus
its investigation at lower, more detailed levels of abstraction. Thus, it inspects an increasing
amount of information interactions among the problem-solver’s subtasks on an as-needed basis.
The functional semantics of the lower-level subtasks enable it to identify which subtasks were
correctly performed. Thus, it can acquit large segments of the problem-solver’s process, and move
the focus of its investigation into earlier stages of the process. This ability to acquit large parts of the
problem-solving process, and the parts of the task structure responsible for producing it, addresses
also the issue of the efficiency of the blame-assignment method, which is especially important given
the potential complexity of the problem solvers that it deals with. Finally, the functional semantics
of the intermediate subtasks of the problem solver enable the blame-assignment method to infer
alternative values for the intermediate types of information that could enable the problem solver
to derive the overall desired solution. Thus, the blame-assignment process is able to localize the
global requirements of the environment for an overall desired solution to local requirements for a
specific desired intermediate information.
The blame-assignment method of this reflective learning process is able to identify potentially
several causes for the problem-solver’s failure, and autonomously spawn an equivalent number of
learning tasks. The types of causes that this method is able to identify, and the knowledge conditions
under which it does so are summarized below:
Incomplete or Incorrect Domain Knowledge: The feedback that the learning process receives
may convey information regarding the current state of its domain, which is missing from the agent’s
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domain knowledge. Based on its comprehension of the types of objects that exist in its domain and
the types of relations that are applicable to them, the blame-assignment method is able to recognize
gaps in the content of this knowledge.
Erroneous Organization of the Domain Knowledge: As the agent assigns blame for its failure
to produce the desired solution based on its comprehension of the functional semantics of its tasks,
it is able to derive the inferences that could have potentially led to the desired solution. When
these inferences rely on the organization of its knowledge, that is when the functional semantics of
the task responsible for the inference are expressed in terms of some domain-organization relation,
the blame-assignment process postulates that the reason they were not drawn may be because this
organization is imperfect.
Erroneous Organization of the Task Structure: Sometimes the problem solver fails to suc-
cessfully complete its reasoning on a particular problem, although its problem decomposition is
seemingly correct with respect to the compositional semantics of its task structure. In such cases,
the blame-assignment method postulates that the organization of the problem-solver’s task structure
may be incorrect, in that it may ignore critical information interactions among these tasks.
Under- or Over-Constrained Task Functionality: Finally, based on the functional and com-
positional semantics of the problem-solving task structure, the blame-assignment method is able
to infer that some particular task should be able to produce a specific value for an intermediate
type of information, in order for the preferred solution to be produced. When the value of this
type of information belongs in the class of values that the failed task is designed to produce, the
blame-assignment method postulates that the cause of the failure may be that the functionality of
this task is insufficiently specified. Such an under-specified task might ignore the correct inference
in favor or other possible inferences. Alternatively, when the value of the information is outside the
class of values expected of the failed task, the blame-assignment method postulates that the cause of
the failure may be that the functionality of this task is overly specified. Such an over-specification
could potentially result in the non-production of the complete class of values desired of the task.
The last type of learning tasks is especially difficult to spawn. In order for the agent to
recognize the need to modify the functionality of an element in its functional architecture, it has
to be able to establish that the inferences produced by this element are not correct with respect to
some requirements imposed on the overall problem-solving process. This requires that the agent
understands the nature of the inferences that each task is designed to contribute in the overall
problem-solving process. In this reflective learning process, this knowledge is captured by the
functional and compositional semantics of the problem-solving task structure. This knowledge
enables it to localize the failure of the problem solver to exhibit the behavior desired of it to the
failure of some subtask to draw the inferences necessary for that type of behavior.
For a detailed discussion on the role of functional and compositional semantics in the blame-
assignment process, the reader may look in section 6.6. For a discussion on how the SBF language
for modeling problem solving gives rise to the taxonomy of learning tasks addressed in this thesis,
the reader should refer to section 3.2.
11.1.6 Learning Strategy and Methods
When a learning theory admits that there can potentially be several causes for each particular failure
in the problem solving, two very important issues arise. First, the learning theory has to account
for how one (or potentially more) of these causes is selected to be eliminate first. Essentially, given
a set of possible options on adaptations that could potentially eliminate the failure, the learning
process should be able to decide what to learn. Second, if these causes are of different types, which
is quite often the case in multi- strategy problem solvers, then a single learning strategy is likely
to be insufficient for addressing all of them. Thus, there is a need for multiple learning strategies.
Then, having decided what to learn, the learning process can decide on how to learn. These two
issues necessitate that the learning theory should be general enough to accommodate the use of
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multiple learning strategies and that it should account for a type of knowledge on the basis of which
the learner can select what to learn and how, in the context of a particular failed problem-solving
episode.
The reflective learning theory developed in this thesis is an example of such a theory. It integrates
seamlessly the use of multiple learning strategies, each one appropriate for a different set of learning
tasks. In addition, it proposes a set of criteria for selecting which among the potential causes of
the problem-solver’s failure to eliminate first, and an additional set of criteria for selecting which
strategy should be used to eliminate it.
The criteria for selecting which learning task to address first arise from the task-structure theory
of problem solving. The task-structure theory gives rise to an ordering of the “gravity” of the
possible causes of the failure. For example, errors in the content of the agent’s domain knowledge
are the most critical. This is because, as long as the problem solver does not have the knowledge
relevant to producing the desired solution, it will fail, irrespective of whether or not the rest of its
knowledge is organized correctly and whether or not its task structure is correct. Based on this
ordering, the learning process selects to address the most difficult potential cause, with the rationale
that, if this is indeed the cause of the failure, then eliminating any other secondary cause will not
correct the failing behavior of the problem solver.
The next issue, that is, which learning strategy to invoke for eliminating the selected cause,
is also resolved, at least in part, based on the task-structure theory of problem solving. The task-
structure theory gives rise to an ordering of the “cost” of the possible adaptations that can be
performed on the problem solver. This ordering depends mainly on the amount of information each
adaptation requires, and on the extent to which each individual adaptation gives rise to new ones.
Thus, when the selected cause can be potentially eliminated by a variety of different strategies, the
learning process selects the least expensive strategy whose knowledge requirements are met in the
particular context.
The learning strategies integrated in this reflective learning process and the knowledge that
makes them possible are summarized below:
Plan for knowledge acquisition of a new domain object: This plan is applicable when the cause
of the failure is the fact that the agent does not know about a particular domain concept, necessary for
the production of the preferred solution. The meta-level knowledge regarding the problem-solver’s
domain captured in its SBF model, that is, the types of domain concepts, the relations that pertain
to each type, and the constraints that must hold true among these relations, enables this plan to
consistently integrate the new object in the problem-solver’s knowledge base, by updating all the
relations that pertain to its class, and by propagating the constraints that apply to them.
Plan for updating a domain relation: This plan is invoked when the cause of the problem-
solver’s failure is the incorrectness or the incompleteness of its knowledge regarding a domain
relation. This relation could refer to the state of the world, in which case the cause is really
incomplete or incorrect domain knowledge, or it could be an indexing relation, in which case
the cause is really incorrect knowledge organization. Again, the meta-level knowledge regarding
the problem-solver’s domain enables this plan to consistently modify the agent’s knowledge of
associations between objects in its domain, so that it can draw the inferences desired of it.
Plan for task-structure reorganization: This plan modifies the relative organization of the tasks
in the agent’s task structure, in order to make explicit information and control interactions between
them that are currently hidden. The compositional semantics of the problem-solver’s task structure
enables it to reorganize the task structure while also maintaining its overall consistency.
Plan for task substitution: This plan is applicable when the cause of the failure is the under- or
over-constrained functionality of a problem-solving task. To substitute a failing task, the learner
uses its knowledge of “families of tasks” to identify a member in the family of the failed task that
could potentially deliver the desired behavior in the context of the failed problem-solving episode.
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This knowledge is captured in terms of prototype tasks and their instances in the SBF model of the
problem solver.
Plan for task modification: This plan is applicable when the cause of the failure is the under- or
over-constrained functionality of a problem-solving task. The learning process uses the composi-
tional semantics of the problem-solver’s task structure to identify the types of information available
to the problem solver at the point when it attempts to accomplish the failed task. In addition, it uses
its meta-level knowledge regarding the problem-solver’s domain to postulate what the semantics
of the failing task should be. When it is able to infer such semantics, it modifies the current set
of functional semantics of the failed task by replacing the failing relation, or by including a new
relation in the set.
Plan for selection-task insertion: This plan is applicable when the cause of the failure is the
under-constrained the functionality delivered by a task of the problem solver. Like the plan above,
it relies on the agent’s ability to formulate a specification of the functionality desired of the failed
task, based on its meta-model of the domain. In this plan however, a new task is introduced in
the task structure whose role is to refine the class of inferences desired by the currently failing
task. As with the task-structure reorganization plan, it is the compositional semantics of the task
structure that enables the learning process to modify it (by introducing a new element in it) while
not compromising the overall consistency of the problem solver.
This reflective learning theory seamlessly integrates a wide range of learning tasks, some of
which have been already addressed in isolation by earlier AI research. By investigating all of them
together, this learning theory provides a more constrained account of when each one of them is
relevant, and of how they interact with each other.
For a more extended discussion on how the learning process selects what to learn, the reader
should refer to section 7.1. For a more extended discussion on the issue of how a particular learning
strategy is chosen over an alternative one, the reader should refer to section 7.2.
11.1.7 Maintaining the Consistency of Problem Solving
Finally, a very important issue in adapting a failing problem solver is the issue of ensuring that
the adaptations performed to it do not compromise the consistency of its problem solving. This
problem is especially difficult when the set of functional of the problem solver must be modified,
as in the case of introduction of new tasks.
The ability to reason about the potential consequences of such an adaptation and perform it in a
way that does not compromise the overall consistency of the problem-solving process, necessitates
that the agent has an understanding of the elements of the problem-solver’s functional architecture.
The learning process should be aware of the functional role of these elements and the way in which
their functioning gets composed in the overall problem-solving process. Thus, when a new element
is to be introduced, it can decide first, what its functional role should be by evaluating what type of
functionality is missing from the overall problem-solving process, and second how this new element
should interact with the existing ones.
The SBF model of the problem solver captures such knowledge regarding the problem-solver’s
elements. For each task of the problem solver, it specifies the types of information it requires
as input, the types of information it contributes as output, and its functional semantics, i.e., the
type of the transformation that the task performs to produce the latter from the former. The
task specifications capture the information-flow interactions among the problem-solver’s tasks. In
addition, in the context of the problem-solver’s methods, the model specifies the control interactions
among them, i.e., their compositional semantics. The learning uses this knowledge to reason about
the information-flow and control interactions of the new element with the rest of the problem solver.
The locality of the problem-solving process where the new task should be introduced is decided
by the blame assignment which identifies the locality of an existing malfunctioning task. The
blame assignment also identifies the type of information which is incorrectly produced in the failing
problem solver, which will constitute the output of the new element. To identify the functionality
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desired of the new element, the learning process consults the SBF model to identify what types of
information are available in that locality. Based on the problem-solver’s compositional semantics,
it identifies the tasks that precede the failing one and from their SBF specification, it collects the
types of information they produce. These types of information could potentially constitute the
new element’s input. From these types of information, and from its desired output the learning
process postulates a specification for the type of its information transformation. At this point, the
information-flow interactions of the new element with the rest of the problem solver have been
specified. Then, based on the specification of the method that spawns the faulty task, the learning
strategy decides the details of the control interactions of the new element with the existing ones, in a
manner that the overall composition of the problem-solver’s functional architecture is correct. For
an involved discussion on the role of the SBF model in maintaining the consistency of the problem
solver and its SBF model the reader should refer to Chapter 7.
identify not is under-
11.2 Critique and Future Directions
11.2.1 Immediate Future Research
Section 9.8 of Chapter 9 discusses the limitations of AUTOGNOSTIC in detail. Some of these
limitations pertain to AUTOGNOSTIC as a system while others pertain to the theory embodied by
AUTOGNOSTIC. Addressing these limitations formulates the immediate research agenda.
The most immediate item in this agenda is the extension of the expressiveness of the language
for task semantics, to allow the specification of semantic relations among multiple types of input
and output information. The current language is limited to tasks in which the contribution of each
input to the task output can be linearly separated. This is a limitation of AUTOGNOSTIC as a system,
and the different steps necessary for extending the system are sketched out in fair amount of detail
in section 9.8. This extension will necessitate extensions to the blame-assignment method, and also
to the method for discovering new semantics. Once this extension has been completed, it would be
of interest to compare the current version of AUTOGNOSTIC with the new, extended one, in order to
identify the additional coverage that this extension might provide to the reflection process, and the
additional complexity that it might incur to the learning process.
The next issue is the problem of modifying the input-output relations of the high-level tasks
of the problem solver. The modification of the overall task input appears to be within the current
capabilities of AUTOGNOSTIC. However, to date there have been no problem-solving scenarios
where this capability has been put to test. The first step would be to devise a scenario where this
type of adaptation would be useful, and investigate AUTOGNOSTIC’s behavior. The next step would
be to extend the learning process so that it can integrate new types of inferences in the problem-
solver’s task structure such that they produce additional information than the current output of
the overall task. To this end, several approaches seem promising given the current status of the
learning method. First, the notion of different task instantiations of prototypical tasks could be
extended to include tasks which share some common inputs and outputs but each task instance
could also have additional inputs or outputs. Consequently, the plan for task substitution could be
employed to replace a task with a instance of the same prototypical task which delivers the desired
additional outputs. An alternative approach would be to extend the learning task to introduce
new types of output information in the task structure, when the problem solver is presented with
problems which are extensions of the problems it is already solving. It could then use its process
for postulating semantic relations, to discover how this new type of information relates with the rest
of the information context.
Finally, an interesting problem, close to the theory currently implemented in AUTOGNOSTIC,
is the re-representation of the domain knowledge, or alternatively the problem of modifying the
ontology of the problem solver. This is a learning task which arises naturally in the AUTOGNOSTIC’s
SBF language. There are two interrelated issues that must be addressed by any learning method
which aspires to provide a solution to this problem: first how does the system even recognize
the need for such a change, and second, how does it incrementally modify its representation
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scheme without radically disturbing the knowledge represented in its current ontology. At this
point AUTOGNOSTIC provides a partial answer to the first question: the need for re-representation
of the domain knowledge becomes evident from the failure of the system to parse some information
provided by its external environment.
11.2.2 Extended Future Research
Knowledge-Based Systems: Knowledge-based systems are one class of intelligent systems which
solve complex problems and which are often reused in environments slightly different than the ones
in the context of which they were developed. Such reuse is not completely without problems, how-
ever it does not usually require complete redesign of the system. Even in the original environment
in which it was designed, given the passing of a long period of time, a knowledge-based system
may start to fail due to changes in its environmental conditions. Thus, the problem of maintaining
knowledge-based systems over a long time span, and re-situating them in new contexts becomes a
natural candidate for the reflection process developed in this thesis.
The most important challenge that real knowledge-based systems will present to the reflection
process of this thesis is scalability. The problem solvers AUTOGNOSTIC was integrated with are
quite sophisticated, but do not have the amount of knowledge that systems deployed in the real
world have. If the re-situation of the system fails mainly due to errors in the problem-solving task
structure, then the abundance of domain knowledge may be an advantage since it may give rise
to a lot of failures stemming of the same cause, and thus a more constrained modification of the
task structure may be performed. If, on the other hand, the cause of the failure lies mainly in the
knowledge of the system, then the cost of reflection might be excessive. A potential approach,
applicable in cases where the major cause of failure is known, would be to instantiate different
versions of the reflection process, ablated along different dimensions.
Robotics: Autonomous agents are yet another candidate for evaluating the effectiveness of the
reflective learning process as a self-adaptation mechanism. The REFLECS experiment was a first
attempt in that direction, and it gave rise to some interesting issues particular to autonomous agents.
First, how does reflection and action interleave? In disembodied agents who reason based on
internal representations of the world but do not act in it, this question is not even meaningful.
However, in the context of robotics where the resources available to reflection are limited by the
need to act timely, this interleaving becomes critical.
Second, how does noise in the perceptual input affect the reflection process? The quality and the
effectiveness of the adaptations that the learning process performs to the problem solver depends
on the feedback that this process receives. If the channel that perceives the feedback is noisy,
then the learning process might misinterpret the inference desired of it, and it might even adapt the
functional architecture towards the wrong direction. One potential approach to this problem might
be to extent the learning process to verify its feedback before proceeding to use it as the basis of the
agent’s adaptation.
Finally, in the real world time often becomes of critical importance. AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF
language does not capture any notion of time, and therefore, the learning method cannot recognize
errors that are the result of the interactions among tasks in the time line. In the context of autonomous
robotics, the SBF language may have to be extended to explicitly represent time-overlap between
tasks, delays, deadlines and similar concepts.
Software Engineering: Artificial problem solvers are computer programs. Consequently, mod-
eling the behavior of a problem solver in terms of a SBF model requires the acquisition of SBF
models for the source code implementing the problem solver. Further, modifying the SBF model
of a problem-solver’s task structure implies modification of that source code. To date, the imple-
mentation of the reflection process in AUTOGNOSTIC, assumes an already developed model for the
system, and, sometimes, it also assumes the cooperation of a human programmer to perform parts
of the suggested modifications to the system’s code. However, in principle, program-understanding
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techniques could enable the initial boot-strapping of the process by providing methods for acqui-
sition of SBF models from code, and automatic-programming techniques could help to make the
learning process more autonomous.
There are two particularly interesting lines of research, in program-comprehension and program-
debugging correspondingly, which could naturally be integrated with the reflection process of this
thesis. Wills [1992] has developed a program-understanding method based on the recognition
of programming “cliches” in the source code of a software system. These “cliches” are syntactic
patterns, and consequently the “understanding” of the program that this method is able to produce
lacks explanatory power. In subsequent research, Wills is making efforts to include functional
semantics to the description of “cliches” which would make them quite similar to tasks. In
addition, Allemang [1990] has developed a program-debugging method based of a Functional
Representation of the program under modification. SBF models are descendants of the original
Functional Representation scheme [Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran 1986], and therefore
the organization of Allemang’s models is very similar to AUTOGNOSTIC’s SBF models, with the
exception that their semantics are based on the operational semantics of the programming language in
which the program is implemented. The common principles along which these models are organized
could make possible the integration of the two types of models into a single one, analyzing the
problem solver both at the knowledge and at the implementation levels.
Design: Finally, the future-research agenda includes the task of closing the circle from design to
learning and back to design. The reflective learning process developed in this thesis is essentially a
model-based, redesign process. As such, it must have implications to design in general.
The reflective learning process of this thesis raised several interesting issues which are not clear
whether or not they have a counterpart in the domain physical devices. Problem solvers can use
multiple strategies to solve their problems. What is the counterpart of a multi-strategy reasoner in
the domain of physical devices? In fact, the notion of such a counterpart seems unnatural. What
are the implications of the lack of such a counterpart to the cost of the blame-assignment and repair
processes? The reflective learning method is able to discover new tasks that should be integrated in
the problem solver’s task structure. How can this process translate to discovering new components
that do not already exist to introduce new functionalities in the internal causal processes of the
device?
On a different line of thought, the integration of AUTOGNOSTIC with KRITIK2 and AUTO-
GNOSTICONKRITIK2’s ability to reflect upon its own failures, learn from them, and improve its
performance raises some interesting questions regarding the potential usefulness of reflection based
on SBF models on design education, which the Canah-Chab project has just started to explore.
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input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)




input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE)
subtask of: ((ROUTE-PLANNING ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD))




input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE)
output: (MIDDLE-PATH INT1 INT2)
subtask of: ((ROUTE-PLANNING ROUTE-PLANNING-METHOD))
name: STORE
procedure: STORE-CASE
input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE DESIRED-PATH)









input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE)
output: (MIDDLE-PATH)
subtask of: ((PATH-RETRIEVAL PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD))




instances: (RETRIEVAL-PRIME1 RETRIEVAL-PRIME2 RETRIEVAL)






subtask of: ((PATH-RETRIEVAL PATH-RETRIEVAL-METHOD))
semantics: (SAME-POINT INT1 INITIAL-NODE(MIDDLE-PATH))
(SAME-POINT INT2 FINAL-NODE(MIDDLE-PATH))












input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)
subtask of: ((SEARCH MODEL-BASED-METHOD))
semantics: (FOR-ALL n IN NODES(DESIRED-PATH):
(INVERSE ZONE-INTERSECTIONS) n INITIAL-ZONE)
conditions: ((ZONE-INTERSECTIONS INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-POINT))
name: INTERZONAL-SEARCH
methods: (INTERZONAL-SEARCH-METHOD)
input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)
subtask of: ((SEARCH MODEL-BASED-METHOD))
conditions: (((NOT ZONE-INTERSECTIONS) INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-POINT))
name: PATCH-FRONT
prototype: ROUTE-PLANNING
input: (INITIAL-POINT INT1 TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (FRONT-PATH)
subtask of: ((SEARCH CASE-BASED-METHOD))
name: PATCH-END
prototype: ROUTE-PLANNING
input: (INT2 FINAL-POINT TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (END-PATH)




input: (INT1 INT2 FRONT-PATH MIDDLE-PATH END-PATH)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)




input: (INT1 INT2 FRONT-PATH MIDDLE-PATH END-PATH)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)





input: (INITIAL-POINT FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE FINAL-ZONE
MIDDLE-PATH INT1 INT2 TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD)
output: (MIDDLE-PATH FRONT-PATH END-PATH)
subtask of: ((SEARCH INTERZONAL-SEARCH-METHOD))
name: MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS
prototype: RECOMPOSITION
input: (INT1 INT2 FRONT-PATH MIDDLE-PATH END-PATH)
output: (DESIRED-PATH)





subtask of: ((INTRAZONAL-SEARCH INTRAZONAL-SEARCH-METHOD))
name: PATH-INCREASE
prototype: STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE
input: (POSSIBLE-PATHS FINAL-POINT INITIAL-ZONE)
output: (POSSIBLE-PATHS DESIRED-PATH)





















subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))
semantics: ((INVERSE CHILDREN-ZONES) SOURCE-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
name: FIND-SOURCE-COMMON-INTS
prototype: FIND-COMMON-INTS
input: (INITIAL-POINT SOURCE-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (INT1)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))




input: (ANCHOR-INT SUBZONE COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (COMMON-INT)
semantics: ((INVERSE ZONE-INTERSECTIONS) COMMON-INT COMMON-SUBZONE)
((INVERSE ZONE-INTERSECTIONS) COMMON-INT SUBZONE)
name: DEFAULT-SOURCE-COMMON-INT
prototype: DEFAULT-COMMON-INT
input: (INITIAL-POINT SOURCE-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (INT1)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))










subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))
semantics: ((INVERSE CHILDREN-ZONES) DEST-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
name: FIND-DEST-COMMON-INTS
prototype: FIND-COMMON-INTS
input: (FINAL-POINT DEST-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (INT2)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))
conditions: (NOT (EQUAL DEST-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE))
name: DEFAULT-DEST-COMMON-INT
prototype: DEFAULT-COMMON-INT
input: (FINAL-POINT DEST-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (INT2)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))
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conditions: (EQUAL DEST-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
name: MIDDLE-SUBPROBLEM
prototype: INTRAZONAL-SEARCH
input: (INT1 INT2 LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
output: (MIDDLE-PATH)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))




input: (INITIAL-POINT INT1 INITIAL-ZONE SOURCE-SUBZONE SOURCE-SUBZONE)
output: (FRONT-PATH)
subtask of: ((DECOMPOSITION INTERZONAL-DECOMPOSE-METHOD))
name: DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM
prototype: SEARCH
input: (INT2 FINAL-POINT DEST-SUBZONE FINAL-ZONE DEST-SUBZONE)
output: (END-PATH)





subtask of: ((STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE PATH-INCREASE-METHOD))





subtask of: ((STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE PATH-INCREASE-METHOD))
semantics: (FOR-ALL p IN EXPANDED-PATHS:
ON-THE-SAME-STREET FINAL-NODE(p) FINAL-NODE(CURRENT-PATH))






subtask of: ((STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE PATH-INCREASE-METHOD))
semantics: (THERE-IS p IN EXPANDED-PATHS: EQUIVALENT-PATH THE-PATH p)
name: COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
procedure: COMBINE-PATH-LISTS
input: (CURRENT-PATH EXPANDED-PATHS CURRENT-PATHS)
output: (NEW-CURRENT-PATHS)





subtasks: (CLASSIFICATION PATH-RETRIEVAL SEARCH STORE)


















control: (‘‘SERIAL-OP’’ INTRAZONAL-SEARCH INTERZONAL-SEARCH)
name: CASE-BASED-METHOD
applied to: SEARCH
subtasks: (PATCH-FRONT PATCH-END CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)
control: (‘‘SERIAL-OP’’ PATCH-FRONT PATCH-END CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)





control: (‘‘SERIAL-OP’’ DECOMPOSITION MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)






















































attribute: (LENGTH D-NUMBER (LAMBDA (X) (LENGTH (SIMULATOR-PATH-EQUIVALENT X))))
attribute: (REAL-LENGTH D-NUMBER SLENGTH)
attribute: (PREFIX D-PATH PATH-PREFIX)
attribute: (NODES (LIST-OF D-INTERSECTION) (LAMBDA (X) X))
attribute: (INITIAL-NODE D-INTERSECTION (LAMBDA (X) (CAR X)))
attribute: (FINAL-NODE D-INTERSECTION (LAMBDA (X) (CAR (LAST X))))
attribute: (EDGES (LIST-OF D-SEGMENT) (LAMBDA (X) (SEGMENTS X)))
attribute: (INITIAL-EDGE D-SEGMENT (LAMBDA (X) (FIRST (SEGMENTS X))))




identity test: (LAMBDA (I J)
(AND (SAME-POINT (FIRST I) (FIRST J)) (SAME-POINT (SECOND I) (SECOND J))))
attribute: (LENGTH D-NUMBER (LAMBDA (X) (LENGTH (SIMULATOR-PATH-EQUIVALENT X))))
attribute: (REAL-LENGTH D-NUMBER SLENGTH)
attribute: (PREFIX D-PATH PATH-PREFIX)
attribute: (NODES (LIST-OF D-INTERSECTION) (LAMBDA (X) X))
attribute: (INITIAL-NODE D-INTERSECTION (LAMBDA (X) (CAR X)))
attribute: (FINAL-NODE D-INTERSECTION (LAMBDA (X) (CAR (LAST X))))
attribute: (EDGES (LIST-OF D-SEGMENT) (LAMBDA (X) (SEGMENTS X)))
attribute: (INITIAL-EDGE D-SEGMENT (LAMBDA (X) (FIRST (SEGMENTS X))))
attribute: (FINAL-EDGE D-SEGMENT (LAMBDA (X) (FIRST (LAST (SEGMENTS X)))))
INFORMATION TYPES
name: DESIRED-PATH
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (ROUTE-PLANNING SEARCH TRIVIAL-ROUTE-PLANNING SEARCH




type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE SELECT-DESIRED-PATH)
name: POSSIBLE-PATHS
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (INIT-SEARCH PATH-INCREASE)
input to: (PATH-INCREASE)
name: CURRENT-PATHS
type of object: D-PATH
input to: (STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE GET-CURRENT-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
name: NEW-CURRENT-PATHS
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
name: CURRENT-PATH
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (GET-CURRENT-PATH)
input to: (EXPAND-CURRENT-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
name: PATH-TO-GOAL
type of object: D-PATH
name: EXPANDED-PATHS
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (EXPAND-CURRENT-PATH)
input to: (SELECT-DESIRED-PATH COMBINE-PATH-LISTS)
name: FRONT-PATH
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type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (PATCH-FRONT DECOMPOSITION SOURCE-SUBPROBLEM)
input to: (CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS RECOMPOSITION MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)
name: END-PATH
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (PATCH-END DECOMPOSITION DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM)
input to: (CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS RECOMPOSITION MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)
name: MIDDLE-PATH
type of object: D-PATH
produced by: (PATH-RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL-PROTOTYPE DECOMPOSITION
MIDDLE-SUBPROBLEM)
input to: (FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS SEARCH RECOMPOSITION DECOMPOSITION
CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS)
name: A-ZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
input to: (STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE EXPAND-CURRENT-PATH)
name: SUBZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
input to: (FIND-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-COMMON-INT)
name: COMMON-SUBZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
input to: (FIND-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-COMMON-INT)
name: TOP-NEIGHBORHOOD
type of object: D-ZONE
input to: (ROUTE-PLANNING CLASSIFICATION SEARCH PATCH-FRONT PATCH-END DECOMPOSITION)
name: INITIAL-ZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
produced by: (CLASSIFICATION)
input to: (PATH-RETRIEVAL STORE RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL-PROTOTYPE SEARCH
INTRAZONAL-SEARCH DECOMPOSITION PATH-INCREASE FIND-LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE
FIND-SOURCE-SUBZONE SOURCE-SUBPROBLEM)
name: FINAL-ZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
produced by: (CLASSIFICATION)
input to: (PATH-RETRIEVAL STORE RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL-PROTOTYPE SEARCH
DECOMPOSITION FIND-LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE FIND-DEST-SUBZONE DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM)
name: SOURCE-SUBZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
produced by: (FIND-SOURCE-SUBZONE)
input to: (FIND-SOURCE-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-SOURCE-COMMON-INT SOURCE-SUBPROBLEM)
name: DEST-SUBZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
produced by: (FIND-DEST-SUBZONE)
input to: (FIND-DEST-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-DEST-COMMON-INT DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM)
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name: LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE
type of object: D-ZONE
produced by: (FIND-LEAST-COMMON-SUBZONE)
input to: (FIND-SOURCE-SUBZONE FIND-SOURCE-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-SOURCE-COMMON-INT
FIND-DEST-SUBZONE FIND-DEST-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-DEST-COMMON-INT MIDDLE-SUBPROBLEM)
name: INITIAL-POINT
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
input to: (ROUTE-PLANNING CLASSIFICATION PATH-RETRIEVAL STORE TRIVIAL-ROUTE-PLANNING
RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL-PROTOTYPE SEARCH INTRAZONAL-SEARCH PATCH-FRONT
DECOMPOSITION INIT-SEARCH INTRAZONAL-TRIVIAL FIND-SOURCE-COMMON-INTS
DEFAULT-SOURCE-COMMON-INT SOURCE-SUBPROBLEM)
name: FINAL-POINT
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
input to: (ROUTE-PLANNING CLASSIFICATION PATH-RETRIEVAL STORE TRIVIAL-ROUTE-PLANNING
RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL-PROTOTYPE SEARCH INTRAZONAL-SEARCH PATCH-END
DECOMPOSITION PATH-INCREASE INTRAZONAL-TRIVIAL FIND-DEST-COMMON-INTS
DEFAULT-DEST-COMMON-INT DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM)
name: DESTINATION
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
input to: (STEP-IN-PATH-INCREASE SELECT-DESIRED-PATH)
name: INT1
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
produced by: (PATH-RETRIEVAL FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS FIND-SOURCE-COMMON-INTS
DEFAULT-SOURCE-COMMON-INT)
input to: (PATCH-FRONT CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS RECOMPOSITION DECOMPOSITION
MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS MIDDLE-SUBPROBLEM SOURCE-SUBPROBLEM)
name: INT2
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
produced by: (PATH-RETRIEVAL FIND-DECOMPOSITION-INTS FIND-DEST-COMMON-INTS
DEFAULT-DEST-COMMON-INT)
input to: (PATCH-END CBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS RECOMPOSITION DECOMPOSITION
MBR-PATH-SYNTHESIS MIDDLE-SUBPROBLEM DESTINATION-SUBPROBLEM)
name: ANCHOR-INT
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
input to: (FIND-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-COMMON-INT)
name: COMMON-INT
type of object: D-INTERSECTION
produced by: (FIND-COMMON-INTS DEFAULT-COMMON-INT)
DOMAIN RELATIONS
name: LESS-THAN
input args: (D-NUMBER D-NUMBER)
predicate: I
name: GREATER-THAN




input args: (D-NUMBER D-NUMBER)
predicate: I =
name: GREATER-EQUAL




























output args: ((LIST-OF D-INTERSECTION))
predicate: (LAMBDA (X) (ADJACENT-INTS X))
inverse predicate: (LAMBDA (X) (ADJACENT-INTS X))
name: LEGAL-DIRECTION
input args: (D-STREET)




output args: ((LIST-OF D-PATH))




output args: ((LIST-OF D-PATH))
predicate: (LAMBDA (X) (SECOND-SUBPATH X))
name: THIRD-SUBPATH
input args: (D-PATH)
output args: ((LIST-OF D-PATH))














semantics: ((NOT NULL) NEW-CASE MODEL)
((NOT NULL) NEW-CASE STRUCTURE)










subtask of: ((DESIGN DESIGN-METHOD))










subtask of: ((RETRIEVAL SUCCESSIVE-REFINEMENT-SEARCH-METHOD))











subtask of: ((ADAPTATION MODEL-BASED-ADAPTATION-METHOD))
name: REPAIR
methods: (COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT-PLAN STRUCTURE-REPLICATION-PLAN)
input: (OLD-CASE NEW-FUNCTION LIST-OF-DIFFS LIST-OF-SUSPICIOUS-COMPONENTS)
output: (NEW-BEHAVIOR NEW-STRUCTURE)
subtask of: ((ADAPTATION MODEL-BASED-ADAPTATION-METHOD))
name: MODEL-ASSEMBLY
procedure: ASSEMBLE
input: (NEW-FUNCTION NEW-BEHAVIOR NEW-STRUCTURE)
output: (NEW-CASE)
subtask of: ((ADAPTATION MODEL-BASED-ADAPTATION-METHOD))




















subtask of: ((REPAIR COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT-PLAN))
name: COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT
procedure: APPLY-COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT
input: (OLD-CASE COMPONENT-TO-REPLACE REPLACEMENT NEW-FUNCTION LIST-OF-DIFFS)
output: (NEW-BEHAVIOR NEW-STRUCTURE)














































subtask of: ((COMPONENT-RETRIEVAL COMPONENT-RETRIEVAL-METHOD))
semantics: (THERE-IS i IN LIST-OF-SUSPICIOUS-COMPONENTS: EQUALP COMPONENT-TO-REPLACE i)









subtask of: ((COMPONENT-RETRIEVAL COMPONENT-RETRIEVAL-METHOD))
semantics: (THERE-IS i IN LIST-OF-SUSPICIOUS-COMPONENTS: EQUALP COMPONENT-TO-REPLACE i)
(EQUALP PROTOTYPE(REPLACEMENT) COMPONENT-PROTOTYPE(COMPONENT-TO-REPLACE) )
(IS-BIGGER-THAN PARAMETER-VALUE(REPLACEMENT) PARAMETER-VALUE(COMPONENT-TO-REPLACE))










control: ((MAKE-INSTANCE (QUOTE SERIAL-OP)) CASE-SELECTION CASE-ORDERING)
name: MODEL-BASED-ADAPTATION-METHOD
applied to: ADAPTATION
subtasks: (FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENCES-IDENTIFICATIO N BLAME-ASSIGNMENT REPAIR MODEL-ASSEMBLY)
control: ((MAKE-INSTANCE (QUOTE SERIAL-OP))
FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENCES-IDENTIFICATIO N BLAME-ASSIGNMENT REPAIR MODEL-ASSEMBLY)
name: PROPERTY-VALUE-REFINEMENT-METHOD
applied to: CASE-SELECTION
subtasks: (PROPERTY-REFINEMENT VALUE-REFINEMENT GET-CASES-OF-NODE)
control: ((MAKE-INSTANCE (QUOTE SERIAL-OP))
PROPERTY-REFINEMENT VALUE-REFINEMENT



































type of object: D-FUNCTION




CASE-SELECTION ADAPTATION RETRIEVAL DESIGN)
name: LIST-OF-CASES




type of object: D-DESIGN-CASE
produced by: (GET-CASES-OF-NODE)
name: PROPERTY-NODES
type of object: D-MEMORY-NODE
produced by: (REFINEMENT-ALONG-PROPERTIES VALUE-REFINEMENT PROPERTY-REFINEMENT)
input to: (REFINEMENT-ALONG-VALUES IDENTIFY-VALUES VALUE-REFINEMENT)
name: A-NODE
type of object: D-MEMORY-NODE
input to: (GET-CASES-OF-NODE)
name: MEMORY-NODES
type of object: D-MEMORY-NODE
produced by: (REFINEMENT-ALONG-VALUES VALUE-REFINEMENT)
name: NEW-FUNCTION-PROPS




type of object: D-PROPERTY
produced by: (PROBLEM-ELABORATION IDENTIFY-KNOWN-PROPERTIES)
input to: (REFINEMENT-ALONG-PROPERTIES PROBLEM-ELABORATION)
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name: ELAB-PROPS
type of object: D-PROPERTY
name: VALUES




type of object: D-MEMORY-NODE
name: OLD-CASE
type of object: D-DESIGN-CASE
produced by: (CASE-ORDERING RETRIEVAL)
input to: (STRUCTURE-REPLICATION COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT REPAIR
BLAME-ASSIGNMENT FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENCES-IDENTIFICATION ADAPTATION)
name: NEW-CASE
type of object: D-DESIGN-CASE
produced by: (MODEL-ASSEMBLY ADAPTATION DESIGN)
name: NEW-BEHAVIOR
type of object: D-BEHAVIOR
produced by: (STRUCTURE-REPLICATION COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT REPAIR)
input to: (MODEL-ASSEMBLY)
name: NEW-STRUCTURE
type of object: D-STRUCTURE
produced by: (STRUCTURE-REPLICATION COMPONENT-REPLACEMENT REPAIR)
input to: (MODEL-ASSEMBLY)
name: LIST-OF-DIFFS
type of object: D-DIFFERENCE
produced by: (FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENCES-IDENTIFICATION)






























input args: (D-SUBSTANCE-CONCEPT D-SUBSTANCE-CONCEPT)
predicate: (LAMBDA (X Y)
(OR (EQUAL (SLOT-VALUE X (QUOTE NAME)) (SLOT-VALUE Y (QUOTE NAME)))
(MEMBER (SLOT-VALUE Y (QUOTE NAME))
(SUBSTANCE-SPECIALIZATIONS (SLOT-VALUE X (QUOTE NAME))))))
name: LESS-ABSTRACT
input args: (D-SUBSTANCE-CONCEPT D-SUBSTANCE-CONCEPT)
predicate: (LAMBDA (X Y)
(OR (EQUAL (SLOT-VALUE X (QUOTE NAME)) (SLOT-VALUE Y (QUOTE NAME)))
(MEMBER (SLOT-VALUE X (QUOTE NAME))
(SUBSTANCE-SPECIALIZATIONS (SLOT-VALUE Y (QUOTE NAME))))))
name: ROOT-SPECIALIZATION
input args: (D-MEMORY-ROOT D-PROPERTY)




input args: (D-MEMORY-NODE D-VALUE)
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